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Introduction 

According to the last census for which figures are available 
(1970), there are 79,835 speakers of Abkhaz (~xcluding speakers 
of Abaza, of which there are about 25,000 - see below) within 
the USSR. The vast majority of these live in the Autonomous 
Soviet Socialist Abkhazian Republic, which lies on the coast of 
the Black Sea in the north-west of Soviet Georgia, and whose 
capital is Sukhumi. Although the three official languages of 
the Republic are Abkhaz, Russian and Georgian, this last is not 
widely known, but, as many settlements from Sukhumi southwards 
represent a mixed population of Abkhazians and Mingrelians, the 
third language of most of those Abkhazians living in this area 
is Mingrelian. Note that an indeterminate number of both 
Abkhaz and Abaza speakers live in Turkey and possibly other 
Near Eastern countries. 

Abkhaz is a member of the small and homogeneous North west 
Caucasian language-family, whose two other members are 
Circassian (Cherkess) and the almost extinct Ubykh, which, 
since the Russian subjugation of the North Caucasus in 1864, 
has been spoken only in Turkey. Abkhaz may be divided into two 
main dialectal groups: (i) Abaza, which is spoken outside 
Abkhazia in the KaracaY-Cerkessk Autonomous Region and which 
consists of the two dialects T'ap'anta (phonetically the most 
complex of all the Abkhaz-Abaza dialects and the basis of the 
Abaza literary language) and A§xar; (ii) Abkhaz proper, spoken 
in Abkhazia and comprising the two dialects of BZyP, phonetic
ally the more complex and spoken to the north of Sukhumi, and 
Ab~ui, which is the basis of the Abkhaz literary language and 
which forms the immediate object of the present study. 

The first alphabet for Abkhaz was established in 1862 by Uslar 
(Lomtatidze, 1967.101), but widespread publication of materials 
in Abkhaz became the norm only in the Soviet period, during 
which time three main (plus two minor) orthographies have been 
tried - (a) Latin-based (1928-38), (15) Georgian-based (1938-54) 
(c) Cyrillic-based (from 1954) (ibid. 102), which latter con
tains fourteen characters not found in Cyrillic but which is 
regrettably inconsistent in its marking of glottalisation and 
aspiration. It is interesting to note that the Abaza ortho
graphy, which is also based on Cyrillic, employs only one 
additional character, which is used exclusively to indicate 
glottalisation. 

In the present work, morpheme-boundaries are most commonly 
marked by means of a hyphen (-), although the plus-sign (+) is 
also used where a particularly close bond applies between two 
morphemes, as in the case of a column II, intra-verbal, pro
nominal affix which is 'governed' by a following preverb, deter
miner or relational particle (e.g. (p-)Y8+c~.'a-l-c'e-yt' 'She 
-1- fed him -Y8+', which is, etymologically speaking, 'She put 
it (¢-) into his (-y8+) mouth (+~'a-) '); the plus-sign is also 
used-to indicate morpheme-boundaries where no morpheme-by-mor
pheme gloss is given, as in the case of the word for 'train', 

e.g.	 a- dOa+yba 
(article) train 
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which would be fully segmentable thus: 
a- d ooe_ yba 
(art.) field ship 

An equals-sign (:) is employed after the first element of a 
reduplication (e.g. lasse:lasse 'often'). Square brackets 
([]) indicate the restoration of an element that has disappeared 
as a result of some phonetic process (e.g. y-a-[w-]we-yt' 'It 
-a- does -[w-] it y-'). Whilst the lexical meaning of verbs 
consisting of a preverb and root is a function of the separate 
meanings of each of these elements (although sometimes the 
individual meanings are no longer transparent), that lexical 
meaning is usually given in the gloss for the root alone, e.g. 

a- q'a- la- ra
 
(art.) (prev.) happen (masd.)
 

'to happen' 
where -q'a- actually means 'into-existence' (cf. the copular 
root -q'a- 'to-be') and -la- is the root meaning 'to-enter', 
cf. a---- q'a- c'a- ra

(art.) (prev.) make (masd.) 
where -q'a- is the same element as above and -c'a- is the root 
'to-put-'-.- For all further information relating to the system 
of transcription used below see 3.1.ff. Any individual ques
tions (including the whole of section 4) from the Questionnaire 
(Lingua 42.1.1977), which forms the basis of the Lingua 
Descriptive Series, that are entirely omitted from the present 
study were so omitted because of their irrelevance to the lan
guage under examination. However, the following sections of 
that Questionnaire - 1.12 (Topic), 1.13 (Heavy Shift), 1.14 
(Other movement processes) and 1.16 (Operational definitions 
of word-classes) - require further special investigation. 

In addition to the many friends and relatives in Abkhazia who 
helped in the preparation of this volume, I should like to 
offer my thanks to Prof. W.S. Allen and Dr. F. Nolan, both of 
Cambridge University, and to Miss S. Amac'ba of Sukhumi 
University. Special mention must also be made of Prof. B. 
Comrie of the University of Southern California, who first 
proposed that I undertake tne preparation of this volume and 
who made many invaluable criticisms of the first draught; Dr. 
Norval Smith kindly fulfilled this task for half of Chapter 1 
in the absence of Prof. Comrie. But a special vote of thanks 
is due to my wife, Zaira Khiba, who either provided outright 
or at least checked all the material contained in this volume; 
without her generous collaboration in patiently answering the 
countless questions that have been her daily fare for the last 
few months this volume would never have appeared. However, 
responsibility for the interpretation of the materials provided 
by my wife or culled from any other source rests solely with me. 

This work was prepared in its entirety while I was in receipt 
of the Wardrop Scholarship (which exists to support research in 
Georgian studies and in fields touching upon Georgia), to the 
managers of which fund I wish here to express my immense 
gratitude. 

B.G. Hewitt 
St. John's College 
Cambridge, England 



Abbreviations 

absol. = absolutive stat. = stative 
adj. = adjective V. = verb 
adv. = adverb 
Ag. = agent 
Aor. = Aorist 
art. = article 
attr. = attribute 
coll. = collective 
col. = column 
Condo = Conditional tense 
Condit. = Conditional mood 
cop. copula 
D.O. direct object 
dyn. dynamic 
e.o. each other 
emph. = emphatic 
excl. = exclusive 
f./fem. = feminine 
fin. finite 
Fut. = Future 
hum. = human 
ibid. = ibidem 
Imperf. = Imperfect 
incl. = inclusive 
Ind./lndef. = Indefinite 
1.0. = indirect object 
instr. = instrumental 
iter. = iterative 
lit. = literally 
m./masc. = masculine 
masd. = masdar 
neg. = negative 
non-hum. = non-human 
NP = noun-phrase 
Perf. = Perfect 
pers. = person 
pl. = plural 
Plu-perf. = Plu-perfect 
pot. = potential 
pred. predicative 
Pres. = Present 
prevo = preverb 
progr. = progressive 
prohib. = prohibition 
ps-cl. = pseudo-cleft 
purp. = purposive 
Qu. = question 
recip. = reciprocal 
rel. = relative 
[+rel] = [+ relativised copula]
 
sg. = singular
 
S. = subject
 
subj. subjunctive
 
suff. = suffix
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1. Syntax 

1.1. General questions 

~=~=~===g~~~~~~~;~~g~g 

~=~=~=~===~~~~~~=g~g=~~g~~~~1=gg~~~~ 
The preferred method of reporting speech is that of direct 

quotation. The introductory verb (which will most commonly be 
a-hoa-ra 'to say') usually follows the words quoted, e.g. 

a- dOk'an (¢-)aa- da- r- t'- aanja s-galo
the inn it (preverb) they cause open until I stand-up 
m +(dyn.) 
not 
(¢-)ya-hOe-yt' 
it he say (finite) 

'He said: "I shall not get up until they open the inn.'" 
We notice that the direct quote is not marked in any special 
way. However, this is only because no words intervene between 
the quote and its introductory verb and because this introduct
ory verb contains only one pre-radicar-element (namely the 3rd. 
person singular human column III, transitive subject pronominal 
affix ya- - the expected column I, 3rd. person singular non
human pronominal affix ya-, correlating with the direct object, 
disappears when immediately preceded by its referent (cf. 
2.1.1.1.1 both for this phenomenon and for details concerning 
the bound pronominal affixes appearing within the verbal 
complex), which is here the entire direct quote itself). 
Should the introductory verb also contain a column II, indirect 
object affix, then the direct quote must be followed by the 
particle hOa, which is actually an archaic form of the present 
absolutive of a-hoa-ra 'to say', the more common, present-day 
form of which would be hOo~*hoa-wa, which latter form is not 
found in this particular context (there are no pronominal af
fixes in these absolutives because absolutives of transitive 
verbs do not permit the insertion of column III, transitive 
subject affixes (cf. 2.1.1.3), and the column I affix ya- is 
absent for the same reasons just advanced to account for its 
absence in the introductory verb itself). And so, with this 
indirect object affix, the last three words of the example 
above would be: 

... s-galo-m hOa (¢-)r+ a- s-hOe-yt' 
it them+to I say (fin.) 

'I told them: "I shall not get up ... '" 
Indeed, if the introductory verb contains any pre-radical affix 
in addition to the subject-affix, there is a preference for hOa 
to be used, e.g . 

.. . s-galo-m hOa (¢-)sa-m- hOe-yt' 
it I not say (fin.) 

'I did not say: "I shall not get up . . . '" 
If the pre-radical affix -amxa- (cf. 2.1.3.4.15) appears as the 
single additional component in the introductory verb, then tOa 
is obligatory, e.g . 

... s-galo-m tOa (¢-)s+amxa- hOe-yt'
 
it I+unwillingly say (fin.)
 

'I unwillingly said: "I shall not get up ... u
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Should the introductory verb precede the direct quote, then hOa 
is also obligatory, e.g. 

way (¢-)y8-hOe-yt' 
that-one it he say (fin.) 
s-doa+l- c' 
I (compound preverb) go-out 

'He said: "I shall not go 
book(//letter) .'" 

a- sOqO'a 
the book 
wa- m 
(dyn.) not 
out until 

(¢-)z-yO- aanja 
it I write until 

hOa 

I have written the 

(N.B. that there is here no column I, direct object affix ya
in the introductory verb, as a sequence of two ya-affixes is 
not possible, unless the first ya- is the relative affix, 
rather than the 3rd. person singular non-human or the 3rd. 
person plural column I affix, or unless an expected sequence of 
three such affixes is reduced to two - cf. 3.4.3.2). 

If the arguments of the introductory verb appear in the sen
tence as independent nouns/pronouns, they will usually appear, 
in the order Subject-Indirect Object, between the quote and its 
following introductory verb - as the quote is now separated 
from its introductory verb, the use of hOa again becomes 
obligatory, e.g. -- 

.. . s-galo-m hOa a- xac'a a- phoas ya-l+ e- y- hOe-yt' 
the man the woman it her+to he say (fin.) 

'The man said to the woman: "I shall not get up ... '" 
However, these arguments may 
though the introductory verb 
after the quote, e.g. 

a-xac'a a-phoas a-dok'an 
(¢-)l+e-y-hOe-yt' 

precede the actual quote, even 
remains in its usual position 

(¢-)aa-da-r-tLaanja s-galo-m hOa 

'The man told the woman: "I shall not get up until they 
open the inn.'" 

Indirect speech-reporting is also possible in Abkhaz. Formally 
we may distinguish the following two groups of tenses:

With 

I 
Present 
Aorist (Simple Past) 
Future I 
Future II 
Perfect 
the exception of the 

II 
Imperfect 
Past Indefinite 
Conditional I 
Conditional II 
Plu-perfect 

opposition Aorist : Past Indefinite 
(which latter is functionally, though not formally, rather ano
amous - cf. 2.1.3.5.2), the tenses of column II are the past 
counterparts of their opposite numbers in column I. All tenses 
have a finite and a non-finite form (cf. 2.1.3.5.2). The non
finite forms of the tenses of column II differ from those of 
their column I counterparts by the addition of final -z. As 
Abkhaz uses these non-finite forms to represent its subordinate 
clauses, these are the forms that appear when the speaker 
chooses the indirect mode of speech-reporting. Since the 
language possesses no independent complementiser, the pre
radical verbal infix -p(a)- 'how' is used in the sense of 
English 'that' instead~et us take the verb a-q'a-c'a-ra 'to 
do/make' and illustrate the indirect reporting of speech:

ii 
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(a)	 Present 
ya-q'a s-c'o yt' 
it (prev.) I do (fin. ) 

+ (dyn.) 
'I am doing it'
 

ya-i?a q'e- y c'o ChOa) (¢-)ya-hOe-yt'
 
it that (prev.) he do it he say (fin.)
 

(Present, non-finite) 
'He said that he was doing it' 

We note that, although the person of the subordinate verb con
forms to that of the introductory verb, the tense of the non
finite verb is the same as that of the original words used 
(i.e. Present). Let us call this type of reporting 'semi' 
indirect speech. And the optional use of 'the particle h °a 
seems at once to underline the 'semi'-indirect, and thus-also 
the 'semi'-direct, nature of the construction involved. How
ever, also possible here is the non~finite form of the Imperf
ect tense, e.g. 

ya-i?a-q'e-y-c'o-z (¢-)ya-hOe-yt' 
where the subordinate verb fully conforms in respect of both 
person and tense to these same categories in the introductory 
verb; this construction is thus fully indirect speech, and we 
note the interesting fact that the particle nOa seems not now 
to be possible, my informant being somewhat hesitant about 
accepting it. The same choice between what we have styled 
'semi'-indirect and fully indirect speech is open to us in each 
of the examples below:
(b)	 Aorist
 

ya-q'a-s-c'e-yt'
 ,
'I did it'
 

-7 ya-ee-q'e-y-c'a
 
(Aorist, non-fin.)
 

ya-i?a-q'e-y-c'a-z
 
(Past Indef., non-fin.)
 

(hOa) (¢-)ya-hOe-yt'
 
'He said that he had done it'
 

(N.B. that the possible use of hOa with the Past Indefinite no 
doubt results from the fact that there is virtually never any 
distinction in meaning between the non-finite forms of the 
Aorist and Past Indefinite, see again 2.1.3.5.2). 
(c)	 Future I
 

ya-q'a-s-c'a-p'
 
'I shall do it then'
 

~ ya-i?a-q'e-y-c'a-ra
 
(Future I, non-fin.)
 

ya-i?a-q'e-y-c'a-ra-z
 
(Conditional I, non-fin.)
 

(¢-)ya-hOe-yt'
 
'He said that he would do it then'
 

(d)	 Future II (for the difference between the two Futures
 
cf. 2.1.3.2.1.4)
 
ya-q'a-s-c'a-i?+t'
 

'I shall probably do it'
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~ ya-ea-q'e-y-c'a-ea (hOa) II 
(Fut.II, non. fin.) 

ya-ea-q'e-y-c'a-~a-z 
(Condit.II, non-fin.) 

(¢-)ya-hOe-yt' 
'He said that he would probably do it' 

(e)	 Perfect 
ya-q'a-s-c'a-x'e-yt' 

'I have already done it' 
-7" ya-ea-q'e-y-c'a-x'o-w (hOa) II 

(Perfect, non-fin.) 
ya-ga-q'e-y-c'a-x'a-z 

(Plu-perf. non-fin.) 
(¢-)ya-hOe-yt' 

'He said that he had already done it 
Of course, if the original words spoken contain a tense from 

column II, then, in indirect quotation, the non-finite form of 
that tense is obligatory, and tea is once again optional. 

1~1~1~~~==~£~=g~~=~~~=~~££~~~~~=~~g~g=~£=~~~~~~£~g~~~~=g~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~gZI 

~ In Abkhaz there is no special word-order that is character
istic of interrogative sentences. For supra-segmental phenot mena, see the relevant sub-sections below. 

!~!~!~~~!~_~§~:~2_g~§~~~2~~ 

1.1.1.2.1.1. Neutral 

I
Either -rna or, more rarely, -w is suffixed to the non-finite 

form of the-appropriate tense (cf. 2.1.3.5.2 for the non-finite 
forms in question). When the suffix is -rna, the verb's 
stressed syllable is accompanied by a high-falling pitch; when 
the suffix is -w, in addition to this high-falling pitch, the 
verb's final syllable (Le. the syllable containing the suffix 
-w) is characterised by rising intonation, with the result that, 
if the verb's final syllable is the stressed syllable, it will 
be marked by a fall-rising pitch, e.g. 

':,; VI 
wa- co- rna II wa-co-w 
you go (Qu.) (Qu.)

~ 
} + (dyn.)
 

'Are you going?'

~ cf. 'v	 \- 111 da-y- k"~- s- rna II do-y-k" a-sa-w
 

he him (prev.) touch (Qu.) (Qu.)

~ 'Did he touch him?'
 

There is no form in -w for the Aorist tense; only da-ca-ma 
(plus the two forms derived from the Past Indefinite tense, 
namely da-ca-z-ma and da-ca-za-w) may be used to give the mean
ing 'Did he go?'. For the Future I tense, the form in -w (i.e. 
da-ca-ra-w)has the simple temporal meaning 'will he go?'~ 
whilst the form in -rna (da-ca-ra-ma) rather has a deliberative 
force 'Is he to gO?'~ In the Perfect tense, apart from the 
form da-ca-x'o-w-ma 'Has he already gone?', there is also the 
form da-ca-x'o-w (~*da-ca-x'a-w-w). In the Future II tense, 
forms in -w (e.g. da-ca-?o-w) are rare. For the Present tense 
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of stative verbs (see section 2.1.3.2.ff for the dichotomy 
between stative and non-stative, or dynamic, verbs), the choice 
exactly parallels that found in the Perfect of dynamic verbs, 
namely: 

da-q'o-w- ma II
 
he be (non-fin.) (Qu.)
 
da-q'o-w (~*d8-q'a-w- w)
 

he be (non-fin.) (Qu.)
 
'Is he?'
 

1~1~1~~~1~~~__1~~9~~9 

1~1~1~~~1~~~1~_§~p~~t~~9_tb~_~~~~~~_~Y~~' 

The element -y is suffixed to the appropriate non-finite 
form containing the negative affix -rr.r o ) (-). The intonation 
is the same fall-rise that is characteristic of neutral ques
tions marked with the suffix -~, e.g. 

VI 
W8- m- co y 
you not go (Qu. ) 

(+dyn. ) 
'You are going, aren't you?' 

This final interrogative particle -y may be omitted from the 
non-finite Present tense and from all the non-finite forms of 
the second group of tenses (i.e. Imperfect, Past Indefinite, 
Conditionals I and II, and Plu-perfect); the verb's stressed 
syllable will, however, still be marked by a fall-rise 
intonation, e.g. 

VI 
d8-m- co (-y)
 
he not go (Qu. )
 

+ (dyn.)
 
'He is going, isn't he?'
 

v .A
d8-m co- Z (a-y)
 
he not go (non-fin. ) (Qu. )
 

+ (dyn.) 
'He was going, wasn't he?' 

~ote that in the Perfect, the final -waf the non-finite form 
(e.g. y8-ca-x'6-w 'he who has already-gone') disappears to give 
such structures as 

d8-m- ca-x'e- y 
he not go (Perf.) (Qu.) 

'He has gone already, hasn't he?' 
This time there is no parallelism between the structures of 

dynamic Perfects and stative Presents as a result of the dif
ferent placement of the negative element in the latter (cf. 
1.4), e.g. 

\i ;1
 
da-q'a-m8- y
 
he be not (Qu.)
 

'He is, isn't he?'
 
the Past tense of which will be:
 

';; ;if ,"< ;1
 
d8-q'a-~-z8-y II d8-q'a-m8-z
 

'He was, wasn't he?'
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!~!~!~~~!~~~~~_~~E~~t~~g_~~~_~~§~~~_~~~' 
The verb-forms are basically the same as in the last sub

section except that the emphatic post-radical suffix -ja- is 
inserted into the complex, e.g. - 

y1 
aqo'a- q'a de-m- ca-je- y (or with the 
Sukhumi to he not go (emphatic) (Qu.) reverse word-order) 

'Didn't he go to Sukhumi?' 
However, in the Perfect and Plu-perfect only the forms contain
ing the post-radical element -C8- appear to be acceptable, e.g. 

¥ /1
de-m-ca-ja- C8- y
 

(emph.) (Perf.) (Ou , )
 
'Hasn't he already gone?'
 

\> » ,q
de-m-ca-ja-ce-z (e-y)
 

(non- fin. ) (Qu. )
 
'Hadn't he already gone?'
 

It will be clear from the form of the English translation 
appended to these examples that the formations under review are 
really nothing more than negative questions. Abkhas has no 
independent equivalent to real leading questions of the type 
'He is not going, is he?' or 'Surely he's not going?'. The 
formations in -ja- plus -yare dealt with under the present 
heading because-of their structural similarity to leading ques
tions expecting the answer 'yes'. 

1.1.1.2.1.3. Alternative 

The neutral form in -w (1.1.1.2.1.1) is used first in the 
positive then immediately in the negative. The stressed 
syllable of both verbs is characterised by high-falling 
intonation, e.g. 

\;
 
de-co w da-m co-w
 "
 
he go (Qu. ) not 

+ (dyn.)
 
'Is he going or not?'
 

!~!~!~~~~~_Q~~§ti~~=~2~9_9~~§t~~~§ 

\~hen an NP forms the basis of a question, the relative form 
of the non-finite verb is used (cf. 1.1.2.3.ff). If the NP is 
human, the suffix -da is added to the verbal complex after all 
other post-radical markers except the non-finite marker -z, 
which is found in the second group of dynamic tenses and In the 
Past tense of stative verbs. The verb's stressed syllable 
is characterised by high-falling intonation, e.g. 

~ 
y aa- da
 
wha corne who?
 
(relative)
 

'Who carne?'
 , ,OJ 
ya-z- fa- cOa- x a- da- z 
it who eat too-much (perf.) who? (non-fin.) 

(ro L, ) 
'Who had already eaten too much?' 
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N.B. that in the Perfect of dynamic verbs and in the Present of 
stative verbs, -da is added to a base-form lacking the final -w 
of the actual non-finite forms of these tenses, e.g. 

y~-z- fa- x'a- da
 
it who eat (Perf.) who?
 

(rel. )
 
'Who has already eaten it?'
 

ya- q'a-da
 
who be who?
 
(rel. )
 

'Who is it?'
 
Alternatively, one may use the pure relative form of the 

verb in association with either of the interrogative pronouns 
d-arban or d~-z+was+ta(+da)lld~-z+was+da'who?', where d(~)

is the column I, 3rd. person singular, human affix. The----
stressed syllable of these pronouns is characterised by high
falling intonation, e.g. 

~ ~ y aa z d- arban II d~-z+w2s+ta (etc .. ) 
who come (non-fin.) he
 
(rel. )
 
(or with the reverse order)
 

'Who came?' 
If the person concerned is plural, only the form y~-z+was+ta
(+da) II y~-z+was+da II y~-z+was+coa+da, where y~- is the 
column I, 3rd. person plural pronominal affix, and +cOa+ is the 
human pluraliser, is possible, e.g. 

y aa- kOa z (¢-) z+was+cOa+ da (etc .. ) 
who come (p I . ) (non-fin.) they (pl. ) 
(rel. ) 

or 
j I 

ya- z+was+coa+da (etc .. ) y-aa-kOa-z
 
they
 

'Who (pl.) came?'
 
N.B. that d-arban, or more rarely d~-z+was+ta only, plus the 
interrogative suffix -w means 'Which one?', especially when one 
is seeking more detailed information about the identity of some
one already referred to. If the noun representing the entity 
whose identity is in doubt is actually used, it will either 
stand in the predicative case in -s, in which case the word-
order ~s irrelevant, ~.g. 

xac'a-s d-arbana-w II da-z+was+to-w (or with the 
man (pred.) reverse order) 

'Which man?' 
or the noun itself will take the suffix -wand be placed after 
d-arban alone, e.g. 

d-arban xac'o-w 
'Which man?' 

The plural human form is y~-z+was+coo-w 'Which ones?'. 
If the NP being questioned is non-human, the relative form 

of the non-finite verb will take one of the suffixes -yll-z~+yl 

I-ze+y, if it belongs to the first group of tenses (i.e. --- 
Present, Aorist, Futures I and II, Perfect). The verb's 
stressed syllable is characterised by high-falling intonation. 
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In the Perfect, these suffixes are added to a base-form ending 
in -x'a and not in -x'o-w, as would be the ending of the rei a
tive-per:ect, e.g. ----- 

v- aa- x'o- w 
\vhich come (perf.) (non-fin.) 
(rei. ) 

'that which has already come' 
BUT ,;\1 II ,«

y- aa- x "ve- y II y-aa-x a-za+y y-aa-x a-ze+y 
which come (perf. ) (Qu.) (Qu.) (Qu.) 
(rei. ) 

'What has already come?'
 
In the Present of stative verbs, on the other hand, the base

form is usually the same as the pure non-finite relative (i.e.
 
it ends in -w), e.g.
 

ye- q'o-y (~ *ya-q' a-wa-y) 
which be what? 
(rel. )

~ 

or 
ye-q'o~w-]za+y II ye-q'o-[w-]ze+y 

'What is there?' 
although the form lacking this final -w is also occasionally 
heard, being apparently a Bzyp-dialect-:orm, e.g. 

ya- q'e-y 
which be what? 

s< (rel. ) 
'V/hat is there?' 

Should the tense of the verb be one of the second group, either 
the element -za- will be inserted immediately before the non
finite marker -~, e.g. 

! 

~ 
ya- co- za- z 
which go what? (non-fin.) 

+(dyn.) 
'What was going?' 

1
f . or a structure resembling the simple relative non-finite form 

is employed; the form in question differs from the non-finite 
relative in three ways: the stress seems always to fallon the 
final syllable, although the first syllable also appears to 

r bear a strong secondary stress; high-falling intonation accomp
t anies this stressed syllable; and the vowel of this final 
-~ 

J syllable is lengthened and pronounced as illustrated bolow:

\, ya- co- z (pronounced [-'ts~·Jz]) 
t which go (non-fin. ) 

(re L, ) +(dyn.)t 
'What was going?''" 

ya b- yOa- z (pronounced [-'~~·az])
 
which you write (non-fin.)
 
(rei.)
 

'What did you write?' 
Alternatively, -za+y may be added to the appropriate non-finite 
form (e.g. ya-co=z=2a+y 'What was going?'. The Past form for 
stative verbs parallels the choice available for the second 
group of tenses of dynamic verbs, e.g. 
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~ 
,\1 

Y>: q'a:"'za- z II ya-q'a-z (pronounced II 
which be what (non-fin. ) [-'q'~'az]) 
(rel. ) 
ya"'-q'a-z-za+y 

'What was there?' 
Alternatively, one may use the simple relative form of the 

verb in association with either of the interrogative pronouns 
y-arban or ya-z+a+ko'a[+wa]+y 'what?' (where +wa+ is the non
finite marker of this basically stative verb-form - it is not 
realised phonetically, although its influence is clearly seen 
in the plural form, presented immediately below, where it 
causes the -a- of -koa- to become -0-) or, in the case of the 
NP concerned-being plural, ya-z+a+kD'a+koo+y (~*ya-z+a+ko'a+ 

kOa+wa+x). The stressed syllable of these pronouns is marked 
by high-falling intonation, e.g. 

\j 
y- aa- x'o- w (p-) a r ban I I 
which come (Perf.) (non-fin. ) it what?
 
(rel.) \i
 
(p-)z+a+ko'a[+wa]+y
 
it what?
 

or \;;.J 
y- arban II ya-z+a+ko'a[+wa]+y y-aa-x'o-w
 
it it
 

'What has already come?'
 
N.B. that only the form y-arbana-w is used in the sense of 
'which one?'; for the construction accompanying this interro
gative form, see above for examples of d-arbana-w. 

To produce temporal Wh-questions ('when?'), the element -ba
is added to the relative-subordinating temporal verbal infix-
-an-, which infix stands immediately after the column I affix 
oY-the verbal complex. The verb appears in the non-finite form 
of the appropriate tense, if the verb is stative or if the 
dynamic tense concerned is one of the second group of tenses; 
note that for both of the latter group of tenses the interro
gative element -za- may precede the non-finite marker -z. The 
verb's stressed syllable is characterised by high-falling 
intonation, e.g. 

\i 
y- an+ba- q'o-w
 
it when? be (non-fin.)
 

'When is it?'
 

y-an+b:-q' a-z (more rarely y-an+ba-q' a-za-~ z) 
(non-fin.) (Qu.) (non-fin.) 

'When was it?' 

,\I ';>
d- an+ba-co- z II d-an+ba-co-za- z
 
he when? go (non-fin.) (Qu.) (non-fin. )
 

+ (dyn.) 
'When was he going?' 

Should the dynamic tense belong to the first group of tenses, 
the verb-form may be the appropriate non-finite structure (in 
the case of the Present, Perfect, and possibly in the case of 
the Aorist and Future I too) or the non-finite form plus the 
interrogative suffix -Z, which we saw above to be characteristic 
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of Wh-questions formed on non-human NPs (this latter structure 
being preferred for the Aorist and Future I, and the only ad
missible form for the Future II). The verb's stressed syllable 
remains characterised by high-falling intonation, e.g. 

Present: Aorist: 
~ d-an+ba-ca(?) II 

d-an+ba.-co(-y) d-an+ba-ce-y 
'When is he going?' 'When did he go?' 

Future I: Future II:
 
d-an+ba-ca-ra(??) II d-an+ba-ca-?e-y
 
d-an+ba-ca-re-y 'When will he probably go?'
 

'When will he go then?' 

t Perfect: 
d-an+ba-ca-x/o-w II 
d-an+ba-ca-x/e-y 

~ 'When has he already gone?'.. 
To produce locative Wh-questions ('wherellwhither?') I the 

element -ba- is added to the relative locative verbal infix 
-ax'- (from which -x'- is subsequently lost), which infix also 
stands immediately after the column I affix of its verbal compr lex. The verb-form will then exactly parallel the forms des
cribed above for the interrogatives formed with -an+ba- 'when?',t except that only one choice seems available for the Perfect, 
namely: lj 

d- a+ba.- ca-x'o- w 
he where? go (Perf.) (non-fin.) 

'Where has he already gone?' 
The interrogative intra-verbal affix meaning 'whence?' is 
-a+ba+ntO'-, e.g. 

,\I
d- a+ba+ntO'-aa- we- y 
he whence? come (dyn.) (Qu.) 

'Whence is he coming?' 
To produce Wh-questions of manner ('how?'), the element 

-ba- is added to the relative verbal infix of manner -?- (the 
-b- of -ba- being subsequently devoiced to -p-), which-infix 
also stands immediately after the column I affix in the verbal 
co~plex. The verb-form exactly parallels the choices set out 

~ above for the interrogatives formed with -an+ba- 'when?'} 
-.. except that in the Future I only the form ending with the

l..,.. interrogative particle -y seems feasible, e.g .
 
,t 

~ de-e+pa-ca-re y 
he how? go (FuLl) (Qu.) 

'HOW will he go then?' 

1

To produce Wh-questions of reason ('why?'), the verbal infix
 

-z(e)- is placed immediately after the column I affix of the
 
verbal complex. The post-radical structure of the complex will
 
then be as described earlier for Wh-questions formed on non


it
 
human NPs, except that in the Perfect only the variant contain

ing the interrogative particle -y seems possible, e.g.


,,\.I 
de-z- ca-x e- y

ir~: 
~~  he why? go (Perf.) (Qu.)
;j: 'Why has he already gone?' 

~-
It 
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,v';:I 
ya-za- q'a-za- z // Ya-z a- q 'a-z //
it why? be (Qu.) (non-fin. ) it why? be (non-fin.) 

:11
ya-za-q'a-z-za+y
 

(Qu. )
 
'Why was it?'
 

,\i
da-z- ca-za- z // da-z- ca-z 1/ 
he why? go (Qu.) (non-fin.) he why? go (non-fin.) 

,\I
da-z-ca-z-za+y 

(Qu. ) 
'Why did he go?' 

Questions of the type 'how much//many?' are produced by 
using e+aq'a//z+aq'a 'how much/many?' in association with an 
appropriate interrogative verb-form. And high-falling intona
tion marks the stressed syllable of whichever word follows 
either of the above interrogatives, e.g. 

• I 

e+aq'a//z+aq'a hO~ (p-) aa- w- xOe-y 
how-many pig(s) it//them (prev.) you buy (Qu.) 

'How many pigs did you buy?' (non-human) 
li ~ e+aq'a//z+aq'a yO(a) (p-) aa- da
 

how-many man (men) he//then come (Qu. )
 
'How many men came?' (human)
 

1~1~1~£~£~1~_~b~!_§1§~§~!~_~~_!b§_~§~~§~9§_9~~_e§_g~§~~ ~~~§9Z 

1~1~1~£~£~1~1~_~b~9b_9~~~~~~~§~~§_~!_~b§_~~~~_91~~§§? 

Any constituent of the main clause may be questioned by
 
employing the appropriate relativised verb-form in association
 
with the appropriate interrogative particle, e.g. (for a human
 
direct object)
 

ya- b- dar- wa- da
 
whom you know (dyn.) who?
 
(rel. )
 

'Whom do you know?' 
Only questions formed on nouns in the predicative case call for 
special comment since there is no non-periphrastic way of pro
ducing a relative expression on such predicative nouns (see 
1.1.2.3.7). The interrogative pronoun ya-z+a+ko'a+y 'what?' is 
placed in the predicative case in -s (i.e. (p-)z+a+ko'a+s), and 
this is then used in conjunction with the appropriate interro
gative ~erb-form, e.g. 

aray (p-)z+a+ko'a+s da- ra- px'ajo- y
 
this as-what him they consider what?
 

+ (dyn.) 
'What do they consider this one as?'
 

Alternatively, this same interrogative pronoun may be turned
 
into its adverbial form by taking as prefix the appropriate
 
column I pronominal affix (in this case the human affix da-)
 
and by taking as suffix the adverbial formant -na, e.g. - 

r- j	 i 

aray	 da- z+a+ko'-na da-ra-px'ajo-y
 
him (adv.) (Qu.)
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!~!~!~~~~~!~~~_~b~~b_~~~§~~~~§~~§_~!_~b~~b_~YE§§_~!_§~~~~~~~~~§ 

clauses? 

For the relativisation of elements within subordinate 
clauses represented by the masdarllinfinitive (i.e. nominalisa
tions) or by the various forms of the purposive, see section 
(1.1.2.3.7); for the terms 'masdar' and 'purposive' see section 
2.1.3.5. All elements which may be so relativised may be ques
tioned by coupling the relative form of the verb with the ap
propriate interrogative pronoun, e.g. (for the direct object of 
a purpose-clause) 

d-arbanllda-z+was+ta(etc .. ) da- z-ba- r+c II 
who him I see (purp.)

t ya Z -ba-r+c 
whom 
(rel. ) 

I' (or other forms of the purposive)
'"i sa-za+ z co 

I whom+ for got(dyn.) 
(rel.) (non-fin.) 

'Whom am I going to see?' 
or (for the indirect object of such a clause): t d-arbanl/da-z+was+ta(etc .. ) a- sOqO'a (¢-)la

who the book it to-her 
s-ta- r+c II (¢-)za- s-ta-r+c (etc .. ) sa-za+z-cO

, 
... I give (purp.) it to-whom 

(rel. ) 
'For the purpose of giving the book to whom am I going?' 

(where the presence of the indirect object affix la- ~n the 
first alternative presupposes that the indirect object con
cerned is female) or (for the objective genitive of a nominal
isation) 

'*

\ 

d-arbanllda-z+was+ta(etc .. ) z- ba ra za 
who whose see (masd. ) for 
s-co (rel. ) 
I go+ (dyn.) 

(non-fin. )
 
'Whom am I going to see?' (lit. 'Who is the one for
 
whose seeing I am going?')
 

If the subordinate clause is represented by one of the purpos
ives, the non-finite form of the introductory verb may appear 
in its pure form (i.e. without any relative expression -za+z
'for whom'), but only if a relative affix appears in the purp
osive verbal complex, or the relative-interrogative particle 
-z- 'why' may substitute for the relative complex -Za+Z-, e.g. 

I 
d-arbanllda-z+was+ta (etc .. ) a-sOqO'a (¢-)za--

" to-whom 
(rel. ) 

s-ta-r+c (etc .. J 
s-co II sa-z- co 
I go+(dyn.) why go+(dyn.) 

(non-fin.) (reI.) (non-fin.) 
or d-arbanllda-z+was+ta (etc .. ) a-sOqO'a (¢-)la- s-ta-r+c 

to-herl...·.,....t:~ sa-z-co 
'For the purpose of giving the book to whom am I going?'

I' 
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In place of the interrogative pronouns (being in this case 
d-arbanllda-z+was+ta (etc .. )), the appropriate interrogative 
verbal suffix (being in this case -da) may be used in any of 
the above three variants for the introductory verbal complex, 
with s-co-da being possible only if the subordinate verb con
tains a relative affix, e.g. 

ya- z-ba- r+c (etc .. ) s-co da II 
whom I see (purp.) I go who? 
(reI.) + (dyn.) 
sa- za+ z- co da II sa-z c<2S da 
I whom+ for go who? why go who? 

(reI. ) + (dyn.) (reI.) + (dyn.) 
or 

da- z-ba- r+c (etc .. ) sa-za+z-co-dall sa-z-co-da 
him I see (purp.) 

'Por the purpose of seeing whom am I going?' 
A further set of examples containing the purposive in -r+tO, 

in the analytic causative construction employed in the case of 
di-transitive verbs would be: 

sara a- phoas a- sOqO'a (¢-)za- 1- ta- r+tO' 
I the woman the book it to-whom she give (purp. ) 

(reI. ) 
(¢-)q'a- s- c'a- da 
it (prev.) I make who? 

or 
(¢-)ya- 1- ta r+tO' ya q'a s-c'a- da 
it to-him she give (purp.) whom (prev. ) I make who? 

(reI. )or 
d-arbanllda-z+wes+ta(etc .. ) ... ya-za- 1- ta- r+tO' 
who it to-whom she give (purp.) 

(reI. ) 
(¢-)q'a- s-c'a- z 
it (prev.) I make (non-fin.) 

or 
d-arbanllda-z+wes+ta(etc .. ) ... (¢-)ya- 1- ta- r+tO' 
who it to-him she give (purp.) 
ye- q'a- s-c'a- z 
whom (prev.) I make (non-fin.) 
(reI. ) 

'To whom did I make the woman give the book?' 
If the subordinate clause is such that one cannot form a 

relative clause directly on one of its arguments (e.g. condi
tional clause, temporal subordinate clause, etc .. ), then one 
may only form a question on a constituent of such a clause if 
that constituent also happens to be a constituent of the main 
clause, in which case question-formation proceeds as normally 
vis-a.-vis this main verb, the subordinate verbal complex rem
aining unaffected, e.g. 

d-arbanllda-z+wes+ta(etc .. ) GOenda a- sOqO'a (p-)le
who G. the book it to-her 
y- ta- r ye- wa- p' q '0 
he give if whom you hit 

(r e L, ) +(dyn.)
or 

GOenda a-SOqo'a (¢-)la-y-ta-r ye wa-p'q'o-da 
whom who? 
( r e L, ) 

,$' 
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'If who gives Gunda the book will you hit?' 
(lit. 'Whomi will you hit if he gives Gunda the book?')i 

One may not form a question on any other argument of this sub
ordinate verb (e.g. on the direct object 'If he gives what to 
Gunda will you hit him?', or on the indirect object 'If he 
gives the book to whom will you hit him?'), as these other two 
arguments are not constituents of the main clause. 

!~!~!~~~~~!~}~_~b~~b_~~~§~~~~~~~§_~!_~~~~:Eb~~§~§~ 

Any constituent of the NP may be questioned, e.g. (genitive, 
by which is to be understood the marker of possession that 
attaches to the possessed noun)

c 
r~ z- la (¢-)wa- ba- da 
~ whose dog it you see who? 

(reI.) 
or 

d-arbanllda-z+was+ta(etc.) z-la (¢-)wa-ba"" 'Whose dog did you see?' (non-fin. Aor.) 
where the relative form of the genitive (cf.I.I.2.3.7) combines 
with the appropriate interrogative (either pronoun or verbal 

I suffix) . 
Questioning an adjective to produce a structure like 'What! 

sort of NP?' is achieved as follows: the NP together with 
either the element -z+eYPe+ra (which consists of eYPe 'like't	 plus the abstract marker -ra - aYPe+ra ~ *a-eYPe-ra-being the 
noun 'similarity' - preceded by the relative affix -Z-, so that 
this compound element literally means 'whose similarIty') or 
the element -z+a+ko'a+tO, (where -z+ is the relative affix that 
has replaced the column II subject~affix required by the copu
lar root a+ko'a, and +to' is related to the verbal root 
_to' (a)- 'to belong tOjlIs made the base of a stative verb 
which appears in its non-finite guise; the verb's post-radical 
structure will mirror that used for a Wh-question formed on a 
non-human NP in the tense concerned: note, however, that the 
column I subject-affix expected with stative verbs is optional 
in this complex, e.g. 

(ya-) z+eYPe+ r a
it what-sort-of 
(col.I, 3rd. sg.) 

( 
~ 

(non-hum. ) 

sOqO'a-wa- y (//-\1- za/e+y) II 
book (non-fin.)	 what? (non-fin.) what?\ 

t 

(ya-)z+a+ko'a+tO'-sOqO'a-wa~(II-w-za/e+Y) 

Y- aa- w- xOa-z 
which(re1.) (prev.) you buy (non-fin.) 

'What sort of book did you buy? (lit. 'What sort of book 
is it that ... ') 

(d~) z+eYPe+ra-xac'a-z 
he man (non-fin.)
 
(col.I,3rd.sg.)
 
(hum. )

(II-xac'a-za- z II -xac'a-z-za+y) II
 

(Qu.) (non-fin.) 

---------- ---~~ 
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(d8-)z+a+kO'8+tO'-xac'a-z(//-xac'a-za-z//xac'a-z-za+y) 
y- aa- z 
who(rel.) come (non-fin.) 

'What sort of man (was it that) came?' 
Questioning the degree to which the quality of an adjective 

applies to produce an adverbial question of the type 'How Adj 
is NP?', is achieved thus: the adjective is made the base of a 
stative verb which appears in its non-finite guise and whose 
post-radical structure will mirror that used for Wh-questions 
formed on a non-human NP in the tense concerned; this complex 
is preceded by the interrogative p+aq'a//z+aq'a 'how much?', 

e.g.	 §+aq'a//z+aq'a da-qo'aea- wa- y(etc .. ) ya
how-much he intelligent (non-fin.) what? whom 
w- ba- z a- c'ko'an (rel.) 
you see (non-fin.) the child 

'How	 intelligent is the child you saw?' (lit. 'What is 
the extent to which the child you saw is intelligent?') 

An alternative interrogative adverb would be the complex 
ya+z+aq'a+ra+na, which consists of the base -aq'a- 'size' plus 
the abstract form -ra, preceded by the relative affix Z-, which 
three elements mean-'whose extensiveness'. This compound base 
is then made into an adverb by taking as prefix the column I 
non-human 3rd. person singular affix ya- and as suffix the ad
verbial formant -na. - 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_~b~~b_~~~~~~~§_~~_E~§~E~§~~~~~~~_Eb~~§~~2 

Postpositions are preceded by the column II pronominal affix 
which correlates with the NP governed by the postposition. 
Thus, postpositional phrases are structurally identical to gen
itival expressions, where the possessive NP is unmarked whilst 
the following, possessed NP is prefixed with the column II 
affix correlating with the possessor NP. Relative clauses are 
formed on genitive-expressions simply by replacing the column 
II prefix with the relative affix z- and by turning the verb 
into its non-finite form. And the-NP in postpositional phrases 
is questioned in the same way - the postposition's column II 
prefix being replaced by z- and the verb being made non-finite 
- with the additional feature being the presence of the inter
rogative element (pronoun or verbal particle), e.g. 

z- q'a-n+tO' a- salam+sOqO'a (¢-)b- o+w- da
whom from the letter it you receive who? 
(rel. ) 
z 
(non-fin. ) 

or 
d-arban//da-z+was+ta(etc .. ) z-q'a-n+tO' a-salam+sOqO'a 
(¢-)b-o+w-z 

'From whom did you receive the letter?' 
A question formed on the genitive of an NP in a postposi

tional phrase is produced by making the NP as a whole the base 
of a stative verb; the column II possessive prefix is replaced 
by the relative affix z- and the stative verb appears in its 
non-finite form. The Interrogative (pronoun or verbal particle) 
is then added to complete the question, e.g. 
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d- z+ asa- da z- q'a-n+tO' a- salam+sOqO'e 
he whose+ brother who? whom from the letter 

(r e L, ) 
(¢-)b- o+w- z 
it you receive (non-fin.) 

or 
d-arban//de-z+was+ta(etc .. ) d-z+aso-w ... 

(non-fin.) 
'From whose brother did you receive the letter?' 

Questioning the extent to which the quality of the adjective 
in a postpositional phrase obtains proceeds as was explained 
above in the previous sub-section for adverbial questions of 
the type 'How Adj is NP?', with two additional features whereby 
the postposition takes the relative pronominal prefix z- and 

t~ the verb accompanying the postposition is consequently-placed 
in its non-finite form, e.g. 

~+aq'a//z+aq'a//ye+z+aq'a+ra+nade-narak'a-we
how-much he tall (non-fin.) 
y z- aaygOa(ra) de-galo- w a- pnoas 
what? whom near he stand (non-fin.) the woman 

(rei.) 
'Near how tall a woman is he standing?' (lit. 'How tall 
is the woman near whom he is standing?'( 

t	 !~!~1~~~~~1~2~_~higb_§!§~§~~s_9~_g2=9~~i~~~§_~~~~g!~~§~~ 

Either NP-conjunct may be queried if the interrogative pro
noun, itself suffixed with the interrogative element -w, takes 
the p~ace of the questioned NP , e.g. 

AdgOere-y d-	 arbane-we- y y- aa- z 
A.	 & who (Qu.) & who come (non-fin.) 

(reI. )
or d-arbane-we-y AdgOere-y y-aa-z 

'Adgur and who camel/Who and Adgur came?' 
The genitive of a co-ordinated NP may also be questioned in 

the following straightforward way: 
AdgOere-y z- le- y (¢-) aa- da 
A.	 & whose dog & they come who? 

(rel. )
or z-le-y AdgOdra-y (¢-)~a-da 

'Adgur and whose dog camel/Whose dog and Adgur came?' 
NPs which are 'or' co-ordinated may be queried in a 

\ 
fashion which may be literally translated as, for example, 
'Is it Adgur or who came?', e.g. 

AdgOer y- a+ko'e-w (<!i-*y-a+ko'e-w- w) mall 
A. he be	 (non-fin.) (Qu.) 
ma+m+za+r+g'e	 y- aa- z d-arban(e-w) 

who come (non-fin.) who (Qu.) 
(re l . ) 

(Note that in the first conjunct of such structures the copular 
root -a+kO'(o)-, and not -a-, and the interrogative particle 
-w, and not -rna, are obligatory.) The genitive of an NP in 
'or' co-ordination may be queried once the NP as a whole has 
been made the base of a stative verb; question-formation then 
proceeds as normal, e.g.

-f_

l 
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AdgOer ma//ma+m+za+r+g'e ye-z+ la- da y- aa-
A. or it whose+ dog who? which come 

(re L, ) (reI. ) 
z 
(non-fin. ) 

'Adgur or whose dog came?' 
(N.B. that only the interrogative particle, and not the pro
noun, is possible in this construction.) 

Questions on the adjective of an NP in co-ordinate struct
ures of any kind seem to be marginal, as illustrated by the 
following ~xample of 'and' co-ordination: 

(??) AdgOer -y (d-)z+eypg+ra- phoes-we- y 
A. & she what-sort-of woman (non-fin.) what? 

[-y] yo- ca-z 
& who go (non-fin.) 

(rel. ) 
'Adgur and what sort of woman went?' 

Adverbial questions like 'How Adj an NP?' seem to be in
admissible in co-ordinate structure. 

1~1~1~~~~~1~§~_~§_~~_P2§§~91§_~2_g~§§~~2Q_~2~§_~b~Q_2Q~_~b~Qg 

in a sentence? 

No. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~§~_E§~~~2:~~~!~~~ 

Wh-questions formed on NPs are, as we have seen, pseudo
clefted, either explicitly, by which is meant the construction 
involving the interrogative pronouns d-arban (etc .. )// 
de-z+was+ta (etc .. ) 'who(m)?' and y-arban//ye-z+a+ko'a[+wo]+y 
'what?' used in association with a relativised verb, or impli
citly, by which is meant the use of a relativised verb incorp
orati~g as suffix one of the interrogative particles -da 
'who(m)?', -(ze/e+)y 'what?'. Note that, whe~ the interrogat
ive pronouns are employed, they occupy no particular position 
in the sentence (initial, final, preverbal), e.g. 

d-arban yaca y- aa- z 
who yesterday who come (non-fin.) 

(rel. )or yaca d-arban y-aa-z 
or yaca y-aa-z d-arban 

'Who came yesterday?' 
For questions of time ('when?'), place ('where?'), reason 

('why?') and manner ('how?'), the appropriate interrogative 
particle (-an+ba-, -a~ba-, -Z-, -e+pa- respectively) is inser
ted into the appropriate non=finite verbal complex immediately 
after the complex's column I pronominal affix - for details as 
to when the verbal complex containing one of these interrogat
ive particles will also incorporate one of the interrogative 
suffixes normally used for the formation of a Wh-question on a 
non-human NP, see above (1.1.1.2.2). 
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!~!~!~~~~~_~~b2=g~§~~~2~~ 

!~1~!~~~l~!~_~~~=~2_~~b2=g~~~~~2~~ 
Such echo-questions are formed by attaching either the cli 

tic ba or the interrogative suffix -w to the NP concerned. When 
ba is-used, the NP's stressed syllable is accompanied by high
falling intonation, whereas -w requires the same fall-rise as 
when used in neutral questions (cf. 1.1.1.2.1.1), e.g . 

•	 Neli diJ- z-be- yt' 
N.	 her I see (fin.)
 

,'0/ • ;v ;tJ

Nell ba? II NelyiJ-w?
 
ayey
 
yes
 

'I saw Neli. Neli? Yes' 
If there is any difference in nuance between these two forma
tions, it is that ba implies that the questioner is not sure 
that he correctly heard what was said, whereas -w conveys an 
element of surprise and that confirmation is being sought that 
what was said is really true. Should the echo-question consist 
of anything other than a simple NP, only ba may be used, e.g. 

sara a- vok'zal [a-lax' s-co- yt'
 
I the station it to I go (fin.)
 

!:,j +(dyn.)

i~ 

~ a-vok'zal [a-lax' ba? 
ayey 

'I'm going to the station. To the station? Yes' 
~: . 

1~!~!~~~~~~~_Q~~~~~2~=~2~9_~~b2=g~~~~~2~~ 
The appropriate interrogative pronounladverb (cf.2.1.2.6.2) 

is used, with its stressed syllable being characterised by 
rising intonation, e.g. 

sara a-vok'zal [a-Jax' s-co-yt' 
~ 

y-aba?( " 

l
"
 !
 

a-vok'zal [a-lax' 
'I'm going to the station. Where? To the station' 

In such a context, the interrogative suffix -w is often attach
ed to the pronouns d-arbanllda-z+was+ta(etc .. ), and the intona
tion is the same fall-rise that is characteristic of this 

(
 suffix in neutral questions (cf. 1.1.1.2.1.1), e.g. 
Neli da- z-be- yt'

" 
N. her I see (fin.)t 

f ~ ~ ~y
d-arbana-w II da-z+was+to-w

\ whom 
Neli 

'I saw Neli. Whom: Neli' 

!~!~!~~~~~~~_~~~:~2_g~~~~~2~_~~b2:g~~~~~2~~ 
The clitic ba follows the appropriately altered 'yes-no' 
==~~~~-form,-and the intonation on the verb's stressed 

_= ~=~ains as it was in the original question, e.g. 

I 
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, ,~ Y'
a-vok'zal [a-lax' W8- co- rna II W8-CO-W? 

you go (Qu.) 
:\,+(dyn.) VI 

a-vOk'zal [a-lax' s-co-ma ba II s-co-w ba? - ayey 
I
 

'Are you going to the station? Am I going to the
 
station? - Yes'
 

The use of ba with the appropriately altered repeated ques
~ion is optional, and the intonation remains the same high-fall 
~hat characterises the initial question, e.g. 

,lJ 
w- a+ba- co- Y 
you where go (Qu. ) 

'" +(dyn.)

s-a+ba-co-y (ba)? - a-vok'zal [a-lax'
 
I 

'Where are you going? Where am I going? - to the 
station' 

1~1~1~~~~~2~_~~~_~11_§1§~§~~§_2f_~b§_§§~~§~~§_e§_§~ej§~~_t2 

§~b2:g~~§!:~2~§Z 
All elements of the main clause may be echo-questioned. The 

same principles apply to echo-question-formation on constitu
ents of subordinate clauses as were explained above 
(1.1.1.2.2.1.2) as applying to the questioning of subordinate 
clause constituents in general. 

1~1~1~~~~~§~_~~~_~2r~_tb~~_Q~§_§1~~§~~_~t_~_t~~§_9§_§~ej§g~_~2 

§~b2:g~~~t~2~~~~Z 

No. 

1.1. 1. 2.4. Answers

!~!~!~~~1~!~_~E§_~~~~§E§_~~E~~~_~§_~_~~§t~~~~_§E~~~b:~~ !: Z 

No. 

!~1~!~~~1~~~_~~~_~~§~§E~_~~~~_~b§_f2E~_2!_~~~2~E!~~~_§§~ ~~ ~~~ § Z 

Describe for: 

!~!~!~~~~~~~!~_Y§~:~2_g~~~~~2~§ 
Yes, the appropriate answer (affirmative, negative) suffices. 

!~1~!~~~~~~~!~1~_~E~_~b~E~_~2E~§_!2E_~Y~§~L_~~2~L_~~~ye~~Z
 

Yes, the affirmative response is ay(~y) 'yes', the negative
 
ma+p'llma+mo+w 'no'; 'maybe' is expressed by the Future I form
 
of the verb a-q'a-la-ra 'to become, happen', i.e. y8-q'a-la-p'.
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N.B. that in spoken Ab~ui the Mingrelian affirmative ko 'yes' 
is often heard in place of ay (ey) . 

1~1~1~~~±~~~1~~~_!f_!b§~§_~~§L_b2~_~~§_!b§Y_~§§9_!2_~§E1Y_!2 

~§g~!~~§_~~9_2!b~~_1~~9~~9_9~§§!~~~~2 
In answer to questions of the type discussed under section 

1.1.1.2.1.2.1, the affirmative response i~plies that the verbal 
action will be fulfilled, the negBtive response that it will 
not, e.g. 

W8- m ca y? ayey (~ s-oo- yt' ) 1/ 
you not go (Qu. ) yes I go U'in. ) 

+ (dyn.) +(dyn. )
 
ma+p'/ma+mo+w (~ s-co-m)
 
no not
 

'You are going, are~'t you? Yes (sc. I'm going) 1/ 
No (so. I'm not)' 

The sa~e is true for questions of the type disoussed in 
1.1.1.2.1.2.2, e.g. 

W9 m oa-jo y? ayey (~ s-co-yt') II 
you not go (emphatic) (Qu.) yes 

+ (dyn.) 

~• 

t ma+p'/ma+mo+w (~ s-co-m) 
no
 

'Aren't you going? Yes (sc. I'm going) /1
 
No (so. I'm not)'
 

1~1~1~~~1~~~~~_g~§~!~2~:~2~9_9~~~!~2~~ 

Yes, the appropriate answer to the constituent questioned 
suffices as an answer, e.g. 

w- a+ba- oo? a- vok'zal [a-lax' 
you where go the station it to 

+(dyn.) 
'Where are you going? To the station' 

1~1~1~~~=~s~=g~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~Xg~~=~~~~~g~~g~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

IDg~~~~l 
For all questions relating to the imperative, see sections 

2.1.3.4.3, 2.1.3.4.15 and 3.3.4.1. 

1=1=1=~~=Q~~=~Q~~~~~~Q~~=~~g~~~£~~g~~1~~£~~~Xg~g=~~~1~~ 

1~H)~gg~~1 

1~1~1~1~1~_~~g1~~~!~2~~ 

All exclamations are characterised by high-falling intona
tion. ~he individual for~ations are as follows: if a noun 
alone is the object of the exclamation, the definite-generic 
article a- is removed, and the nominal base is preceded by the 
compound~element z+a+ko'a+tO, (cf. 1.1.1.2.2.1.3). This com
pound-element and nominal base together form the base of a 
stative verb, the post-ra~ical structure of which will be iden

t
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tical to that for a I'Jh-question formed on a rio n-eh uman ',P in the 
tense concerned (see section 1.1.1.2.2), which in the example 
below is the Present, witt the result that one of the suffixes 
-y, -ze+y or -za+y appears. If the noun concerned is non-huma~, 

the whole complex-takes as prefix the column I, 3rd. person 
singular, non-human affix ya-; if the noun is human, the prefix 
is the column I, 3rd. person singular, human affix do-, e.g.. ~ 

ya-z+a+ko'a+tO'-sOqO'a-wa- y 
it book (non-fin.) (Qu.) 

or • _'v ~Iya-z+a+ko'a+tO'-sOqO'a-w-zo e+Y 

'What a book (it is)!' ",(Qu.) 
da- z+a+ko'a+tO'-xoac'e-wa-y 
(s)he child 

or da-z+a+kO'a+tO'-xoac'~-w-zal+y 
'What a child ((s)he is)! ,e 

An alternative to the component z+a+kO'a+tO, is z+eYPe+ra (cf. 
1.1.1.2.2.1.3), e.g. 

ya-z+eYPe+ra-sOqO'e-we-y(etc .. )
 
'What a book (it is)! I
 

If the focus of the exclamation is an adjective, two con
structions are possible, although in both cases the adjective 
is made the base of a stative verb, which appears in its non
finite form, taking whichever column 1 pronominal prefix is 
appropriate to the entity possessi~g the quality of the adject
ive in question: (a) the stative verb is preceded by 
e+aq'allz+aq'a 'hew (much) and, as far as its post-radicalI 

structure is concerned, takes the same form as the tense in 
question would require for a wh-question formed on a nen-human 
NP, e. g. 

;2+aq'a II z+aq'a d, - p~jo- w- z 9/e+y (etc .. ) 
(s)he beautiful (non-fin.) (Qu.) 

'how beautiful (s)he is! I 

(b) alternatively, the interrogative ferm of the adverbial in
fix of manner, -2+pa-, is inserted into the verbal complex 
immediately after the column I affix. The verb will ap?ear 
either ~n its simple non-finite form, er its post-radical 
structure will be the same as that appropriate to the tense con
cerned for a Wh-question formed on a nen-human NP, exce?t that 
the variant showing a lengthened final vowel is not possible 
(cf. 1.1.1.2.2), e.g. 

¥ ';J 
ce-e+pa-Pejo-w II da-e+pa-pejo-wa-y(etc .. ) 

(non-fin. ) (Qu. ) 
'How beautiful (s)he is! I 
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If the focus of the exclamation is an adverb, once again two 
variants are possible: (a) e+aq'allz+aq'a will precede the ad
verb, and the verb's post-radical structure will parallel that 
required by the tense concerned for a Wh-question formed on a 
non-human NP, e.g. ~ , 

e+aq'allz+aq'a ye+bzaya+naa- 1jOa 
well (art.) song 

(¢-)l hoo ze z II 
it she say (Qu.) (non-fin.) 

t(dyn.) (Imperfect) 
II (¢-)l-nOo-z-ze+y(¢-)l-hOo-z (=[-'nwJ'Jz]) 

'How well she was singing!' 
(b) alternatively, the infix -~+pa- will stand after the verb's 
column I affix, and the verb's-post-radical structure will be 
represented either by the simple non-finite ending or by the 
form appropriate to a Wh-question built on a non-human NP in 
the tense concerned, with the exception that the variant with 
lengthened final vowel is not possible (cf. 1.1.1.2.2), e.g. 

, ,\I 
a-sea ye+bzeya+ne ye-e+pa-l-hoo II 

it (non-fin. pres.) 
ye-~+pa-l~too-y(etc.. ) 

(Qu. ) 
'How well she sings!' 

If the focus of the exclamation is an NP consisting of noun 
and attributive adjective, three constructions are possible: 
(a) the Adj+N complex combines with either z+a+ko'e+tO, or 
z+eyp~+ra to form the base of a stative verb, whose column I 
affix will correlate with the noun in its base and whose post
radical structure will parallel that found for a Wh-question on 
a non-human NP in the tense concerned, e.g. 

ye-z+a+ko'e+to,-l V 
I namta- bzayo-w- ze/e+y(etc .. ) 

ya-z+eyp~+ra- J present good (non-fin.) (Qu.) 
ya- sa- b- ta- z 
which to-me you give (non-fin.) 

'What a fine present (it is that) you gave me! ' 
(b) the Adj+N complex forms the base of a stative verb, which 
is otherwise identical to the verbal structure described immed
iately above, and the verbal complex is preceded by e+aq'all 
z+aq'a 'how (much)', e.g. V 

e+aq'allz+aq'a	 da- xOec'-bzayo-w-za/e+y(etc .. ) 
(s)he child good 

'What a good child ((s)he is)! I 

(c) with the Adj+N complex remaining the base of a stativeverb, 
the infix -~+pa- 'how?' is placed immediately after the columnI 
affix. The verb will either appear in its simple non-finite 
form, or its post-radical structure will parallel that used for 
a Wh-question formed on a non-human NP, with the exception that 
the variant with lengthened final vowel is not possible, e.g. 

+ ,'I,J
ya-~+pa-namta-bzayo-w ( -ze/e+y(etc .. )) 
it 

'What a fine present (it is)!' 

.. 
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1~1~1~~~=~~~=~~~~~=g~~=g~~~~~~~~~~~~g=~g~~=~~~~1g~1~=~~ 

~~~~~~~~g=~~~~~=t~g~=tb~~~=~~fIDg1=~~~gZ 
The protasis of a conditional sentence, where the subordin

ate verb is marked by -za+r 'if' (for the formation of this 
'conditional mood', see~.3.4.2), may be used as 
question. The verb's stressed syllable is marked 
falling intonation, whereas the final syllable has 
intonation, e.g. 

,:!'; f! 
ya-w- taxa-za+r
 
it you want if
 

'Do you want it?'
 
,	 ,'>I ;r
aqo'a- q'a wa- co- za+r
 
Sukhumi to you go if
 

+(dyn. )
 
'Are you going to Sukhumi?'
 

a neutral 
by high
rising 

, ,\I ;1
da-ca-x a- za+r 
he go (Perf.) if 

'Has he already gone?' 
If the conditional mood in -r 

fall-rise intonation, rather than 
the sentence will be interpreted 

,	 ,\Ii, ,
aqo'a- q'a wa- ca-r yax a 
Sukhumi to you go if today 

'You are going to Sukhumi 
,-- .v' 

abray (¢-)ba- fa- r 
this it you eat if 

alone is similarly used with 
producing a neutral question, 

as a mild request, e.g. 

today, aren't you?' 

'You are going to eat this, aren't you?' 
If the context requires it, 

interpretable as requests, e.g. 
. ,

a-i k t r o (¢-)wa
.. ,\i
nOo

something it you say 
+ (dyn.) 

forms in -za+r may also be 

/l
za+r	 ,if 

'Are you going to say something?'
 
(= 'Say something then! ')
 

The type of leading question described in section
 
1.1.1.2.1.2.2 may also be used as a means of making a request, 
e.g.	 VI 

a+k'a+g'a (¢-)wa- m- hOa-jo- y 
anything if you not say (emphatic) (Qu.) 

+dyn. 
'Aren't you going to say anything?' (= 'say something! ') 

.. ,\I 
yax a a+k'r- an+~'a- sOa-m- c'a
today anything us+(prev.) you not feed 

'Aren't you going to feed us today?' 
(= 'Feed us please!') 

1~1~~~=~~£~~~~~gt~~~ 

/7
jo- y 
(emphatic) (Qu.) 
+ (dyn.) 

1~1~~~1==~~~=~b~~~=g~~=~~~~~g1=IDg~~~~g=~t=g~Q~~~~Qg~~~~Z 
The general characteristic feature of subordination is the 

use of non-finite verb-forms (for the specifically Abkhaz 
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opposition 'finite: non-finite' in verb-forms see 2.1.3.5.2). 

~~~~~~~~=~~~g~~~g~~~g 

!~!~~~~~!~_g~~_~~~_~~~~:~!~~~~~_~~~~~g_~~_g~~~~~~~_~b~~_~~ 

~b~~~_~~~~~~~~~!_e~~~!~~~Z 
Abkhaz has no precise equivalent for such general complemen

tisers as English that, Russian eto, French que etc ... Where 
such a complementiser-would be expected, Abkhaz uses either the 
intra-verbal particle of manner -~(e)- 'how, that' (cf. 
1.1.2.4.2.2) or the intra-verbal particle of place -ax'(e)
'where, that'. These particles are in complementary distribu
tion, but it is not as yet clear what the factors determining 

}~	 the choice between them may be (see Hewitt, In preparation) . 
~;	 Each of the above-particles stands immediately after the column 

I, pronominal affix of its verbal complex and may only be con
strued with a non-finite verb-form, this subordinate non-finite 
verb-for~ being placed before its superordinate clause. As 

~ explained above (1.1.1.1), the particle -2(a)- is employed for 
the representation of indirect speech, and it seems that, as in 
the case of actual indirect speech, any subject, direct or in
direct object noun-clause incorporating this particle may 
optionally be followed by the particle indicating a direct(' 
quote hOa 'saying', with the same restriction as that stated in 
section-r.l.l.l regarding the use 0= hOa with non-finite formsl containing -2(e)-, e.g. 

a- camaza+yO(e) de- ~- ba- to'a- w 
the sick-man him that see (gerundive) (non-fin.Pres.) 
(hOa) s- x- a- ~'a y- aa- we- yt''; my head it into it come (dyn.) (fin.) 

'It occurs to me that it's necessary to see the sick 
man' (Subject) 

terkessk' -q'a ha-~2- r- st- wa (hOa) 
t. , ~o us U'_at they send (non-fin.Pres.)
 
sara ye-z-der- we- yt'
 
I it I know (dyn.) (fin.)
 

'I know that they'll allow us to go to terkessk' 
(Direct object) 

de- ea- r- k'a- z (hOa) s-a- px'e-yt' 
him that they catch (non-fin.) I it read (fin.) 

'I read that they caught him' (Indirect object) 
(N.S. that, if tte noun-clause is not directly dependent on the 
verb, hOa may not be used, e.g. 

1~ de-ea-r-k'e-z a- to'a s-a-px'e-yt'
f its affaire??) 

'I read about the fact that they caught him' - which is 
equivalent to Russian ... 0 tom, eta ... ) 

If the subject noun-clause given above has as its introduct
ory verb a-gOa-pxa-ra 'to please', or the direct object noun
clause is-rntroducec by a-Ja-sa-ra 'to be surprised at', then 
the subordinate clauses must contain the particle -ax'(e)- in 
place of -~-; and now the particle hOa may not be used, 
e.g. 

J-
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ara s-ax/a-q'o-w (¢-)s+ gOa- pxo yt' 
here I that be (non-fin.Pres.) it my+heart warm (fin. ) 

+ (dyn.)'That I am here pleases me'
 
~erk~ssk'-q'a h- ax'~-ra- ~t- wa
 
t. to us that they send (non-fin.Pres.)
 
(¢-)ja- s-so- yt'
 
it (prev.) I be-surprised-at+(dyn.) (fin.)
 

'I am surprised that they'll let us to go Cerkessk' 
As regards the tense of the non-finite verb-form, if the in

troductory verb is Present or Future, then the tense of the 
subordinate verb will be that which correctely locates in time 
the subordinate verbal action; if the introductory verb is not 
Present of Future, then the subordinate verb will either appear 
in the tense which would have been appropriate at the time that 
the action of the introductory verb took pluce, or, if at the 
time the introductory verbal action was completed the tense 0= 
the subordinate clause had belonged to the first group of 
tenses, then the non-finite form of the corresponding tense 
from the second group of tenses may be used - in other words, 
all noun-clauses are treated like indirect statements. Compare 
the following examples with their equivalent non-past forms 
given above and with the range of indirect statements presented 
in 1.1.1.1:

a-c~maza+yO(a) da-2-ba-tO'~-w (hOa) II
 
da-e-ba-tO'~-z
 

(non-fin., Past) 
s-x-a-~'a y-aa-yt' 

(fin.Aorist) 
'It occurred to me that it was necessary to see the 
sick man' 

Cerkessk'-q'a ha-e8-ra-~t-wa (hOa) II 
ha-e8-ra-st-wa-z 

(non-fin., Imperfect) 
(¢-) z-dh-wa-n 

(fin.Imperf. ) 
'I knew that Lhey would allow us to qo to Cerkessk' 

ara s-ax'a-q'o-w II s-ax'a-q'a-z 
(non-fin. Past) 

(¢-)s+gOa-pxo-n 
(fin. Imperf.) 

'It pleased me thut I was here' 
Cerk~ssk'-q'a h-ax'a-ra-~t-wa(-z) 

(non-fin.Imperf.) 
(¢-)ja-s-~o-n 

(fin. Imperf.) 
'I was surprised that they would allow us to go to 
Cerkessk' 

If the introductory verb is a verb of perception (seeing, 
heuring, knowing, smelling), the (direct object) noun-clause 
may (less commonly) be expressed by means of one of the 'abso
lutives' (see 2.1.1.3 and 2.1.3.5.5), with hOa being o p t Lon a Ll y 
present if the clause is directly dependent on the verb (which 
it is not in the case of 'smelling', e.g. 
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a- fa+tO' (¢-)q'a- r- c'o na (*hOa) 
(art.) food it (prev.) they make (absol. ) 

+(dyn. )
 
a- fyOa (¢-)s-k'a- yt'
 
the smell it I catch (fin.)
 

'I smelled that they were preparing food') 
If the introductory verb is Present or Future, the imperfect 
absolutive (2.1.3.5.5) may have present, future of imperfect 
reference, e.g. 

da-co- na (h°a) (¢-)z-dar- we- yt' 
he go (absol. ) it I know (dyn.) (fin. ) 

+(dyn. ) 
'I know that he (a) is going, (b) will go, (c) was 

•l
 
going' ;
 

the regular absolutive (2.1.1.3) will refer to the simple past,
 

e.g.	 da-ca-na (hOa) (¢-)z-dar-we-yt' 
gol 'I know that he went'; 

whilst the plu-perfect absolutive (2.1.3.5.5) refers to a past 
action alrea~y accom~lished, e.g. , 

da-ca-x a- na(hOa) (¢-)z-dor-we-yt' 
(Perf. ){ 

t
 
'I know that he has already gone'
 

If the introductory verb is neither Present nor Future, then
 
the imperfect absolutive will have either imperfect or condi

tional reference, e.g. 

da-co-na (hOa) (¢-) z-dar-wa-n 
(fin. Imperf.) 

'I knew that he (a) was going, (b) would go'; 
whilst the regular and the plu-perfect absolutives become virt 
ually synonymous, e.g. 

da-ca-na I I da-ca-x 'a-na (~Oa) (¢-) z-dar-wa-n 
'I knew that he had (already) gone' 

Should the meaning of the noun-clause be contrary to fact, 
this may optionally be emphasised by using the suffix -~oa 

I	 
(2.1.5.1.4.4) in association with the appropriate non-finite 
verb-form,	 e.g. 

&-nerik'a angliz bazsoa- la ya- m- cOa~oo-

A.	 English language (instr.) they not speak 
<non-fin.) +(dyn.) 

t 
sea II Y8-coazoo-m hOa II ya-ga- m-coa~oo hOa 
that not that 
(untrue) (fin. ) 

r- gOa y- aa- na-go- yt' 
their heart it (prev.) it bring+(dyn.) (fin.) 

'They think that in America they don't speak English' 
Positive (i.e. non-negative) noun-clauses may also be repres

ented by means of the masdar/infinitive. Transitive direct ob
jects and intransitive subjects are marked on the masdar by the 
appropriate column II (possessive) prefix, whilst transitive 
subjects become governed by the instrumental postposition -la 
'by'. Such masdars may have unrestricted temporal referenc~ 
e.g. 
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dara ra la waco'a II yax'a I I y a c s Cerkessk'-q'a
them them by tomorrow today yesterday C. to 
ha- 5t ra (¢-) ]a- S-50- yt' II 
our sending (masd.) it (prev.) I be-surprised-at (fin.) 

+ (dyn.)
 
(¢-)s+ gOa- pxo- yt'
 
it my+heart warm+(dyn.) (fin.)
 

'I am surprised II pleased that they (a) will send us 
tomorrow, (b) are sending us today, (c) sent us yester
day to Cerkessk' 

waco'a II yax'a II yaca ara sa-q'a-zaa- ra 
here my be (suff.) (rnas d , ) 

(¢-)r- dar- we- yt' II (¢-)r+ gOa-pxo-yt' 
it they know (dyn.) (fin.) it their 

'They know II are pleased that (a) I shall be here to
morrow, (b) I am here today, (c) I was here yesterday' 

1.1.2.2.3. How are indirect statements marked?

See section 1.1.1.1. 

1~1~~~~~~~_~2~_~~§_~~9~~§~~_g~§§~~2~§_~~~~§9Z 

If it necessarily follows from the structure of the intro
ductory verb that the question took one particular, definite 
form (e.g. 'He asked me if I was well' necessarily implies the 
question 'Are you well?', whereas 'He wanted to know if I was 
well' does not contain any indication of what the actual words 
used may have been), then by far the most usual way of report
ing that question will be for the actual words of the original 
question to be repeated and to be followed by the particle ind
icating the reporting of direct speech, i.e. hOa 'saying'; the 
subordinate clause most naturally precedes its-8uperordinate 
clause - cf. the following example of a neutral 'yes-no' 
question: \i i,.t /l 

wa- co- rna II wa-co-za+r hOa da-s
you go+(dyn.) (Qu.) if he me
 
a+z+c'+aa-yt' (neg. = da-s-m-a+z+c'+aa-yt') II
 
ask (fin.)
 
d- a+ z- c'+ aa- yt' (neg.= d-a+za-m-c'+aa-yt')
 
he it+about ask+(suff.) (fin.)
 

'He asked me II He asked if I was going' (lit. '''Are you 
going?" he asked (me) ') 

However, it must be stressed that the above-sentence is not the 
unambiguous structure one would expect it to be - the wa- of 
the subordinate verbs may refer either to the speaker (T.e. the 
-s- of the main verb) or to the addressee of the present sen
tence, wuch that the second reading will be 'He asked (me) if 
you are going'. 
---A truly indirect representation of the above-example may be 
achieved in one of three ways: (a) the person of the subordin
ate verb may be altered to conform to the requirements of the 
introductory verb, thereby producing the sentence:

s-co-ma hOa da-s-a+z+c'+aa-yt' II d-a+z-c'+aa-yt' 
'He asked (me) if I was going' 

although a second reading is possible according to which the s
of the subordinate verb is co-referential with the da- of the
main verb (i.e. 'He. asked if he. was going'), in which case 

l l 

----_._------- ----._------ ---.. _-
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the actual question was s-co-ma 'Am I going?'; (b) as the int
roductory verb is past, and, as the direct question contained 
a tense from the first group of tenses (i.e. the Present), the 
non-finite form corresponding to the Present in the second 
group of tenses (i.e. the Imperfect) nay be used, and note the 
use of hDa, e.g. 

s-~z-ma hOa da-s-a+z+c'+aa-yt' II d-a+z-c'+aa-yt' 
'He asked (me) if I was going' 

although a second reading is also possible, namely 'He. asked 
(me) if he. had been going', where the actual questionlasked 
was s-co-z!ma? 'Was I going?'; a third reading is 'He asked 
(me) if I had been going', where the direct question was 
wa-co-z-ma? 'Were you going?'; (c) the person of the variant 
containing the condit~onal mood in -za+r will be altered from~ wa- of the direct forn to s- in the indIrect - there will be no 
change of tense, as there Is no formal opposition between al 

~ 
Present and an Imperfect conditional mood in -za+r (cf. 

t 2.1.3.4.2), e.g. - 
s-co-za+r hOa da-s-a+z+c'+aa-yt' II d-a+z-c'+aa-yt' 

'He asked (me) if I was going' 
where the expected second reading will be 'He. asked (me) if 
he. was Going'. l 

I
 
( lThe s~ries of alternatives given above shows that the vari 


ants for the formation of indirect questions are: (a) repeti 

tion of the actual direct question + hOa, (b) change of the
 
person of the subordinate verb (to conform with the require
ments of the introductory verb) + hOa, (c) if the introductory 
verb is past, change of both the person and tense of the sub
ordinate verb (to conform with the requirements of the intro
ductory verb) + hOa (the use of hOa in this context should be 
contrasted with its absence in the same context for indirect 
statements (1.1.1.1) and constructions involving noun-clauses 
generally (1.1.2.2.1) - each of these three alternatives being 
ambiguous in the ways outlined above. Such a choice of alter
native is available not only for neutral 'yes-no' questions 
(1.1.1.2.1.1) but also for leading 'yes-no' questions 

t 

(1.1.1.2.1.2) and for alternative questions (1.1.1.2.1.3). In 
the case of question-word questions, there are two possibili 
ties in addition to those outlined above - (a) the person is 
changed to conform to the requirements of the introductory verb 
and the subordinate verb is put into the appropriate relative 
form (1.1.2.3.ff) + "h°a, (b) if the introductory verb is past, 
both the person and tense of the subordinate verb are altered 
to conform with that introductory verb's requirements, and the 
subordinate verb is put into the appropriate relative forre 
+ }.°a, e.g. 
--y~- q'a- w- c'o- y (etc .. ) II 

which (reI.) (prev.) you do+ (dyn.) ~Qu.) 

ya-q'a-s-c'o-y (etc'·~lya-q'a-s-c'o-z II 
I (non-fin.Imperf.) 

ya-q'a-s-c'o-za- z II ya
(Qu.) (non-fin. Imperf.) which (reI.) 

q'a-s-c'o II y~-q'a-s-c'o-z II 
(non-fin.Pres.) (non-fin.Imperf.) 

ya-q'a-s-c'o-z-za+y bOa da-s-a+z+c'+aa-yt' 
'He asked me what I was doing' 
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w,,- z- co- y (etc .. ) II s,,-z-co-y (etc .. ) II 
you wh~ go+(dyn.) (Qu.) I 
s,,-z-co-z II s,,-z-co-z,,-z II 

(non-fin.lmperf.
 
s,,-z-co-z-z,,+y II s,,-z- co II
 

why (non-fin.Pres.)
 
s,,-z-co-z bOa d,,-s-a+z+c'+aa-yt'
 

(non-fin.lmperf.)
 
'He asked me why I was going' 

w,,- e+pa-q'o-w II s"-e+pa-q'o-w II 
you how? be (non-fin.Pres.) I 
s"-e+pa-q'a-z II S-2 a- q'o-w II 

be (non-fin.Past) how(rel.)
 
s-ea-q'a-z tOa d,,-s-a+z+c'+aa-yt'
 

'He asked me how I was'
 
If the introductory verb does not contain any indication as 

to the precise form of the corresponding direct question, then 
the choice of alternatives will most naturally be restricted to 
the indirect variants, e.g. 

s-a+ba- co II s-a+ba-co-z 
I where? go(non-fin.Pres.) (non-fin.lmperf.) 
tOa (¢-)ey+la- y- k'+ aa- r+c (¢-)y,, 

it (preverbs) he (root)+(suff.) (purp.) it 
t.ax a-m \\1e arn".... 
want (fin.) 

'He wanted to learn where I was going' 
Should the relative form rather than the question form of the 
subordinate verb (where such a choice is feasible) be chosen in 
such a context,toa will preferably be omitted, with the result 
that, strictly speaking, we no longer have an example of an 
indirect question but rather of a headless relative, e.g. 

s-ax r : co (-z) 
I where(rel.) go(non-fin.Pres.) (non-fin.lmperf.) 
(¢-)ey+la-y-k'+aa-r+c (¢)-y,,-taxa-n 

'He wanted to know (sc. the place) where I was going' 
If the introductory verb does not imply that any question 

was asked at all, then, if that introductory verb is positive 
(i.e.	 non-negative), tea will not be used, e.g.
 

w"y (¢-)y,,-dh- we- yt' II (¢-)y,,-bo
that-one it he know (dyn.) (fin.) it he see+(dyn.)
 
yt' II (¢-)y- ana- yt' II int'eres-s
 
(fin.) it he hear (fin.) interest (pred.) 
(¢-)ya-mo- w-l-p ' s-ax'- co (*hOa) 
it he have (stat.) I where(rel.) go+(dyn.) 

'He knows II sees II has heard II is interested in where 
I am going' 

but, if that introductory verb is either negated or queried, 
hOa becomes optional, e.g. 

w"y	 (¢-)ya+z- dar-wa-m (etc .. ) s-ax'-co (hOa) 
(potential) not 

'He doesn't know (etc .. ) where I'm going' 
s-ax'-co (hOa) (¢-)y,,-bo- rna (etc .. ) way? 

it he see+(dyn.) (Qu.) 
'Does he see (etc .. ) where I'm going?' 

If this last group of introductory verbs are construed with 
an indirect neutral 'yes-no' question, in addition to the 
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regular choice of indirect constructions described at the beg
inning of this sub-section, i: the introductory verb ~s negated 
or queried, the subordinate clause may be represented either by 
the appropriate finite tense + bOa or by the appropriate 'abso
lutive' ± hOa, e.g. 

da-co---- yt' tOa II da-co-na (hOa)
 
he go+ (dyn.) (fin.) (Imperf. absol. )
 
(¢-)s+z- dar- wa- m (etc .. )
 
it I+(pot.) know (oyn.) not
 

'I don't know (etc .. ) whether he's going' 
da-ce-yt' hOa II da-ca-na (hOa) (¢-)w- a'ha

(Past absol.) it you hear 
rna (etc .. )? 
(Qu. ) 

'Did you hear whether he went?' 
da-ca-x'e- yt' hOa II do-ca-x'a-na (hOa) 

(Perf. ) (Plu-perf. absol.) 
int'eres-s ya-sa-ma- ja- rn (etc .. ) 
interest (pred.) it I have (emphatic) not 

t 
t 

'I am not interested in (etc .. ) whether he has already
 
gone'
 

Indirect questions may not be represented by means of the
 
masdar/infinitive; a structure of the form
 

wa- ca-ra d- a+ z- c'+ aa- yt'
 
your go (masd.) he it+about ask+(suff.) (f i.n , )
 

means exactly the same as English 'He asked about your going'.
 

~~~~~~~~~~_~2~_~E~_~~3~E~g~_g2~~~3§_~§E~§3~ 

The most usual way of expressing an indirect command is to 
repeat the actual words spoken in conjunction with the particle 
indicating a direct quote, bOa 'saying'. The command may 
ei ther precede or follow the :Lndirect obj ect of the introduct
ory clause, e.g. 

(an la- pha) ya- s-taxa-w a-
the-mother her daughter which I want (non-fin.Pres.) the 

c'k'a (¢-)jaxa tOa (an la-pha) (ya-)le+ da-l- c'e- yt' 
dress it sew it her+on she place (fin.) 

'The mother ordered her daughter to sew the dress she 
n ,wan ted' (lit: ' ... Sew the dress I w,;nt" say in? ') 

s- an s-ana- xa+n- hoa- lak' ara ba- q'a 
my rrother I when (preverbs) return (non-fin.) here you be 
-m- z- aa+yt' hOa (¢-)se+da-l-c'e-yt' 
not (non-fin.) (subjunctive) it me+on 

'My mother ordered me not to be here when she came back' 
A true indirect command may be formed by placing the impera

tive (or subjunctive) of direct speech in the purposive in -r+c 
(see 2,1.3.5), regardless of the tense of the introductory verb. 
The persons of the purposive (and of any subordinate verbs 
present) are adapted to fit the requirements of the introduct
ory verb, whilst the tenses (sc. of any subordinate verbs) 
either remain those of direct speech, or, if the tense con
cerned belongs to the first group of tenses and the introduct
ory verb is past, the corresponding non-finite form from the 
second group of tenses may be used, e.g. 
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s-an ye-l-taxe-w // ye-l-taxe-z 
(non-fin.Pres.) (non-fin.Past) 

a-c'k'e (¢-)z-jaxe-r+c (¢-)se+de-l-c'e-yt' 
I (purp.) 

'My mother ordered me to sew the dress she wanted' 
If the imperative of direct speech contained either of the 

politness suffixes -y(~), the only way of preserving the nuance 
of these suffixes when reporting such a direct command is to 
repeat the actual words + hOa, e.g. 

a- hOezba (¢-)se- te- y(s) hOa s-an ye-s+ a- 1
the knife it to-me give it to+me she 
hOe-yt' 
say (fin.) 

'My mother told me kindly to give her the knife' 
If the verb of the direct command is the simple imperative 

(i.e. if it contains neither the negative element nor one of 
the politeness suffixes -~), then the equivalent indirect 
command may be expressed by means of the masdar/infinitive, 
e.g. 

s-an s- lass- ne // Ye-
me(col.I) quick (adv.) (col.I, 3rd.sg., non-hum.) 

lass-ne // ye-r- lass-ne a- ca-ra 
(cause) (art.) go (masd.) 

(¢-)se+de-l-c'e-yt' 
'My mother ordered me to go quickly' 

where we note that an adverb rather than an adjective is the 
only way of modifying a masdar. 

1=1=~=~==~gj~~~~~~=J~~1g~~~~b=~1ggg~g 

~~~~~~~~~~_~~~_~E~_~9j~~!~~§_~~~~~~~_~~~~~92 
The appropriate non-finite verbal forms (see 2.1.3.5.2) in

corporating the appropriate relative affix (see 1.1.2.3.4.2.3) 
are used. 

1.1.2.3.2. Is there a distinction between restrictive and non

restrictive clauses? 

No. 

!~1~~~1~]~_~b~~_~§_~b~_22§~~~2~_~!_~b~_b~~9:~~~~2 

1~1~~~~~~~~~_~!!§E_!b~_E~1~~~y~_~1~~~~· 

1~!~~~1~1~_!§_~b§_§1~~§~~_~~_~b~_E~!~~~y§_~1~~§~_~2EE§§22~9 ~~S 

to the head-noun 

1~~~~~~~1~~~~~_E~E1~~§9_eY_~~_~~~~E~~~~_2~E~~~b~Z 

The relativised element is deleted from the relative clause 
and its co-referential pronominal affix inside the verbal 
complex (cf. 2.1.1.1.1) is replaced (obligatorily) by a corres
ponding relative affix. There are two such relative affixes 
y(e)- replaces all affixes (irrespective of person and number) 
of column I, i.e. that series of affixes which correlate with 
intransitive subjects or (transitive) direct objects; z(e)
replaces all affixes (irrespective of person and numberr-0f 
columns II and III, i.e. those series correlating respectively 
with indirect/oblique objects and transitive subjects. If the 
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head-noun is plural, the pluraliser -koa may be placed after 
the root in the relative verbal complex. Examples:
Intransitive subject 

a- phoas rc'ayOa-s da- q'o-w+p' 
the woman teacher (pred.) she be (stat.) 

'The woman is a teacher' 
-7 Merab da- y- dar- we- yt' rc'ayOa-s ya-

M. her he know (dyn.) (fin.) teacher (pred.) who 
q'o-w a- phoas 
be (stat.non-fin.) the woman 

'Merab knows the woman who is a teacher' 
(Transitive) direct object 

a- xac'a a- phoas da- y- be- yt' 
the man the woman her he see (fin.) 

I
 
~ 'The man saw the woman'
 

~ Merab da-y-dar-we-yt' a-xac'a ya- y- ba- (-z)
 
whom he see (non-fin.)


I a-phoas
 
[N.B. that ya-y-ba-z, with final -z, is strictly speaking the 
non-finite Past Indefinite; whilst-the Aorist non-finite form, 
ya-y-ba, is also possible, the form with -z is judged to be 
somehwat 'fuller'] 

t 
{ 'Merab knows the woman whom the man saw' 

Transitive subject 
a- xacoa a-phoas da- r- sa- yt' 
the men her they kill (fin.) 

'The men killed the woman' 
-? a-ph ° as da- z- sa (-z) II da-za-s-koa (-z) 

her who kill (non-fin.) (p l . ) 
a-xacoa (p-) aa- we- yt' 

they come (dyn.) (fin.) 
'Here come the men who killed the woman' 

Indirect,object , 
a-xac'a a-phoas a- sOqO'a (p-)la- y- te- yt' 

the book it to-her he give (fin.) 
'The man gave the book to the woman' 

-;> a-xac'a a-sOqo'a (p-)za- y- ta (-z) a-phoas 
it to-whom he give (non-fin.) 

da- z-dar- we- yt' 
her I know (dyn.) (fin.) 

'I know the woman to whom the man gave the book' 

t 1~1~~~~~§~_Q2_~~§91§§§_~§1§~i~§_91§~§§§_29g~~Z 

Yes, and they are not marked in any special way, e.g. 
ya- b- taxa-z (p-)z-be- yt' 
what you want (non-fin.) it I see (fin.) 

'I saw what you wanted' 

1~1~~~~~Z~_~~§~_§1§~§~~§_g§~_9§_~§1§~i~i§§9Z 

The only restriction on relativisability is that the element 
to be relativised must have associated with it in its clause a 
pronominal affix, which, under relativisation, will be replaced 
by the appropriate relative affix. In effect this results in 
only one type of NP being excluded from relativisation, and 
this is an attributive NP (e.g. a fool in 'X considers Y a fool' 
- cf. 2.1.1). with the exception of genitive-expressions~the 
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substitution of relative for simple pronominal affix is limited 
to within the verbal complex. This means that, if a postposi
tional phrase may stand either outside or within the verbal 
complex, then only the latter will form the basis for the equi
valent relative expression derived from that postpositional NF, 
e.g. 

way a- wayo hOazba-la a- kO'at'8 (¢-)YiJ-S8- yt' 
that (art.) man knife by the chicken it he kill (fin. ) 

or way a-wayo a-hoazba a-kO'at'8	 (¢-)a+ le- y- sa yt ' 
it it+with he kill (fin.) 

'That man killed the chicken with the knife' 
ONLY 
sara way a-wayo a-kO'at'8(¢-)z+ le- y- S (a-z) 
I it which+with he kill (non-fin.) 
a-hoazba (¢-)z-be- yt' 

it I see (fin.) 
'I saw the knife with which that man killed the chicken' 

(Similar examples could be provided for benefactive phrases.) 
The column II (possessive) prefix attached to the possessed 

noun in genitive-expressions simply yields to its relative sur
rogate ~-, if relativisation is on the 'genitive' NF, e.g. 

(ya r a ) v»: me (¢-)mae'a-w+p'
 
he his strength it small (stat.)
 

'His ~trength is small'
 
-7 za- mc (¢-)mac'a-w ya- bz
 

whose strength it small (non-fin.) his language
 
(¢-)d8w- xo- yt'
 
it great become (fin.)
 

+(dyn. ) 
'The language of him whose strength is small waxes great' 

The following example illustrates that the same substitution of 
relative z(a)- for the possessive prefix occurs even when the 
relative clause is formed on the subordinate verb's subject 
in other words, no matter what the role of the head-noun within 
the subordinate clause, if that head-noun incidentally enters 
into a possessive relationship within the subordinate clause, 
its possessive prefix will be replaced by the relative ~a)-, 

e.g. 
a- c'ko'an y- an d- 18+ ca- m- naqO'e-yt' 
the boy his mother he her+with not go (fin.) 

'The boy did not go for a walk with his mother' 
-7	 z- an ya- 18+ca-m-naqO'a(-z) a-c'ko'an
 

whose mot~er w~o (non-fin.)
 
ya- c'a+ra d- a- g- xe- yt'
 
his lesson he it (prev.) reach-late (fin.)
 

'The boy who did not go for a walk with his (lit. whose) 
mother was late for his lesson' 

This leaves the question of relativisation from inside an 
already subordinate clause. First let us examine structures 
where the subordinate clause is itself an argument (subject, 
direct or indirect object) of its introductory verb. In such 
cases the introductory verb will contain an affix referring to 
its subordinate clause. It is suggested in Hewitt (1979a) that, 
if the sentential boundary between introductory and subordinate 
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verb has not been erased in the transformational history of the 
structure, then, under relativisation, that affix in the intro
ductory verb which refers to the subordinate clause must be re
placed by its appropriate relative form - in other words, a 
rule of Relative-raising is hypothesised for the language, e.g. 

1 

a- phoas a- xac'a da- 1- ba- r+c d- a+ la
the woman the man him she see (purposive) she it+(prev.)
 
ge- yt'
 
begin (fin.)
 

'Th~ woman bega~ to see the man' , 
-7 a-phoas da- 1- ba-r+c II ya- 1- ba-r+c 

him she whom she 

,•~ 1 

da- z+ la- ga (-z) a-ixac t a 
she whom+(prev.) begin (non-fin.) 

'the man whom the woman began to see ... ' 
Whilst the introductory verb must show the relative affix, the1 subordinate verb need not. On the other hand, should the sent
ence-boundary between these have been erased, the single rela
tive affix on the subordinate verb alone is sufficient to indi
cate the relative status of subordinate and (its) introductory 

f 
{ verbs combined - cf. the alternative for the last example where 

the subordinate clause is represented by the infinitive/masdar: 
a-phoas a-xac'a ya- ba- ra d-a+la-ge-yt' 

his see (masd.) 
r 

~ a-ph ° as	 z ba-ra d-a+ la-ga(-z) a-xac'a 
whose it 

The same situation obtains where the subordinate clause is sub
ject (or direct object) of its introductory verb, e.g. 

d- ba- 1- ta- r+c (yo-)s-taxa-w+p' 
him to-you she give (purp.) it I want (stat.) 

'I want her to give him to you' 

~ ya- ba-l-ta-r+c ya- s-taxa-w a- wayOa 
whom who(m) (non-fin. the man 

'the man whom I want her to give to you ... ' 

\ 
If, however, the subordinate clause is not an argument of 

its introductory verb, as, for instance, in a final clause, 
then, under relativisation, special provision must be made for 
the insertion of the necessary relative affix into the intro
ductory verb's affixal structure; this is achieved by inserting, 
by means of Relative-raising, the postpositional phrase 'for 
which' into the introductory verb's complex, e.g. 

, 
a- sOqO'a s-a- px'a-r+c s-aa- yt' 
the book I it read (purp.) I come (fin.) 

'I came to read the book' 
~ s-a-px'a-r+c II sa-za- px'a-r+c sa-z+ z- aa 

which I which+for come 
r 

(-z) a-sOqO'a 
(non-fin 

'the book I carne to read ... ' 

"
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1=1=~=~==~~~~~~;£1g~g~g 

!~!~~~~~!~_~~~_~~~_~~~~~e:~!~~~~~_~~~~~~_~~_~~~~~~!Z_~ b ~ ~ _ ~ ~ 

~b~~~_E~~~~~~~_~~!~~~~~_~~_~b~~~_~~E~~~~~~~~~~_~!~~~~Z 
There is no unique, universally applicable feature that is 

character istic of adverb-clauses. Such clauses precede their 
superordinate clause. 

!~!~~~~~~~_~~~_~~~_~b~_~~!!~~~~g_~YE~~~J_~~~~~e:~!~~~~~~~~~~~ 

1. 1. 2 . 4 . 2 . 1. Time 

For the 'postpositional conjunctions' -nac'g 'while', 
-aanja 'until', and -yztey 'since', see sections 2.1.5.1.4.3, 
2~1.4.5, and 2.1.~.2 respectively. 

Temporal adverbial clauses corresponding to English clauses 
introduced by 'when' are formed as follows: the intra-verbal 
affix -an(a)- is inserted, immediately after the column I pro
nominal affix, into the non-finite verbal complex of the re
quire~ tense, e.g. 

Amra a- SOqO'8 d- an- a- px'o wara 
A. (art.) book she when it read you 

+ (dyn.) 
(non-fin. Pres.)
 

y8- q'a- w- c'o- y
 
which (prev.) you do what?
 
(rel.)	 +(dyn.) 

'When Amra is reading, what do you do?' 
Amra d- an8- cOo- w sara a- W8S 
A.	 she when sleep (non-fin.stat.Pres.) I (art.) work 
(¢-)z-[w-] we- yt' 
it I do (dyn.) (fin.) 

'When Amra is sleeping, I work' 
If the tense of the subordinate verb is simple past, the non
finite Aorist must be used, for, although the non-finite Aorist 
does not differ in meaning from the non-finite Past Indefinite, 
-an(a)- may not be used with the non-finite form of the latter 
tense, e.g. 

d- an8 z-ba (*-z) a- 130qO'8 
her when I see (non-fin.Past Indef.) the book 

(non-fin.Aor. )
 
(¢-)18- s-te- yt'
 
it to-her I give (fin.)
 

'When I saw her, I gave her the book' 
If the tense of the subordinate clause is future, the non-fin
i te form must end in -lak" (-an (a) - only combines with the 
non-finite Future I ending -ra in indirect questions), e.g. 

d- an- aa- lak" ~a- 138
 
she when come (non-fin) her kill
 

'When she comes, kill her!' 
Complexes ending in -lak" and incorporating the infix -an(a)
may be used to signal indefinite (iterative) temporal expres
sions in past time, e.g. 
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d- an- aa- lak" a- fa+tO' (p-)lo- s-ta- 10
(art.) food it to-her I give (iter.) 

+ (dyn.) 
n II (¢-)la-s-to n 
(fin. ) give (fin. ) 

+(dyn. ) 
'Whenever she came, I used to give her food' 

However, more common here would be the complex suffix 
-zaa+lak'+g/a, which is suffixed to the non-finite Present, e.g. 

d-an-aa-wa- zaa~lak'+g'a II d-an-aa-lo- zaa+lak'+g'd 
(dyn. ) (iter.) 

+(dyn. ) 

t 
a-fa+tO' (¢-)la-s-ta-lo-n II (p-)lo-s-to-n 

Such subordinate forms may also be ~sed where the tense is 
general !gnomic), e.g., 

sara a+k'r- ana s-fo (- zaa+ lak' +g , <J) W8Y

i l something when I eat that-one 
+(dyn. )

1 da-s- parxa+go- w+p' 
he to-me be-hindrance (stat.) 

'Whenever I'm eating, he's forever pestering me' 
Temporal adverbial clauses with the meaning 'after' are 

f- formed by an association of the appropriate tenporal clause, meaning 'when' followed immediately by the postposition a-stax' 
'after, behind', e.g. -- -~ 

I ~------,
 

d- ana- y- ba a- stax' do-ce-yt'
 
him when he see it after he go (fin.)
 

(non-fin. )
 
'After he saw him, he left'
 

Temporal adverbial clauses with the meaning 'as soon as' are
 
expressed as follows: the intra-verbal particle of manner
 
-1?(o)- is inserted, immediately after the complex's column
 
prononinal affix, into the non-finite forn of the required
 
tense; the suffix -cO'q"a, which usually means 'indeed,
 
really', will either be attached as final element to the re

sulting complex, or it will stand immediately after the verbal
 
root. If the tense is simple past, either the non-finite Aor

ist or the non-finite Past Indefinite may be used, e.g.
 

t 
da- i3a-y- ba- (z-) cO'g"a II 
him he see (non-fin.Past Indef.) 

(non-fin.Aor. ) 
da-~a-y-ba-cO'g"a(-z) da-ce-yt' 

he go (fin.) 
'As soon as he saw him, he went' 

If the tense required is future, the non-finite ending of the 
subordinate verb will be -lak", e.g. 

da-1?o-y-ba-Iak"-cO'q~1da-ea-y-ba-cO'q"a-lak" 
d8-co- yt' 

go 
+(dyn.) 

'As soon as he sees him, he'll go' 
Note that this last subordinate verb-form is obligatory if the 
tense is indefinite past, e.g. 

I 
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da-ea-y-ba-lak" (-cO'q'la) II da-e a-y-ba-cO'q"a-1ak" 
da-co- n 

go (fin.) 
+ (dyn.) 

'As soon as ever he saw him, he used to go' 

1.1.2.4.2.2. Manner 

Adverbial clauses of manner are produced by inserting the 
particle -e~-, immediately after the complex's column I pro
nominal affix, into the non-finite form of the required tense. 
If the tense is simple past, only the non-finite Past Indefin
ite may be used, e.g. 

da-ea- z-ba- z da-q'o-w+p'
 
him how I see (non-fin. Past Indef.) he be
 

'He is as I saw him'
 
If the element -cO'q"a is added for purposes of precision, 

it will either be attached to the complex as a whole, or will 
stand after the verbal root, and, in the case of the perfect, 
Plu-perfect and Conditionals I and II, it may also split tense
marker from non-finite ending, e.g. 

da- ea- z-ba- x'o- w- c01q"a II
 
him how I see (Perf.) (non-fin.) just
 
da-ea-z-ba-cO'q"a-x'o-w II
 
da-ea-z-ba-x'a-cO'q"o-w da-q'o-w+p'
 

he be (stat.)
 
'He is just as I have already seen him'
 

Two formations are possible for indefinite adverbial clauses 
of manner: (aJ the intra-verbal particle of manner -e(a)- is 
inserted, immediately after the complex's column I pronominal 
affix, into the non-finite form of the required tense, to which 
is suffixed the clitic -g'a, which normally means 'and, also, 
even', although a more appropriate translation in the present 
context would be 'ever', e.g. 

da- Peja- na II ya- Peja-na II 
she beautiful (adv.) (col.I, non-hum.) 
ya-r- Peja-na a- sea (¢-)ea- 1- hOo

(causative) (art.) song it how she say 
+ (dyn.) 

g'a Le- bza (¢-)s+ gOa- pxo- m 
ever her voice it me+(prev.) please not 

+ (dyn.) 
'However beautifully she sings, I don't like her voice' 

cf. the corresponding sentence when the tense is Imperfect: 
... (¢-)ea-l-hoo-z- g'a ... (¢-)s+gOa-pxo-ma- z+t' 

(non-fin.) not (fin.) 
(Imperfect) (Imperfect) 

'However beautifully she used to sing, I used not to 
like her voice' 

If the subordinate tense is simple past, either the non-fin
ite Aorist of the non-finite Past Indefinite is possible, e.g. 
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Ye- yOyOa-na de- ea- se-p'q'a
(col.I, non-hum.) hard (adv.) him how I hit 

(non-fin. Aor.) 
(z-) g'e ya- q'e- y- c'a-c 
(non-fin. Past Indef.) which (prev.) he do (non-fin.) 

(rei.) 
(¢-)q'e- y- c'e-yt' 
it (prev.) he do (fin.) 

'However hard I hit him, he did what he'd been doing 
previously' 

(b) the adverb eg'a 'however much' is used in association with 
a verb placed in-the conditional mood in -r alone or in -za+r 
suffixed to either the non-finite Present or the non-fini~ 
Aorist; the verbal complex ends with the clitic -g'e, e.g. 

t eg'a d~~eja-na(etc.. ) a-soa (¢-)l-h'x=r- g'e II 
however-much if 
(¢-)l-nOo- za+r-g'ell (¢-)l-toa

(non-fin. Pres.) if (non-fin. Aor.)I za+r-g'a le-bza (p-)s+gOa-pxo-m 
.. if 

t
 
'However beautif~lly she sings, I don't like her voice'
 

The same choice of words for the adverbial clause applies re

gardless of the tense of the main verb - if the main verb is
 

I 
Inperfect, for example, only the final word of the last example 
will be altered to (¢-)s+g'a-pxo-ma-z+t', thereby giving the 
meaning 'However beautifully she sang, I used ~ot to like her 
voice' . 

1~1~~~~~~~2~_r~E22§§\, 
Purpose-clauses are expressed in one of three ways: (a) the 

purposive in -r+c, -ra+ze or -ra+ne (see 2.1.3.5) is used, ir 
respective of the tense of the introductory verb, e.g. 

s- y'aza d8- z-ba- r+c II de-z-ba-ra+z8 II de-z-ba-ra+na 
my friend him I see 
a- kalak' [a-lax' s-co- yt' II s-ce-yt' (etc .. ) 
(art.) town it to I go (fin. ) go 

+(dyn.) 
'I am going II I went (etc .. ) to town to see my friend' 

t 
(b) the purposive in -r+c may be followed by the postposition 
-ze 'for'; and this postposition will be prefixed with the 
column II, 3rd. person singular non-human pronomi~al prefix a
correlating with the entire subordinate expression represented 
by the Durposive, e.g. 

s-yOaza da-z-ba-r+c a- za a-kalak' [a-lax' s-co-yt' II 
it for 

s-ce-yt' 
'I am going II I went to town to see my friend' 

(cl The masdar/in=initive plus the postposition -ze 'for' may 
be used, in which case no column III, transitive subject-affix 
will be present in the subordinate expression, and the direct 
object becomes an objective genitive, being represented by the 
appropriate column II possessive pronominal prefix in the mas
dar-complex, e.g. 
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s-yOaza ya- ba- ra- [a-]za a-kalak' [a-lax' s-co-yt' II 
his see (masd.) it for 

s-ce-yt' (etc .. ) 
N.B. that in the event of the introductory verb being one of 
motion, a fourth alternative exists, and this is to use the 
masdarllinfinitive by itself, e.g. 

aamt a a- ga- ra- [a-] za (etc .. ) (*a-ga-ril.) a-

time its waste (masd.) it for the
 
sOqO'a s-a- px'o- yt'
 
book I it read (fin.)
 

+ (dyn.) 
'I am reading the book in order to waste time' 

BUT 
aamta a-ga-ra II a-ga-ra-[a-]ze (etc .. ) s- an ara+x' 

my mother hither 
s- aa- la- sta- yt' 
me (prev.) she send (fin.) 

'My mother sent me here in order to waste time' 
Where the masdar is thus employed, one may optionally place 
after it the particle which usually marks the quotation of dir 
ect speech (see 1.1.1.1), namely hOa; this would here give 
aamta a-ga-ra (hOa) ... Where the dependent noun of such mas
dars refers to~n-referentially indefinite entity, not only 
can the dependent noun stand without its article a- but the 
possessive prefix referring to that noun may be omitted from 
the masdar, e.g. 

a amt.a ga-ra (hOa)." 
'to waste time' 

ph ° as s- ra (hOa) . . 11 a-phoas la- s-ra (Iloa) 
woman kill (masd.) her 

'to kill a woman (sc. any woman at all) , 
If, however, the dependent noun refers to one specific, known 
entity, then neither of these elements may be omitted, e.g. 

way a- pIloas la-s-ra (Iloa)
 
that (art.)
 

'to kill that woman'
 
s- ab ya- s-ra (hOa)
 
my father his
 

'to kill my father' 
But if the dependent noun, even when it is of definite refer
ence, is syntactically construed with the introductory verb of 
motion rather than with the masdar, the masdar will preferably 
not contain any possessive pre~ix,referring to tha~ noun, e.g. 

s- ra s- ab ara+x d- aa- z-ge- yt' 
kill (masd.) my father higher him (prev.) I bring (fin.) 

'I brought my father here to kill (him)' 

!~!~~~~~~~~~-~~~§§ 
Two alternative constructions exist: (a) either of the post

positions -za 'for' or -q'a+n+tO' 'from', prefixed with the 
column II, 3rd. person singular non-human pronominal affix a-, 
which correlates with the entire subordinate expression, may be 
used in association with the non-finite form of the appropriate 
tense, which will incorporate the infix -ax'(a)-. This intra
verbal particle stands immediately after the verbal complex's 
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column I pronominal affix - ~he most common use of the particle 
-ax' (a) is in relative sentential-locative expressions, where 
it means I where: - e. g. \	 " 

a  ek'ol a- ~'a a- c'a- ra bzaya-na 
(art. ) sc~ool it at (art.) learn (masd.) good (adv.) 

(¢-)ax'a-y- c'o- z a- za II a- ~'a+n+tO' 
it ~e learn (non-fin.) it for it from 

+(dyn.) 
ay~abe+ra=c'a+ra d- aa- na-xOe-yt' 
the-i~stitute him (prev.) it buy 

'Because he studied well at school, he was admitted to 
~he institute' (lit. ' ... the institute bought him') 

cf. the same sentence in the present-future tense:
t,"~,~~ 

t
 
... (p-)ax'a-c'o a-za II a-q,a+n+tO, ...
 

(non-fin. Pres.)
 
d-aa-na-xoo- yt'

1 buy 
+(dyn. ) 

'Because he studies well at school, he will be admitted 
to the institute' 

f	 (b) alternatively, it is actually possible for the finite form 
~. 

t
 
of the appropriate tense to be used in conjunction with either
 
of the postpositions -za or -q'a+n+tO,. This is clearly a con

struction that has arisen under ~oreign influence as the a

prefix of either postposition should correlate with a~ NP-(the 
affix in question is pronominal), but, with a finite verb-form 

~.	 representing the subordinate expression, there is no UP present 
to correlate with this pronominal prefix - it is worth emphas
ising at th~s point that the postpositions are indeed part of 
the subordi~ate expression for the pause in the sentence falls 
after a~d not before them, making them part of the tone-group 
of the subordinate verb, e.g. 

\; 
a-ek'ol a-~'a a-c'a-ra bzaya-na (¢-)ya-c'o- n 

learn (fin.) 
+ (dyn.) 

a-z8	 II a-q'a+n+t0 1 , ayhaba+ra=c'a+ra d-aa-na-xOe-yt' 
'Because he studied well at school, he was admitted to 
the institute' 

\ cf. ... (p-lya-c,g-yt' a-za II a-q'a+n+tO', ... d-aa-na-xOo-yt' 
'Because he studies well at school, he'll be ad~itted to 
the institute' 

!~!~~~~~~~~~_~Q]3~!~Q~ 

For all variants	 of conditional clauses, see section 
2.1.3.4.2. 

1.1.2.4.2.6. Result

Irrespective of the tense of the introductory verb, consecu
tive clauses are expressed by means of the purposive in -r+t0 1 

(cf. 2.1.3.5) in association with the postposition eyP? 'like, 
as', e.g.	 --- 
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a- w~s~+w+ra (¢-)ha- l~- m- ~a- r+tO, 
(art.) work it for-us (prev.) not be-possible 
eYPe eowro-w+p' II eowra-n 

heat (stat.) (stat.) 
(Pres.) (Past) 

'It isllwas (so) hot that we can'tllcouldn't work' 
If the post-radical verbal element marking excess, -coa-, is 

used, then the meaning will rather be 'It is too hot for-us to 
work', i.e. 

a-wasa+w+ra (¢-)ha-la-m-ea-r+tO, eYPe eowra-coo-w+p' 
Another example of a simple consecutive clause would be: 

yara+z+n+a+k' da-coa- r+tO' eyp~ d- aa+psa-na 
suddenly he go-to-sleep he tired (adv.) 
da-q'o-w+p' II da-q'a-n 
he be (stat.) he be (stat.) 

(Pres. ) (Past) 
'He isllwas (so) tired that he suddenly fallsllfell 
asleep' 

A less acceptable way of expressing consecutive clauses in 
Abkhaz is to use eyp~ 'like, as' in conjunction with wabas 'in 
such a way, so' in the main clause, and then simply to state 
the result by means of the appropriate finite verb, e.g. 

wabas eYPe d-aa+psa-na da-q'o-w+p' - yara+z+n+a+k' 
da-coo- yt' 

fall-asleep (fin.) 
+ (dyn.) 

'He is so tired - he suddenly falls asleep' 

1~1~~~1~Z~_Q§g~§§ 

For comparative adverbial clauses of degree, see 1.8.ff. 
And for equative adverbial clauses of deg~ee, see 1.9.ff. 

1~1~~~1~~~~~_~9~g§~~~~§ 
Abkhaz has only the one means of expressing concession, and 

that is by saying 'even if' - the clitic -g'a 'even' is suffix
ed tO,the appropria~e condition~l form, e.~ 

a- mra (¢-)pxo- za+r-g a x'to-w+p'
 
the sun it shine if cold (stat.)
 

+ (dyn.) 
'Although ~even ~f) ;he s~n is shining, it's cold' 

a-mra	 (¢-)pxa-r- g a X ta-xo- yt'
 
if become (fin. )
 

+ (dyn.) 
'Although (even if) the sun shines, it will become cold' 

~~~~~~~~=g~~~~~£~=~~=~~~g~g 

1~1~~~2~1~_~~_~0§~§_~_~§g~§0g§_~~_~§0~§~2 

No. 
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1.2.	 Structural questions 

1~~~1~=~~~~~~g1=g~~~~~~~~=~~=~~~=g~~~~~~~ 

1~~~1~1~=~~~~1g~=g~~~~~~~g 
cf. 2.1.1.2.3 and 2.1.1.2.9. 

1~~~1~1~1~_~22~1~f_§~~t~~2~~_~~tb_~2~~~~1_22~2!§~§~t 

1~~~1~!~!~li~~_~~_tb§~§_~~_2~§~t_~e§~:~22~1~L_~~~_b2~__ ! Q §~ ~ 

P~§9~~~!§_~~~~§9~ 

Where the overt copula is a-q'a-zaa-ra (cf. 2.1.1.2.9.1 for 
its defining functions and 2.1.1.2.9.3 for its role-marking 
functions) I the noun-complement stands in the predicative case 
in -s, or it may be turned into its adverbial form, e.g. 

•, 
~, -way r+c'a+yOa-s II da-r+c'a+yO-na 

that-one teacher (pred.) he teacher (adv.) 
da-q'o-w+p' 
he be (stat.) 

'He is a teacher' 
But where the copular roots -a- (or -a+k o , (a)-) are used (cf. 
2.1.1.2.9.2 for this identity~marking copula, and 2.1.1.2.9.3 
for its role-~arking functions), the noun-complement is un
marked, e.g. 

way Zaira 1- 0- w+P' 
Z. she be (staLl 

(col.II) 
'That's Zaira' 

!~~~!~!~!~~~_gi~§_!b§_2~9§~_2~_tQ§_g2~~!~t~§~t§ 

The word-order is S-Comp-V. 

1~~~!~!~~~_~Q2~!~~_§§~t§~g§§_~itb_~9j§gt~~~1_gQ~21§~§~t 

!~~~!~!~~~!~_~§_!b§~§_~~_2~§Et_~e§~:~22~1~~ 

No, see 1.2.1.1.4.ff. 

1~~~1~1~1~_~22~1~f_§§~t§~g§~_~itb_~Q~~fei~1_g2~21§~~~! 

1~~~1~1~~~li~~_~§_!~~£~_~~_~~~~!_~e~~:~~2~1~L_~Q9_~~~_i ~ _ ~~ ~ 

2~~9ig~t§_~~~~~91 

Where the overt copula is a-q'a-zaa-ra, the adverb-comple
ment may be either 
(i)	 unmarked, e.g. 

(sara) ara sa-q'o-w+p' 
here ~ be (stat.) 

'I am here' 
where ara is a non-derived adverb and thus requires no addi
tional marker to indicate its adverbial status. 

(yara) bzaya da-q'o-w+p' 
he wel1(lit. good) he 

'He is well' 
N.B. that formally bzaya is an adjective, but this sentence 
cannot nevertheless-mean 'Ee is good', which would be 
da-bzayo-w+p' (cf. 1.2.1.1.4.2.1). Such uses of adjective for 
adverb are rare - in place of bzaya here, but with the same 
sentential meaning, we could use p~ja 'beautiful'. 
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wara wa- q'a+n+t O, xara sa-q'o-w+p'
 
you you from far I
 

'I am far from you' 
or (ii) marked (by having the appropriate column I pronominal 
affix as prefix, and the adverbial formant -na as suffix), e.g. 

da-bzaya-na da-q'o-w+p'
 
he good (adv.) he
 

'He is well'
 
sa-w+ cOa+ xara-na sa-q'o-w+p'
 
I you+from+far (adv.) I
 

'I am far from you' 
In the case of the pseudo-cleft construction where the cop

ula will be the root -a- (or -a+k o ' (a)-), both unmarked (non
derived) and marked (derived) adverbs are found, as would be 
expected, e.g. 

a(b)ro-w+p' (~*a(b)ra-a- w+p') s-ax'a- q'o-w 
here be (stat.) I where be (non-fin.) 

'It is here where I am' 
ya~Peja- n- 0- w+P' 
it beautiful (adv.) be (stat.) 
ya-ea- q'a- c'o- w 
it how (prev.) make (non-fin. stat.) 

'It is beautifully made' 

!~~~!~!~~~~~_g~~~_~~~_2r9~r_2f_~2~~~~~~~~~~ 

The order is S-Comp-V. 

!~~~!~!~1~_!~_g~§§~_2f_g2P~1~r_§§~~~~g§§_~~~~2~~_2~§r~_g2P~!~ 

!~~~!~!~1~!~_~r§_~~§_~2r~~!_~§re~!_g~~§g2r~§~_§~pr§~~§9Z 

Yes. 

!~~~1~1~1~~~_~f_~2L_~2~_~~_~~~~_92~~Z 

!~~~1~!~1~~~1~_~§re~!_~!!~~§§_~!!~~§9_~2_~~~_g2~E!§~~~~: 

element

In the case ofcopular sentences without an overt 'be'-copula, 
the normal verbal categories (person, tense) are expressed by 
attaching as prefix to the complement the appropriate column I 
pronominal affix and as suffix to the complement the stative 
verb markers (-w+p' in the Present, -n in the Past) - in other 
words, the complement becomes the root of a stative verb, e.g. 
(a)	 noun-complement
 

way da-wayOa-w+p'
 
that-one he man (stat.)
 

'He is a man' 
(b)	 adjective-complement
 

(bara) ba- Pejo- w+P'
 
you you beautiful (stat.)
 

'You are beautiful' 
(c)	 noun+adjective-complement
 

abray d- apsa+wa xac'o-w+p'
 
this he Abkhazian man (stat.)
 

'This is an Abkhazian man' 
(d) adverbial-complement 

No example, as adverbial complements are always construed 
with an overt 'be'-copula. 
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!~~~!~!~~~_~~~_~b~~~_9!ff~~~~t_tY2~§_2f_gQ2~!~2 

Yes. 

l~~~l~l~§~l~_g§f!~!~g 

This will be ei~her (i) complement beco~es the root of a 
stative verb, or (il) the copula a-q'a-zaa-ra 'be, exist' plus 
comple~ent either in the predicative~ase-IrL--s or in its ad
verbial form (see 2.1.1.2.9.1 for examples). 

1~~~1~1~§~~~_i9~~~!~Y 

This will be the copula root -a- (or -a+ko, (8)-) plus an un
marked complement (see 2.1.1.2.9.2). -------

1.2.1.1.6.3. role 

~ This may be either (i) root -a- (or -a+ko, (8)-) plus un
marked conplement, or (ii) a-q'a~zaa-ra plus complement int either the predicative case in -s or its adverbial form (see

1 2.1.1.2.9.3) . 

1.2.1.1.6.4. other 

For the 'become'-copula see 2.1.1.2.9.4. 

t 1=~=1=~==¥~~£g1=g~~~~~~~g 

•
1~~~1~~~!~_~~~_tb§~§_~~~e§_~!tb2~t_§~el~gt§L_Q~_~~tb_9~~Y: 

.. §~ej§g~§2 

An argument was presented by Hewitt (1979b) to the effect 
that basically transitive verbs containing either the potential

'i; verbal infix -Z(8)- (cf. 2.1.3.4.7) or the 'unwillingness' ver
bal infix -amxa=-Tcf.2.1.3.4.15) should be interpreted as sub
jectless verbs, rather than as detransitlvised intransitives, 
as the conventional interpretation would require. Since such 
verbs contain no column III, transitive subject-affix, they 
cannot be transitive verbs. And the argument against regarding 
the referent of their column I affix as an intransitive subject 
is that this column I affix may be replaced by the reflexive 
affix -~(d)- (preceded by the column II affix correlating with 
the antecedent), and this reflexive affix only functions as 
direct object in Abkhaz (with the sole exception of the idio
matic expression for 'to be careful', namely a-gO-~-a+na-zaa-ra, 

which literally means 'oneself to be in one's heart' - cf. 
1.6.3.2.3). If this argumentation is sound, then all transit
ive verbs containing either of the infixes illustrated in 
2.1.3.4.7//15 will qualify as subjectless verbs. 

Weather-expressions for 'raining', 'snowing' and 'hailing' 
consist of the relevant noun, which fulfils the role of direct 
object to the verb a-w-ra 'to do, make', the subject of which 
is the dummy, 3rd. person singUlar, non-human, column III, 
transitive subject-affix -~-, e.g. 

a- kOa (121-) a- [w-] we- yt' (=[ffi'kW~lweit']) 

(art.) rain it itt?) make (dyn.) (fin. ) 
'It's raining' 
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(cf. a-s~-)a- [w-]we-yt' 'It's snowing'; a-k,'arcx (,d-) a- [w-]we-yt' 
'It's hailing'). In the case of the 'wind blowing', superfici 
ally we have a similar structure, namely: 

,----------, 

a- Pea (¢-)a- s- we- yt' (=[tt'p~2sweit']) 
(art.) wind it itt?) strike (dyn.) (fin.) 

'The wind is blowing' 
However, the verb a-s-ra 'to strike' is intransitive (cf. 
s-ya-sa-yt' 'I s- hit him -ya-'), and so the dummy-affix -a
is the column II, 3rd. person singular, non-human, pronominal 
affix and is here fulfilling the role of indirect object, 
whereas a-Pea is the verb's subject. Cf. the dummy, indirect 
object -a- in the 'absolutive' complex: 

xar- (¢-)a- ma- m- kO'a(-n) 
trouble(?) it itt?) have not (neg. absol. suff.) 

'enough' (cf. 1.2.4.3.4) 
The verb a-w-ra 'to do, make' with the same dummy subject

affix -a- seen above is also used in conjunction with either 
the conditional mood or the masdar//infinitive in the sense of 
'it is possible', e.g. 

a- kOa (¢-)a- wa- r (¢-)a- [w-] we- yt' 
the rain it it(?) make if it it(?) make (dyn.) (fin. ) 

'It is possible that it will rain' 

a+k'ra- fa- ra (¢-) a- [w-] we-yt'
 
something eat (masd.)
 

'It is possible to eat'
 

a- gazet d- a- px'o za+r (¢-)a-[w-]we-yt'
 
the paper he it read if
 

+ (dyn.) 
'It is possible that he is reading the paper' 

An alternative verb in each of the above three examples would 
be: 

(¢-) a- 1- §o- yt' 
it (sc. subordin- for-itt?) (prev.) be-possible (fin.) 

ate clause) + (dyn.) 
where the dUTh~y-affix -a- is present once more, although this 
time it is again the column II, 3rd. person singular, non-human 
pronominal affix and is fulfilling the role of indirect object, 
cf. a- wasa+w+ra (¢-)sa- l-§o-yt' 

(art.) work it for-me(col.II) 
'I can work' 

Traditionally the verb a-taxa-zaa-ra 'to want' is interpreted 
as an intransitive verb containing a subject (column I) affix 
and an indirect object (column II) affix. However, arguments 
are presented below (1.6.5.73) for interpreting this verb rather 
as a (syntactically if not morphologically) normal transitive 
verb with a subject (column III) affix and a direct object 
(column I) affix. If this view is correct, then another in
stance of a- appearing as du~~y subject-affix will be its use 
with a-taxe-zaa-ra when this verb is used in association with 
the masdar to mean 'X is necessary', e.g. 
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aqO'a- q'a a- ca-ra II s- ca-ra (¢-}a-
Sukhumi to (art.) go (masd.) my 
taxa-w~p' 

(stat.) 
'It is necessary to go II that I go to Sukhumi' 

Two other expressions of obligation are based on nominal 
bases meaning 'lot, portion', namely -xOta II -kOnaga. Each of 
these bases, preceded by the appropriatc-Column-rr-possessive 
prefix correlating with the person upon whom the obligation 
falls, is made the base of a stative verb, whose column I sub
ject-affix correlates with the masdar reprosenting the act that 
is the obligation, e.g. 

W2Y ya- ba- ra (¢-)sa+konago-w+p' II (¢-)sa+
 
that-one his see (masd.) it my+lot (stat.)
 
xOto-w+p'
 

'I must see him' 
Should the person upon whom the obligation rests be left un
specified, the dummy, 3rd. person singular, non-human posses
sive (i.e. column II) pronominal prefix a- will appear in the 
verbal complex, e.g. 

way ya-ba-ra (¢-)a+konago-w+p' II (¢-)a+xOto-w+p'
 
'It is necessary to see him'
 

1~~~1~~~~~_~~~_!b~~~_Y~~e§_~i~b99!_giI§g!_gej§g~§2 

For the formation of an intransitive verb from a transitive 
by not specifying the direct object, see 2.1.3.1.2.2. For the 
dunmy direct object affix a+k'r~-, see 2.1.3.8.7. 

1~~~1~~~2~_1§_!b§~§_~_§§E~I~!§_~~!§g2Il_~~~g~~§~!_~ej~~!' 

i9§!~~~e1§_2!Q~~_!b~~_~~_~§~~~!~~_!~~~~l_~b~~~_~~~_e§_r~~§~~!Z 

The indirect object may be formally defined as the re=erent 
of the column II, pronominal affix which may be present in any 
verbal complex and which is not 'governed' by a preverb, deter
miner or relational particle (cf. 2.1.1.5 for the terminology), 
and which is not used in association with the reflexive affix 
-Cc(a)- (cf. 1.6.1.3), e.g. 
----d- a- px'o- yt'
 

he it(co1.II) read+(dyn.) (fin.)
 
'He reads it (indirect object) ,
 

ya-sa- 1- te- yt'
 
it to-me(col.II) s~e give (fin.)
 

'She gave it to me (indirect object)'
 
ya-l- da- r- be- yt'
 
it her(col.II) they cause see (fin.)
 

'They made ~er (indirect object) see it II They showed 
it to her'
 

ya-sa- la- m- ~e- yt'
 
it for-me (col. II) (prev.) not (root) (fin.)
 

\\ 1/ 

be possible 
'It was not possible for me' 

(where it is impossible, synchronically speaking, to assign 
individual meanings to the verbal root and preverb, such that 
the column II affix could be regarded as being dependent on the 
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preverb alone rather than on the 'preverb+root' combination, 
cpo 

, 
a- xaho+co'aho a- saq'a y- a+ kOa- y- c'e-yt' 
the beam the pillar it it+on(prev.) he put (fin.) 

'He put the beam on the pillar')
 
ya-s- la- r- q'a- c'e- yt'
 
it me(col.II) she cause (prev.) make (fin.)
 

'She made me (indirect object) do it' 
(N.B. that in the present work any intra-verbal column II affix 
that is followed in the transcription by a hyphen, rather than 
by a plus-sign, may be interpreted as representing an indirect 
object. ) 

1~~~1~~~~~_~b~~_2~b~~_~~~9§_2~_Y~~e~1_~~g~~~~~§_~~~_~b~~~2 

See the various sub-sections of section 2.1.3.6.1 for the 
other arguments incorporated in the verbal complex. 

1~~~1~~~2~_~b~~_~2~e~~~~~2~§_2~_§~ej~~~L_9~~~~~_2ej~~~, 

~~9~~~~~_2ej~~~_~~9_2~b~~_~~g~~~~~§_~~~_~2~~92 

There are no restrictions on the combinations of the various 
arguments that a verb may possess. 

1.2.1.2.6. Give the order of the constituents for the combina

~~2~_2~_Y~~eL_§~ej~~~L_~~9_9~~~~~_2ej~~~_~~~~~~ 

The most frequent word-order (cf. 2.1.1.1.5) is S-IO-DO-V, 
although any order is theoretically possible. The referent of 
any other intra-verbal affix will most naturally stand between 
10 and DO, e.g. , 

a- xac'a a ptoas 1- yOaza a- sOqO'a (¢-)la+ z- la

the man the woman her friend the book it her+for to-her
 
y- te- yt'
 
he give (fin.)
 

'The man gave the book to the woman for her friend' 

1~~~1~~~1~_~2_~b~_~2112~~~g_~YE§§_2~_~9Y§~e~~1_2~~~~2 

1.2.1.3.1.1. adverbs 

Abkhaz has both derived and non-derived adverbs. For 
derived adverbs see 2.2.4.1.ff. Non-derived adverbs are of 
the type - daara 'very'; temporal adverbs (e.g. c'apx 'last 
year'), and locative adverbs (e.g. a(b)ra 'here'-)-.--- 

1~~~1~~~1~~~_E2§~E2§~~~2~~1_Eb~~§§§ 
Yes, see the various sub-sections of section 2.1.1.5. 

1.2.1.3.1.3. cases of NPs 

Abkhaz's single case, the predicative (cf. 2.1.1), falls 
into this category. 

1.2.1.3.1.4.	 adverbial clauses 

For the various adverbial clauses see 1.1.2.4.ff. 
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~~~~~~~~~~_~~~_~~~~_~~~~~~e~_!~~_P~~~~~~~~~_P~~~~~~~~!~~~ 
within the sentence. 

Non-derived adverbs of time, and postpositional phrases 
generally, may stand either at the beginning of the sentence 
or before the direct object, e.g. 

yaca a- xac'a a- phoos a- ~OqO'a (¢-)la- y

yesterday the man the woman the book it to-her he
 
te- yt'
 
give (fin.)
 

or a-xac'a a-phoas yaca a-~OqO'a (¢-)la-y-te-yt' 
'The nan yesterday gave the book to the woman' 

abr oy a- top a- c;' a a-xac 'a a-pile 2S a-!j°qO, a 
this (art.) place it at 
(¢-)la-y-te-yt' 

or a-xac'a a-phoas abray a-tap a-~'a a-!j°qO'a (¢-)l\-v-~g-V~ 
'The man gave the woman the book at this spot' 

Postpositional phrases may also split direct object from verb, 
e.g. r , 

a-xac'a a-phoas a-SOqo'a abray a-tap a-~'a ya-la-y-te-yt' 
Non-derjved adverbs of manner (e.g. abas 'thUS') and of 

place (e.g. a(b)ra 'here') preferably appear before the 
object, e.g. 

a-xac'a a-phoas abas II a(b)ra a-sOqO'a (¢-)la-y-te-yt' 
'The man gave the book to the woman thus II here' 

The predicative case of the NP usually stands immediately 
before the verb, e.g. 

a-xac'a a-phoas gaja-s II 
fool (pred.) 

gaja-na da- y- px'aje-yt' 
(pred.) her he regard (fin.) 

'The man considered the woman a fool' 
Adverbial clauses usually split direct object from main verb, 

e.g. a-xac'a a-phoas 1- an 1- ba- ra (etc .. ) d e -: 
her mother her see (masd.) her 

sta- yt' 
send (fin.) 

'The man sent the woman to see her mother' 
Derived adverbs may stand either before the direct object or 
between direct object and verb, e.g. 

a-xac'a (ya+r+lass+na) a-sOqo'a (ya+r+lass+na) d- a
quickly he it 

px'o- yt' 
read+(dyn.) (fin.) 

'The man reads the book quickly' 
If more than one postpositional phrase occurs in the same 

sentence, no special ordering is necessary. If a derived ad
verb and either a non-derived adverb or postpositional phrase 
of time both occur before the direct object, the derived ad
verb will stand first, e.g. 

a-xac'a a-phoas ya+r+lass+na yaca II a- saat xO+ba 
yesterday the hour 5 

ra- 2a II a(b)ra a-sOqo'a (¢-)la-y-te-yt' 
them for here 

'The man quickly gave the book to the woman yesterday 
at 5 o'clock II here' 
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Otherwise the postpositional phrase (of place or manner) will 
stand first, e.g. 

a-xac'a a-phoas bzaya+ba+ra-[a-Jla II abray a-tap a-~'a 
, love" it by 

ya+r+lass+na a-sOqO'a (¢-)la-y-te-yt' 
'The man quickly gave the woman the book with affection 
II at this spot' 

If an adverbial clause and a derived adverb occur together, 
the adverbial clause will stand first, e.g. 

a-xac'a a-phoas l-an l-ba-ra (etc .. ) ya+r+lass+na 
d8-y-sta-yt' 

'The man quickly sent the woman to see her mother' 

1~~~1~1~1~_&I~_~g~~I9~~1§_291~g~~2Iy_~~_~~y_g2~§~I~g~~2~2 

For the use of the predicative case as complement-marker see 
2.1.1. 2. 9-1l. 

For the obligatory transformation of an adjective into an 
adverb if placed before its noun, see 2.1.4.3.1.1. 

~~~~~~=~~j~~~~~~=~~~gg~g 

~~~~~~~~=~~~=~Q~~~=g~j~~~~~~g=~~g~=~g~~=g~~~ID~~~g£ 
See section 2.1.1.2.12. 

1=~~~~~~=~~~~Q=~~~~g=~~=g~~~~g~g1g=~g~=ID~~~~~=g~j~~~~~~g£ 
Before any adjective is modified, it must be made the base 

of a stative verb which is then relativised and placed before 
its head-noun, being itself preceded by its modifier, e.g. 

1.2.2.3.1. adverbs 

daara ya- Pejo- w a- jyab 
very who beautiful (non-fin.) thelIa girl 

'thelIa very beautiful girl' (lit. 'girl who is ... ') 

1~~~~~1~~~_22§~29§~~~9~~1_2b~~§~§ 

d- an- ya- z [a-]eYPe ya-Pejo-w ~-jyab 
she when be-born (non-fin.) it like 

'thelIa girl who is (as) beautiful as the day she was 
born' 

[y-]ey+la- w- k'+aa- r+tO' (a-]eyp§ ya
it (preverbs) you understand (purposive) it like which 
maryo-w a- hoow 
easy (non-fin.) thelIa sentence 

'thelIa sentence (which is) easy for one to understand' 

1~~~~~1~1~_g~§§§_2!_~~_i~~~~_2I~3~g~~~~~_f~§§1 

p'olit'ik'a+tO' was+z8+w+y08-s y8- qO'ae8
political acti:ist (~red.) who intelligent 
w a- yOaza d8- S8-mo- w+P' 
(non-fin.) (art.) friend him I have (stat.) 

'I have a friend who is intelligent for a politician' 

1.2.2.3.4. adverbial clauses 

Not possible. 
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l=~=~=~==~bg~=~g=~g~=~£~~£=~~=~g~=£~gg~~~~~g~g=~~=g~~~£~~~~~ 

~~~~£~£~=~~~~£~=gQ~=g~~~£~=g£~=gll=g£~g~g~£ 
The adverb may either precede or follow the indirect object; 

both of the above precede the verbalised adjective, which in 
turn precedes the head-noun, e.g. 

(daara) z- ab (daara) y- [y+] eYPea-w 
very whose father who him+like (non-fin.) 
a- c'ko'an 
(art.) boy
 

'a boy (who is) very like his father'
 

l=~=~==g~~~£~~gl=gg£gg~ 

l=~=~=~==~g~~g=~~g~g=~~=g~~~£~~glg=£gg=~~~~~~=g~~~££~g19£ 
1.2.3.2.1. adverbs 

Yes: with,modifier preceding modified, e.g.
 
daara ya+r+lass+ne
 

'very quickly
 

1~~~2~~~~~_22~~22~!~b2~~1_2~~~~§~ 
Yes, with modifier preceding modified, e.g. 

-~--------~-r,-----, 
ye-e- ba- 1- eO II ye-z+ la-ba-l-eo [a-]eYPe 
it how you (prev.) be-able which+by it like 

(non-fin.)
 
b- lass- na be- ca
 
you (col. I) quick (adv.) you go
 

'Go (as) quickly as you are able! 1 

1~~~2~~~2~_~~~§~_2~_~~~_Jb~§~_2~§9~g~~~~§_g~~§) 

Yes, with modifier preceding modified, e.g. 
p'olit'ik'a+tO' was+ze+w+yOe-s de-qo'ae- ne a

he intelligent (adv.) (art.) 
was (¢-)ye-[w-]we- yt' 
job it he do (dyn.) (fin.) 

'He works intelligently for a politician' 

1.2.3.2.4. adverbial clauses 

Not possible. 

l=~=~==~~gtg~g~~~~ggl=g~£gg~g 

1=~=~=~==E~g~g~g~~~~~gl=gg£gg~g=gg~=~g~~~=g~~~~~g~g 

1~~~~~~~1~_~~~_E2~~E2~~!~2~~_2~~~£_~~!~2~!_~E~~§~!~_i~~ _ ~ ~~ § 

~9~§E£~lZ 
The following postpositions may be used adverbially: aaygOa 

'near', a-yOna+c'q'a 'inside', apx'a 'in front (of)', a-stax' 
'behind', xex' 'upstairs, above~top', c'a+q'a 'downstairs, 
below', aa+rc o 'on this side', na+rcO 'on that side'. 

1~~~~~~~~~_g~~_22~~22~~~~2~~_2gg~E_~~~~_~2£§_~~~~_2~§_~E S~~§~~ Z 

No. 
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~~~~~~~~~~_g~~_E~~~E~~~~~~~~_~~~~~_~~~~_~~2~~~~~~_~~~~ ~ _ ~ Q ~ ~ 

NPs? 

No - for the 'postpositional conjunctions', which are suf
fixed direct to non-finite verbal forms, see 2.1.5.1.4. 

~~?~~~?~~~_g~~_2~§~2~§~~~2~~_e~_~~~~~9~9_~~_~Q~~~_~~_~~_~2~~9Z 

No. 

1~~~~~~~~~_~b~~_~1~~~~~§_g~~_~29~tY_2Q~~22§~~~2~§Z 

1.2.3.4.3.1. adverbs 

The adverbial suffix -cO'q/'a 'right, fully' may be attached 
to any appropriate postposition, e.g. 

a- yOn- kOa ra- bza+ra cO'g/J a 
the house (pl.) them between 

'right between the houses' 
An alternative to this suffix is the adverb zanja((s)k') 
'completely', which may also be used in conjunction with the 
suffix -cO'q"a, with the adverb preceding the postposition's 
argument, e.g. 

(zanja((s)k')) a-yOn 21- stax'(-cO'q"a) 
'right behind the house' 

Any of the variants for the postposition meaning 'near' may 
take the adverbial suffix -ja 'very', e.g. 

a- c'la a- zaaygOa(+ra)-ja II [a-JaaygOa(+ra)-ja 
the tree it near it near 

'very near the tree' 
However, if the adverb daara 'very' is used in place of the 
suffix -ja, only the base -zaaygOa(+ra) may be used, and it 
must alsO-be turned into an adverb by taking as prefix the 
appropriate column I pronominal affix and as suffix the adverb
ial formant -na. The adverb daara may stand either before or 
after the (adverbialised) postposition's argument, e.g. 

(daara) a-yOn~ (daara) d -a+ zaaygOa(+ra)-na da-galo
he it he stand 

w+p' 
(stat. ) 

'He is standing very close to the house' 

1~?~~~}~~~_22§~22§~~~2~~~_2b~~~~§ 

The phrase ya-~+aa+na+ga+ra eyP? 'quite' (for the analysis 
of ya+~+aa+na+ga+ra see 2.1.4.5~may be used as a postposi
tional modifier. In association with the postposition 'near', 
the same restriction applies to the postposition as described 
in the last section for its use with daara, and the modifying 
phrase may stand either before or after the (adverbialised) 
postposition's argument. However, if this phrase is used in 
conjunction with other postpositions, it must precede the argu
ment, e.g. ~ 

ya+e+aa+na+ga+ra eYPe a-yOna a- xax da-xa- le
it above he (prev.) go-up 

yt' 
(fin. ) 

'He went up quite (sc. high) above the house' 
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1.2.4.3.4. adverbial clause 

Since the postposition eYPe 'like' may be omitted from the 
modifying phrase described immediately above, the remaining 
element, ya+e+aa+na+ga+ra, qualifies as an adverb-clausal modi
fier, e.g. 

(ya+e+aa+na+ga+ra) a-yOne (ya+e+aa+na+ga+ra) d-a+zaaygOa-ne 
da-gelo-w+p' 

'He is standing quite close to the house' 
If the 'absolutive' complex 

xar (¢-)a- ma- m- kO'a(+n) 
trouble(?) it itt?) have not (neg. absol. suff.) 

which means 'enough' is to be interpreted as an adverbial 
clause, it too may modify postpositions and will precede their 
arguments, e.g. 

xar (¢-)a+ma+m+ko'a(+n) a-yOn [a-]aaygOa(+ra) (etc .. ) 
'near enough to the house' 

Should the postposition 'near' appear in its adverbialised 
form, the ~odifier m~y stand after the ar?ument, e.g. , 

a-yOna xar (¢-)a+ma+m+ko'a(+n) d-a+zaaygOa-na da-galo-w+p' 
'He's standing close enough to the house' 

~=~=~==~~gQ=gQ~gg~=~Q~W~Qg~=~~Qg~~~g~g~1 

1=~=~=~==~~~~~=~~=~~~=~~11~~~Qg=~~~~g=~~=W~~~~~~~=~~~g~Z 
!~~~~~~~!~_~9j~~~~~§ 

Adjectives, apart from ordinals and those expressing nation
ality (see below 1.2.5.2.6 for quantifiers), follow their head
nouns, e.g. 

a- jyab harak'
 
the girl tall
 

'the tall girl'
 
a- kart+wa jyab
 
the Georgian girl
 

'the	 Georgian girl' 

1~~~2~~~~~_~§1~~!y§_gl~~§§§ 

Relative expressions precede their head-nouns, e.g.
 
yace y- aa- z a- jyab
 
yesterday who come (non-fin.) the girl
 

'the	 girl who came yesterday' 

1~~~2~~~2~_E~§§§§§~y§_~~gj§g~~~§~ 

Non-emphatic possession is expressed by a set of pronominal 
prefixes (see the column II affixes set out in section 
2.1.1.1.1), which occupy the same position in the NP as the 
definite-generic article ~-, and not by possessive adjectives, 
e.g.	 se-jyab 

my girl 
'my girl' 

Emphatic possession is expressed by means of the adjective 
-xa+tO' (a) preceded by the appropriate column II possessive 
prefix, e.g. 

s- xa+tO'e jyab 
my	 own girl
 

'my own girl'
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The morpheme-division of -xa+tO' (a) is not clear. As represen
ted in the present work, there-rs-a suffix +to, (a), which is 
the root 'to belong, be possessed of', attached to the noun 
-xa 'head//self', which appears with its original final vowel -a 
(cf. Abaza qa 'head'). Al ternatively, there could be a sequence 
of three morphemes, namely -x(a)+a+tO' (a), where the +a+ will 
be the 3rd. person singular, non human, column II possessive 
prefix correlating with the nominal element -x(a)+ 'head' (i.e. 
the complex will literally mean 'head//self+its+possession'). 

1.2.5.2.4. article 

The indefinite article is identical with the numeral 'one', 
-k', which is suffixed to its noun, e.g. 

- jyab-k' 
girl one/fa 

'a/lone girl' 
The definite-generic article is the prefix a-, which must 

always accompany nominal bases in their citation-forms, and 
which is attached to preposed adjectives of nationality (see 
above 1. 2. 5. 2 . 1), e. g . 

a-j yab
 
'(the) girl'
 

!~~~2~~~2~_~~~2~~t~~~~~~_~~~j~~~~~~' 

Demonstrative adjectives (which may also function as demons
trative pronouns) must precede their head-nouns, which latter 
must be prefixed with the definite-generic article, e.g. 

way a- jyab
 
that~one (art.) girl
 

'that girl'
 

!~~~2~~~§~_g~~~~~f~~~~ 
If the head-noun is human, the quantifiers may either pre

cede or follow it, e.g. 
mac'-yOa- k' a- jyab-cOa (or reversed) 
few (hum.) one/fa (art.) girl (pl.) 

'few girls' 
pat- yOa- k' (or reversed) 
several (hum.) one/fa 

'several girls' 
In the case of the quantifier 'many', if postpo~ed, one form 

it may take is racca, and the head-noun will appear in the 
singular, e.g. ----- 

a- jyab racoa 
(art.) girl many 

'many girls' 
if preposed, it will take the form of an adverb and will pref
erably incorporate the human-marker _yO_ if its head-noun is 
human; the head-noun will be plural, ~g. 

ya+racoa+(yo+)na a-jyab-cOa 
'many girls' 

The above adverbial form may also follow its head-noun (i.e. 
a-jyab-cOa (ya-)racOa-(yO-)na). 

Should the head-noun be non-human, the quantifiers prefer
ably follow their head-nouns, e.g. 
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a- sOqO'-kOa mac'-k'
 
(art.) book (pl.) few onella
 

'few books'
 
a-sOqO'-kOa pet- k'
 

several onella
 
'several books'
 

In the case of the quantifier 'many', either the simple form 
racoa will follow its head-noun, which will again appear in the 
singular (e.g. a-sOqO'a racOa 'many books'), or the adverbial
ised form will either precede or follow its head-noun, which 
will be plural (e.g. ye-racOa-na a-sOqO'-kOa or a-sOqO'-kOa 
(ye-)racOa-na 'many books'). 

The negative 'not many' is expressed by the one form 
ye-racOa-(yOa-)m-ko'a+n, where -kO'a+n is the suffix that re
places -ne when the absolutive verb-form (cf. 2.1.1.3) is neg
ated (e.~ ye-racOa~yOa~m-ko'a+n a-jyab-cOa 'not many girls') 

N.B. that, with all the quantifiers, the definite-generic 
article is necessary on the head-noun. 

1.2.5.2.7. adverbials 

NPs may incorporate certain postpositional phrases (see the 
various sub-sections of 2.1.1.4 and 2.1.1.5), such as the 
following 'ablative' postpositional expression, where the word
order is free: 

Ocamcara-n+tO' a- jyab (or reversed) 
O.	 from the girl
 

'the girl from Ocamcira'
 

~~~~~~~~~~_~~pb~~~~_~~~9~ 

Emrh~tics ~ollow their head-nouns, e.g.
 
a-Jyab-g e
 

'the girl alsolleven the girl'
 
a-jyab 1- xata
 

her self
 
'the girl herself'
 

~~~~~~~~~~_~~~E~~~~~~~L~~E~~~~~~~~L~9~~~~~~_~~~~~~~~§~ 
Such modifiers must be expressed verbally - the relevant 

adjective is made the base of a stative verb, which is then 
relativised, so that such expressions are not formally distin
guished from the relative constructions discussed in 1.2.5.2.2, 

e.g. AdgOer y_ ac'k"eslly- aastallY- eyha ye-
A. him than him than him than who
 
harak'a-w a-jyab
 
tall (non-fin.)
 

'the girl (who is) taller than Adgur'
 
zeg'r- ac'k"es (etc .. ) ye-harak'a-w a-jyab
 
all them than
 
, 'the tallest girl'
 
AdgOer y- eYPe ye-harak'a-w a-jyab
 

him like 
'the girl (who is) as tall as Adgur' 

For the morphology of comparatives etc ... see section 2.1.4.4. 
ff. 
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1~~~~~~~=lg=~~=~~gg~£1~=~~=~g~~=~~~~=~~gg=~g~=~~=~g~~=~~~~=~~ 

~~~~~~~~z 

!~~~~~~~!~-~~j§~~~~§~ 
The order for postposed adjectives is: colour-quality-size, 

e.g.	 a- mp'el q'aps Peja dew 
the ball red beautiful big 

'the beautiful big red ball' 
For preposed adjectives the order is: ordinal-(definite-generic 
article)+nationality Adj, e.g. 

r+apx'a+tO'e+ya- kert+wa jyab
 
first (art.) Georgian girl
 

'The first Georgian girl'
 

1.2.5.3.2. relative clauses 

It is possible to have more than one relative construction 
modifying a single head-noun, but such complex sequences would 
most naturally be avoided. If we take as an example the three
clause structure 'the girl who came yesterday, whom you know, 
and who sewed the coat', all three relatives may precede the 
head, or two may precede and one follow, or one may precede and 
two follow - the word nas-g/o, which literally means 'then-and', 
may precede the final relative, e.g. 

yaca y- aa- z, wara ye- w- dar- wa 
yesterday who come (non-fin.) you whom you know (non-fin.) 
(nas-g'e) a- p'alt'a (¢-)z- jaxa-z a-jyab 

the coat it who sew (non-fin.) 
or	 yaca y-aa-z, wara ye-w-dar-wa a-jyab (nas-g/e) a-p'alt'a 

(¢-)z-jaxa-z 
or	 yaca y-aa-z a-jyab wara ye-w-dar-wa, (nas-g'e) a-p'alt'a 

(¢-)z-jaxa-z 

!~~~~~~~~~_§~Eb~~!~~ 

In the case of the two emphatics -xata 'self' and -g'e 'also, 
even', the clitic -g'e is suffixed to -xata (e.g. a-jyas
l-xata-g'a 'even the girl herself'). 

~~~~~~~~=~~~=~~~~~=~~~£~~g~~~~g=~~=~g~~~~g=~~=~~~=g£~~~~~~g~g 

~~=m~~~~~~~=~~~~~=§~~=~~~=g~~~~~~~Z 
The possessive prefixes may not be used in conjunction with 

the definite-generic or indefinite articles, unless the latter 
suffix -k' is being used as the numeral 'one'. The indefinite 
article does not occur with quantifiers. In combination with 
demonstratives and emphatic words, -k' will function as the 
numeral 'one' rather than as the indefinite article. 

1~~~~~~~=~~g~~~£~=~~~=~~~~~=~~=~~~=~~g~=g~~=~~~=~g~~~~g 

m~~~~~~~g=~~=~~~~~=g11=~~~=~~gg~£~1~~~~g~ 
The order of head and modifier for each individual modifier 

has been presented above. We shall, therefore, now concentrate 
on combinations of different modifiers. 

The combination of postposed adjective and relative con
struction presents no problems, as the relative precedes the 
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head (e.g. yac~ y-aa~ a-jyab harak' 'the tall girl who came 
yesterdaY')-.---In~caseof preposed adjectives plus relatives, 
the relative will precede adjectives of nationality, but will 
follow ordinals (e.g. yac~ y-aa-z a-kart+wa jyab 'the Georgian 
girl who came yesterda~but r+apx'a+tO'a+y yac~ y-aa-z 
a-jyab 'the first girl who came yesterday'). ----

The column II possessive prefixes occupy the same position 
in the NP as the definite-generic article - i.e. they are pre
fixed to the noun if the adjective is postposed or if the pre
posed adjective is an ordinal, and they are prefixed to the 
adjective if it is indicative of nationality (e.g. s~-jyab 
harak' 'my tall girl'; s~-kart+wa yO~za 'my Georgian friend'; 
r+aP:XTa+tO'a+y s-yO~za 'my first friend'). The same position 
is occupied by the emphatic possessive adjectives (e.g. 
s-xa+t o,~ j va b narak' 'my own tall girl'; s-xa+t 0' a k~rt+wa 
yOaza 'my own-Georgian friend'; r+apx'a+tO'a+y s-xa+tO, yOaza
'my own first friend'). --~------ -----

The indefinite article attaches to the noun if the adjective 
is preposed, otherwise it is suffixed to the adjective (e.g. 
kart+wa yOaza-k' 'a Georgian friend'; jyab 'harak'a-k' 'a tall 
girl') . --

The combination of postposed adjectives and demonstratives 
poses no problems, as the latter are preposed. In the case of 
preposed adjectives, the demonstrative will precede the adject
ive (e.g. way a-kart+wa jyab 'that Georgian girl'; way 
r+apx'a+t°'8+y a-jyab 'that first girl'). --

Quantifiers either precede all adjectives or follow all ad
jectives (e.g. pat-yOa-k' II ya-racOa-yo-na a-jyab-cOa 
harak'-koa II harak~ where the quantifiers may also occupy 
final position, 'severailimany tall girls'; pat-yOa-k' II 
ya-racOa-yo-na a-kart+wa jyab-cOa, where the quantifiers may 
also occupy final position, 'severailimany Georgian girls'). 
If a-racoa is used for 'many', it may only be associated with 
an adjective which is normally postposed but which in this 
particular context must appear in its (preposed) relativised 
stative form (e.g. ya-'harak' a-w a-jyab raco~ 'many tall girls '). 

For postposed as well as preposed adjectives, adverbials 
(postpositional phrases) may either precede or follow the 
N-AdjIIAdj-N complex (e.g. a-jyab harak' Ocamcara-n+tO, II 
ocamcara-n+tO' a-jyab harak' 'the tall girl from ocamcira'; 
Ocamcara-n+tO, a kart+wa ~ya~ II a-kart+wa jyab Ocamcara-n+tO, 
'the Georgian girl from 0 am ira'). 

Emphatics follow the N-AdjIIAdj-N complex (e.g. a-jyab 
harak' l-xata II narak'-g'a 'the tall girl herself II even the 
tall girl'; a-kart+wa jyab l-xata II jyab-g'a 'the Georgian 
girl herself II even the Georgian girl'). 

The ordering of the suffixal indefinite article and a pre
posed relative expression clearly presents no problems. 

As both the possessive prefixes and the definite-generic 
article are prefixed to the noun, they naturally follow rela
tive constructions (e.g. yaca y-aa-z sa-jyab II a-jyab 'my II 
the girl who came yesterday'). The same applies to the empha
tic possessive adjective (e.g. yac8 y-aa-z s-xa+tO' yOaza 'my 
own friend who came yesterday')-.--- -----

Demonstratives may precede relatives if there is no possi
bility of the demonstrative being interpreted as a constituent 
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of the relativised clause (e.g. way yaca y-aa-z a-jyab 'that 
girl who came yesterday', but: 

a- xac'a da- z- ba- z way a-jyab 
the man him who see (non-fin.) 

'that girl wh~w the man' 

for with the order way a-xac'a da-z-ba-z a-jyab, the meaning 
would be 'the girl who saw that man'). 

In the case of postposed quantifiers, there is no problem 
about the order of relative, head and quantifier. If the quan
tifier is preposed, it will normally follow the relative (e.g. 
yaca y-aa-z pat-yOa-k' a-jyab-cOa 'several girls who came yes
terday'). But if the preposed quantifier is ya-racOa-(yO-)na 
'many', it must stand within the relative construction (e.g. 
yaca ya-racOa-yo-na y-aa-z a-jyab-cOa 'many girls who came 
yesterday') . 

Relatives precede any preposed adverbials (e.g. yaca y-aa-z 
Ocamcara-n+tO' a-jyab 'the girl from Ocamcira who came yester
day') . 

The ordering of preposed relatives, head and postposed 
emphatics clearly presents no difficulty. 

Possessives (prefix or emphatic adjective) always occupy the 
same position vis-a-vis their head-nouns as the definite
generic article (e.g. way sa-jyab 'that girl of mine'; way 
s-xa+tO' yOaza 'that very own friend of mine'; pat-yOa-~ 

S1-jyab-coa-'Several of my girls'; s-xa+tO' jyab racoa 'many of 
my own girls'; ya-racOa-yo-na s-xa+tO' jybb-cOa 'many of my own 
girls'; Ocamcara-n+tO' s-yO~za 'my friend from Ocamcira'; 
Ocamcara n+tO' s xa+tO' yO~za 'my own friend from Ocamcira'; 
s~-jyab l-xatb 'my girl herself'; s-xa+tO'a jyab l-xata 'my own 
girl herself'). 

The indefinite article -k' will be attached to the noun, 
regardless of whether an adverbial is preposed or postposed 
(e.g. Ocamcara-n+tO' jyab-k', or with the reverse order, 'a 
girl from Ocamcira'). 

In association with quantifiers, demonstratives will immedi
ately precede their head-noun, regardless of whether the quant
ifier is preposed or postposed (e.g. ya-racOa-yo-na wart 
a-jyab-cOa or wart a-jyab racOa 'those many girls') .----

The same is true when demonstratives are construed with 
either adverbials or emphatic words (e.g. Ocamcara-n+t O' way 
a-jyab 'that girl from Ocamcira'; way a-jyab l-xata 'that girl 
herself'; way a-jyab-g'a 'even that girl'). 

The respective ordering of quantifiers and adverbials is 
generally quite free (e.g. pat-yOa-k' Ocamcara-n+tO' a-jyab-cOa 
or Ocamcara-n+tO' pat-yOa-k' a-jyab-cOa or a-j¥ab-cOa 
Ocamc~ra-n+tO' pat-yO~-k' or a-jyab-cOa pat-yOa-k' 
Ocamc~ra-n+tO' 'several girls from Ocamcira'). However, if the 
postposed b-racoa is used for 'many', there is no possibility 
of the adverbial separating this quantifier from its noun, al
though the adverbial may open or close the NP as a whole. 

As long as the emphatic -xata '-self' follows its head-noun, 
the position in the NP of the quantifier is irrelevant, except 
that for a-racoa 'many' only the one ordering is feasible 
(namely: a-jyab racoa r-xata-koa 'many girls themselves', where 
the emphatic takes the plural-marker). The emphatic clitic 
-g'a 'even, also' may be suffixed either to the noun or to the 
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quantifier, if this latter is postposed (e.g. a-jyab-cOa-g/a 
pat-yOa-k' or a-jyab-cOa pat-yOa-k'-g'a 'even several girls') 
But if a-racoa 'many' is used, -g'2 must be suffixed to the 
quantifier (e.g. a-jyab racOa-g'a-'even many girls'). 

As long as the emphatic -xata '-self' follows its head-noun 
plus adverbial, the adverbial itself may stand either before or 
after the head-noun (e.g. Ocamcara-n+tO' a-jxab l-xata or 
a-jxab Ocamcara-n+tO' l-xata 'the girl from OcamClra herself') 
The emphatic -g'2 'even, also' may be attached either to the 
noun or to the postposed adverbial (e.g. a-jxab-g'2 
Ocamcara-n+tO' or a-jxab Ocamcara-n+tO'-g'a 'even the girl from 
OCamcira') . 

1.3. Co-ordination 

~~~~~~~~=~~gt=~~g~~=g~~=g~~~=!~~=~~~~~~~~g~~~~=~~~~~~~~~Z 
1.3.1.1.1. 'and' co-ordination 

Where one would expect a co-ordinating conjunction for the 
co-ordination of sentences, Abkhaz most naturally employs 
either the past absolutive (cf. 2.1.1.3), which is equivalent 
to the English perfect participle, or, if the tense is past 
(and especially if it is Aorist), the Past Indefinite tense, 
whose meaning incorporates the notion 'and' (i.e. 'X did Y and 
... '), e.g. 

ya- nap'a (¢-)jOjOa-na a+k'ra- fa- ra 
his hand it wash (past absol.) something eat (masd.) 
d- a+ la- ge- yt' 
he it+(prev.) begin (fin.) 

or 
y2-nap'a (¢-)ya-jOjOa-n a+k'ra-fa-ra 

it he wash (fin.Past Indef.) 
d-a+la-ge-yt' 

'He washed his hands and began to eat' 
If more than two sentences are being conjoined, the clitic 

-g'a 'and, also' may appear in either the penultimate or final 
conjunct, e.g. 

a- wasa+w+ra-n+tO' d- aa- n II 
(art.) work from he come (fin.Past Indef.) 
d-aa-na, a- sOqO'a-g'a d- a- px'a-n II 

(past absol.) the book & he it read (fin.Past 
Indef.) 

d-a-px'a-na a+k'ra- fa- ra d- a+ la
(past absol.) something eat (masd.) he it+(prev.) 

ge- yt' 
begin (fin.) 

or ... a-sOqO'a d-a-px'a-n(a) a+k'ra-fa-ra-g'a d-a+la-ge-yt' 
& 

'He came from work, read the book and began to eat' 
This clitic attaches either to the first constituent of the 
conjunct concerned or to the verb-form (i.e. to the last elem
ent) of any nominalised subordinate expression present at the 
beginning of th~ con~unc~, ~.g. , 

... a- gazet c,.' ac-g a a- px a-ra d-a+la-ge-yt' 
the paper new & its read (masd.) 
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or ... a-gazet ~ac a-px'a-ra-g'a d-a+la-ge-yt' 
& 

' ... and began to read the new paper' 
... ya bzaya-na g'a a xOmar-ra 

(col.I, non-hum.) good (adv.) & (art.) play (masd.) 
d-a+la-ge-yt' 

or 
... ya-bzaya-na a-xomar-ra-g'a d-a+la-ge-yt' 

& 
' ... and began to play well' 

... a-gazet-g'a d-a-px'a-r+c d- aa- yt' 
& (purposive) he come (fin. ) 

or	 
... a-gazet d-a-px'a-r+c-g'a d-aa-yt' 

& 
' ...	 and came in order to read the paper' 

An alternative to using the clitic -g'a is to use the intra
verbal particle -eg'(a)-, which stands after the column I pro
nominal prefix within the verbal complex, e.g. 

a-wasa+w+ra-n+tO' d-aa-n(a) a-§OqO'a d-eg'-a-px'a-n(a) 
& 

a+k'ra-fa-ra d-a+la-ge-yt' 
or	 a-wasa+w+ra-n+tO' d-aa-n(a) a-sOqO'a d-a-px'a-n(a) 

a+k'ra-fa-ra d-eg'-a+la-ge-yt' 
& 

'He came from work, read the book and began to eat' 
Should two sentences only be conjoined, one may indicate the 

virtual simultaneity of the actions concerned either by attach
ing the clitic -g'a to the first constituent of each conjunct 
or by inserting the intra-verbal particle -eg'(a)- into both 
verbal complexes, e.g. 

ya- nap'-g'a (¢-)ya-jOjOe-yt' a+k'ra- fa- ra- g'a 
his hand & it he wash (fin.) something eat (masd.) &
 
d- a+ la- ge- yt'
 
he it+(prev.) begin (fin.)
 

or 
ya-nap'a (¢-)eg'a-y- jOjOe-yt' a+k'ra-fa-ra 

& he (fin.) 
d-eg'-a+la-ge-yt' 

& 

'He washed his hands and began to eat (almost simultane
ously) , 

The conjunction is axa, which stands at the beginning of the 
second sentence, e.g. 

a- mra (¢-)pxo yt' axa a- x'ta a- q'o-w+p' 
the sun it shine (fin.) but (art.) cold it be (stat.) 

+ (dyn.) 
'The sun is shining, but it is cold' 

1.3.1.1.3. 'or' co-ordination 

The conjunction is either rna or ma+m+za+r+g'a, and it stands 
at the beginning of its sentence. As a preface to the first 
alternative, rna alone may optionally be used, e.g. 
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(ma) sara aqO 'a- q'a s-co yt' ma II
 
either I Sukhumi to I go (fin.) or
 

+(dyn. )
 
ma+m+za+r+g'a wara wa- ca
 

you you go
 
'(Either) I'll go to Sukhumi or you go'
 

!~1~!~!~~~_9~b~~_~YE§§ 

Negative 'or' co-ordination (i.e. 'neither ... nor') is 
achieved by means of the association of the 'and' co-ordinating 
clitic -g~ with a negated verb, e.g. 

sar~8 aqo'a- q'a s-co- m war-g'8 wa- m-
I & SUkhumi to I go not you & you not 

+(dyn.) 
ca-n 
go (prohibitive) 

'Neither shall I go to Sukhumi nor are you to go' 

1~J~1~~=~~~~~~~g11~~~~g~1g=2~=~g~=~211~~~Q~=g2gg~£1~~~~g~~ 
1.3.1.2.1. one co-ordinator for each element that s 

co-ordinated 

In the case of 'and' co-ordination, whilst it is theoretic
ally possible to use the intra-verbal particle -eg'(a)- with 
each conjunct, the resulting structure is unnatural Abkhaz (see 
above 1.3.1.1.1 for this particle or the clitic -g'a appearing 
in both clauses when two (and only two) actions are being 
described as virtually simultaneous); as noted above, (1.3.1.1.1), 
if they are used at all, either -eg'(a)- or -g'a most naturally 
accompanies either the penultimate or final sentence of a 
series of conjuncts. 

In the case of 'or' co-ordination, ma or ma+m+za+r+g'a will 
accompany each sentence offered as an alternative except for 
the first alternative, where the use of ma alone is optional, 
e.g. 

-(ma) a- sOa (¢-)ya-hOo yt' mallma+m+za+r+g'a 
ei ther (art.) song it he say (fin. ) or 

+(dyn. ) 
a- p'ianino d- a- s- we- yt' mallma+m+za+r+g'a 
the piano he it strike (dyn.) (fin.) or 
aZOeynraala d- a- px'o yt' mallma+m+za+r+g'a zanja 
poem he it read (fin.) or at-all 

+(dyn.)
 
d- aa- JO- m
 
he come (emphatic) not
 

+(dyn.) 
'(Either) he will sing, or play the piano, or read a 
poem, or not come at all' 

In the case of negated 'or' co-ordination, the clitic -g'a 
in association with a negated verb is essential in each con
junct, e.g. 

war-g'8 wa co- m Kart- q'a, sar-g'a s-co
you & you go not Tbilisi to I & I go 

+ (dyn. ) + (dyn.) 
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m aqo'a- q'a, har-g'a h- co m Mosk'v~-q'a
 
not Sukhumi to we & we go not Moscow to
 

+ (dyn.) 
'Neither will you go to Tbilisi, nor shall I go to 
Sukhumi, nor shall we go to Moscow' 

!~~~!~~~~~_g~~_~g=g~~~~~~g~L_~~~~§E~~~~~~_g!_~~~_~~~e~~_g!_§~~~ 

elements 

As mentioned above (1.3.1.1.1), if used at all, either the 
clitic -g'a or the intra-verbal particle -eg/(a)- will appear 
either with the penultimate or final sentence co-ordinated 
and the better of these alternatives is for either of these 
elements to appear only in the final sentence, e.g. 

a- wasa +w+ra-n+tO' d- aa- n ya- p'alt'a 
(art.) work from he come (fin.) his coat 
(¢-)ya+ sOa-y- xa- n ya- ~'a+ ya- nap'a 
it him+off he take (fin.) his face his hand 
(¢-)jOjOa-na aysoa d- na+xa- to'a-n 
it wash (past absol.) the-table he (preverbs) sit (fin.) 
a+k'ra- fa- ra- g'a d- a+ la- ge- yt' II 
something eat (masd.) & he it+(prev.) begin (fin.) 
a+k'ra-fa-ra d-eg'-a+la-ge-yt' 

& 
'He came from work, took off his coat, washed his face 
and hands, sat down at the table and began to eat' 

~=J=~=J==~bg~=ID~g~g=g~~=~g~~=~~~=~~~~~~~~g~~~~=~b~=IDgj~~ 

~g~~~~~£~g=~~=~~~=g~~~~~~~Z 
For 'and' co-ordination, either the clitic -y or the clitic 

-g/a 'and' is attached to each NP being conjoined, e.g. 
--- bare-y sare-y 

you & I & 
or	 sar-g'a bar-g'a 

I & you & 
'you and I'
 

s- ana- y s- aba- y
 
my mother & my father &
 

or	 s-an-g'a s-ab-g'a 
'my mother and my father' 

(of which alternatives the first, with the clitic -y, is in 
each case the more common). 

Adjectives may not be conjoined unless they are first made 
the base of a stative verb, whose relative non-finite form (see 
1.1.2.3.ff) may then be 'and' co-ordinated by means of either 
the clitic -y or, more infrequently, the clitic -g'a, e.g. (for 
the eli tic -y) -- 

ya- daw-za- y ya- q'apsa-za- y
 
which big (non-fin.Past) & which red (non-fin.Past) &
 
la- k' (¢-)z-be- yt'
 
dog a it I see (fin.)
 

'I saw a big and red dog' (lit. dog which was big 
and which was red') 

This same notion is more usually expressed either by the equi
valent of 'I saw a big, red dog', e.g. 
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la g'aps daw-k' (¢-)z-be-yt' 
dog red big a 

or by making the first adjective into an adverb and by putting 
the second into its relativised stative form, e.g. 

ya- daw-na ya- g'apsa-z
 
(col.I, non-human) big (adv.) which red (non-fin.)
 
la- k'
 
dog a
 

which literally means 'a bigly red dog'. 
For 'and' co-ordinated adjectives functioning as predicate, 

each conjunct is made the base of a stative verb, and each of 
these stative verbal complexes will incorporate the particle 
-eg' (a)-, e.g. 

ya- sa-mo- w a maslna (¢-)eg'-~'aca-w+p' 
which I have (non-fin.) the car it & new (stat.) 
(¢-)eg'a-p~jo- w+p' 
it & beautiful (stat.) 

'The car I have is new and beautiful' 
For 'but' co-ordination, NPs are conjoined just like sen

tences, by means of axa, e.g. 
x-yOa- k' a---- xacoa axa ps-yOa- k' a- tOsa 
3 (human) I (art.) men but 4 (hum.) I (art.) women 
(¢-) z-be- yt' 
them I see (fin.) 

'I saw three men but four women' 
Adjectives can only be 'but' co-ordinated if they are first 

made	 the base of a stative verb which is then relativised, e.g. 
ya- gO'a~a-w axa ya- ccar+xoa-w a-
who wise (non-fin.) but who funny (non-fin.) (a r t , ) 
wayOa 
man 

'a wise but funny man' 
cf. a-wayo gO'ae 

'a wise man' 
and x ».a-way 0'a c;c;ar+Xo
 

'a funny man'
 
In the case of 'or' co-ordination, NPs cannot be co-ordin

ated unless each element is 3rd. person - the only way of say
ing 'He will give the book to either me or you' is to say 
'Either he will give the book to me or he will give it to you', 
e.g. 

rna sara ya-sa- y to yt' a- SOqO'8 
either me it to-me he give (fin.) the book 

+(dyn. )
 
ma//ma+m+za+r+g'a ya-wa- y- to-yt'
 
or it to-you he
 

If each element is 3rd. person, then 'or' co-ordination takes 
the same form as for 'or' co-ordination of sentences with per
haps a greater preference for the use of rna with the first 
component, e.g. - 

(rna) s- an ma//ma+m+za+r+g'a s- yOaz- cOa (¢-)
 
either my mother or my friend (pl.) they
 
aa- we- yt'
 
come (dyn.) (fin.)
 

'Either my mother or my friends will come' 
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For negated 'or' co-ordination, the verb must be repeated 
for each conjunct irrespective of the person-~the co-ordin
ated elements, e.g. 

s- an- g;a d- aa- wa- ill s- yOaz- cOa
my mother & she come (dyn.) not my friend (pl.)
 
(¢-) aa- wa- m
 
they come (dyn.) not
 

'Neither will my mother come nor will my friends come' 
Adjectives can be 'or' conjoined only if they are first made 

the base of stative verbs and subsequently relativised, e.g. 
(rna) ya- q'apsa-w ma//ma+m+za+r+g'a ya-
either which red (non-fin.) or which 
eko'ako,o-w a- mp'al (¢-)sa- t 

(non-fin.) (art.) ball it to-me give 
'Give me either a red or a white ball' (lit. ' ball 
which is red or which is white') 

For negated 'or' co-ordination, each adjective must be made 
the base of a stative verb, which is then relativised, negated 
and possessed of the intra-verbal clitic -eg'(a)- 'and', e.g. 

y- eg'a-q'apsa-m y- eg'a-ekO'ako'a-m a-
which & red not which & white not (art.) 
mp'al (¢-)sa- t 
ball it to-me give 

'Give me neither a red nor a white ball' (lit. ball 
which is not red and which is not white') 

1=J=1=~==~~~=t~~=ID~gQg=~g~~=£~~=~gg~~gg~Qg=~~;~~~~Qgt~~Q=gQ~ 

g~~~IDggQ~ID~Qt=t~~=ggID~~ 
NO, accompaniment is expressed by means of the intra-verbal 

particle -c(a)- 'with', e.g. 
da- ~~sa+ c- q'o-w+p' 
he me+ with be (stat.) 
(coLI) (col. II)
 

'He is with me'
 

1=J=1=~==Jg=t~~~~=g=~~g~~~=~£=gt~~~t~~g1=gg~g11~1~gID=~~g~~~~~ 

g~~~~~Q=~1~ID~Q~g=~£=t~~=ggID~=~g~~g~~~=g~£~~~=t~~~=~gQ=g~ 

~~;~~~~!:!g~~~~ 
NO, e.g. 

sare-y a- hOaa- narcoa- n+tO' wazo aaygOa y- aa-
I & the border other-side-of from now near who come 

,/ 

recently
 
z a- sasa- y (or with the
 
(non-fin.) the guest & reverse word-order)
 

'I and the guest recently arrived from abroad' 

1~~~1~~~1~_~9~_99i§~t!~§§_9~9_E9~ti~iE!91_~~~§t~~~ti~~§_~§ 

co-ordinated? 

Adjectives and participial constructions cannot be directly 
co-ordinated. The adjective must first be made the base of a 
stative verb. In the role of predicate, we shall then have an 
example of sentential co-ordination, e.g. (for 'and' co-ordina
tion only, 'but' and 'or' co-ordination being straightforwardly 
produced according to this same model) 
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da-p~jb- w+P' a- tO~a- narcoa- n+tO'-g'a
 
he beautiful (stat.) the border other-side-of from &
 
wazo aaygO~ d- aa- n~ d~-q'o-w+p'
 
now near he come (past absol.) he be (stat.)
 

or	 
a-hO~a-narcoa-n+tO' wazo aaygO~ d-aa-na da-q'o-w+p' 
d-eg'a-p@jo-w+p' 

& 
'He is handsome and recently arrived from abroad' 

In the case of negated 'or' co-ordination of stativised adject
ive and stativised participial expression, regardless of the 
ordering of the constituents, the participial expression con
tains the clitic -g'a 'and', whilst the stativised verb-form 
of the adjective incorporates the particle -eg'(a)-, e.g. 

d- eg'~-p@ja- m a-toaa-narcoa-n+t~ wazo 
he & beautiful not & 

aaygOa d~~a-~a II a-hoaa-narco~-n+tO' wazo aaygOa 
d-aa-n-g a da-q'a-m (or wlth the reverse 

& he be not order of constituents) 
'He is neither handsome nor recently arrived from 
abroad' 

In attributive position, the verbalised adjective will it 
self become a (relativised) participle, e.g. (for 'and' co
ordination only) 

a-hoaa-n8rcoa-n+tO' wazO aaygOa y- aa- za- y ya-
who come (non-fin.) & who 

p@jo- wa- Y a- x~c'a da- z-be- yt' 
beautiful (non-fin. Present) & (art.) man him I see (fin.) 

'I saw the handsome and recently arrived from abroad 
man' (lit. ' ... man who recently arrived from abroad 
and who is handsome') 

(N.B. that the reverse order of relative expression is here
 
less acceptable than the order as given above.)
 
One may, of course, say the literal equivalent of 'I saw the
 
handsome man who recently arrived from abroad', but this clear

ly does not incorporate any co-ordinate structure at all.
 

1~~~1~2~~~_~~~_~2~~§_~~9_~2~~~~1~§~9_g2~§~~~g~~2~§_e~ 

co-ordinated? 

Yes,	 for 'and', 'but' and 'or' co-ordination, e.g. (for 

a-sOqO'-kO~ ra-px'a-re-y (dar~)a-sOqO'-kO~ r- xata-koe

'and' co-ordination) 
a sOqO'-kOe y a sOqO'-kO~ ra px'a-re
(art.) book (pl.) & (art. ) (pl.) their read (masd.) 
Y bzaya (¢-) ya-bb yt' 
& well them he see (fin. ) 

+(dyn.) 
or 

them they self (pl.) 
y bzaya (¢-)ya-bb-yt 

'He loves books and reading books II reading books and 
books themselves' 

The negated 'or' co-ordination of nouns and nominalised con
structions is not possible, a negated verb being essential with 
both conjuncts, e.g. 
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a- ~OqO'-kOa- g'a bzaya (¢-) Yd-bo m a
(art.) book (pl.) & well them he see not (art.) 

+ (dyn.) 
k'onfet-kOa r a- fa ra- g'a bzaya (¢-)y8-bo-m 
sweet (pl.) their eat (masd.) & 

'Neither does he like books nor does he like eating 
sweets' 

!~~~!~~~~~_~~~_~b§_~~~~~~§_9~!!§~~~~_~Y2~§_2!_~9~~~£~~!_£~ 

co-ordinated? 

Different types of adverbial may be co-ordinated, as the 
following examples show:-

Amra Omar y8- r8+yOyOa-na- y 
A. O. (col. I, non-hum.) strong (adv.) &
 

bzaya+ba+ra-le-y d- 18- g08ja-yt'
 
love by & him she kiss (fin.)
 

'Amra kissed Omar forcefully and with love'
 
Amra Omar y8-r8+yOyOa-na axa bZ8ya+ba+ra-da
 

but without
 
d-1 8-g0 8ja-yt'
 

'Amra kissed Omar forcefully but without love'
 
yanag' d8-naqo,o- yt' a- myOa yaea+m a- la
 
always he go (fin.) the road wrong it by
 

+ (dyn . ) 
ma//ma+m+za+r+g'8 d- a+g+xa-na
 
or he late (adv.)
 

'He always goes the wrong way or late' 
Negative 'or' co-ordination, however, is not possible; the 
relevant adverbs are simply placed side by side, e.g. 

Amra Omar y8-m- r8+yOyOa-kO'a(-n)
 
not (negative absol.)
 

bzaya+ba+ra-da d-1 8-g0 8ja-yt'
 
without 

'Amra kissed Omar neither forcefully nor with love' 
(lit. ' ... not forcefully without love') 

Two nouns in the predicative (i.e. adverbial) case in -s may 
be 'and' co-ordinated in the normal way, e.g. 

r+c'a+yOa-s8- y eyhaba- S8- y da-q'o-w+p' 
teacher (pred.) & director (pred.) & he be (stat.) 

or r+c'a+y Oa-s-g'8 eynaba-s-g'8 da-q'o-w+p'
 
& &
 

'He is both teacher and director' 
(the less frequent predicative case-form ending in -n 8 is judged 
'improbable' in this configuration.) But if the alternative 
adverbial form (i.e. with column I pronominal prefix and -n8 
suffix) is used, only the intra-verbal particle -eg'(8)- may be 
used for 'and' co-ordination, e.g. 

d- eg'8-r+c'a+y~na d- eg'-eynab-na da-q'o-w+p' 
he & (adv.) he & (adv.) 

Where English displays 'and' co-ordination in an expres
sion like 'He is here, there and everywhere', Abkhaz requires 
the sentential contrast of the form 'Now he is here, now he is 
there', e.g. 

z+n8 ara da-q'o-w+p', z+n8 ana da-q'o-w+p'
 
now here he be (stat.) there
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1~~~~~1~=~~g~=~~~~~Q~g=~g=~~~=g~g~~g~~=~gg=~~=~~~~~~~=~g~~~ 

~~~Q~~~~=~Q=~~~~~~~Qg~~~Q~ 
Because all of the verb's arguments are obligatorily marked 

within the verbal complex, the question of omission does not 
really arise. However, in a case such as: 

a- xac'a a- phoas da- y- ba- n // 
the man the woman her he see (fin.past Indef.) 
da- ba- na da-doa+l- c'a-yt' 
her see (past absol.)? (preverbs) go (fin.) 

where the pronominal affix da- of the final verb may, when this 
finite intransitive verb is-Used in isolation, refer to either 
a male or female subject, it is of interest to note that the 
syntagm requires that the referent of this affix be the subject 
(i.e. a-xac'a) of the first conjunct, such that the sentence 
means 'The man saw the woman and (he) went out'; it cannot mean 
*'The man saw the woman and she went out'. 

1.4. Negation 

~~~~~~=~~~=~g=g~g~~Q~~~Q~£g~~~Q=~~R~~gg~££ 
Negation is expressed by means of the verbal particle -m(-). 

This negative particle will stand immediately before the verbal 
root (or before the causative morph -r-, if this latter is 
present), except in the following cases:
Finite Present (dynamic/stative) 

s-co-m (..,.. *s-ca-wa- m) 'I am not going' 
I go (dyn.) not
 

da-q'a-m 'He is not'
 
he be not
 

Non-finite Present (stative): 
ya- q'a-m 'who/which is not ... ' 
who/which be not 

Finite Future I: 
s-ca-ra m 'I don't think I'll go' 

(Fut. I) 
Finite Future II: 

s-ca-i?a m 'I'll probably not go' 
(Fut. II) 

Derived non-finite Future of stative verbs: 
ya- q'a-m-zaa-wa//ya-q'a-m-zaa-ra//ya-q'a-m-zaa-ea 
who/which be 'who/which will not be ... 1 

Finite Imperfect: 
s-co-ma- z+t' (~ *s-ca-wa- ma-z+ t') 

(dyn.) (non-fin.) + (fin.) 
'I was not going' 

Simple Past (finite) of stative verbs: 
da-q'a-ma-z+t' 'He was not' 
he 

Non-finite Past of stative verbs: 
ya- q'a-ma-z 'who/which was not ... ' 
who/which 

Finite Conditional I: 
s-ca-ra-ma-z+t' 'I would then not (have) go (ne) , 

Finite Conditional II: 
s-ca-ea-ma-z+t' 'I would probably not (have) go(ne)' 
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N.B. the strange coupling in four of the last five forms of the 
non-finite -z and finite -t' exponents to produce an overall 
finite form.- The same collocation is also found in the finite 
Past Indefinite (sa-m-ca-z+t' 'I did not go and ... ') and the 
finite Plu-perfect (sa-m-ca-ca-z+t' 'I had not already gone'). 
In the Perfect, only the form sa-m-ca-c-t' 'I have not already 
gone' is possible - cf. the positive form in -x'a-(s-ca-x'e-yt' 
'I have already gone'). The element -c- as the-Perfect-expon
ent is also found in non-finite forms to indicate an action 
that has been in progress for some time or has occurred several 
times already, e.g. 

a- sa (¢-)e- a- wa- c y- a- [w]- we- yt' 
the snow it how it make (Perf.) it it make (dyn.) (fin.) 

'The snow is falling as it has been (for some while) , 
cf. a-sa c'apx ya-§-a-wa-c y-a-[w]-we-yt' 

last-year it 
'The snow is falling as it (already) did last year' 

Should the Perfect be required in its non-finite, negative 
form, then, once again, only the form in -c is possible:

ya- m- ca-c
 
who/which not go (Perf.)
 

'who/which has not already gone ... '
 
(cf. 2.1.3.5.2 for further references to this element -~.)
 

1=~=~==~~~=1g=£~~g~1~g~~~;~~~g~1~~=~~E~~gg~~£ 
Constituent-negation must also be expressed verbally (i.e. 

with the aid of negated stative verbs). Compare the following 
pair of sentences:

a- jyab-Peja da- z-be- yt'
 
(art.) girl beautiful her I see (fin.)
 

'I saw a beautiful girl' 
ya- Peja- m jyab-k' da-z-be-yt' 
who beautiful not glrl a 

(non-fin. stat.) 
'I saw an unattractive girl' 

Sentences containing a contrast such as 'I saw not two but 
three' have three variants: 

(i) where the contrast	 is pointed by mo+w (cf. ma+mo+w 'no'), 
plus	 an optional axa 'but', e.g. ---- 

yOa+ba mo+w (axa) x+pa-g'a (¢-) z-be- yt' 
2 no but 3 even them I see (fin.) 

(ii) in place of the first two words above, we may have the 
negative of the copular root -a+ko, (a)- with either a singular 
pronominal affix, as in 

yOa+ba	 (a+)kO'a-m (z- *a- a+kO'a-m)
 
it be not
 
(col. II)
 

(iii) or, when yOa+ba is regarded as syntactically plural, with 
a plural pronominal affix, as in 

yOa+ba	 r- a+ko'a-m
 
they (col. II)
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1~i~J~=lg=~~=g~gg~£1~=t~=Qg~~=ID~~~=~Qg~=~~~=~~~g~~~~;~1~ID~~~=~~ 

g=g~~~~~~~l 
The negation-element is a verbal infixllsuffix, and each 

verb-form (finite or non-finite) may contain only one such ele
ment. But this element is obligatory in the verbal complex 
when any of the negative quantifiers or quantifier-compounds 
(2.1.6.6.f)	 are used, e.g.
 

a+k'+g'a II a+k'a-m-za+r-a+k'(-g'a) (¢-)sa-m- be- yt'
 
nothing it I not see (fin.)
 

'I saw nothing' 
a+jo+g'a II a+jOa-m-za+r-a+k' (-g'a) da- sa-m- be- yt' 
no-one him I not see (fin.) 

'I saw no-one' 
jar-g'a II jara-m-za+r-jar(-g'a) s-co- m 
nowhere I go+(dyn.) not 

'I am not going anywhere' 
Note that either of the words normally meaning 'never' may have 
the meaning 'ever' if construed with a non-negative but inter
rogative verb-form, e.g. 

a-xaan(g'a) II y-an-a+ko'-z-aa-lak" (II-lak'-g'a)
 
ever
 
ya-w- ba- x'o- w
 
it you see (PerL) (Qu.)
 

'Have you ever seen it?' 

1~i~i~=l~=~~;~~~~~g~~~=g~~~~~~~~g~=g~~=~Q~=~~~g~~~~;~1~ID~~~g 

~g~~~~g11~=~~=~£1~~g~~~~1~=g~~~g~~~~=~~=~Q~=~~;~~~~~g~~~ 

g~g~~~~~~=~~IDg~~~~~=~~~Q=~Q~=~~:~~~~~g~~Il 
No; for the Abkhaz equivalent to English 'nor' see 1.3.1.1.4 

above. otherwise, contrastive sentences, which in English con
tain the sequence 'and not', are treated as explained in 1.4.2 
above, e.g. 

yOa-sOqO'a-k' r- a+kO' a-m (axa )
 
2 book a they (col.II) be not but
 
a+k' [a-]a+ko'a-n ya- s-taxa-z
 
one it be (Past) which I want (non-fin.)
 

'I wanted one and not two books (lit. 'What I wanted was 
one not two books') 

N.B. that mo+w is unacceptable here as, when numerals are in
volved, mo+w apparently presupposes that the correct numeral 
will be larger than the corrected (as in 1.4.2.i above). 

~~i~~~=~g~=~Q~=~~gg~~~~=~£=g=~~~£=~~=g=gg£~~~~~g~~=~1ggg~=8~ 

~~g~~gg~~=£~=~Q~=~~~g~~~~=~£=g=~~~g=~~=g=Q~~Q~~=~1g~g~l 
In expressions such as 'to think that ... ', as in English, 

the negative particle may stand either in the main or the sub
ordinate verb, e.g. 

a- xac'a d- aa- we- yt' 't°a s- gOa
 
the man he come (dyn.) (fin.) saying my heart
 

y aa na-go m 
it (prev.) it bring not 
(sc. direct object) +(dyn.) 

'I don't think the man will come' 
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or a-xac'a d-aa-wa- m tOa s-gOa y-aa-na-go-yt' 
(dyn.) not (fin.) 

'I think the man won't come' 

1.5. Anaphora 

l~~~l~=~~=~b~~b=~£=~b~=£~ll~~~~~=m~g~g=~g=g~g~b~~g=~~~~~gg~gb 

1~~~1~~~=g~1~~~~~=~~=~b~=~1~ID~~~=~~~~~~~~~=~g=mg~~~g2~=~g~=v=~~= 
Compare the foll?wing example~:-


Axra da- w- bo- w? ma+mo+w, axa a- hamta
 
A.	 him you see (Qu.) no but (art.) present
 
(p-)ya+ za- q'a- s-c'e- yt'
 
it him+for (prev.) I make (fin.)
 

and	 ~ Axra da-w-bo-w? ma+mo+w, axa a-namta (p-)q'a-s-c'e-yt' 
yarallway ya- za 
him that-one him for 

'Did you see Axra? No, but I made a present for him' 
where the second variant, in which there is no intra-verbal 
marker for Axra (in contrast to ya+ in the first variant), must 
contain either the personal pronoun (yara) or the demonstrative 
pronoun (way), which is frequently used as an alternative for 
the true personal pronoun. 

l~~~l~~~=~~g~~g~~=~~~g~~gl=g~~~~~~ 
In such examples as the second of those given in the previ

ous sub-section (i.e. where the element concerned is dependent 
on a postposition), the personal pronoun (or the demonstrative 
pronouns way 'that one', wart 'those') is essential. 

If the-eIement concerned stands in a question, the use of 
the pronoun seems, if not obligatory in all circumstances, at 
least preferable, cf. the following:

yaca Axra d- aa- yt' ~ da- w- dar- wo- w 
yesterday A. he come (fin.) him you know (dyn.) (Qu.) 
way II yara? ay, da- z-dar- we- yt'. yaca 
that-one him yes him I know (dyn.) (fin.) yesterday 
da- z-be- yt'. a- namta- g'a (p-)sa- y- te
him I see (fin.) (art.) present and it to-me he give 
yt'. ya-w- ba- rna (way) II yara)? 
(fin.) it you see (Qu.) that-one it 

'Yesterday Axra came - do you know him? Yes, I know 
him. I saw him yesterday. And he gave me a present 
- did you see it?' 

The column II pronominal possessive prefixes (cf. 2.1.1.1.1) 
are obligatory if the element concerned enters into a genitival 
relationship (see below, 1.5.2.1., for examples). 

l~~~~~=I~=~b~~b=~£=~b~=£~ll~~~~~=g~~~g~~~~g=~g=g~g~b~~g 

~~~~~gg~g=~~=ID~g~g=~£=~b~=~g~~~~g=g~~~~~m~~~~~~~g=~~g~g 

g~gg~~l~~=g~g=~~=~~~~~=g~~~~~~~~~ 

l~~~~~l~=~~~~~~=~~~=~lg~g~ 
If the noun, prefixed with the appropriate column II posses


sive affix, follows the antecedent, the column II prefix obli 

gatorily refers to that antecedent, e.g.
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~ 

Zaira 1- macoaz (¢-)la- t 
Z.	 her ring it to-her give
 

'Give Zairai heri ring!'
 

cf. Zaira way l-macoaz (¢-)la-t 
that-one 

'Give Zairai herj ring!' 
If the word-order is reversed, then, whilst the ring may 
belong to Zaira, the most natural interpretation would be to 
assume that reference is being made to someone else's ring 
indeed, with this word-order, the demonstrative way would most 
naturally be used to make it quite explicit that the reference 
is not to any of the clause's following nouns, e.g. 

,.-----, 
(way) l-macoaz zaira ya-la-t 
that-one	 it 

'Give Zairai her j ring!' 

1~~~~~~~=g~~~~~~=£~;~~g~~g~~=g~~~~~~~~g 
The same is true for such structures as has just been des

cribed for anaphora within the clause, e.g. 
1 

Zaire-y la- jyaba-y (¢-) z-be- yt' 
& her girl & them I see (fin.) 

'I saw Zairai and heri little girl' 
BUT , 

(way) la-jyaba-y Zaire-y (¢-)z-be-yt' 
that-one 

'I saw heri little girl and Zairaj' 
1 

zaira da- z-ba- n la- macoaz (¢-)la- s-te- yt' 
her I see (fin.) her ring it to-her I give (fin.) 

'I saw zairai and gave heri heri ring' 
BUT 

(way) la-maco~z (¢-)q'a- s-c'a- n 
that-one it (prev.) I make (fin.) 

zaira ya-la- s-te-yt'
 
it to-her
 

'I made heri ring and gave it to Zairaj'
 

1=~=~=~==g~~~~~g=g~~~~~~g~gg~~=ggg=g~g~~g~~g~~=£1g~g~g 

1~~~~~2~!~_~~_lh§_2~~§~_§~E§E2~9~~~!§_~1~~§§:§~92~~!~~!§ 

clause 

With the antecedent standing in the superordinate clause, 
the reference of the appropriate element within the subordinate 
clause is unmistakeable in being co-referential with the ante
cedent, e.g. 

1 

zaira s-18- il. °e- yt' la- matOa (¢-) 1
Z. I her request (fin. ) her clothes them she 
jOjOa-r+c 
wash	 (purp. )
 

'I asked Zairai to wash her i clothes'
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Note, however, that the best word-order here is: 

a- xac'a ara d- aa- z-ge- yt' da- s-~a- r+c 
the man here him hither I bring (fin.) him I kill (purp.) 

'I brought the man· here to kill himi' 
Once again, however, the 5est word-order is: 

i I 

a-xac'a da-s-~a-r+c ara d-aa-z-ge-yt' 
With the antecedent standing in the subordinate clause, the 

reference of an appropriate element within the superordinate 
clause mayor may not be to this 'antecedent', e.g. 

da- s-~- we- yt', Axra waco'a d- aa- r
 
him I kill (dyn.) (fin.) A. tomorrow he come if
 

'I'll kill himi/lj, ifAxrai comes tomorrow' 
where the best word-order is, however, for the subordinate 
clause to precede the superordinate, e.g. 

, 
Axra waco'a d-aa-r, da-s-§-we-yt' 

!~2~~~~~~~_~~_~~~_~~S~~_~~9~~S~~~~~_g!~~~~:~~E~~~~S~~~~~_~!~~~~ 

With the antecedent standing in the subordinate clause, the 
reference of the appropriate element within the superordinate 
clause is unmistakeable in being co-referential with the ante
cedent, e.g. 

zaira d- aa- r, a- macoaz (¢-)la- t 
z.	 she come if the ring it to-her give
 

'If Zairai comes, give heri the ring!'
 
, 

a- xac'a d- an- aa, da- z-be- yt' 
the man he when come him I see (fin.) 

'When the man. came, I saw him.' 
Axra da- z-dar-lwa- za+r+g'aI7 da- §a- z-dar-
A. him I know (dyn.) althoughlleven-if him how I know 
wa-	 g'a, a- tamta (¢-)ya- s-to- m 
(dyn.) even (art.) present it to-him I give not 

+ (dyn . ) 
'Although I know Axra. II However well I know Axra., 
I shan't give him. a present' l 

If the 'antecedent' s~ands in the superordinate clause, the 
reference of an appropriate element within the subordinate 
clause will normally be assumed not to be this 'antecedent', 
e.g. 

(way) la- ma t a (¢-) 1- jOjOa-r+c Zalra s-lav 

that-one her clothes them she wash (purp.) Z. I her
 
hOe- yt'
 
request (fin.)
 

'I requested Zaira. to wash her. clothes' 
l J 

(way) d- aa- r, Zaira a- macoaz (¢-)la- t 
that-one she come if Z. the ring it to-her give 

'If she comes, give zaira. the ring!'i J 
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(way) d- an- aa, a- xac'a da- z-be yt'
 
that-one he when come the man him I see (fin.)
 

'When he, came, I saw the man.'
 
l	 J 

(way) da- z-dar- wa- za+r+g'a II da- ~a- z-dar
that-one him I know (dyn.) although him how I know 
wa- g'a, Axra a- hamta (¢-)ya- s-to m 
(dyn.) even A. (art.) present it to-him I give not 

+(dyn.) 
'Although I know him. . , I shan't give Axra. a present'

l I I J l 

where, in the last example, we notice that, even with way pres
ent in the subordinate clause, the reference of this demonstra
tive pronoun (together with that of its co-referential pronom
inal prefix within the verbal complex, d~-) may be to the 
'antecedent', Axra, in the superordinate-clause. Confirmation 
that, with the antecedent standing in the superordinate clause, 
the reference of the appropriate element within the subordinate 
clause need not be to some entity other than the antecedent is 
shown by the following two examples:

1- xOac'a a+k'ra- 1+ ~'a- 1- c'a- r+c zaira
 
her child something her+(prev.) she feed (purp.) Z.
 
s-la- hOe- yt'
 
I her request (fin.)
 

'I	 asked Zaira, to feed her. child' 
l l , 

da- s-sa- r+c a- xac'a ara d- aa- z-ge- yt' 
him I kill (purp.) the man here him hither I bring (fin.) 

'I brought the man here to kill himi i' 
where one would expect there to be at least a measure of doubt 
as to the reference of the anaphoric element within the purpos
ive expression. 

1~~~~~i~=£~~~~~~=g~~~~~~~~=g~£~~g~~g~~=£1g~g~g 
If the second subordinate clause consists of a purposive ex

pression, then it seems to be irrelevant whether the antecedent 
stands in this or the first subordinate clause - in either case 
there is no doubt as to the co-referentiality of the anaphoric 
element with this antecedent, e.g. 

Axra d- an- aa- lak",	 r+c 
A. he when come (indefinite (purp. ) 
wa- yOaza wa- ya- hOa 
your friend you him request 

and	 , 
d-an-aa-lak",	 Axra da-y-sa-r+c wa-yOaza wa-ya-nOa 

'When Axrai comes, ask your friend to kill him. II When 
he. comes, ask your friend to kill Axra. ' l 

l	 l 

Otherwise, the reference of the anaphoric element will be in
controvertibly the same as the antecedent only if this ante
cedent stands in the first subordinate clause, e.g. 

Axra d- an- aa- lak",	 da- w- ba- r, 
A. he when come (indefinite temporal) him you see if 
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a- hamta (¢-)ya- t
 
the present it to-him give
 

'When Axra comes, if you see him give him the
i i, ipresent' 
BUT 

(way) d- an-aa-lak", Axra da-w-ba-r, a-hamta (¢-)ya-t 
that-one 

'When he. comes, if you see Axra., give him, the 
present,l J J 

~=~=~=~==£~t~~~Q=g~~~~~~Qt=g~Qt~Q~~g 
The antecedent will appear first. For examples of such ana

phora see 1.5.1.3. 

~=~=J==~~~=~~~ill~Q~g=~~~gt~g=Q~~t=t£=~£illg~~ill~Qt~g~~g=Jg~££~g~Q~ 

g~~Q~=~£Qj~Q~~~£Qgb=~~£j~~~=~~=~g~=g£~~~=gQggg~~~~=g~£~~gg~g~ 
As subordinating conjunctions do not exist as such (verbal 

particles perform the role usually fulfilled by independent 
complementisers), the question does not arise. 

l.6. Reflexives 

~=g=~==~~=~Q~~b=£~=tQ~=~£~~£~~Q~=ill~gQ~j~=~~~~~g~~~~~=~~g~~g~~g~ 

~=g=~=J==~~~£g~=g££~g 
The reflexive verbal affix is -Q(d)-. This occupies the 

slot normally taken within the verbal complex by the column I 
pronominal affix (see 2.1.1.1.1) and must be preceded by that 
column II possessive prefix (see 2.1.1.1.1) which correlates 
with the,antecedent',e.g. 

sara s+ Qa- S-8- we- yt'
 
I my+ self I kill (dyn.) (fin.)
 

(col. II)
 
'I kill myself'
 

lara 1+ Qa- 1- s-we-yt'
 
she her+ self she
 

(col. II)
 
'She kills herself'
 

1=g=1=~==£~Q~~=ill~gQ~ 
The noun a-xa 'head', preceded by the appropriate column II 

possessive prefix, is also used as a reflexive pronoun, e.g. 
wa- xa (¢-) wa- be- yt' 
your head/self it you see (fin.) 

'You saw yourself' 
so- xa // sOa- x- kOa (¢-) 
your(pl.) head/self your(pl.) head(pl.l it//them 
2°- be- yt' 
you(pl.) see (fin.) 

'You saw yourselves' 
(N.B. that, if the antecedent is plural, a-xa may optionally
 
take the plural-marker -koa.)
 

1=g=~==Jg=~Q~=g~~g~=~~=~~£1~~~~~~~=~~g~~~£~~g=~£=~Q~=~19~9~~ 
Yes, e.g. 
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s- xa a- hamta (¢-)a- s- te- yt' 
my head/self (art.) present it to-it I give (fin.) 

'I gave myself a present' 

BUT	 sa-ya- tOe- yt' a-hamta (¢-)sa- y- ta- r+c // 
I him request (fin.) it to-me he give (purp.) 
(¢-)sa-y-ta-ra+za 

(purposive)
 
'I asked him to give me a present'
 

1~g~~~=~~~=~g~~g~~1g~g~=~~£1~g~~~~~=~b~~~=~b~=~~£1~~~~~=~ 1 ~m~g~ 

~g=g=~~~£g1=g££~~=~~g~~~£~~ 

1~g~~~1~=~b~=~~gg~£1~=g~g~g~~~~=£~g~~~~~g=~£=~b~=gg~~~~~~g~ 

!~§~~~1~1~_~~ej§~~_~~!y 

The antecedent may only function as (transitive) subject, 
e.g.	 

1+ G.a- 1- kOabe-yt' 
her+herself she wash (fin.) 

(col.III)
 
'She washed/bathed'
 

1~g~~~~~=~b~=g~gg~£1~=g~Q~g~~~~=£~g~~~2gg=£~=~b~=~~£1~g~~~ 

mg~~~~ 

!~§~~~~~1~_~~E§~~_~ej§~~ 
The verbal affix -G.(a)- may only function as direct object
 

(cf. the last example-rn-section 1.6.3.1.1).
 

1~§~l~~~~~_~~b§E_E~~~~~~!~~~§~ 

The one known exception to the rule that -G.(a)- must func
tion only as direct object is its role as subject (without 
antecedent) in the idiom a-gO-G.-a+na-zaa-ra 'to be careful', 
e.g.	 --, 

wa- gOa wa+ G.- a+ na-z 
your heart your+self it+in (imperative) 

'Be careful!' (lit. 'Let yourself be in your heart!') 

1~g~~~=J£=~b~=~~£1~~~~~=~1~m~g~=~g=g2~=g=~~~£g~=g£~~~~=~gg=~b~ 

££~1~~~g2=~~~g~~£gg=£~~~~~~=gg~~~~~~g~=gg~=~~£~~~~~~=~~~g~2 

~~g~~~1~=~~~~~~~~g~=~=g~£j~~~=~=E~~~~~~~~=~=~~~~~~=~£j~~~ 
The noun a-xa 'head' is indeed found as the reflexive compo

nent	 in this<:onfiguration, e.g. 
a- sark"a-G.'a s- xa (¢-)z-be- yt' 
the mirror in my head/self it I see (fin.) 

'I saw myself in the mirror' 
Those verbs incorporating the affix -G.(a)- as the reflexive 
marker in direct object position may not have this affix re
placed by a-xa, and those verbs which are used in association 
with a-xa as direct object reflexive marker may not incorporate 
the affix -G.(a)- in place of a-xa. There appears to be no 
clear principle determining which verbs are to be construed 
with -G.(a)- and which with a-xa. 
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1~g~~~~~=~~~~£~~~~~=~=g~~j~£~=~=~~£1~~~~~=~=m~~~£~~~=~£=~~~~£~ 

~~j~£~ 
The reflexive possessive adjective -xa~tO' may be used but 

is not obligatory, e.g. 
ya- sax'a II ya- xa+tO' sax'a (¢-)ya-be- yt' 
his face his own face it he see (fin.) 

'Rei saw his i II his own face' 

1=g=~=~==~~~~£~~~~~=~=g~~j~£~=~=~~£1~~~~~=~=~~~~f~£~=~~j~£~ 
The reflexive a-xa	 is obligatory, e.g. 

s- xa a- hamta (¢-)a- s-te yt'
 
my headlself (art.) present it to-it I give (fin.)
 

'I gave myself a present'
 

1=g=~=~==~~~~£~~~~~=~=g~~j~£~=~=~~£1~~~~~=~=m~~~£~~f=~£ 

~~~~f~£~=~~j~£~ 
The reflexive possessive adjective is optional, e.g.
 

s- la II s- x a-et." ' La a- fa+tO' (¢-)a- s-te
my dog my own dog (art.) food it to-it I give
 
yt'
 
(fin. )
 

'I gave my II my own dog some food'
 

1=g=~=Z==~~~~£~~~~~=~=g~~j~£~=~=~~~1~~~~~=~=£~R~1g~=£~mR1~m~ ~~ 
The r~flexive ~s not possible in this configuration, e.g.
 

sara sara s-o- w+p'
 
I I I be (stative)
 

'I am myself' 

~=g=~=~==~~~~£~g~~~=~=g~~j~£~=~=~~~1~~~~~=~=m~~~~~~~=~£=£~R~1gf 

£~mR1~m~~~ 
Either the reflexive pronoun or the reflexive possessive ad

jective is possible in this configuration, e.g. 

sara s-o- w+p' s- xa a- r+c'a+yOa II s- xa+tO' 
I I be (stat.) my headlself its teacher my own 
r+c'a+yOa 
teacher 

'I am my own teacher' 
(N.B. the following example shows that the possibility of using 
the actual reflexive pronoun here has nothing to do with the 
fact that the copular complement in the last example is a de
verbal noun:

sara s-o-w+p' s-xa	 a- yOaza II s-xa+tO' yOaza
 
its friend friend
 

'I am my own friend') 
Note that an alternative way of saying 'I am my own teacher' is 
to use the expression which is literally translateable as 'I am 
the one who is possessed of myself as a teacher', namely 

sara s-o-w+p' s-xa r+c'a+yOa-s y- a- mo
(predicative) who it have 

w 
(non-fin. ) 
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In this configuration only the pronoun is possible since it 
forms one of the arguments of the verb. 

~=£=~=~==QQt~~~~~~~=~=~~£j~~t=~=~~£~~~~~~=~=~~£j~~~~~2ill~~~ill~~t 
The adverbial form of the expression 

s- xa (¢-)s-tO'a-w+p' 
my head/self it I own (stat.) 

'I am in full possession of my wits' (lit.' I own myself ') 
is used to produce the sentence 

s-xa (¢-)s-tO'a-na s-q'a- le- yt' 
(adverb) I (prev.) become (fin.) 

'I became myself' 

1=£=~=1Q==QQt~~~~~~t=~=~~£j~~~=~=~~!~~~~~~=~=ill2~~!~~~=2£ 
~~£j~~t~~2illg~~ill~~ 

The reflexive s obligatory, e.g. 

1- xa d- [a+ ] abek'un-na da- q'a
her head/self she its master (adv.) she (prev.) 

(col. I) 
le- yt' 
become (fin.) 

'She became her own master' 
If the ordinary predicative case in -s is used to represent 

the subject-complement, either the reflexive pronoun or the 
reflexive possessive adjective may modify it (whereas this 
latter is impossible if the complement is expressed by the ad
verbial form that appears in the last example), e.g. 

l-xa [a+] abek'un-s // la-xa+tO' abek'un-s 
its (pred.) (pred. ) 

da-q'a-le-yt' 

1= =~=~~==Q~t~~~~~Q~=~=~~2j~~t=~=~~!~~~~~~=~=ill2~~!~~~=2! 
Q~ ~~1~~2W~~~ill~~t 

The reflexive is obligatory, e.g. 

r- xa s- [a+] abek'un-na s- q'a- r
their head/self me its master (adv.) me (prev.) they 

(col.I) ~---~ 

c'e- yt' // r a-: x- kOa s-r+ abek'un-na 
make (fin.) their head/self (pl.) their 
s-q'a-r-c'e-yt' 

'They made me their own master' 

~=£=~=~J==QQt~~~~~Q~=~=~~2j~~t=~=~~!~~~~~~=~=2£j~~t21=g~j~~~~~~ 
The reflexive is obligatory, e.g. 

a- j yab 1- x a d- [a+] eYPi?a-w+p'
 
the girl her head/self she it+like (stat.)
 

'The girl is like herself'
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1~£~~~1~~=g~~~~~~~~~=~=g~gj~~~=~=~~£1~~~~~=~=~~~~£~~~=~£=g~~~ 
~gj~~~ 

The reflexive possessive adjective is optional, e.g.
 
a- jyab 1- ahosa d8- 1+ eYPe8-W+P'
 
the girl her sister she her like (stat.)
 

or a-jyab 18-xa+tO'8 yahOsa d8-1+eYPe8-w+p' 
own sister 

'The girl i is like her II her own sister'i 
1=g=~=11==~~t~~~g~~t=~=g~£j~~t=~=E~£1~g~~~=~=~1~ID~~t=~~=~tb~~ 

gg~~~g~~~~~g1=~~~gg~ 
The reflexive pronoun is obligatory, as in the following 

benefactive expression:
y8- x- a- 28 a- namta (¢-)aa- y- xOe
his head/self it for (art.) present it (prev. he buy 
yt' 
(fin.)
 

'He bought a present for himself'
 

1=£=~=1~==g~t~~~g~~t=~=g~£j~~t=~=E~£1~~~~~=~=ID~g~£~~~=~~=g~~~ 

~1~~~~t 
The reflexive possessive adjective is,optional',e.g. , 

y8- y082a y8- 28 II y8- xa+tO' y082a y8- 28 a-namta 
his friend him for his own friend him for 
(¢-)aa-y-xOe-yt'
 

'He i bought a present for his II his own friend'
i 
1=g=~=1~==~~t~~~g~~t=~=W~g~~~~~=~~=g~£j~~t=~=~~£1~g~~~=~=g~~~~t 

~£j~~~ 
The reflexive is not possible, e.g. 

, 
ar8Y a- xac'a y- ahosa yara d8- 1- be- yt' 
this (art.) man his sister him him she see (fin.) 

'This man's, sister saw him,'
l l 

1~£~~~~Q~=g~~~~~~~~~=~=~~g~£~~~=~~=g~gj~~~=~=~~£1~~~~~=~ 

~~g~£~~~=~£=g~~~~~=££j~~~ 
The reflexive possessive adjective is optional, though pref

erably avoided, e.g. 
, 

ar8Y a-xac'a y-anOsa y8- sax'a II y8- xa+tO' sax'a 
his face his own face
 

a- sark"a-~'8 y8-1- be- yt'
 
the mirror in it she see (fin.)
 

'The man's, sister saw his, face in the mirror' 
l l 

1=£=~=~1==g~t~~~g~gt=~=ID£g~~~~~=££=g~£j~~~=~=~~£1~~~~~=~ 

~~~~~~~~=~£j~~~ 
The reflexive is not possible, e.g. 

ar8Y a-xac'a y-ahOsa (yara) a- namta (¢-)y8- 1
him (art.) present it to-him she 
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te- yt'
 
give (fin.)
 

'This man'si sister gave him i a present'
 

1~g~~~~~~~=Q~~~~~~~~~=~=ID~~~£~~~=~£=gg£j~~~=~=~~£1~~~~~=~ 

ID~~~~~~~=~~=~~~~~~~~=~£j~~~ 
The reflexive possessive adjective is optional, though 

preferably avoided, e.g. 

aray a-xac'a y-ahOsa W8Y y8- la II y8- xa+tO' la 
that-one his dog his own dog 

a- f a-t t " ' (¢-)a- 1- te- yt' 
(art.) food it to-it she give (fin.) 

'This man'si sister gave his i dog some food' 

1~g~~~~g~=Q~~~~~~~~~=~=ID~~~~~~~=~~=gg£j~~~=~=~~£1~~~~~=~ 

~~~~~~~~=~~=~~~~1g~=~~~~1~~~g~ 
The reflexive is not possible, e.g. 

aray a-xac'a y-anOsa yara d8- Y8+ r+c'a+yOa-w+p' 
he she his+teacher (stat.) 

'This man's. sister is his, teacher 
l l 

1=g=~~~~==Q~~~~~g~~~=~=ID~g~£1~~=~£=gg£j~~~=~=~~£1~g1~~=~ 

ID~~~£~~~=~~=gg£j~~~~~~ID~1~ID~g~ 
The reflexive is not possible, e.g. 

aray a-xac'a y-ahOsa yara d8- y+ abek'un-n8 d8
he she his+master (adv.) she 

q'a le- yt' 
(prev. ) become (fin.) 

'This man's. sister became his. master' 
l l 

1~g~~~J~~=QQ~~~~~~~~=~=ID~~1£~~~=~£=gg£j~~~=~=~~£1~~~~~=~ 

~~~~!~~~=~!=~gj~~~~~~~~1~~~g~ 
The reflexive possessive adjective is optional, e.g. 

~~~~~~~~-,-----, 

aray a-xac'a y-anO~a yara y- abek'un-s II Y8
he his master (pred.) his 

xa+tO' abek'un-s s- q'a- 1- c'e- yt' 
own me (prev.) she make (fin.) 

'This man's. sister made me his, master' 
l l 

h ~~~J1~=Qg~~~~~~g~=~=~~~~£1~~=~~=gggj~~~=~=~~~1~~~~~=~ 
~g ~~~=~~=g~j~~~~~~ 

The reflexive is not possible, e.g. 
aray a-xac'a y-ahOsa yara d8- y+ eyp§8-w+p' 

him she him+like (stat.) 
'This man's. sister is like him.' 

l l 
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1~£~~~~~~==~~~~~~~~~~=~=~~g~£~~~=~£=g~~j~~~=~=~~£1~~~~~=~ 

~~~~£~~~=~£=g~~b=~~j~~~ 
The reflexive possessive adjective is possible but super

fluous',e.g. , 
arey a-xac'a y-ahOsa yara ye pta / / ye- xa+t 0 , 

he his daughter his own 
pna de- 1+ eYPee-w+p' 
daughter she her+like (stat.) 

'This man'si sister is like his daughter'
i 

1~g~~~ZJ~=~~~~£~~~~~=~=~~~~~~£~=~2j~£~=~=~~£1~g~~~=~=g~2j~£~ 
Abkhaz has a class of verbs which are called 'inverted'. 

These are all stative verbs, and stative verbs are intransitive 
and, therefore, do not accommodate column III transitive sub
ject-affixes (cf. 2.1.1.1.1). Inverted verbs, having two argu
ments, are thus traditionally described as possessing a column 
I subject-affix (i.e. logical direct object) and a column II 
indirect object affix (i.e. logical subject), e.g. 

Ye- sa- mo- w+p' 
it I have (stat.) 
(col.I) (coLlI) 

II have it (lit. 'It is possessed to me') 
Accordingly it would appear that in a configuration such as 

1- xe (¢)- 1- taxa-w+p' 
her head/self it she want 

(coLI) (col.II) 
'She wants herself' 

we have an example of an indirect object antecedent governing a 
subject reflexive. However, there are grounds for arguing 
that, despite its formal stativity, a-taxa-zaa-ra 'to want' has 
been re-interpreted as a normal transitive verb, which conse
quently contains a column I and a column III (not a column II) 
affix - this suggestion was put forward by Hewitt (1979b) on 
the grounds that the reciprocal marker for this verb is -ayba
and not -ay-, the former being described as characteristic for 
transitive-reciprocal relationships, the latter for intransit 
ive reciprocal relationships. In this regard it is of interest 
to note that in the case of another inverted verb a-ma-zaa-ra 
'to have', it is the column I affix which controls the intro
duction of the reflexive element, e.g. 

sara s-o- w+p' s- xe zako'an-s y- a-
I I be (stat.) my head/self law (pred.) who it 

(col. II) 
mo- w 
have (non-fin.) 

'I am a law unto myself' (lit. 'I am the one who is 
possessed to myself as a law' ) 

and this is just what one would expect from a normal intransit 
ive verb possessing an indirect object (cf. a-s-ra 'to hit'. 
e.g. 

s- xe s- a s- we yt' 
my head/self I it hit (dyn.) (fin. ) 

(col. I) (col. II)
 
'I hit myself ')
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and the reciprocal affix for ~=~~=Z~~=EA is the typically in
transitive -ay-, e.g. 

n- ay- -- mo- w+p' 
we each-other have (stat.) 

'We have each other' 
cf. h- ay- s- we- yt' 

we e , o , hit (dyn.) (fin.) 
'We hit each other' 

The inverted verb built on the root -to' (a)- 'to belong to/ 
possess' make take either -ayba- or -ay- as its reciprocal
affix, e.g. --~--

n-ayba-tO'a-w+p' / n-ay-tO'a-w+p' 
'We belong to each other' 

It may thus be expected that either of the verb's pronominal 
affixes may act as control for the introduction of the reflex
ive. This expectation is confirmed by the following examples:

s- xa s-a- to'a-w+p'
 
my head/self I it
 

'I belong to myself' 
(where the verb is being treated as a simple intransitive and 
corresponds to n-ay-tO'a-w+p') 
BUT 

s-xa(¢-)s-tO'a-w+p' 
it 

where the present author would argue that the verb is being 
treated as a (syntactically if note morphologically) normal trans
itive verb (corresponding to n-ayba-tO'a-w+p'), such that it is 
still the actual subject-affix that is controlling the reflex
ivisation here (as in the case of a-taxa-zaa-ra 'to want' 
above). Note that this last example has the specialised mean
ing 'I am in control of my wits'. 
(N.B. that all the examples illustrated in section 1.6.5 are 
quite natural in Abkhaz) 

1=g=g==~gQ=~~~1~~~~~=~~1g~~~Qg=~~~g~=wj~=~~~Q~~~Qg1~g~~=~1g~g~g~ 
Reflexive relations can exist within nominalised clauses 

(i.e.	 where the v~rb-fo~m is the masdar/i~finitive), e.g.
 
a- ~ s- ra (¢-)ya-taxa-w+p'
 
(art.) self kill (masdar) it he want (stat.)
 

'He wants to kill himself'
 
ya- xa a- ba- ra (¢-)ya-taxa-w+p'
 
his head/self its see (masd.) it
 

'He wants to see himself' 

, 
s- XC! a- namta [a-] a- ta- ra 
my head/self (art.) present its to-it give (masd.) 
(¢-)s-taxa-w+p' 
it I 

'I want to give myself a present' 
W8- X2 II we- xa+tO' X2 zako'an-s 
your head/self your own head/self law (pred.)
 
a- ma- zaa- ra (¢-)bzayo-w+p'
 
its have (suffix) (masd.) it good (stat.)
 

'It is good to be a law unto oneself' (lit. 'it is good 
to have yourself as a law') 
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Where the masdar has been used in such examples as these last 
four, one may also employ the purposive in -r+c (cf. 2.1.3.5) 
In the following case only the purposive in -r+c is permis
sible:

r- x e s-[a+]abek'un-xa- r+c // re
their head/self I its+master become (purp.) their 
x- kOa s-r+ abek'un-xa-r+c (¢-)re
head/self (p L, ) I their it they 
taxe-n 
want (stat. Past) 

'They wanted me to become their master' 

~~g~Z~=~g~=f~£~~g~~~=f~~g~~~~g=~g~g~=~~~~~~=~f~~~gf~=~~~~; 

~g~gg~gZ 
For reflexive structures within NPs without overt anteced

ents, see the following sub-section. 

~~g~~==~~=f~£~~g~~~=g~f~~~~~~g=~~~~~=~~~~~~~=~~~f~=g~~~~~~~~~gZ 
The reflexive possessive adjective or, in conjunction with 

postpositions, the reflexive a-x8 may be freely used in ordin
ary NPs when there is no overtiintecedent, e.g. 

We- xa+tO' yOne zeg'a ye- r+ eyy'e- w
 
your own house all which them+ better(than) (non-fin.)
 
n+xa+rto-w+p'
 
dwelling (staL)
 

'One's own house is the best place to live'
 
W8- x- a- Z8 a- yOne
 
your head/self it for (art.) house
 

'one's own house' 
(for the use of the 2nd. person masculine singular pronoun as 
the non-specific indefinite pronoun, see 2.1.2.1.13.1). 

The same applies to nominalisations and non-finite clauses, 
where the verbal affix -~(e)- will naturally be used with those 
verbs that normally accommodate it. e.g. 

a- ~- s- ra (¢-)q'a- la- jo m 
(art.) self kill (masd.) it (prev.) happen (emphatic) not 

+ (dyn.) 
'Suicide is forbidden' (lit. 'Killing oneself is 
forbidden' ) 

we+ ~e- w+ ze- m- se- r+tO' eYPe webas 
your+self you+(potential) not kill (purp.) like so 
~owro-w+p' 
hot (staL) 

'It's too hot to kill oneself//for killing oneself' 

~~g=~==~~=~~~=~~£~~g~~~=£~~illg=~g~~=g~~=~~~~~=~g~gZ 

1~g=~~1==~~~~=~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~=gg=~ill~gg~~~=~~~~~~gZ 
For the emphatic pronouns, which appear to be derived from 

the reflexives based on a-xe, see 2.1.2.1.15. 

1~g=~=J~=~~~~~gZ 
The reflexive verbal affix -~(e)- combines with the recipro

cal affix -ay- to produce what amounts to a compound preverb 
-ay+~e- in the verb seen in the following example:
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a- phoazba d- 1- ey+~~-r- bo- yt' 
the girl he her (causative) see (fin.) 

(col.I) (col. II) +(dyn.) 
'He flirts with the girl' (Dzanasia, 1954.352) 

(N.B. that, despite the presence of the causative, the verb is 
intransitive) 
Without the indirect object, the reciprocal affix disappears 
leaving -~~- functioning as a virtual preverb in what is also 
an intransitive verb despite once again the obvious causative 
structure, e.g. 

d~-~e-r-bo-yt'
 
'He is flirting' (ibid.)
 

1.7.	 Reciprocals 

~=Z=~==~~=~g~~g=Q£=~Q~=£Q~~~~i~~=w~gQg=~g=~~~i~~Q~g~i~~ 

~~g~~gg~~~ 

1=Z=1=~==~~~g~1=~!!~~ 
Abkhaz has two reciprocal verbal affixes - ay- and ayba-. 

1=Z=~==~Q~=~Q~~~~~1~~g~=~~~~~~Q~g1~~~=~Q~~~=~~~=~~£~g~Q£~1 

~1~ID~~!=~g=g=~~~2g1=g£!~~~=£~g~~~£~ 

1=Z=~=1==!Q~=~Qgg~£1~=g~~!g~!~~=!~~~!~Q~g=Q£=!b~=g~!~~~g~Q~ 
(a)	 intransitive subject, e.s.
 

6°- ey- sa- yt
 
you(pl.) e(ach) o(ther) hit (fin.)
 
(col.I)
 

'You hit e.o.'
 
(b) transitive subject, where the reciprocal relation is 

with the indirect object, e.g. 
a- yO~ (¢-)eyba- n- te- yt' 
the wine it to-e.o. we{col.III) give (fin.) 

'We Save the wine to e.o.'
 
(but cf. example (di) below).
 

(c) direct object, e.g. 
(ci)	 6°- eyba-be- yt'
 

you(pl.) e.o. see (fin.)
 
(col. I)
 

'You saw e.o.'
 
(cii)	 6°- ey (ba) -s~- r- sa- yt'
 

you (pL, ) e. o , I cause hit (fin.)
 
(col.I)	 (col.III)
 

'I made you hit e.o.'
 
(d) indirect object, e.g.
 

(di) a- yOa {¢-)h- ayba-te- yt'
 
the wine it to-us e.o. give (fin.)
 

(col. II
 
'We gave the wine to e.o.'
 

(dii)	 y~- r- eyba-l~- r- te yt'
 
it to-them e.o. she cause give (fin. )
 
(coLI) (col. II) (col. III)
 

'She made them give it to e.o.' 
IN.B. that this last example presupposes the order of affixes 
seen in (di); if we try to form a causative based on the 
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alternative affixal ordering manifested in (b) above, we shall 
find that the result is judged to be probably unacceptable, 
e.g. 
(diii) *?(¢-)eyba- d- la- r- te- yt' 

it to-e.o. them (col.II) she cause give (fin. ) 
'She made them give it to e.o. ' 

Similarly 
(div)	 ya- 8°- eyba-r- q'a- c'o- yt'
 

it you(pl.) e.o. cause (prev.) do (fin. )
 
(col. 1) (col. II) +(dyn. )
 

'You get e.o. to make it' 
but not 

*(¢-)eyba-§Oa-r-q'a-c'o-yt' 

1=1=J=~==~b~=~~gg~g1~=g~~~g~~~~=~~~~~~~~g=~~=~b~=~~£~~~~£g1 

1))g~!$~~ 

(a) transitive subject - this is obligatory where the reci
procal relation holds between subject and direct object; for 
examples cf. above (ci) and (di). 

(b) indirect object - for examples see above (a) and (b) of 
1.7.3.1. Indirect objects are marked in the verbal complex by 
the column II series of pronominal affixes. These column II 
affixes are frequently used in close association with preverbs 
(and determiners) within the verbal complex - in such cases, 
one may regard the preverb (or determiner) as 'governing' the 
column II affix. The reciprocal ay- is also found in front of 
such exponents, e.g. - 

(bi) (¢-) ey+ kO- ab- x- we- yt'
 
them e.o.+from-on we(col.III) lift (dyn.) (fin.)
 

'We lift them. off e.o .. '
 
l l 

Column II affixes are also associated with relational particles 
-z(a)- 'for', -CO (a)- 'away from', -c(a)- 'with' etc .. In 
association with -C(a)-, the reciprocal ay- has corne to be used 
in the general sense of 'together', and the resulting compound 
appears even where the literal meaning of 'with e.o.' is hardly 
applicable, e.g. 

(bii) d- ey+c- r+ ey"ha- w+p'
 
(s)he together them+ more-than (stat.)
 
(col.I) (col.II)
 

~S)He is taller than them (both) together'
 
(biii) ya-r+ z- ey+ca- y- r- gale- yt'
 

it them+for together he(col.III) cause stand (fin.)
 
'He built it for them both (together)' 

If the verb is intransitive, ay- may also stand with either of 
the other relational particleS-mentioned above, e.g. 

(biv) (y-) ey+ cOa- bna- 10- yt'
 
they e.o.+ from (prev.) steal-away (fin.)
 

+(dyn. )
 
'They steal away from e.o. '
 

(bv) (y-) ey+ za- xOmar-we- yt'
 
they e , o , +for play (dyn.) (fin.)
 

'They are playing for e.o.'
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1=Z=~=~==~~g~~~~~~~~g=~~=g~~=~~m£~~g~~~~g=~£=1=Z=~=1= 

g~~=1=Z=~=~= 
As is clear from 1.7.3.2. (a) above, no reciprocal affix may 

function as direct object. 

1~Z~1~1~1~_~b~~_9~~~~~!~~§_~b~_gb2!g~_2E_~b~_~§~_2!_~Y:_~~9 

~Y£~:.:z 

Only ayba- may appear where the reciprocal replaces a trans
itive subject, column III affix; only ay- appears in place of 
the column II affix representing the indirect object in in
transitive verbs. But one cannot conclude that ay- exclusively 
substitutes for column II affixes, for, as we have already 
seen (cf. example (b) of 1.7.3.1 above), ayba- is also attested 
in place of affixes of column II. --- 

Elsewhere (Hewitt, 1979b) we have suggested that originally 
ayba- was used if, at any stage in the derivation, a transitive 
subject was involved in the reciprocal relation, as in such 
causatives as: 

(i)	 h- ayba-p- 6°a- r- q'o- yt'
 
us e.O. (prev.) you(pl.) cause cut (fin.)
 
(col.I) (col. III) +(dyn.)
 

'You make us cut e v o ." (~'\~e cut e.o.') 
ay- would then have been used where-no transitive subject was 
concerned in the reciprocal relation. Where the reciprocal 
relation obtains between surface subject and indirect object in 
transitive structures, ayba- may (generally) replace either the 
column III subject-affix or the column II indirect object affix. 

However, there are problems. The example given above under 
1.7.3.2. (bi) may also mean 'Wei lift it/them off e.o'i'. But 
if we note that this latter reading is more properly expressed 
by the following structure: 

(ii)	 ya- ha+ kOa- yba- x- we- yt'
 
it/them us+ from-on e.o. lift (dyn.) (fin.)
 

(col.II) 
we may tentatively suggest that originally only this latter 
form, where the indirect object controls the introduction of 
the reciprocal, could have had the meaning 'Wei lift it/them 
of e.o'i', and, conversely, that the structure presented in 
1.7.3.2. (bi) could only have meant 'We lift them. off e.o .. '. 
Subsequently, by analogy with those verbal compl§xes wherelthe 
reciprocal (ayba-) stands in place of the indirect object affix 
for a reciprocal relation contracted between transitive subject 
and indirect object, the structure in 1.7.3.2. (bi), with ay
standing in place of just such a column II affix, assumed-as 
its secondary reading that sense where the reciprocal relation
ship is between this indirect object and subject, rather than 
between indirect object and direct object, which latter rela
tionship rather characterises the -structure's primary reading. 

One is forced to assume some similar process of analogy to 
account for the possible use of ayba-, alongside the anticip
ated ay-, in causatives produced from intransitive verbs, where 
the relevant relationship is between subject and indirect 
object (cf. the example under 1.7.3.1. (cii)). One may also 
note in this regard the non-causative structure 
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(iii) h- ayba-r- to- yt' 
us(col.I) e . o , they(col.III) give+(dyn.) (fin.) 

which means both 'TheYi give us to e.o'i' AND 'They give uSi to 
e.o'i'; as ay- alone is not admitted here, it certainly seems 
that the language prefers to avoid altogether uninterrupted 
sequences of 'col.I affix + ay +col.III affix'. 

1~l~i~=J~=~Q~=~~~~~~~~§~=~1~m~Q~=~g=Q~~=§=¥~~Q§~=§££~~~ 

~~g~~~Q~=~~g=~2g~~~2Qg1=~2gg~Q~1~~~~g=~~~Q~Q=~Q~=~1g~g~~ 
The intra-verbal affixes ay-/ayba- may be reinforced by 

means of one of two extra-verbal~duplicatedelements - (a) 
the reduplicated numeral '1' (human or non-human, as the case 
may be), i.e. a+jOa-y=a+jOa-y (human) or a+k'a-y=a+k'a-y (non
human), where the repeated -y is the co-ordinating clitic; (b) 
the reduplicated personal pronoun, i.e. nara=nara 'we ... e.o.', 
~oara=§oara 'you ... e.o.', dara=dara 'they ... e.O. '. These ex
ponents are no more restricted to any particular place within 
the clause than would be full NPs fulfilling the same syntactic 
role. Note that these exponents cannot be used unless either 
ay- or ayba- appears within the verbal complex (but cf. 1.7.6), 

e.g. a+jOa-y=a+jOa-y II dara=dara (¢-)eyba- r- nOe-yt' 
e.o.	 it to-e.o. they say (fin.)
 
, 'They ~aid it to eac~ oth;r'
 
a+k'a-y=a+k'a-y II dara=dara (¢-) ey+ da- §o_ heal
 
e.O.	 them e.o.+ (prev.) you bind 

'Bind them to each other' 

~~l~g==~§Q=~~~~~~2~§1=~~1§~~2Qg=~~~g~=~~~Q~Q=Q2m~Q§1~g~~ 

~1g~g~gZ 
Reciprocal relations may exist within nominalised clauses, 

the transitive direct object or intransitive subject naturally 
being represented by a column II (possessive) affix, e.g. 

rd- bzay-eyba- ba- ra 
their good mutual see (masd.) 

'their love for e.o.' (cf. a-bzaya-ba-ra 'love') 

wart r- ey- s- ra s-a+ kO- §Oe-yt' 
those their e.o. hit (masd.) I it+(prev.) meet (fin.) 

'I was in time to catch their hitting e.o.' 

wart r- eyba-k'- ra (¢-)lakO'- xe- yt' 
those their e.o. seize (masd.) it legend become (fin.) 

'Their bad treatment of e.o. became a,talking-point' 
a- xac'a ya- la a- xOac'-koa r- ey+ kO
the man him by the child (pl.) their e.o.+from-on 
x- ra 
lift (masd.) 

'the man's lifting the children off e.o.' 
N.B. that in this last example no reciprocal affix need appear 
in the masdar if we employ the extra-verbal expression for 'off 
each other I (which, of course, may also be inserted into the 
phrase as written above), e.g . 

. .. a+jOa-y=a+jOa-y II dara=dara ra- q'~+n+tO' ra- kO-x-ra 
e. o.	 them from their 
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It should be stressed that under no circumstances can the reci
procal affixes be omitted from the non-masdar forms given 
earlier under 1.7.3.2. (bi) and 1.7.3.3.1. (ii) 

1.8. comparison 

1~~~1~=~~=~b~£b=~£=1b~=£~11~~~~£=ID~g~g=~g=£~ID~g~~g~~=~~~~~gg~gZ 

1~~~1~~~=£~ID~g~g1~~~=~1~ID~~~=ggg~£~g1~~=~~1b=~b~=gg~gID~~~~=~£ 

~~IDgg~~g~~~=g~~=g=g~g1g~g~1~~~=ggg~£~g1~g=~~1b=£b~=~~~~=~~~~~g~ 

1b~=g1g~~g~~=~£=~~~~g~~g~g 
The comparative element y aha ("y'ey:ha ) 'more' in associa

tion with the parameter of comparison, plus one of the three 
comparative postpositions (ac'k"as, a a s t a , eyna) 'than' in 
association with the comparative clause or standard of compari
son are used, as illustrated immediately below. 

1~~~1~~~=g=£~~gg~g1~~~=~g~1~~1~=ggg~~~g1~g=~~~b=~b~=£~IDgg~g1~~~ 

~1g~g~=~~=g~gggg~g=~£=~~~gg~~g~g=~gl~ 
If the standard of comparison immediately precedes the para

meter of comparison, the element associated with this parameter 
may be omitted, e.g. 

a- xac'a a- ptoas 1- ac'k"as//l-aasta//l-ey:ha (ya:ha// 
the man the woman her than more 
'y'eyha ) lassa=lassa da- z-bo- yt' 

often him I see+(dyn.) (fin.) 
'I see the man more often than the woman' 

cf. a-xac'a ya:ha//'y'ey:ha lassa=lassa da-z-bo-yt' a-p:h°as 
l-ac'k"as (etc ... ) 

(In all subsequent examples only the postposition aasta will be 
given). This 'phrasal' comparative is just as ambiguous as its 
English counterpart. The ambiguity may be resolved by using 
the appropriate 'clausal' comparative given below - N.B. that a 
clausal comparative cannot be extraposed to stand within the 
introductory clause, as is preferably done for such phrasal 
remainders as in the first example above: 
(a)	 a-xac'a ya:ha lassa=lassa da-z-bo-yt' a-p:h°as i?+aq'a
 

how-much
 
(lassa=lassa ) d o-: z-bo [a-] aa s t a
 

her I see (non-fin.) it than 
'I see the man more often than I see the woman' 

(b)	 a-xac'a ya:ha lassa=lassa da-z-bo-yt' a-ptoas way
 
that-one
 

i?+aq'a (lassa=lassa) da- 1- bo [a-]aasta 
how-much him she see (non-fin.) 

'I see the man more often than the woman sees him' 

1.8.2. What elements in the sentence can be omitted under ========================================================= 

~~~~~~1~=£~1~~~g=~b~=~~IDgg~g~~~~=~lg~g~=g~g=1b~=~lg~g~=~~=~b~~b 
~~=~g=g~£~~~~gg1~Z 

If the main and comparative clauses share a verb, this may 
be omitted from the comparative clause, e.g. 
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sara a- sOqO'-kOa yaha a- tOsa- racOaya-
I (art.) book (pl.) more (art.) woman many them 

(books) 
r+ cOa- z-je- yt' a- x'ca §+aq'a+ yea 
them+ from I steal (fin.) the guard how-many+(hum.) 
(women)
(a- hOsa) ya- r+ cOa- y- ja z r 
(art. ) women them them+from he steal (non-fin. them 

(women) 
aastall [a-] aasta 
than it than 

(comparative clause) 
'I stole books from more women than the guard stole 
books from' 

-,. sara a-x'ca y

him
 

ya-r+coa-z-je-yt'
 
'I stole books from more women than the guard'
 

N.B. that an alternative for the last three words of the claus
al variant above would be the following, where we have a rela
tive clause (cf. 1.1.2.3.4.2.3): 

... a-x'ca	 ya- z+ cOa- y-ja-z r- aasta
 
them whom+from them than
 
(books)
 

'I stole books from more women than those from whom 
the guard stole them' (N.B. that [a-Jaasta is not,--of 
course, possible here) 

Such alternatives are not presented below, as we judge them to 
be not the strict Abkhaz equivalent of the construction under 
review. 

As already indicated by the use of brackets above, the ele
ment which is obligatorily deleted in the formation of English 
comparatives (i.e. the 'target' of comparative deletion) may 
actually be retained (and is preferably so retained) in Abkhaz 
clausal comparatives. There are no known restrictions on which 
element may form the target for the formation of a comparative 
expression in Abkhaz as the selection of examples below clearly 
demonstrates: 
(a) adverbs 

aray a dOa+yba kart  q'a yaha mac' lassa=lassa 
this (art.) train Tbilisi to more little often 
ya-co- yt' eg'art r aasta II e+aq'a
it go+ (dyn.) (fin.) others them than how-much 

r-------' 

(lassa=lassa) ya- co [a-]aasta 
often they go(non-fin. it than 

'This train goes to Tbilisi less often than the others 
(go) , 

(b) NPS, without restriction on their function in the sentence 
(bi)	 Subject 

y aha ya+racoa+yo+na 21.- tOsa a- CO 'a (-kOa) (¢-) 
more many(hum.) (art.) women (art.) apple (pl.) them 
r- fe- yt' a- laha-koa r- a a s t.a 
they eat (fin.) (art.) fig (pl.) them than 

'More women ate apples than figs' 
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or yaha ya+racoa+yo+ne a-hosa a-cO'a(-kOa) (¢-)r-fe-yt' 
a-laha(-kOa) e+aq'a+yOe (a-hOsa) ya- r- fa

how-many(hum.) them (figs) they eat 
z r aasta II [a-]aasta 
(non-fin.) them than it than 

'More women ate apples than ate figs' (N.B. that a pref
erence was expressed here for the clausal over the 
phrasal structure) 

(bii) Comitative 
a- xac'a yaha ya+racoa+yo+ne a- xOac'-koa 
the man more many(hum.) (art.) child (pl.) 
d- re+ c- ce-yt' a- jyab §+aq'a+yOe 
he them+with go (fin.) the girl how-many(hum.) 
(a-xOac'-kOa) d- re+ c- ca-z r- aasta II 

she them+with go (non-fin.) them than 
[a-]aasta 
it than 

'The man went with more children than the girl went with' 
or a-xac'a a-jyab 1- aasta yaha ya+racoa+yo+ne a-xoac'-koa 

her than 
d-re+c-ce-yt' 

'The man went with more children than the girl' 
Deletion of NP sub-constituents (i.e. of elements from sub

ject- and object-subordinate clauses) is also possible without 
restriction, e.g. 
(biii) Indirect object from subject-clause 

a- xac'a yaha ya+racoa+yo+ne a- xOac'-koa (¢-) 
the man more many(hum.) (art.) child (pl.) them 
ya-der- we- yt' Zalra §+aq'a+yOe (a-xOac'-kOa) 
he know (dyn.) (fin.) Z. how-many(hum.) 
a- para (¢-)re- 1- ta- r+c (¢-)a+xOto
(art.) money it to-them she give (purp.) it ?+portion 

w [a-]aasta 
(non-fin.) it than 

'The man knows more children than it is necessary zaira 
give money to' (for the dummy-affix a+ see 1.2.1.2.1) 

(biv) S~bject from an ~b~ect-subordinate,clause , 
yaha ya+racoa+yo+na a- hOsa sara s-r+ a
more many(hum.) (art.) women I I them+to 
cOazOe-yt' a- xOalpaz a- Q'e abars+q'a+yOe+k' (a-nOsa) 
talk (fin.) the party it to so-many (hum.) 

(¢-) aa yt' hOa Zalra 1- gOa y- aa- na-ga
they come (fin.) saying Z. her heart it (prev.) it bring 
z [a-]aasta 
(non-fin. ) it than 

'I spoke to more women than Zaira thought came to the 
party' 

('to think' is idiomatically expressed as 'X's heart brings it 
(s c . the object-subordinate clause)'). The object-subordinate 
clause is put into direct speech and is, thus, followed by the 
particle indicating direct speech - noa. Note that, since the 
object-clause is not subordinate from the point of view of 
Abkhaz syntax, we have the typically main-clause correlative 
quantifier abars+q'a+yOe+k' 'so many (hum.)' and not the sub
ordinate relative quantifier §+aq'a+yOe. Nevertheless, it is 
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possible for this latter subordinate correlative quantifier to 
be used in a variant of (biv), which looks suspiciously like a 
contamination of the regular construction manifested by (biv) 
and the usual formulation for a clausal comparative, e.g. 
(bv)	 yana ya+racoa+yo+na a-nasa sara s-r+a-coaiOe-yt'
 

a-xoalpaz a-G-'a e+aq'a+yOa (a-nOsa) (¢-) aa
h?w-many(~um.( theY,come
 

z hOa Zalra I-gOa y-aa-na-ga-z [a-]aasta
 
(non-fin. )
 

Here, the particle of direct speech, hOa, is retained because 
of the construction required by the following idiomatic expres
sion for 'to think', although this particle no longer follows 
the original words thought - the original thought is just the 
finite expression contained in (biv) above, i.e. (y-)aa-yt' 
not (y-)aa-z. 

1~~~~~=~~g~=~1~ID~~~g=£g~~2~=£~=2ID~~~~~=~~~~~=~~~g~=£2~~~~~2~g~ 
As we have seen, the quantifier e+aq'a(+yOa) may not be 

omitted from a clausal comparative. 
There is a restriction on the form that a phrasal remainder 

may take - namely, it must contain exactly one NP, with the 
result that no deletion of the subordinate verb is possible in 
the next example: 

a- xac'a ya pha santO'a yaba lassa=lassa da- y
the man his daughter this-year more often her he 
bo- n c' apx ya- pa ~+aq'a (lassa=lassa) 
see (fin.) last-year his son how much often 
+ (dyn.)
 
da- y- bo z [a-] a a s t a
 
him he see (non-fin. ) it than
 

+ (dyn.) 
'The man saw his daughter more often this year than he 
saw his son last year' 

Similarly, the subordinate verb cannot be deleted if this would 
leave either an adverb or adjective dependent upon the compara
tive postposition, e.g. 

a- xac'a yaba ya+r+ccak'+na da-coazoo yt' e+aq'a 
the man more quickly he speak (fin.) how-much 

+ (dyn.) 
da-qo'ae- na da-coazoo [a-]aasta 
he intelligent (adv.) he speak(non-fin. it than 

'The man speaks more quickly than he speaks
 
intelligently'
 

a-xac'a yaba da-qo'aea- w+p' e+aq'a da-Pejo
he intelligent (stat.) how-much he handsome
 

w [a-]aasta
 
(non-fin. )
 

'The man is more intelligent than he is handsome'
 
If the comparative is formed on an NP functioning as the ob


ject of comparison, no element is deletable from the structure,
 

e.g.	 way a- xac'a wara d- w+ eyta- w+P' sara 
that (art.) man you he you+taller(than) (stat.) me 
e+aq'a da-s+ eyha- w [a-]aasta 
how-much he me+taller (than) (non-fin.) 

'That man is more taller than you than he is than me' 
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Finally, we may note that cases of sub-deletion contain no 
deletable element in any case, e.g. 

(i)	 sUb-~eletion ~f di~ect object, ,
 
~aane tara yaba ya+racOa+yO+na a- xacOa (p-)
 
next-year we (art.) men thel'l
 
aa-bo- yt' saara e+aq'a+yOa a- t. ° sa
 
we see+(dyn.) (=in.) you how-many(hum.) (art.) wOl'len
 
(p-) Zo- bo r- aasta II [a-]aasta 
them you see (non-fin.) them than it than 

'We will see more men next year than you will see women' 
(ii)	 sub-deletion on adjective-complement
 

aysOa yaba y- awa- W+P' a- SO e+aq'a
 
the-table more it long (stat.) the door how-much
 
ya-tbaa-w [a-]aasta
 
it wide (non-fin.) it than
 

'The	 table is longer than the door is wide' 

1~~~~~=~bgt=~1~ill~~~g=illgg~=£~=£ill~t~~g=g~g~~=t~~~~=~~~g~t~~~~£ 
Adjective-targets (together with associated quantifier and 

copula) must be deleted, e.g.
 
a- cO'a a- ha [a-]aasta (p-)eyy'a- w+P'
 
the apple the pear it than it better (stat.)
 

'The apple is better than the pear' 
The equivalent full clausal structure (i.e. with non-deleted 
adjective) is apparently syntactically as well-formed as the 
English 'The apple is better than the pear is good' but just as 
unlikely to be heard, e.g. 

?*a-co'a (p-)eyy'a-w+p' a-ba @+aq'a	 ye-bzayo-w 
it good (non-fin.) 

[a-]aasta
 
Similarly, one would not hear the equivalent of the English
 
'The apple is better than the pear is', where the adjective

complement but not the copula has been deleted, e.g.
 

?*a-co'a (p-)eyy'a-w+p' a-ba e+aq'a ya-q'o-w 
it be (non-fin.) 

[a-]aasta 

1~~~~~=J~=~Q~~~=§=~1~§~=g~££~~~~~~=£~t~~~~=tQ~=t~~=t~g~~=~£
 
~~illg~~~~~~~=g~~g~ g~~£
 

1~~~~~1~=~~ill~§~gt ~~=~g~t~~1~=g1~g=~~g~~~g=~~~~g~gt~~~=~1ggg~ 

1~~~~~~~=g~~tg~~~t~~~=g1~~=~t§~~g~~=~£=~~~g§~~g~~ 
No, for the comparative clause (reduced and unreduced) and 

the standard of comparison are both followed by one and the 
same set of postpositions. And in both cases this postposition 
is preceded by an NP, since the verb of the comparative clause 
(unless deleted) must stand in the appropriate non-finite (i.e. 
nominalised) form. 

1~~~£~=~~~=~g=~~~~~1§t~~~=~~mg§~~g~~=~~g~~~g~~£ 
This is expressed by means of 'e+aq'a + a comparative' in
 

the subordinate (non-finite) clause, correlating with
 
'waba(r)s+q'a+(yOa+)k' + a comparative' in the main clause 

.B. wabas 'thus', -q'a - k aq'a+ra 'size, quantity', -yOa

'human'-marker, -k' I~e.g. -- 
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, 
~+aq'a yaha (¢-)ya-fo waba(r)s+q'a+k' yaha II 
how-much more it he eat so-much more 

(non-fin. ) 
, 

Cy'eyha+na (¢-)ya+ c- 10- yt'
 
it him+with go+(dyn.) (fin.)
 

'The more he eats, the fatter he becomes'
 

~+aq'a '·y'eyha+yo+na a- h'osa (¢-) yOna-lo 
how-much more(hum.) (art.) women they into enter(non

waba(r)s+q'a+k' "y"eyha+yo+nallwaba(r)s+q'a+yOa+k' fin.) 
so-many more(hum.) so-many(hum.) 

, 
"y"eilia+na a- ~osa (¢-) wa- dar- p' 
more (art.) women them you know (Fut.I) 

'The more women come in, the more women you'll then get 
to know' 

N.B. the necessity of having a verb in both clauses of these 
correlative comparisons, thereby making the exact equivalent of 
such English expressions as 'the hotter, the better' impossible 
in Abkhaz. 

1. 9. Equatives 

~=~=~==~~~g~~g~g=g~~=~g~~~~g~~=£~=m~gQg=~~ 

~=~=~=~==~~~g~~g~=~~~~~Q!=ggg~~~g!~~=~~~~=~~~=~g~g~~~~~=~~ 

~~~g~~~Q=gQ~=g=~~g~g~g~!~~Q=ggg~~~g~~g=~~~~=~~~=Q~~Q=~~~~~Q~ 

~~~=g~gQ~g~~=~~=~~~g~~~Q 
The equative element is waba(r)s+q'a+(yOa+)k', and either of 

the postpositions aq'a+ra or eyp~ are used in association with 
the standard of equation. If this standard of equation con
tains a non-finite verb, we shall normally have the quantifier 
~+aq'a 'how-much' standing as an independent word within the 
clause; if the target of the equative structure is an adjective 
or adverb, then an alternative construction is possible - the 
adverbial particle of manner -~(a)- appears within the verbal 
complex (this particle being, of-Course , the first element of 
,g;+aq'a) . 

Replacing waba(r)s+q'a+(yOa+)k' for yaha (ya+racOa(+yO)+na) 
and eyp~llaq'a+ra for aastallac'k"aslleyha, we can say that 
the same structures are attested for equatives as we described 
in the previous section (1.8.ff) on comparatives. Only one 
sentence requires comment by virtue of its slight divergence 
from its corresponding comparative structure, and we propose to 
deal with this after presenting one example, with all its alt 
ernatives, to prove how closely parallel are Abkhaz equative 
and comparative structures. With the first set of alternatives 
given above under 1.8.2 compare the following: 

sara a- ~OqO'-kOa waba(r)s+q'a+yOa+k' a- hOsa 
I (art.) book (pl.) so-many (hum.) (art.) women 
ya- r+ cOa- z-je- yt' a- x'~a 
them them+ from I steal (fin.) the guard 
(books) (women) 
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:;>+3.q'a+yOa (a-tosa) ye- r+ C08- y- ja- z 
how-many(hum.) then them+from he steal (non-fin.) 
r- aq'a+ra//r-eype//[a-]aq'a+ra//[a-]eYPe 
them as as it as as 

'I stole books from as many women as the guard stole 
them from' 

,--, 
=> sara a-x'ca y- aq'a+ra//y- eYPe a-sOqO'-kOa 

him as him as 
webe(r)s+q'a+yOa+k' a-nasa ye-r+coa-z-je-yt' 

'I stole books from as many women as the guard' 
As observed earlier in the case of the corresponding clausal 
comparative structure, so the above-clausal equative may be 
alternativoly expressed by means of a relative participle 
(cf.	 1.1:2.3~4.2.3)"e.g. "
 

sara a-sOqo'-kOa webo(r)s+q'a+yOe +k' a-nasa
 
ya-r+coa-z-je-yt' a-x'ca ya- z+ C08-y- ja- z
 

them whom+from he steal (non-fin.) 
r- aq'a+ra//r-eYPe 
them as 

'I stole books from as many people as those from whom 
the guard stole them' ---~ -- 

Example 1.8.2. (bi) above shows that, although preference is 
given to the clausal comparative, nevertheless a phrasal compa
rative is possible where the target is a~ NP subject. It seems 
that only the corresponding clausal equative is feasible, which 
means that, despite the identity of the two verbs, no deletion 
may occur, e.g. 

wabe(r)s+q'a+yOa+k' (OR weba(r)s+q'a+k' ye+racoa+yo+n8) 
so-many(hum.) so-many many(hum.) 
a- nasa a- cO'a (-kOa) (¢-) r- fe- yt' 
(art.) wonen (art.) apple (pl.) them they eat (fin.) 
a- lana(-kOa) :;>+aq'a+yOe (a-nOsa) ya- r- fa
(art). fig (pl.) how-many(hum.) them they eat 
z r- aq'a+ra//r- eYPe//[a-]aq'a+ra//[a-]eYPe 
(non-fin.) them as them it as it as 

'As many women ate apples as ate figs' 

1.10. Possession 

~=~~=~==ti~~=g~~=g~Q~~Q~~g=~g~~~gg~Q£=~~gg~gg~~Q=~~Qg~~~~~~~Z 
All types of possession are expressed by means of the stat 

ive verb a-ma-za(a)-ra 'to have'. This verb is 'inverted', 
which is to say that the possessor-noun correlates with a 
column II affix within the verbal complex, whilst the possessed 
noun correlates with a column I affix, e.g. 

yO-nap'e-k' // xarp(a)-k' // cgOa-k' (¢-)se-mo- w+P'
 
2 hand 1 shirt 1 cat 1 it I have (stat.)
 

'I have 2 hands/lone shirt/lone cat'
 
'To belong' is also a stative verb in Abkhaz, a-tO'e-zaa-ra
 
(N.B.	 a-tO'o 'slave, possession'). This too is inverted, e.g.
 

aray-a~ yOne //a- xarp // a- cgOe sara
 
this (art.) house (art.) shirt (art.) cat to-me
 
ya-s- to'a- w+p'
 
it to-De belong (stat.) (l't' '
 

'This house//shirt//cat belongs to me' l ..•. lS,my,) 
possesslon 
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~~~2~~~=l~=~g~~~=gg~=g~~~~~~g£~=£~~~~~g=~g~=~~~~~~~~~g = ~ ~ 
g~~~gg£~~=ggg=~gg~~~gg£1~=~~~~~~~~~gZ 

No. 

~~12~~~=l~=~g~~~=gg~=g~~~~~~g£~=£~~~~~g=~g~=~~~~~~~~~g=~~ 

~~W~~~g~~=ggg=~~~Wgg~g~=~~~g~gg~~gZ 
No. 

~~12~~~=lg=~g~~~=gg~=~~~~~~~g£~=~g=~g~=~~~~~gg~~g=~~=~~g g ~ gg ~~ g 

~~~g~~~~=~~=~~~~~g~~=gg~Wg~g~=gg~=~g~g~g~ 
No. 

~~~2~~~=lg=~g~~~=gg~=g~~~~~~g£~=~g=~g~=~~~~~gg~~g=~~=~~~g~g~ 

ggg=~gg~=~~gg~gg~~g£ 
This distinction is quite straightforwardly indicated by the 

use of either the Present or the Past tense of the stative verb 
concerned. 

1.11. Emphasis 

~~~~~~~=~~~=~g=g~g~~g£~~~W~ggg~g=~g~~~~g~~£ 
Non-contradictory sentence-emphasis is expressed by means of 

strong stress on the verb's main-stressed syllable. 
Contradictory sentential emphasis is achieved in the same 

way as contrastive constituent-emphasis - the negative of the 
copular root a+ko, (3)- 'be' is used in association with the 
'but' co-ordinator axa; the copula is accompanied by high
falling intonation,~g. 

a sAb+~a kArt q'a s-co yt' (~-)W3
(arL) Saturday Tbilisi to I go+(dyn.) (fin.) it you 

~ hOa-rna? a-sab+ea kart-q'a s-co-yt' [a-]a+kO'3-m axa 
say (Qu.) it be not but 
a- yOA+ea Mosk'vA-n+tO' s-aa- we- yt' 
(art.) Tuesday Moscow from I come (dyn.) (fin.) 

'Did you say, "I'm going to Tbilisi on Saturday"?
 
"I am going to Tbilisi on Saturday" is not (sc. what I
 
said) but "I'm coming from Moscow on Tuesday". I 

(The extent to which sentential word-order is determined by the 
requirements of non-contrastive constituent-emphasis must re
main a subject for future research.) 

~~~~=~=~==~gg~=~~~W~~~g=~gg=£~=~W~Qgg~g~g=~g=~g~g=~g~£ 
!.:.1:1:.:.~.:.~.:.1:.:.!.:._~~ 

NPs may be emphasised without restriction, be they constitu
ents of main or subordinate clauses, e.g. 

Zoya a- 5 0q o ' a (~-)13- t. zoya 1
Z. the book it to-her give she 
Zamlra 

'Give the book to zoya. Not to zoya but to Zamira' 
s- yOaza d- aa- r, d3- S-5- we- yt'. w
mY,friend ~e come if , him I kill (dyn.) (fin.) your 
y03za y- a+ko'3-m axa w- ayA 
friend he your enemy 
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'If my friend comes, I'll kill him. Not your friend 
but your enemy' 

An additional nuance may be introduced into the contrast by 
using in place of ~+ko'~-m axa si~ply the negated absolutive of 
this same copular root which will incorporate the suffix -xa-, 
which usually means 'again' (2.1.3.8.5) but which here lends 
the note of irony that the NP concerned could possibly be 
supposed to have been involved in the action, e.g. 

Murman a- mso (¢-)ya-sa- y t > • Murman y- a+ko'a-xa-
M. the bear it he kill (fin.) M. (suff.) 
m- kO'a(-+n) - 'I'emar (¢-) ya-sa-yt' 
not (neg.absol.suff.) 

'Murman killed the bear. Murman! Ridiculous - Temir 
killed it' 

N.B. that the copular root (together with any pronominal pre
fix) may be omitted, leaving merely the contrastive element 
xa-m-ko, a (+n) . 

1~11~~~~~1~~~_~gj§9!~Y~ 

The contrast may possibly be made on a predicative adjective 
(which will, of course, be a stative verb) by repeating the 
entire verb before the words [a-]a+ko'a-m axa and then by stat 
ing the correct stative verb in its fulr-form, e.g. 

(?)21- mp t e L (¢-)yOeza- w+p'. ya-yOeza-w+p' [a-]21+ko'a-m 
the ball it yellow (stat.) it it 

ax21 ya-q'apsa-w+p' 
it red (staL) 

'The ball is yellow. (It is) not yellow but (it is) 
red' 

but the preferred treatment is to avoid the seQuence of stat iv
ised adjective plus copular root by dispensing with this latter 
and negating the stativised adjective to give: 

... ya-yOeza-m axa ya-q'apsa-w+p'
 
it not it
 

Pointing the contrast on an attributive adjective is achieved 
straightforwardly, but the adjectives must be endowed with the 
definite-generic article, e.g. 

21- rnp t oL yOez (¢-)ya- t. a- yOez [a-]a+k"'a-m 
the ball yellow it to-him give (art.) 
axa a- q'aps 

(art.) red 
'Give him the yellow ball. Not (the) yellow (one) but 
(the) red (one)' 

1~11~~~~~1~~~_Y§~£ 

e.g.
 
Amra Om21r da- 1+ gOa- pxo- yt' .
 
A. O. he her+(prev.) please+(dyn.) (fin.) 
da-l+gOa-pxo-yt'	 [a-]a+ko'a-m axa bzaya da- 1 bo

it well him she see+ (dyn.)yt'
 
(fin. )
 

'illnra likes Omar. Not 'likes' but 'loves'.'
 

1.11.2.2.1.4. adverb 

Simple adverbs may be construed with a+ko'a-m axa as in: 
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s- yOeza y ac e d- aa- yt'. y ac t o ) [a-]a+ko'8-m axa 
my friend yesterday he come (fin.) 
zOac8 
day-be fore-yesterday 

'My friend came yesterday. Not yesterday but the day 
before yesterday' 

As regards a postpositional phrase, the whole phrase will be 
repeated, e.g. \ 

zoya 1- ~'a a amt a (¢-) s+ X8- z-ga- r+c s-aa
Z. her with time it me+(prev.) I spend (purp.) I come 
yt'. Zoya 1-~'8 [a-]a+k a'8-m axa zarru r a l-c~' 8 

(fin. ) 
'I came to spend time at Zoya's. Not at zoya's but at 
zamira's' 

1~11~~~~~~~1~_g2~§i~i~§~i§_2!_~e~~_g1e~§§ 

Without restriction. 

1.11.2.2.2.2. constituents of subordinate clause 

Without restriction. Note that in the case of a (genitive) 
dependent of a masdar/infinitive, one may either choose to omit 
the masdar, e.g. 

a+k a'8-mOmar y8- s- ra (¢-)s-taxe-w+p'. Omar y-
O. his kill (masd.) it I want (stat.) he
 
axa caenda
 

G. 
'I want to kill Omar. Not Omar but Gunda' 

or, preferably, the masdar will be repeated too, e.g . 
. ,. oma r ya-s-ra [a-] a+k a, 8-m axa Gaenda 18- s-ra 

it her 

In the case of a possessor, either the possessor-possessed 
complex will be repeated in its entirety, e.g. 

h- la a+k'r- a+ ~'a- c'a. n-la [a-]a+k a'8-m axa 
our dog something its+(prev.) put 
ant r- ta'a 
those their possession 

'Feed our dog. Not our dog but theirs' 
or the appropriate possessive pronoun (based on -to'a) may be 
used in both elements, e.g . 

... hara h- to'a [a-]a+k a'8-m axa ant r-tO'a 
us our possession 

Not ours but theirs' 
In the case of a contrast on an adverbial modifier of an NP, 

the whole NP will preferably be repeated, e.g. 
Ocamcera-n+tO' a- jyab y8+bzeya+n8 d8- y- der- we-
O. from the girl well her he know (dyn.) 

a+k a'8-myt'. Ocamcera-n+tO' a-jyab 1- axa kart8- n+t a, 
(fin.) she Tbilisi from 

'He knows the girl from Ocamcira well. Not (the girl) 
from Ocamcira but (the girl) from Tbilisi' 

1.11.2.2.2.4. constituents of a co-ordinate construction 

Both elements of the co-ordination must be repeated, e.g. 
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Dawara-y Omara-y yaca y- aa- yt'. Dawara-y 
D., & O. ,& yesterd~y t~ey come ffin.) 
Omara-y r- a+ko'a-m axa GOande-y Omara-y 

they G. & O. & 

'Daur and Omar came yesterday. Not Daur and Omar but 
Gunda and Omar' 

!~!!~~~~~~~~~_~~~§_~b~~_~~§_~~~§~~~~§~~_§~~~!~~0§~~§!Y 

This too is rossible - cf. with the example given in 1.11.1 
the following: 

a-sab+ea kart-q'a da-cO-yt'. a-sab+ea kart-q'a 
[a-]a+ko'a-m axa a-yOa+ea aqO'a-q'a 

'He is going to Tbilisi on Saturday. Not to Tbilisi 
on Saturday but to Sukhumi on Tuesday' 

1~11~~~=~~~=~g=~Q~=~~~~g=~~=g=~~g~g~~g~~g~~~g=~g~~~g~~~k 
See 1. 1. 1. 2 . 1. 3 . 

1.12. Topic 

Abkhaz is not one of the so-called 'topic-prominent' langu
ages and, according to my informant, has no obvious way of 
indicating topicality. 

1.13. Heavy shift 

No examples have been found. 

1.14. Other movement-processes 

No data. 

1.15. Minor sentence-types 

The one discovered instance of a (productive) minor sentence
type is found most commonly in curses. The verb-form is the 
relativised (and thus non-finite) Future II, e.g. 

bar-g'a sar-g'a (y-) eyba-m- ba- ea
 
you & I & whom e.O. not see (Fut.II)
 

'You and I who shall not see each other!' 
which is said when one is exasperated with someone's (e.g. a 
baby's) behaviour. Clearly it is impossible to give these 
idioms a translation that is both literal and meaningful. Such 
expressions are perhaps most nearly equivalent to wishes, e.g. 

ya-za- m- fa- ea 
it who not eat (Fut.II) 

said of someone who will not eat what is placed in front of him 
- perhaps 'Well, may he (?)never eat (it)!'. 

ya- q'a- m- la- ea 
who (prev.) not happen (Fut.II) 

(?) 'May he cease to exist!' 
These expressions are, however, not exclusively restricted 

to curses, for in reply to the greeting
 
mea bzaya
 
da¥ good 'Good d~y! ' one will say:
 
bzaya-la y- aa-ba i2 a 
good (instr.) who we see (Fut. II)
 

'whom we shall see well'
 



2. MORPHOLOGY 

2.1. Inflection 

~~1~1~=~~~~~~~~1~~~~~~ 
Noun-inflection is almost non-existent, there being only the 

one adverbiallpredicative case in -so 
sara a- phoas gaja-s d-- sa-px'ajo-yt' 
I the woman fool (pred.) her I regard (fin.) 

+(dyn.'I regard the woman as a fool' 
c f . a-gaja 'fool' - 
A less common (and less acceptable) variant for -s is -na, 
which latter happens also to be the suffix used for the forma
tion of adverbs and for the formation of past absolutive verbal 
forms (c f . 2.1.1.3), e.g. 

a- yOa m~'a-na II m~'a-s s- xa y- a- sa-r
the plank wood my head it it I cause 

(sc. ' head' ) 
XOo yt' 
help (fin. ) 
+ (dyn.)
 

'I use the plank for fire-wood'
 
(N.B. that 9aja-na is, of course, feasible in the first example 
above, though gaja-s is to be preferred.) 

~~1~1~1~=~b~=g~~~g~~~~=g~~=g~illg~~~~=~~~~~~~~g=~~=~~~~~~g~gg~g 

g~~=~~g~~gg~~=£~ 
2.1.1.1.1. bound affixes 

In the absence of case-marking, the syntactic functions of 
the nouns in a sentence are marked by sets of bound affixes 
appearing within the verbal complex, as prefixes on postposi
tions and as possessive prefixes on other nouns (i.e. in the 
case of a possessive relationship). 

The first set (or column) of these pronominal affixes, which 
always occupy the first slot in the pre-radical structure of 
the verbal complex, correlates with subjects of intransitive 
verbs or direct objects of transitive verbs. These affixes are: 

Singular Plural 
1st. person sial h(a) 

male w (a) vo ( )
2nd. person { female b (a) s a 

human d(a)
3rd. person { h ( ) Y (a)non- uman y a 
~.B. that if the referent of the affix y(a)- immediately pre
cedes the verb, then this affix y(a)- disappears (cf.3.4.4.1)). 
In the 1st. person plural a appears where a is used in the 
other persons, since a is not possible after h. 

The second set of affixes correlates with indirect objects. 
In the absence of other pre-radical constituents in the verbal 
complex, with which we are not at the moment concerned, these 
column II affixes follow immediately those of column I. This 
second set is: 
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Singular Plural 
1st. person s (a) h(a)/ah 

male W(a)
2nd.	 person ~ ° (a){female bra) 

human {male y(a) 
r//d(a)3rd.	 person { female 1 (a)

non-human a 
In the 1st. pers. pl. the principles according to which ha or 
an is chosen are not clear. Oumezil (1967.18) suggests that 
ha is the form used when stress falls on this syllable. Whilst 
it is true that no example of a stressed column II an seems 
admissible, there are cases of unstressed ha, e.g. - 

a- p'at'ret (¢-)ha+ z- te- --5°_ x 
(art. picture it us+ for from-in you(pl.) take 

'Take our photo!' (col. I I) 
It is convenient to note also at this point that, regarding the 
same alternation for the 1st. pers. pl. among the column III 
affixes, below, both stressed an and unstressed na are attested 

e.g.	 ya-soa+z- ah- c u '0- yt' 
it you+for we break (fin.) 

(coL, III) +(dyn.) 
'We'll break it off for you'
 

ya-50- ha- r- c'o- yt'
 
it you we cause learn (fin.)
 

(col.III) +(dyn.) 
'We shall teach you' 

In the 3rd. pers. pl. d(a) results from the dissimilation of 
r(a) if the causative morph r appears within the verbal complex 
TCr3.4.1.2). 

These column II affixes are also used in association with 
various particles within the verbal complex, such as preverbs, 
determiners (i.e. nominal elements employed with preverbal fun
tions) and relational particles (cf. Oumezil, 1967.21-22 for 
this terminology) to indicate various oblique nominal functions 
~.g. accompaniment, relationships of advantage and disadvantage, 
location etc ... ). (For preverbs and determiners see the vari 
ous sub-sections of section 2.1.1.5, and for relational part 
icles see 2.1.1.2.5, 2.1.1.4.1, 2.1.1.4.3-4, and 2.1.3.6.1.4-7). 

Outside the verbal complex these column II affixes are also 
found in association with postpositions, to which they are 
attached as prefixes (cf. 2.1.1.1.4), and they are also pre
fixed to the possessed noun in a possessive construction (cf. 
2.1.1.4.7) . 

The third and final set of pronominal affixes correlates 
with subjects of transitive verbs. Column III affixes follow 
those of column II and, if the verb happens to contain a pre
verb (many verbal roots obligatorily require the presence of a 
particular preverb), they these column III affixes will stand 
between preverb and root, and the preverb will follow any col
umn II affix that may be present. The affixes are: 
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Singular Plural 
1st. person s//z(el h(a)/ah/aa 

ma l e w (e)2nd. person { female b (e) 

huma n r male y (e) 
3rd. person 1. female 1(e) r//d(e)

{ non-human (n)a 
In the 3rd. pers. pl. d(e) occurs under the same conditions as 
described above for this marker in the column II series. For 
the 3rd. pers. sg. non-human, na is used if the verb is tri
personal or contains a preverb~or determiner or relational 
particle), otherwise a appears. If the root begins with a 
voiced consonant, then the voiced alternatives given above are 
used; aa in the 1st. pers. pl. is the reflex of the non-exist
ent voiced counterparts of ha/ah (*Sa/~). 

~~!~!~!~i~_E2~~E2~~~~2~~ 
Only postpositions exist. They are used to indicate 

location (cf. 2.1.1.5) and oblique functions of the noun (cf. 
2.1.1.4.1-5. (a)). The appropriate column II affix is attached 
as prefix, e.g. 

(sara) s- q'e+n+tO, 
I/me me from 

'from me' 
In the case of the prefix being a- (3rd. pers. sg. non-human), 
if the noun ends in a consonant, no change occurs, e.g. 

a- jeyas a- q'+ne 
the river it at 

'at the river' 
But if the noun ends in -a, one of the contiguous a's is lost 
(cf. 3.4.3.3), and N + Postposition form a compound, e.g. 

a- bna- q'+ne (~ *a-bna a-q'+ne) 
the wood in 

'in the wood' 
If the noun ends in -e, this is lost, and again a compound is 
produced, e.g. 

a- yOn- a- q'+ne (4= *a-yOne a-q'+ne) 
the house it in 

'at home' 

~~!~!~!~2~_~2~9:2~9~~ 

Word-order is, in principle, free (see the statistical ana
lysis for the various combinations of subject, direct object, 
indirect object and verb occurring in a total of 1,271 pages of 
text made up of three separate works - one by P'ap'asker, one a 
collection of folk-tales, the other by Gulia - in Cik'olia, 
1973.311-321). However, the basic, unmarked order is S-IO-DO-V. 

~~!~!~!~~~_g2~~~~~~~2~~_2f_~b~_~~2Y~ 

Some postpositions may stand either outside or within the 
verbal complex. Compare the following two pairs of sentences, 
where the preferred version is for the postpositional expression 
to appear within the verbal complex leaving the associated noun 
occupying the indirect object position: 
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( a) wey a v1ayO (a-)1'l°ezba-la a- kO'et'a (¢-)ya-sa
that (art.) man the knife with the chicken it he kill 
yt. ' 
(fin. ) 

or 
(b)	 wey a-wayO a-noezba a-kO'et'a (¢-)a+ le- y- 8a yt' 

it it+with he kill (fin. ) 
'That rran killed the chicken with the knife' 

(c)	 a- phoas wey a- wayOa ye- za a- x a r p (¢-) le

the woman that (art.) man him for the shirt it she
 
jOjOe-yt
 
wash (fin.)
 

or 
(d)	 a-phoas wey a-wayo a-xarp (¢-)ya+ 22- le- jOjOe-yt' 

it him+for she wash (fin.) 
'The woman washed the shirt for the man' 

~~~~~~~~=~~~=g~~=~~~=~~1~~~~~~=g~~~g~~~~=~~~~~~~~g=~~g~~gg~~~ 
~~~~1~~~1~_~~£j~~~_~!_~~!~~~~~~~~§_~§~£ 

Regardless of whether the intransitive subject is agent or 
not, it is marked simply by means of the appropriate column I 
pronominal affix within the verbal complex, e.g. 

(sara) s-ce-yt' 
I I go (fin.) 

'I go' 
(yara//lara bara) d- ba- se- yt' 
he she you(f.) he//she you (f.sg.) hit (fin.) 

'He//She hit you' 
(hara) na-jax-we- yt' 

we we sew (dyn.) (fin.) 
'We are sewing'
 

a- jyab-cOa (16-) jso- yt'
 
the girl (pl.) they swim+(dyn.) (fin.)
 

'The	 girls are swirrming' 

~~1~1~~~?~_§~£j§~~_~~_~~~~§~~~~§_~~~£ 

Regardless of whether the transitive subject is agent or not, 
it is marked simply by means of the appropriate column III pro
nominal affix within the verbal complex, e.g. 

(sara) a- xarp (¢-) z-jax-we- yt' 
I the shirt it I sew (dyri . ) (:in.) 

'I,a~ se~ing !he shirt' , 
(h a r a sOara) So- aa-bo- yt' 

we you (pl.) you(pl.) we see+(dyn.) (fin.) 
'We see you' 

(dara wara) we- pa- r- q'o- yt' 
they you(m.sg.) you(m.sg.) (prev.) they cut (fin. ) 

+(dy:l.)'They cut you' 

?~~~~~?~1~_§~~j~Q~_2!_Q~2~b~=Q2~§~~~Q~~~~ 

If the complement of the copula (cf. 2.1.1.2.9) is expressed 
as the root of a stative verb, where the stative-marker (Present 
-w+p', Past -n) functions as the copula (cf. 2.1.1.2.9.1 for 
such 'defining' copula-functio~s), then tte subject will be ex
pressed like any normal intransitive subject, i.e. by means of 
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I 

the appropriate column I pronominal affix, e.g. 

wey (sara) d- s+ yOazo- w+p' 
that lst.pers.sg. (s)he my+friend (stat.) 

'That is my friend' 
cf. a-yOaza 'friend' 

(bara) be- p~jo- w+p' 
you(f.sg.) you(f.sg.) beautiful (stat.) 

'You are beautiful' 
The copula a-q'a-zaa-ra 'to be, exist' also requires a col

umn I subject-affix, e.g. 
ara sa-q'o-w+p' II da- q'o-w+p' 
here I be (stat.) (s)he 

'I am here II HelShe is here' 
However, there are two copula-roots, -a+kO' (e)- and -a- 'to 

be', which also combine with the stative-markers but which re
quire their subject-affixes to come from column II (cf. 
Dumezil's discussion for a possible explanation =-1967.25-26). 
These roots are associated with the pseudo-cleft construction 
and also function as the identity- and role-copulas (cf. 
2.1.1.2.9.2-3). My own informant uses the latter root only in 
affirmative expressions, the former only in negative expres
sions, e.g. 

lara 1- a+ko'e-m II 1- 0- w+P' y8-Z
she she be not she be (stat.) it who 

(coLlI) (coLlI)
 
jaxa-z
 
sew (non-fin.)
 

'She is not the one II is the one who sewed it' 

~~1~1~~~1~_3!~~£~_2~j~£~ 

The direct object is always marked by the appropriate column 
pronominal affix within the verbal complex, e.g.
 

(sara bara) bzaya be- z-bo- yt'
 
I you(f.sg.) well you(f.sg.) I see+(dyn.) (fin.)
 

'I love you' 

~~1~1~~~~~_!Q3!~~£~_29j~£~ 

The indirect object is shown by the appropriate column II 
affix within the verbal complex, e.g. 

(sara) a- xOec'-koa a- sOqO'-kOa (¢-) ra-
I the child (pl.) the book (pl.) them to-them 
s-to- yt' 
I give (fin. ) 

+ (dyn.) 
'I give the books to the children'
 

(hara) a- sOqO'-kOa 11- ra- px'o yt'
 
we the book (pl.) we them read (fin. )
 

+(dyn. )'We read the books' 
Notice that in the verb 'to tell' the column II indirect object 
affix is followed by the relational particle -~- 'addressing 
oneself to', e.g. 

s- as- cOa azoabz (¢-)s+ a- r- hOe- yt' 
my brother(pl.) the-news it me+to they tell (fin.) 

'My brothers told me the news' 
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The benefactive relational particle -~.~- has already been 
examined together wi th the instrumental particle -la- (2.1.1.1.8) . 
The comitative particle -c(a)' will be found under 2.1.1.4.4. 
One must also mention here the particles -CO (a)- 'to the detri
ment of' and -x'- 'upto', e.g. --

(sara) a--xoac'a a- sOgO'a (¢-)ya+coa- z-ge- yt' 
I the child the book it it+from I take (fin.) 

'I, took, the' book away ~rom. ~he child' 
(sara wara) s-wa+ x - JO- yt' 
I you(m.sg.) I you+upto reach+(dyn.) (fin. ) 

'I reach you' (from Dumez i.L, 1967.23) 

~~1~1~~~§~_2£i§gt_2~_gQ~E~E~~2~ 

This is expressed by means of -eyha 'than' prefixed with the 
column II affix appropriate to the noun representing the stand
ard of comparison, which noun, if expressed, will precede the 
comparative postposition, e.g. 

abray a- pnoas bara b- eyha da- Pejo
this (art.) woman you(f.sg.) you than she beautiful 
w+p' 
(stat.) 

'This woman is more beautiful than you' 

?~1~1~~~2~_2~i~g!_Q~_~g~~!~Q~ 

This is expressed by means of -eyp? 'like, as' prefixed with 
the column II affix appropriate to the noun representing the 
standard of equation, which noun, if expressed, will precede 
the equative postposition, e.g. 

abray a-phoas bara b-eYPe da-Pejo-w+p' 
like/as 

'This woman is as beautiful as you' 

~~~~~~~~2~_g2~E~§~~~!_2~_SQE~19E_gQ~§!~~S!~Q~ 

As already stated in passing (2.1.1.2.3), the complement may 
become the root of a stative verb, where the stative markers 
(Present -w+p', Past -n) virtually function as the copula. 
This is true of nouns Tcf. 2.1.1.2.9.1-3), adjectives (cf. 
2.1.1.2.6-7), or sequences of the two, e.g. 

abrey da- pnoas apse-w+p' 
this she woman red (stat.) 

'This is a red woman' 
abray d- apsa+wa xac'o-w+p' 
this he Abkhazian man (stat.) 

'This is an Abkhazian man' 
N.B. that the sequence of N + Adj or Adj + N may be viewed as 
the verbal root because the column I, subject-affix precedes 
the first element of the phrase, although at the same time it 
is peculiar for even a compound-root to be split into separate 
words as Abkhaz orthography here demands. 

Adverbs will generally only be construed with the copula in 
a variety of the pseudo-cleft construction, and, as mentioned 
above (2.1.1.2.3), the root -a- (or -a+ko, (a)-) is then used 
for the copula, e.g. 
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ya- Peja- n- 0- w+P' (<§o *ya-Peja-na-a-w+p') 
it beautiful (adverb) be (stat.) 
(col.I) 
ya- ea- q'a- c'o- w 
it how (prev.) make (stat.non-fin.) 
(col. I) 

'It is beautifully made' (lit. = 'It is beautifully how 
it is made') 

However, an expression such as 'He is well' will show the ad
verb (or simple adjective) construed with a-q'a-zaa-ra, e.g. 

da-bzaya-na II bzaya da-q'o-w+p'
 
he good (adv.) good he be (stat.)
 

N.B. that this last sentence, in either form, may also mean 
'He lives well II has a good life'. 

~~1~1~~~~~1~_g~!~~~~g_i§g~_g~E~1~~_gQ~E1~~~~~l 

It should be clear from what has already been said that the 
defining copula is formed by making the complement into the 
root of a stative verb, e.g. 

way da-wayOa-w+p'
 
that-one he man (stat.)
 

'He is a man' 
An alternative is to use the verb a-q'a-zaa-ra 'to be, 

exist', in which case the complement will stand apart from the 
verb and be placed in the predicative case in -s, e.g. 

way wayOa-s da-q'o-w+p'
 
that-one man (pred.) he be (stat.)
 

'He is a man'
 
The alternative form of the predicative case (in final -na) 

is not possible here. However, one may express the noun-comp
lement as an adverb by suffixing to the noun -na and prefixing 
the appropriate column I affix to give da-way°=Da. 

~~1~1~~~~~~~_~9~~~~~Y_l§g~_g~E~1~~_gQ~Eb~~~~~l 

Conversely, the identity-copula is clearly the root -a- (or 
-a+kO'(a)-), e.g. 

way Axra y 0- w+P' 
that-one A. he be (staL) 

(col. II)
 
'He is Axra'
 

~~b~b~~~~~2~_~Qb~_1§g~_gQE~b~~_gQ~E1~~~~~l 

No distinction need be made between the identity-copula and 
the role-copula, e.g. 

way a- r+ wayOa y 0- w+P' 
that-one (art.) army+man he be (staL) 

(col. II)'He is a soldier' 
However, an alternative is to use the copula a-q'a-zaa-ra as 

in (2.1.1.2.9.1), in which case the complement will naturally 
stand in the predicative case in -s, e.g. 

way r+c'a+yOa-s da~q'o-w+p'
 
that-one teacher (pred.) he be (stat.)
 

'He is a teacher'
 
Note in this last example the absence of the article a- in 

comparison with the first alternative presented immediately 
above. As with the second example in 2.1.1.2.9.1, the noun
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complement may be turned into its adverbial form 
da-r+c'a+yO-na. 

~~~~~~~~~~1~_2~b§~_g22~~~~_Y§~£§ 

'To become' may be expressed in two ways: 
(i) the verbal complement appears to form a complex root 

with the actual verbal root -xa- 'to become'; in fact, as the 
negative particle in the Aorisf stands before -xa-, we must 
regard the complement as virtually a complex preverb (cf. 1.4.1 
for the placement of the negative particle), e~-

way da- r+c'a+yO- xe- yt'
 
that-one he teacher become (fin.)
 

(complex (root)
 
prev.)
 

'He became a teacher'
 
(ii) The alternative is to take the root of the verb 

a-q'a-zaa-ra 'to be, exist' and use it as a preverb to the root 
-la-, which means 'to move into' (cf. 2.1.1.5), so that the re
sulting verb a-q'a-la-ra quite naturally means 'to move into 
existence II become'. The complement of the verb is turned 
into an adverb - i.e. a noun will have prefixed to it the 
appropriate column I affix and the adverbial -na will be 
attached as suffix, e.g. 

way da- r+c'a+yO-ne d q'a+le yt' 
that-one he teacher (adv.) he become (fin. ) 

(prev.+root)
'He became a teacher' 

(The predicative case in -sllna may also be used - r+c'a+yOe-s/l 
r+c'a+yO-naj - - 

~~~~~~~~~Q~_§~£j§g~:g2~2~§~§~~ 

As Abkhaz has no passive voice, 'I was made king' (and simi
lar expressions) may only be translated either as 'I became 
king' 

sara s-an xe- yt' 
I I king become (fin.) 
sara s-a'h na II aba s II ah- ne 
I I king (adv.) king (pred.) king (pred.) 
s-q'a+le- yt' 
I become (fin. ) 

(prev.+root) 
or as an object-complement 'They made me king', for which see 
immediately below. 

~~~~~~~~1~~_2£j§gt:g2~2~§~§~t 

For the sentence 'They made me king' we again have two
 
choices:
 

(i) as main verb we may use a-q'a-c'a-ra 'to make', putting
 
the complement into the predicative case (in -s or -na) or by
 
turning it into an adverb, e.g. - 

sara ana- s II an-ne II s-a'h- ne s-q'a
me king (pred.) (pred.) I king (adv.) me(prev.)
 
r- c'e- yt'
 
they make (fin.)
 

(ii) alternatively, the complement stands within the verbal
 
complex as a preverb, and the verbal root will be -to' (a)-,
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which basically signifies 'to belong' , but which must here be 
translat~d as 'to tu~n into', e.g. 

sara s- ana- r- to'a yt' 
me me king they turn-into (fin.) 

(col.I) (prev.) 
N.B. that the former expression is preferred for 'We made him 
king', as the latter choice would give the cacophonous sequence 
-an-an-, e.g. 
-----(?*)	 way d- an- an-tO'a- yt'
 

that-one him king we turn-into (fin.)
 
In the case of an adjectival object-complement the causative 

affix -r- may be used, with the adjective being then turned in
to the verbal root, e.g. (after Lorntatidze, 1956.198) 

art a- 2°lar ra- bla-koa (¢-) da- r- laso
these (art.) people ~~eir eye (pl:) them they cause blind 
t', ra- gOa- g a (¢-) xahoa-r- to'a- yt' 
(fin.)	 their heart also it stone they turn-into (fin.) 

'This people's eyes they blinded (made blind) and their 
heart(s) they turned to stone' 

~~1~1~~~1~~_Qei~gt§_gQ~~E~~~_ey_~~j~gt!~~§ 

The adjectival component will form the root of a stative 
verb; a selection of examples follows: 

way y- ab da-y- eypga-w+p' 
that-one his father he him like (stat.) 

(col. II)
 
'He is like his father'
 

a- cO'ca ja- la ya-tOa- w+p'
 
the glass water with it full (stat.)
 

'The glass is full of water'
 

a- xac t a a- sOqO'-kOa d- ra+ z- C;'+ lam"ha-w+p' 
the man (art.) book (pl.) he them+for mouth+ear (stat.) 

'That man is interested in books'
 
a- p"h°as wart d- ra+ qO'_ go- w+p'
 
the woman those she them+from carried (stat.)
 

'The woman is separate (carried apart) from them' 
a- jyab bzaya+ba+ra- la d- ey+la- go- w+p' 
the girl love by she (prev.) (root) (stat.) 

(= well-seeing) 'crazed'
 
'The girl is mad with (crazed by) love'
 

a r oy a- mc ' a y- a+ 1- xa- w+p'
 
this (art.) wood it it+from-within come (stat. )
 

'This is made of (derived from) wood'
 
or 

mC~'8-1a II a- m~'- a- q'a+n+tO' 
wood with (art.) wood it from 

(col. II)ya-q'a- c'o- w+p'
 
it (prev.) made (stat.)
 

As regards the word-order of adjective (stative verb) and 
its complement, the order Complement-Adjective is obligatory 
unless the complement is a postpositional phrase, in which case 
the complement may follow the adjective, e.g. 
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a-CO'ca (¢-)t08-W+p' ja-la
 
'The glass is full of water'
 

~~1~1~~~=ggg1~=~~~=g~~~~~~~~=~~=~~1~1~~=~~=g11=~~g~~=~~ 

~~m~~g1~~~~=2~=~2~~~~~~~~=~~~~ 
As regards the non-finite verb-forms, we may begin by ob

serving that no transitive subject- (i.e. column III) marker 
appears in either the present or past 'absolutives', e.g. 

a- kalpad (¢-) po ( ~ *pa- wa) a-
the s~ck ~t (pres.~bsol.) knit (dyn.) the 
SOqO'8 d- a- px 0- n 
book she it read (fin.) 

(col. II) + (dyn.) 
, (While) knitting the sock she was reading the book' 

cf. y8-l- po yt' 
it she knit (fin. ) 

+ (dyn.)
 
'She knits it'
 

a-kalpad (¢-) pa- na d8- ce-yt'
 
it knit (past absol.) she go (fin.)
 

'Having knitted the sock she went' 
It should be noted that, in the first of these two examples, 
the form (¢-)l-po (i.e. with the column III affix) is, in fact, 
possible. This has led some commentators to conclude that the 
transitive subject-affix is sometimes found with the present 
absolutive (Arstaa et al., 1966.201). But note that (¢-)l-po 
(~ *(y8-)1-pa-wa) is now identical to the non-finite form of 
the Present tense~ might it not, therefore, be the case that, 
because of the identity of endings (viz. -0 ~ *-a-wa), the 
simple non-finite Present is being employed inste~f the true 
present absolutive? Apparent justification for establishing 
such a non-finite Present, independent of the present absolut
ive, comes from the fact that in constructions like 'to begin 
to X', only the non-finite Present (i.e. the form with the 
transitive subject-affix) is possible as a means of represent
ing the object of the verb 'to begin', e.g. 

a- kalpad (¢-)l- po d- a+ la+ge yt' 
the sock it she knit she it begin (fin.) 

(Pres.non-fin. ) (prev.+root) 
'She began to knit the sock' 

If the present absolutive is negated, then there seems to be a 
preference for the transitive subject-affix to be employed, viz. 
(y81l8-m-po, which is once again interpretable as the (negative) 
non-finite Present, this latter having ousted the true negative 
absolutive, (y8-)m-po. 

The positive of the past absolutive never contains a column 
III affix, but such an affix is possibl~though its absence 
is preferred, in the corresponding negative form, e.g. 
(a) without = (y8-) m- pa- kO'a(-n) 

(col.I) not knit (neg.absolutive suffix) 
'without having knitted' 

(b) with = (y8-) 18- m-pa-kO'a(-n) 
(col.III)
 

'without having knitted'
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In an attempt to account for the possibility of the appearance 
here of the column III affix, one may note that the negative 
non-finite Past will be (Ya-)la-m-pa. Now, if the element 
-kO'a(-n) is being re-interpreted as an independent exponent, 
which, in association with the negative of the simple Past, 
gives the meaning 'without having X-ed', and is thus beginning 
to lose its force as the negative equivalent of the positive 
past absolutive formant -n a, which negative absolutive properly 
prohibits the intrOduction-of a column III affix, then we shall 
have an explanation for why the insertion of a transitive 
subject-affix is at least possible in such forms. 

The suffix -kO'a(-n) is also found in the negative of the 
Plu-perfect absolutive, for the positive form of which see sec
tion 2.1.3.5.5. In neither the positive nor the negative form 
is there any change in the verbal complex's affixal structure. 
An example follows of the negative plu-perfect absolutive, 
which is seen to be built either on the form ending in -x'a-c 
or on that ending in -ca-z (cf. 2.1.3.5.2): 

wart a- kata+ra[-a- a]x' ya- m- ca-x'a- e
those the country it towards they not go (Perf.) (non-fin.) 
kO'a(-n) II ya-m-ca-ca-z- kO'a(-n) 

(non-fin.Plu-perf.) (absol.) 
s-ra+ x'- je- yt' 
I them+upto catch (fin.) 

'I caught up with them before they had already left for 
the country' (lit. 'without them having already left .. :) 

The Abkhaz absolutives are roughly equivalent to English 
participles, with the present absolutive conveying simuJ.taneity, 
the past anteriority. There exists a general rule according to 
which the subject of the absolutive must correlate with the 
subject of the following main verb, which helps to explain why 
the transitive subject-affix is properly omitted from the comp
lex of present and past absolutives - the identity of this sub
ject is recoverable from the affixal structure in the complex 
of the following main verb. Note, however, that this restric
tion on the identity of subjects may be relaxed for negated ab
solutives, although this seems possible only when the absolut
ive is an intransitive verb, in which case a subject-affix 
(column I) will be present anyway, as in the last example or in 
the following more common instance of a simple past absolutive 
(from Arstaa et al., 1966.193): 

sara sa-q'a-m- kO'a, Rasac abra d- aa+y- x'o-
I I be not (absol.) R. here she come (Perf.) 
w- rna 
(non-fin.) (Qu.) 

'During my absence (me not being here), has Rasac come?' 

~~b~b~2~1~_~~2§2b~~§~_~2D~~~~~~~2D 

Although nothing happens to alter the representation of the 
verbal arguments in the affixal structure of the verb in the 
'absolute' construction (assuming that the absolute construc
tion is being represented by the verb-form known as the Past 
Indefinite and not by a negated absolutive as in the last ex
ample of the previous section), there appears to be a rule 
according to which, if any argument is common to both Past 
Indefinite and main verb, and thus not independently expressed 
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in the main clause as a result of conjunction-reduction, this 
must be the subject of both verbs, e.g. 

a- jyab da- pS8-n	 zeg'8 (~-) dO8+1
the	 girl she die (fin.Past Ind.) all they out 

(compoundc'a-yt' prev . ) go (fin.)
 
'Th; girl havin~ died, eve~yone went out'
 

BUT a- xac'a a- phoas da- y- ba- n 
the	 man the woman her he see (Past Ind.) 
da-do8+1-c'a-yt' 
he 
--'The man saw the woman and (*she) went out' 

where, in the absence of a-pho8s being repeated in the main 
clause, da- must be taken as referring to the subject of the 
first verb (i.e. a-xac'a) , although, when used by itself, 
da-do8+1-c'a-yt' may~f course, mean 'She went out'. 

~~1~1~~~~~_!~!!~!t!y~ 

Abkhaz makes no distinction between infinitive, gerund and 
nominalisations, all these being represented by the one form 
the infinitive (or 'masdar'), which is produced in its simple 
(citation) form by suffixing the abstract-noun formant -ra to 
the verbal root and attaching as prefix the article a-. -rro 
column I affix may appear in the masdar; it is repla~ed by the 
corresponding column II (possessive) marker, as in this in
transitive verb: 

lara 1- ca-ra 
she her go (masdar) 

'her going' 
The same is true of a column I affix representing a transitive 
direct object. At the same time we must note that column III 
affixes are also excluded from the masdar; these are substitu
ted by a~ e~tra-verbal instrumenta~ expression, e.g. 

sara sa-la ba- ba- ra 
I me by your(col.II) see (masd.) 

'my	 seeing you' (lit. 'your seeing by me') 
As regards the indirect object, it seems that this may be 

retained in the masdar, producing thereby a sequence of two 
column II affixes, although the resulting expression is not 
natural Abkhaz, e.g. 

(7)	 dara r8- la s- W8- ta- ra 
they them by my to-you give (masd. ) 

(col.II.DO) (co1.11.IO) 
'their giving me to you' (lit. 'my giving to you by 
them' ) 

Note, however, that the indirect object of the verb 'to say', 
a-hoa-ra, may not remain within the masdar (this, no doubt, 
being a consequence of the fact that, in the finite forms, the 
indirect object is expressed by an association of the relevant 
column II affix and the relational particle -a- 'to'), although 
the resultin~ p;riphrasis i~ equally unnatural ~bkhaz( e.g. 

(7)	 dara ra- la a- dar- ra- kOa sara sa-za 
they them by the know (masd.) (pl.) I me for 

ra- hOa-ra 
their (sc. news) say (masd.) 

'their telling me the news' 
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cf. ya-s+ a- r- hoo- yt' 
it me+to they say+(dyn.) (fin.) 

'They tell it to me' 

~~1~1~2~~~_~~E~~~~~~~ 

No singular subject-affix is present in the imperative of 
transitive verbs, even though such affixes are required in the 
corresponding prohibitions, e.g. 

da (115-) 88 
him/her you(sg.) kill 

'Kill him/her' (i.e. 'you sg.') 
BUT da 5° 58 

him/her you(pl.) kill 
'Kill him/her' (i.e. 'you pl. ') 

AND da ba m 88 n 
him/her you(f.sg.) not kill (neg. suffix) 

'Don't kill him/her' (i. e. 'you f. sg. ') 
AND w- a+ kO c' 

you(m.sg.) it+from-on get-down 
'Get down from it' (i.e. 'you m.sg. ') 

~~1~1~~~=~~~=g~~=~~~=~~11~~~~~=~~~~1~~g1=g~~g~~~~=~~~~~~£~g 

~gg~~gg~~~ 

2.1.1.4.1. benefactive 

lao sentential adverbial 
The postposition is -za 'for', or one of its variants (i.e. 

-za+n//-za+hOa(+n)), e.g~ 
--Axra yG- z8(+n) //ya- z8+hOa(+n) ya-q'a-

A. him for him for it (prev.) 
(col. II) 

s-c'e-yt' 
I do (fin.) 

'I did it for Axra' 
OR, with the intra-verbal relational particle -Zd- replacing the 
postposition: 

Axra (¢-)ya+ Z8- q'a- s-c'e-yt' 
it him+for (prev.) I do (fin.) 

lb. copular complement 
As copular complement the benefactive postposition(s) will 

be used in association with the copular root -a- 'to be', e.g. 
a r ay Axra ya- z8(+n) // ya-z8+hOa(+n) [a-Ta- w+p' 
this for him it be (stat.) 

'This is for Axra' 
Henceforth, if the phrase in question may be used as a copular 
complement, this fact will be symbolised as [+cop]. 
lc. NP-attribute 

This is quite straightforward and will be 
Axra ya- z8(+n) // ya-z8+hOa(+n) a- hamta 

him for the present 
'the present for Axra' 

Henceforth, if the phrase in question may be used as NP-attri
bute, this fact will be symbolised as [+attr.]. Note that in 
all such expressions the postpositional phrase preferably, 
though not obligatorily, precedes the noun. 
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~~!~!~~~~~_§2~~~§ 

The postposition is -q'a+n+tO' 'from', as in
 
Axra ya- q'a+n+tO'-Ya-s~a- yt'
 

him from it I hear (fin.)
 
'I heard it from Axra'
 

Although this phrase is to be characterised as both [+cop] and 
[+attr.], it should be noted that the preferable copular con
struction is for the postposition together with its prefix to 
become the root of a stative verb, as in 

sara Axra ya- q'a+n+tO'a-w+p'
 
I him from (stat.)
 

'I am from Axra' 
Why there should be this discrepancy between benefactive and 
ablative copular complements is not clear. 

2.1.1.4.3. instrumental

The relevant postposition is -la, e.g. 
a- zanOa a- la II zanoa-la sa-ya- sa- yt' 
(art.) hammer it with I him hit (fin.) 

'I hit him with thela hammer' (col.II) 
Alternatively; the instrumental relational particle -la- to
gether with its associated column II affix may be incorporated 
within the verbal complex, in which case there will be no post
position accompanying the relevant noun, e.g. 

a- zanoa s-a+ la- ya- sa- yt' 
(art.) hammer I it+with him hit (fin.) 

'I hit him with thela hammer' 
As copular complement the instrumental phrase is possible 

only in the pseudo-cleft construction (e.g. 'It was with the 
hammer that I hit him'). This restriction applies to many of 
the following phrases; henceforth, it will be symbolised as 
[+ps-cl] . 

The most natural way of conveying an instrumental phrase as 
NP-attribute is to avoid the attributive construction by para
phrasing as follows: 

a- c'ko'an a- zahoa (¢-)ya- ma- na II (¢-)k' 
the boy it he have (absol.) it hold 

(col.II)na 
(abso1. ) 

'the boy having II holding the hammer' 
And so, we must qualify the instrumental phrase as [-attr.]. 

~~!~!~~~1~~_~§g~~~y§_~~§~E~~§~~~! 

The postposition is -da, as in
 
zanoa- da sa-y8= sa- yt'
 
hammer without I him hit (fin.)
 

'I hit him without thela hammer' 
The phrase is further characterisable as [+ps-cl], and, at 
least when construed with the verbal noun (masdar) (for which 
see 2.1.1.3.2), as [+attr]. 

~~!~!~~~±~_~2~~~~~~y§ 
It is necessary to use the intraverbal relational particle 

-c- in association with a column II affix, e.g. 
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a- c'ko'an sa-ya+ c- ce-yt'
 
the boy I him+with go (fin.)
 

'I went with the boy' 
The phrase is [+cop]; the particle -c- is used with the copular 
root -q'a- 'to be', e.g. 

a=c'ko'an	 da-ya+ c- q'o-w+p'
 
he him+with be (stat.)
 

'He is with the boy' 
Expressions such as 'the boy with the girl' must be conveyed by 
means of a relativised stative verb (e.g. 'the boy who is/being 
with the girl'), as in 

a- j~ab ya la+ ca- w a- c'ko'an 
the girl he-who her+with (non-fin.stative) the boy 

'the boy who is with the girl' 
Below, wherever such a relativised turn of phrase is necessary 
as a support for the NP in question, we shall write [+rel]. 

~~!~!~~~~~~-~~g~~~Y~-~Q~~~~~~Y~ 
The postposition is -da, as in
 

a- c'ko'an ya- da -- s-ce-yt'
 
the boy him without I go (fin.)
 

'I went without the boy' 
The phrase is both [+cop], e.g. 

a-c'ko'an ya-da da-q'o-w+p' 
he be (s ta t. ) 

'He is without the boy' 
and [+ attr . ] . 

~~!~!~~~~~-~~~~~~§~~~~~ 
The postposition is again -~ (cf. 3 above), e. g . 

a- nap'a q"as-koa ra- la ak'ra- y- fe- yt' 
(art.) hand dirty (pl.) them with something he eat (fin.) 

'He ate with dirty hands' 
or, as in the case of the instrumental above, the relational 
particle -la- may be incorporated within the verb thereby re
placing the-postposition, e.g. 

a-nap'a q"as-koa ak'ra-ra+ le- y- fe-yt' 
them+with he 

Such phrases are to be characterised as [+ps-cl] and [+rel]. 

~~!~!~~~~~~-~~g~~~y~-~~~~~~§~~~~~ 
The postposition is -da, as in 4a above, e. g.
 

nasap- da da-n- xo- yt'
 
fortune without he (prev.) live+(dyn.) (fin. )
 

'He lives without fortune' 
The phrase is [+cop], in which case the entire phrase becomes 
the root of a stative verb, as in 

way a- wayo da-nasap+ do- w+p' 
that (art.) man he fortune+without (stat.) 

'He is without fortune' 
It is also [+rel]. 

~~1~1~~~§~_2Q§§~§§~Y~ 

Be they noun or pronoun, possessives carry no special marker; 
cf. 2.1.1.4.7. 
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~~!~!~1~§~~~_Ef~§~~~_Y§_E~§~_E2§§~§§!2~ 

This can only be expressed by employing a verbally based 
periphrasis 'NPwhichbelongs//belongedtoX' (cf. 2.1.2.4.11). 

~~!~1~1~2~_EQ§§~§§~9 

In a possessive relationship only the possessed noun is 
marked by having prefixed to it the appropriate column II pro
nominal affix (cf. 2.1.1.1.1); the possessed noun stands after 
the possessor, e.g. 

sara sOl-yOna
 
I my house
 

'my house'
 
a- c'ko'8n ya- yOna 
the boy his house 

'his house'
 
a- c'ko'Oln-coa rOl- yOn- kOa
 
the boy (pl.) their house (pl.)
 

'the boys' houses' 

~~~~!~1~§~_g~~!!~y 

The association of the quality-expression (noun plus instru
mental suffix -la) with its head-noun is only possible through 
the mediation oY-a relativised copula, e.g. 

gCa- k'- a- la ya- q'o-w a- wayOa 
heart one it with he-who be (non-fin. (art.) man 

(col.II) stat.) 
'the/a man (who is) of/with honour' 

The expression is characterisable as [+cop]. 

~~~~~~1~§~~_~~g~~!y~_g~~!!~y 

This differs from the last example quoted simply by insert 
ing the negative particle into the relativised copula, e.g. 

gOa-k'-a-la ya-q'a-m a-wayOa 
not 

'a man without honour' 
This phrase too is naturally [+cop]. 

~~~~!~1~§9~_f~!~f~~~~_g~~!!~y 

The masdar of the copular root -q'a- is prefixed with the 
appropriate possessive affix and is preceded not only by the 
possessor-noun but also by the relevant quality-expression 
(noun plus in~tru~ental suffix), e;g. 

a- wayoOl gOOl- k'- a- la yOl- q'a-zaa- ra 
the man heart one it with his be (suffix) (masd. ) 

(col.II) 
'the honour of the man' (lit. 'the man's being with 
honour') 

~~!~~~1~2~_g~~~~!~y 

Two constructions are possible: the first involves a rela
tivised form of the verb a-ma-zaa-ra 'to have', so that one is 
literally saying, for example, 'a ship having 1,000 tons', e.g. 

zOlk' t'ona a- k'ap'an (¢-)z- mo- w a- yba 
1000 ton the weight it which have (non-fin. the boat 

'the/a boat of 1,000 tons' stat.) 
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The second alternative is to use a similarly relativised form 
of the verb a-k'ap'an-ra 'to weigh', so that the equivalent of 
this in English would be 'a boat weighing 1,000 tons', e.g. 

zak' t'ona (¢-)z- k'ap'an-wa a-yba 
it which weigh (non-fin.dyn.) 

(No such second alternatives exist in the case of the other 
dimensions, but cf. section 2.1.1.4.23.) 
It will be clear from the above that, where English would have 
a copular construction ('The boat is of 1,000 tons'), Abkhaz 
will rather say either 'The boat weighs ... ' or 'The boat 
has ... '. 

~~1~1~j~2~~_~~!~~~~~~_g~~~~~~y 

Abkhaz does not employ the possessive construction; rather 
it has recourse to an appositional expression whereby the 
quantitative noun precedes that representing the material 
quantified. This latter noun includes the definite-generic 
article a-, e.g. 

k'lla-k' a- sakar 
kilo one (art.) sugar 

'a kilo of sugar' 
Such phrases are [+cop] 

~~l~l~~~bQ~_~~~~fi~l 

The head-noun is placed second and does not take the article; 
the material-noun stands first and does take the article. It 
may also be suffixed with the element -to' (a), which, as a 
verbal root, signifies 'belonging', e.g. 

a- k'armat' (-to'a) yOna
 
(art.) brick belonging house
 

'a house of brick II brick-house'
 
As copular complement the suffix -to' (a) is mandatory, e.g. 

a- yOna (¢-)k'armat'+tO'a-w+p--'--- 
the house it of-brick (stat.) 

'The house is of brick' 
We should, however, note two near synonyms: the first is based 
on a stative form of the verb a-l-x-ra 'to lead out of II 
derive', where -1- is a preverb meaning 'from in' and -x- the 
root 'to take (out)'. The material-noun correlates with a 
column II affix 'governed' by the verbal preverb, e.g. 

aray a- yOna a- k'armat' y- a+ 1- xa- w+p' 
this (art.) house (art.) brick it it+from derive (stat.) 

'This house is built of (derived from) brick' 
The alternative is to produce a similar stative form of the 
verb a-q'a-c'a-ra 'to make'; in this case the material-noun 
takes the instrumental suffix -la, e.g. 

aray a-yOna k'armat'-la ya-q'a~ c'o- w+p' 
with it (prev.) make (stat.) 

'This house is made of brick' 
Note in passing that the postposition is here attached directly 
to a consonant-final noun (as is -da in the example presented 
in Sa above); in other words, it is-not prefixed with a column 
II affix correlating with the noun governed by the postposition 
--a-k'armat' a-la is possible here, though it is not as good as 
the form quoted. Such direct attachment of the postposition to 
its noun means that the postposition is virtually functioning 
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as a case-suffix. 

~~!~!~~~1Q~~_~§9~~~Y§_~~~§~~~! 

The choice of expressions is: use the postposition -da. once 
again attached directly to the noun, as in, 

k'8rmat'-da yOn 8 II a- yOna 
brick without house (art.) 

'the/a house without brick' 
However, the preferred alternative is to make the material-noun 
plus the suffix -to' (8) the basis of a stative verb and to use 
this in its ryega~ive ~lative form, e.g; 

y8- k 8rm8t'+tO'8-m a- yOn8
 
which of-brick not (art.) house
 

'thela house (which is) not of brick' 
This latter construction, being itself based on a copular verb
form, gives the straightforward copular sentence 

aray a- yOna (¢-)k'8rmat' +t9'8-m
 

this (art.) house it of-brick not
 
'This house is not of brick' 

The former construction incorporating the postposition -da may 
be construed with the copular root -a- 'to be'. One should 
also mention the negative stative form based on the verb 
a-l-x-ra 'to derive', e.g. 

aray a-yOna a- k'8rmat' y- a+ 1- X8- m 
(art.) brick it it+from derive not 

'This house is not of (derived from) brick' 

2.1.1.4.11. manner 

For such expressions Abkhaz prefers to use a verbal con
struction incorporating the absolutive (either present or past), 
e.g. 

y8- me zeg'a (¢-)a- ta- n8 II 
his strength all it to-it give (past absol.) 
(¢-)a-to d- y8-g08ja-yt'
 

(pres.absol.) her he kiss (fin.)
 
'He kissed her with verve' 

d8-soa- na II d8-soo d-y8-g08ja-yt' 
he fear (past absol.) fear 

(pres. absol.) 
'He kissed her with fear (fearingly)' 

Such expressions are [+ps-clj. 

~~1~1~~~1!~~_~§9~t~Y§_~~~~§~ 

The absolutive described immediately above is simply negated, 
although there is a preference for the negated past absolutive 
over that of the present, e.g. 

y8-me zeg'a (¢-)a-m- ta-(ja-) kO'a(-n) 
not (intensive) (past absol.neg.) 

(?) (¢-) a-m-to d-y8 -g08ja-yt' 
give 
(pres. absol. ) 

'He kissed her without verve' (lit. 'not giving it all 
his strength r ) 

These expressions too are [+ps-clj. 

II 
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2.1.1.4.12. cause 

The postposition -la '~ith, by means,of' is used, e.g. 
a- xOra- kOa ra- la y- aapso- w 
(art.) wound (pl.) them by he-who exhausted (non-fin. stat.) 
(a- wayOa) 
(art.) man 

, (the/a man) exhausted by his wounds' 
Such phrases are [+ps-cl]. 

~~1~1~~~12~_E~~E2~~ 

The same postposition -za is used as for benefactive phrases, 
e.g. 

way s- was a- za s- xa y- a- sa-r- xOe- yt' 
that my work it for my head it it I cause help (fin.) 

(col.II) 

'I used that for my work' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+attr]. 

2.1.1. 4 .14. function 

The predicative case in -s or -na is used, e.g. 
a- laba k"at'-s II k''at'-na s- xa 
the stick club (pred.) (pred.) my head 
y- a- sa-r- xOe- yt' 
it it I cause help (fin.) 

'I used the stick as a club' 
The phrase is [+ps-cl] 

2.1.1.4.15. reference 

Four choices are available: in the first instance we may use 
the determiner (cf. 2.1.1.5) -~- preceded by the appropriate 
column II affix, as in 

azoabz n- a+ x- cOazOe-yt' 
the-news we it+ about talk (fin.) 

(col. II) 
'We talked about the news' 

Secondly, the determiner -x- 'about' may be replaced by the in
strumental relational partlcla -la-, e.g. 

azoabz n-a+la-coazOe-yt' -
The third alternative is as follows: 

azoabz y- a+ z- k'- na na-cOazOe-yt' 
it it+for hold (past absol.) we talk (fin.) 

The second word in the preceding sentence is the past absolut
ive of a-k'-ra 'to hold, seize' containing the benefactive re
lational particle -za-. This form is a semi-fossilised post
position meaning 'about' - 'semi-'fossilised because the column 
II affix preceding the relational particle changes according to 
the noun with which it correlates. The form's initial column I 
affix y- is a dummy-marker found generally in adverb-formations 
(c f , 2-:-1.7.1.1). 
The fourth alternative is the use of the simple (benefactive) 
postposition -za 'for', e.g. 
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sara sa-za y8- cOazOe-yt' 
me me for they talk 

'They talked about me' (or 'They talked for mell instead
of me') - --- ---- 

The difference between the last three alternatives and the 
first is that the first (with the preverb -x-) implies an ex
tremely detailed and complete discussion (such as one would 
have at a seminar or public meeting devoted to a specific 
topic), whilst the last three alternatives lack any such nuance. 

Reference-phrases are [+ps-cl]. As NP-attribute only the 
absolutive of a-k'-ra is possible, e.g. 

a- dar- ra- kOa avaria y-a+z-k'-na 
(art.) know (abstract) (pl.) the-accident about 

'news about the accident' 

~~l~l~~~!§~_~~~~~~ 
The predicative case is used, e.g. 

a- r+ wayOa-s II a-r+wayo-na Berlin
 
(art.) army+man (pred.) (pred.) B.
 
sa-q'a-n
 
I be (past stat.)
 

'I was in Berlin as a soldier' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [-attr]. 

2.1.1.4.17. translative 

Once again the predicative case fulfils this role, e.g. 
way eyhaba-s II eyhab-na 
that-one leader (pred.) (pred.) 
ah-xa yt' 
we draw (fin.) 

'We chose him as leader' 

d-
him 

a+ 1
it+from 

Such phrases are [+ps-cl] 

~~l~l~~~!§~_E~Ei:~b2!~ 

This is conveyed by a simple genitive (possessive) con
struction',e.g. , , 

a- la a- xa II a-la-xa 
the dog its head 

'the head of the dog' 
a- c'la a- kOcOa 
the tree its top 

'the top of the tree' 
Such phrases are naturally [+cop]. 

~~l~!~~~!2~_E~E~~~~~§ 

~~l~l~i~!~~!~_E~E~~~~~§_~~~§E~! 

Either of the postpositions -q'a+n+to' or -ax'+tO , may be 
used, e.g. 

a- c'ko'an-coa r- q'a+n+tO' II r- ax'+tO' 
the boy (pl.) them from them from 
yOa-Ja 
2 (human) 

'two of the boys' 
Such phrases are [+ps-cl]. 
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~~1~1~~~12~~~_~Q~=E~~titi~§_~~~§~~1 

If the quantified noun is human, it will take the nominal 
plural-marker and may either precede or follow the numeral, 
which will have the appropriate human-marker (cf. 2.1.6.3), 

e.g.	 y08-Ja a- c'ko'en-coa (or with the order 
2 (hum . ) (art.) boy (pl.) reversed) 

'two bOys' 
If the quantified noun is non-human, two alternatives are pos
sible: the noun, endowed with both the article a- and the 
plural-marker, will be followed by the numeral,-which will show 
the appropriate non-human form (i.e. if between 2 and 10 in
clusive, it will end in -ba; if over 10, it will have no 
special suffix - cf. 2.1.~3), e.g. 

a- cO'a- kOa yOe-ba
 
(art.) apple (pl.) 2 (non-hum.)
 

'two apples' 
The alternative is as follows: the noun is used without article 
or plural-suffix. If the numeral is between 2 and 10 inclusive, 
the bare stem of the numeral (i.e. devoid of any suffix) will 
precede the noun, which will have as suffix the numeral -k' 
'one'. If the numeral is over 10, the noun will not take~he 
suffix -k', e.g. 

yOe_cO 'a- k' 
2 apple 1 

'two apples' 
zOe+y+za cO'a 
11 apple 

'eleven apples' 
Such phrases are [+ps-cl]. 

~~1~1~~~12~]~_E~~titi~§_g~~~ti!~§~ 

The word for 'some' pet+k' (non-human), pet+yOa+k' (human) 
is used in association with either of the postpositions 
-q'e+n+tO' or -ax'+tO' 'from', e.g. 

a- t'ko'en-coa r- q'e+n+tO' II r- ax'+tO'
 
the boy (pl.) them from them from
 
pet+yOa+k'
 
some (+hum.)
 

'some of the boys' 
a- cO'a- kOa r-q'e+n+tO' II r-ax'+tO' pet+k' 
the apple (pl.) some (non-hum.) 

'some of the apples'
 
Such phrases are [+ps-cl].
 

~~1~1~~~12~~~_~Q~:E~~tit~~§_g~~~t~!~§~ 

If the noun is human, it will take both the article a- and
 
the plural-marker and will either be preceded or followed by
 
the word pat+yOa+k' 'some', e.g.
 

pat+yOa+k' a- C'ko'en-coa (or with reverse 
some(+hum.) (arL) boy (pl.) word-order) 

'some boys'
 
If the noun is non-human, the best rendering is for pet+k' to
 
follow the nominal stem (i.e. devoid of both the article a

and any plural-suffix), e.g.
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cO'a pat+k'
 
apple some(non-hum.)
 

'some apples' 
This latter is also the expression employed for non-countable 
nouns, e.g. 

SO pat+k' 
cheese some(non-hum.) 

'some cheese' 
Such phrases are [+ps-clj. 

~~1~1~~~12~2~_E~~!!i!Y§_D§9~iiY§_9~~Diifi§~ 

Where English uses the negative pronoun 'none', Abkhaz says 
'even one' followed by a negative verb; and so, the expressions 
below require the presence of such a negated verb if they are 
to convey the sense of 'none' in English. The Abkhaz for 'even 
one' will be a+jO-g'a, if the associated noun is human, 
a+k'a-g'a, if non-human. These words may be optionally comp
ounded as second element with the expression for 'if not one'. 
Whether compounded or not, these words will follow either of 
the postpositions -ax'+tO' or -q'a+n+tO' 'from', e.g. 

a- c'ko'an-coa r- ax'+tO' II r- q'a+n+tO' 
the boy (pl.) them from them from 
(a+jOa- m- za+r-)a+jO- g'a 
one(hum.) not if one(hum.) even 

'none of the boys'
 
a- cO'a- kOa r-ax'+tO' II r-q'a+n+tO'
 
the apple (pl.)
 
(a+k'a- m- za+r-)a+k'a- g'a 
one(non-hum.) not if one(non-hum.) even 

'none of the apples' 
Such phrases are [-cop]. 

~~1~1~~~12~§~_D2D:E~~i!i!Y§_D§9~i!Y§_9~~D!iK~§~ 

A choice of constructions is available: the appropriate 
form for 'even one' (see immediately above) may follow the 
plural of the noun concerned, e.g. 

a- C'ko'an-coa (a+jOa-m-za+r-)a+jO-g'a
 
(art.) boy (pl.) even-one
 

'no boys'
 
a- cO'a- kOa (a+k'a-m-za+r-)a+k'a-g'a
 
(art.) apple (pl.) even-one
 

'no apples' 
An alternative idiom associates the appropriate form for 'even 
one' with either the simple nominal stem or this stem plus the 
predicative case in -s together with the root of the verb 'to 
say' -toa-, e.g. 

c'kO'an(-s) tOa (a+jOa-m-za+r-)a+jO-g'a
 
boy (pred.) even-one
 

'no boys'
 
cO'a (-s) tea (a+k'a-m-za+r-)a+k'a-g'a
 
apple (pred.) even-one
 

'no apples' 
This	 latter expression is also used for non-countable nouns, e.g. 

sea (-s) tOa (a+k'a-m-za+r-)a+k'a-g'a 
cheese (pred.) even-one 

'no cheese' 
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However, in the case of non-countable nouns, one may attach the 
numeral -k', 'one' together with the suffix -g'a 'even' direct
ly to the-Simple nominal base, e.g. 

sOa-k'-g'a 
'no cheese' 

Such phrases are [-cop] 

~~1~1~1~~Q~_E~!~~ 

This is expressed simply by placing the root of the verb 'to 
say' -hoa- after the quantified noun representing the price 
concerned, e.g. 

yOa-funt -k' hOa y- aa- s-xOe-yt' 
2 pound 1 it (prev.) I buy (fin.) 

'I bought it for two pounds' 
Such phrases are [+ps-cl] 

2.1.1.4.21. value 

The noun a-ps~ 'price' is made the base of a stative verb. 
This is then relativised. The verbal base is preceded by a 
column II affix in agreement with the noun that represents the 
value in question; this column II 3rd. pers. affix may be 
either singular or plural, e.g. 

xOa-funt- k' y- a+ pso- w II 
5 pound 1 that-which its+price (stat.non-fin.) 

(sc. table)
 
ya- ra+ pso- w aysOa
 
that-which their+price (stat.non-fin.) table
 

'a table worth five pounds' (lit. 'a table which is 
five pounds' price') 

The sentence 'It is worth £5' will simply include the finite 
form of the stative verb-form seen in the last example, e.g. 

xOa-funt-k' y-a+pso-w+p' II ya-ra+pso-w+p' 
(stat.fin.) 

2.1.1.4.22. distance 

No special indicator is needed, e.g.
 
way sa-ya+ sta- n k'ilomet'ra-k'
 
that-one I his+track (stat.past) kilometer 1
 

'I followed him (lit. 'was on his -ya- track -sta-') 
for a kilometer' 

Such phrases are [+ps-clj 

~~1~1~1~~~~_~~~~~~ 

A relative expression involving either the verb ~-q'a-zaa-ra 

'to be' or a-na-ja-ra 'to extend' is used with no additional 
marker on the extent noun, e.g. 

ps-met'ra-k' ya- q'o-w II ya- na
4 meter one which be (non-fin.) which (prev.) 
jo a- maslna 
extend+{dyn.) (art.) car 

'thela car 4 meters long' 
or, with the noun specifying the exact dimension concerned, 

z- owra ps-met'ra-k' ya-q'o-w II ya-na-jo a-maslna 
whose length it it 

'thela car whose length isllextends 4 meters' 
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The sentence 'The car is 4 meters long' will simply be 
expressed by the finite form of the above-relatives, e.g. 

a-masina ([a-Jawra) ps-met'ra-k' e-q'o-w+p' II 
its length	 it (stat.) 

yil-na-jo-yt' 
it (fin.) 

~~1~1~1~~1~_SQ~g§§§!~§ 

Abkhaz here employs an idiom which may be translated into 
English as 'not having made X a pain' = 'despite X'. In other 
words, the predicative case in -s of a-x'aa 'pain' is used in 
conjunction with the negative of-the past absolutive of 
a-q'a-c'a-ra 'to make', e.g. 

a- kOa x'aa-s yil-q'a- m- c'a- kO'a(-n) 
the rain pain (pred.) it (prev.) not make (absol.neg.) 
d- aa- yt' 
he come (fin.) 

'He came despite the rain' 
Such phrases are [+ps-clJ 

~~1~1~1~~2~_!~g1~§!Q~ 

As a direct equivalent to the English 'including' Abkhaz 
uses the past absolutive of the verb a-k'-ra 'to hold' incorp
orating also two preverbs - the orientational preverb -na-, 
which, in conjunction with the second preverb -la- 'among, in', 
seems to provide an exact equivalent for Englis~'therein', 

e.g. Axra-g'il d- na- re+ la-k'- nil zeg'e 
A. too him(prev.) them+in hold (absol.) all 

'everyone including Axra' 
Such phrases are [+ps-clj 

2.1.1.4.27. addition 

The relational particle of accompaniment -c- 'with', together 
with its associated column II affix, is made the base of a 
stative verb 'to be with'. This is then used in its absolutive 
form, and stative verbs, unlike dynamics, have only the one 
absolutive in -nil, e.g. 

Axra X-yOil~ k' a- xacoa (¢-) ye+ c- nil 
A.	 3 (hum.) 1 (art.) men they him+with (absol.) 

'three men in addition to Axra' (lit. 'three men being 
with Axra') 

Such phrases are [+ps-cl]. 

~~1~1~1~~§~_YQg~~!y§ 

The vocative particle is 0 and is not obligatory. The part 
icle precedes its noun as in-the example: 0 Amra '0 Amra! '. 

~~1~1~1~~2~_g~t~t~Q~:!Q~~ 

The citation-form of all nouns (including masdars) and ad
jectives requires the presence of the definite-generic article 
a-. If the root itself begins with the vowel a (such as an 
'mother', ab 'father'), then there can be no overt indicatIon 
of the presence of the article. 

2.1.1.4.30. label-form 

No special indicator is employed. 
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~~1~1~~~=~~~=g~~=~~~=£~11~~~~~=1~~g1=~~~g~~~~=£~~~~~~~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~ 
By way of a preliminary remark we should note that, in addi

tion to a large number of postpositions, Abkhaz also has at its 
disposal for the representation of locative expressions a wide 
variety of directional preverbs, which latter are a character
istic feature of all N.W. Caucasian languages. An admirably 
detailed study of Abkhaz preverbs was published in 1952 by 
Ketevan Lomtatidze. Dumezil (1967.21) makes a useful distinc
tion between preverbs proper - these being affixes which are 
only used within the verbal complex, often but not always with 
locative functions - and 'determiners', which are nouns (some
times adjectives) employed as preverbs; all such denominative 
preverbs will be noted below. The slot for preverbs within the 
verbal complex is between the pronominal affixes of columns II 
and III. Preverbs are usually used without need of any extra
verbal support from the postpositions and sometimes 'govern' an 
indirect object-, column I~ affix, sometimes not. A number of 
preverbs manifest two forms - one ending in -a, the other in 
zero or schwa; the a-grade is employed in either an essjve or 
allative (illative) sense, whilst the reducedllzero-grade is 
exclusively endowed with ablative (elative) functions. As a 
general rule, all preverbs in their essive role may appear as 
the root of a stative verb (i.e. as the complement of the cop
ula). There are four verbal roots which must be used in comp
any with a preverb, and which provide the means of expressing 
the following four notions, which are frequently associated 
with locative expressions: 

. (il -la- = 'motion into' 
(iil -c'a- = 'convey into' 

(iii) -c' (8)- = 'motion from II out of' 
(iv) -X(8)- = 'convey out of II from' 

It will be obvious from what was said above that the first two 
of these roots require the a-grade in their preverbs, whilst 
the last two roots demand the reducedll zero-grade (for details 
see Lomtatidze, 1952). As we shall see, some preverbs are of 
extremely limited occurrence. 

£~1~1~2~1~_g~~~E~1 

(a) essive 'at'
 
The postpositions are a-~'a, which as a noun means 'mouth',
 

a-q'8+n II a-q'+na. These may be used with the copula, e.g. 
a- vok'zal a- ~'a(etc.) da-q'o-w+p' 
the station it at he be (stat.) 

'He is at the station' 
N.B. that, if a-~'a is made the root of a stative verb, the 
meaning is drastically altered to give 'He is engaged on build
ing the station' 

a-vok'zal d- a+ ~'a-w+p' 
he it+in (stat.) 

Such phrases cannot stand directly as NP-attributes, requiring 
the mediation of a relativised copula. We shall continue to 
signal this fact by writing [+relJ. 

Note that with some nouns (such as a-doa 'field', a-kata
 
'village', a-c'axoa 'end') the adverbial suffix -~ is used
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alone in the general sense of 'at', e.g. 
a- kata- n 
the village in 

'in the village' 
However, a-do-na has the restricted meaning of 'outside', al 
though it-rs-also used to mean 'in the field'. 

(b) allative 'to'
 
The postpositions are:
 
-q' a 'towards' (for 'house', towns, countries, villages)
 
ax' 'towards' (for other nouns)
 
-nja//a-q'a+nja 'upto'
 
(a-e+q'a is a Bzyp form, equivalent to ax') 

Examples for these postpositions are: 
a- yOna- q'a // aqo'a- q'a s-co- yt' 
(art.) house to Sukhumi to I go (fin. ) 

'I am going home/Ito Sukhumi +(dyn.)
 
a- bna- [a-a]x' sO- aa+ la
 
the wood it to you come+(suff.)
 

'Come on to the wood! '
 
na- yOna- nja // a- me~n a- q'a+nja sO-aa+la
 
our house upto the sea it upto
 

'Come upto our house//upto the sea!' 
Phrases incorporating these postpositions are both [+ps-cl] and 
[+rel] . 

(cl ablative 'from'
 
The choice of postpositions is
 
-n+tO' (-ay), a-q'a+n+tO' (-ay), a-x'a+n+tO' (-ay),
 

a-ec' a+n+tO' (-ay) 
Examples for these postpositions are: 

a- yOna- n+tO' (-2y)//a- c'a+ra- q'a+~+tO' (-ay)// 
(art.) house from (art.) learning from 
a-eca+ko'aba+ra-x'a+n+tO' (-ay)//ay+za+ra-ec'a+n+tO' (-ay) d-

bathing from meeting from he 
aa- yt' 
come (fin.) 

'He came from home//from his lessons//from bathing// 
from the meeting' 

Phrases incorporating them are [+ps-cl] and [+attr]. 
As for preverbs, we may note -m- in the verb a-m-x-ra 'to 

take away from'. There is also the preverb -c'- 'from under' 
used in conjunction with the determiner -mp'a=-(cognate with 
a-nap'a 'hand') in a-mp'a+c'-soa-ra 'to fall from the hand'. 
Mention should also be made of the relational particle -cO(a)
'to the detriment of', which in some instances means lit~ 
more than 'from', as in a-co-ca-ra 'to escape/sneak away from'. 

(d) motion past 'past'
 
This is only possible if one of the preverbs -v- or -ayo


(where -v- is the zero-grade of the preverb -va- 'by the-sIde 
of'; see-2.1.1.5.11 below) is used in association with the root 
-s-, e.g. 

- a- vok'zal d- a+ v//[a]yO-s- we- yt'
 
the station he it (prev.) pass (dyn.) (fin.)
 

'He passes/goes by the station'
 
If we desire simply to say 'He passed by' (i.e. without refer

ring to the object passed), instead of the preverbs given in
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the last example we shall have either the preverb -ya- or the 
determiner -myOa- (~ a-[[\yOa 'road'), e.g. 

da-ya-sa-yt'// da-myOa~sa-yt' 

~~~~~~~~~~_E~~~~~~~§ 

(a) essive 'near (to)' 
The postposition is (a-z)aaygOa(ra); the analysis of the 

form without the fossilised, relative affix of column II (-z-) 
seems to be: 

*a- aa- ay- gOa- ra 
(art.) (preverb) (reciprocal (?)heart (abstract) 

An	 example of this postposition is: 
na- yOna (a-z)aaygOa(ra) da-n- x o > yt' 
our house near he (prev.) live (fin. ) 

+ (dyn.)'He lives near our house' 
Note the verb a-zaaygOa-xa-ra 'to approach', where -zaaygOa
acts as the verbal preverb, e.g. 

d- a+ zaaygOa-xe- yt' 
he it+ near become (fin.) 

(col. II) 
'He approached it' 

The postposition is both [+cop] and [+rel]. 
(b) allative 'near'
 
The choice of postpositions is:
 
aaygOa-nja, a-zaaygOara-nja, a-zaaygOara-q'a+nja,
 
a-zaaygOara-~'a+nja 

An example for these postpositions is: 
21.- bna (a-z)aaygOa(ra)-nja (etc.) ya- ne+y-t' 
the wood to-near	 they go (fin.) 

'They went to near the wood' 
Such phrases are [+ps-cl] and [+rel] 

(c) ablative 'from near'
 
The choice of postpositions is:
 
aaygOan+tO' (-ay), a-zaaygOara-n+tO' (-ay),
 
a-zaaygOara-q'a+n+tO' (-ay), a-zaaygOara-~'a+n+tO'(-ay)
 

An example for these postpositions is: 
a- bahca (a-z)aaygOara-q'a+n+tO' (-ay) (etc.) 
the garden from-near 
n- dOa+ko- le-yt' 
we (compound prev.) go (fin.) 

'We set off from near the garden' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+attr]. 

(d) motion past 'near'
 
This is expressed by using one of the essive postpositions
 

in conjunction with the verb a-v//[a]yO-s-ra 'to pass', e.g. 
a- vok'zal [a-]aaygOa d- a+ v//[a]yO-sa- yt' 
the station it near he it+(prev.) pass (fin.) 

'He passed (near) the station' 

~~1~1~~~~~_~~t§f~Q~ 

(a) essive 'in (side) , 
The postposition is a-yOna+c'q'a (cf. a-yOna 'house'). for 

which an example would be 
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a- xOac'-koa (a- yOna) a- yOna+c'q'a ya- xOmar-we
the child (pl.) the house it inside they play (dyn.) 
yt' 
(fin. ) 

'The children are playing inside (the house) , 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+rel]. 

A variety of preverbs are used with the meaning 'in': 
(i)	 -la- (for any 'mass'), e.g.
 

a- -rac'a (¢-)s8+1o-w+p'
 
the needle it me+in (stat.)
 

'I've had the injection' (lit. 'The needle is in me') 
(ii)	 -ta- (for any enclosed or delimited area), e.g.
 

a- -gta s-to-w+p'
 
the yard I in (stat.)
 

'I'm in the yard' 
(iii) -~'a//a- (determiner from a-~'a 'mouth') 

The reduced grade is used as the root of a stative verb in 
association with masdars to indicate progressive aspect (cf. 
2.1.3.3.2.1.5), e.g. 

a- px'a-ra d- a+ ~'a-w+p'
 
(art.) read (masd.) he it+in (stat.)
 

'He is reading' (lit. 'He is in reading')
 
The a-grade of this determiner seems rather to mean 'on'
 

(cf. 2.1.1.5.8a), although one may mention at least one idiom
 
where the meaning is 'in', e.g. 

azoa tOa a- m- ba- to, (¢-)l+ ~'o-

word saying (art.)not see (gerundive) it her mouth-in 
w+p' 
(stat.)
 

'She is a fine/eloquent speaker'
 
(iv) -yra- (determiner from a-yra 'stomach') 
This is used for reference to inside the body (particularly 

in the area of the stomach), e.g. 

eylagezwa (¢-) ya+ yra- n Temar a- sa
mixed-up it him+inside (stat.past) T. (art.) blood 
w- ra 
make (masd.) 

'Temar had churned up within him (feelings of) revenge' 
(after Lomtatidze, 1952.86) 

a- xOac'a d- la+ yro- w+p'
 
he/she her+ inside (stat.)
 

'The foetus is in her'
 
(v)	 -k'/g- (+ ~'a-) (for corners), e.g.
 

a- ~'ak" da-k' //g+~'a-tO'o-w+p'
 
the corner he in sit (stat.)
 

'He is sitting in the corner' 
(vi) -gOa+la- (~ a-gOa 'heart' + preverb -la- 'in'), e.g. 

, 
a- bamba a- aOgban y- a+ gOa+lo-w+p' 
the cotton-wool the mattress it it+in (stat.) 

'The cotton-wool is inside the mattress' 
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cf. -gOa+d-, where -d- is explained under lla below, as in the 
verb a=goa+d-k'a-la-ra 'to embrace, kiss'. 

(vii)	 -xo+la- (~ ~-xoda 'neck' + preverb -la- 'in'), e.g.
 
ya- nacoa (p-)ya+ xO+lo-w+p'
 
his finger it him+in (stat.)
 

'He's got his finger in his mouth' 
(viii) -yOna- (determiner from a-yOna 'house' 1 (used of houses), 

e.g.	 r- an a- yOna da- yOna- n 
their mother the house she house (stat.past) 

(= in) 
'Their mother was in the house' (from Lomtatidze, 1952. 
86 ) 

(ixl -k'a+la- (used for narrow openings), e.g. 
a- hOanap a- k'alnara ya-k'a+10-w+p' 
the	 mouse its hole it in (stat.)
 

'The mouse is in its hole'
 
(b) allative 'into'
 
The postposition remains a-yOn~+c'q'a, for which an example
 

would be 
a- vok'zal a- yOna+c'q'ada-yOna- le-yt' 
the station it to-inside he (prev.) go (fin.) 

'He went inside the station~= in) 
Such phrases are [+ps-cl] and [+rel]. 

All the preverbs presented above are used with allative 
functions in association with appropriate verbal roots. 

(cl elative 'out of' 
The postpositions are: 
-n+tO' (-ay), a-yOna+c'q'a-n+tO' (-ay) 

An example for these postpositions is: 
a- kO'alapa-n+tO' (-ay) (etc.) ya-ta- z-ge- yt' 
the box from-inside it (prev.) I take (fin.) 

'I took it out of the box' (= from- in) 
Phrases incorporating the first alternative, -n+tO' (-ay), are 
[+cop] and [+attr], whereas those incorporating the latter are 
[+ps-cl] and [+attr]. 

The most common way of expressing the idea 'out of' is to 
use the zero-grade of one of the preverbs set out above. For 
the notion 'out (of doors)' note the association -doa+l
(~ a-doa 'field' + zero-grade of -la- 'in'), e.g.-----·
 

-a=--yOna da-doa+l-c'a- yt'- 
the house he out go/come (fin.)
 

'He went/came out of the house'
 
Compare with this the following pair of sentences: 

a- yOna a- eta- x' da-doa+l-c'a-yt' 
the house the yard into 

'He went/came out of the house into the yard' 
a- yOna~ n+tO' (-ay) a- eta da-ta- 1- t' 
the house out-of the yard he into go/come out (fin. ) 

'He	 went/came out of the house into the yard' 
(d) motion past 'through'
 
If the object passed through is a house, we shall have the
 

preverb -yOna- associated with the verbal root -~-, e.g. 
a- yOna da-yOna- sa- yt' 
the house he (prev.) pass (fin.) 

'He	 passed through the house' 
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Otherwise the preverb used will be -!-, zero-grade of -la-, 

e.g. a- bna II a- bna- gOta d- a+ 1- se- yt' 
the	 wood the wood centre he it+(prev.) pass (fin.) 

'He passed through the wood II centre of the wood' 

~~1~1~~~~~_~~i§~~Q~ 

(a) essive 'outside' 
The postp~~iti~n i~ a-ntac': for which an exam~le would be 

a- xOaca-koa a- eta a- ntac' ye- xOmar-we- yt' 
the child (pl.) the yard it outside they play (dyn.) (fin.) 

'The children are playing outside the yard' 
Phrases built on it are [+cop] and [+rel]. 

(b) allative 'up to' 
The postposition is a-ntac'a-nja, for which an example would 

be 
a- eta a- ntoc'a-nja b- ne+y 
the yard it upto(-outside) you go 

'Go upto(-outside) the yard!' 
Phrases built on it are [+ps-clj and [+rel]. 

(c) ablative 'away from'
 
The postposition is a-ntec'a-n+tO' (-ay), for which an ex

ample would be 
a- eta a- ntec'e-n+tO'(-ey) ya- bza (¢-)aa- y
the yard it from(-outside) his voice it (prev.) he 
r- ge- yt' 
cause hear (fin.) 

'He shouted from outside the yard' 
Phrases incorporating it are [+cop] and [+attr]. 

(d) motion past 'past' 
The only possible means of saying this is to use the verb 

a-vll[a]yO-s-ra 'to pass'. 

2.1.1.5.5. anterior 

(a) essive 'in front of'
 
The choice of postpositions is:
 
apx'a (as a noun this means 'front') I a-~'+apx'a, (rare are
 
a-p+na and a-~+p+na)
 

Examples of these postpositions are: 
a- yOn- a- C:+apx'a II a-yOn-[a-]apx'a da
the house it in-front-of it in-front-of he 
to'o-w+p' 
sit (stat.) 

'He is sitting in front of the house' 
Aaljga a- p+na Ila- ~+p+na de-n- xo- yt' 
A. it in-front-of it he (prev.) live (fin.) 

+ (dyn.) 
'He lives in front of (i.e. on the bank of) the river 
Aaljga' 

Such phrases are [+cop] and [+rel]. 
The relevant preverbs are: -pe(+ra)- and -pe+n-, e.g. 

de-s+ pe+ra- galo- w+p' II de-s+pe+~ galo-w+p' 
he me+in-front stand (stat.) in-front 

'He's standing in front of me' 
A special determiner is used for being close in front of an 
old-fashioned open fireplace, namely -~hoa (~ a-~hoa 'front of 
the fireplace'), as in a-c;.hoa-la-ra 'to approach the fireplace'. 
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(b) allative 'in front of' 
The	 choice of postpositions is: 

apx'a, apx'a-nja, a-~'+apx'a-nja, apx'a-q'a, apx'a-q'a-nja, 
a-~'+apx'a-q'a, a-~'+apx'a-q'a-nja 

An example for these postpositions would be: 
a- yOn- [a-]apx'a (etc.) 13°- ne+y 
the house it in-front-of you go 

'Go (upto) in front of the house!' 
Such phrases are [+ps-cl] and [+rel]. 

An example of the preverb -pa- would be (Dumezil,1975.113): 
sa-w+ pa- 10- yt'- 
I you+before go (fin.) 

+(dyn. )
 
'I'm going to meet you'
 

(c) ablative 'from in front of' 
Th~ c~oice of postpositio~s ~s:
 

apx a-n+tO' (-ay), a-~'+apx a-n+tO' (-ay),
 
apx'a-q'a+n+tO' (-ay), a-~'apx'a-q'a+n+tO'(-ay)
 

An example for these postpositions would be: 
a- eta [a-]apx'a-n+tO' (-ay) (etc.) 13°- aa+y 
the yard it from-in-front-of you come 

'Come away from in front of the yard!' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+attr]. 

An example of the zero-grade of the preverb -pa+ra- would be: 
a- sOqO'a sara ya-s+ pa+r- ga 
the book me it me+from-before take 

'Take the book away from in front of me! ' 
Note the zero-grade of the determiner in a-~h08-c'-ra 'to go 
away from the fireplace'. 

(d) motion past 'in front of' 
This is only possible by using one of the essive postposi

tions in conjunction with one of the verbs a-vll[a]yO-s-ra or 
a-ya-s-ra; for passing a fireplace we shall have a-~h08-s-ra. 
(Before we pass on to the next section we may perhaps pause to 
mention the preverb -px'a-, which bears an obvious formal res
emblance to the postposition apx'a, which has just been exam
ined. The preverb in question-rs-found with the root -k'- 'to 
hold' to prod~ce a verb meaning 'to hide', e.g. - 

a- xOaaxOat-cOa a- matOa (¢-) px'a- r- k'a- yt' 
the merchant (pl.) the goods them (prev.) they hold (fin.) 

'The merchants hid the goods') 

~~1~1~~~~~_E2si~~~2~ 

(a) essive 'behind'
 
The postposition is a-sta+x' (cf. a-sta 'track, footprint'),
 

e.g.	 a- yOn- a- sta+x' da-q'o-w+p' 
the house it behind he be (stat.) 

'He is behind the house' 
Phrases incorporating it are [+cop] and [+rel]. 

The corresponding determiner is -sta-, e.g.
 
da-sa+sto- w+p'
 
he my+track (stat.)
 

'He's looking for me II following me lion my track' 
(b) allative 'behind' 
The	 two postpositions are:
 

a-sta+x' and a-sta+x'a-nja
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An example for these two postpositions would be: 
a-yOn-A-~ta+x'(a-nja) ba- c~ 

you go 
'Go to//upto behind the housel' 

Phrases incorporating them are [+ps-cl] and [+rel]. 
Note the preverb -x'a- in 3uch verbs as a-x'A-p~-ra ' to 

look back/behind', and a-x'A-to-ra 'to turn round/back'. 
(c) ablativ2 'from behind'---- 
The two postpositions are: 

A-sta+x'a-n+tO' (-ay) and A-sta+x'+q'a-n+tO' (-ay) 
An example for these postpositions wcu Ld be: 

a-yOn-A-sta+x' a-n+t 0' (-ay) (et.c.) d- aa- cOar
he (prev.) (prev . ) 

c'a- yt' 
move-out (fin.) 

'He suddenly appeared from behind the house' 
Phrases built on them are [+cop] and [+attr]. 

Tbe determiner is, as expected, the zero-grade of the 
essive-allative -sta-, e.g. 

ya-sa+st- --- ga 
it me+from-beh~nd take 

'Take it away from behind me!' 
A few verbs have the preverb -x'(a)-, but, if this is the 

zero-grade of -x'a- given above, all trace of its primary sense 
of 'from behind~as become lost, e.g. 

a- xOara a- iad (¢-)a+ x'a- y- sa- yt' 
the wound (art.) iodine it it+over he smear (fin.) 

'He smeared iodine over his wound' 
(d) motion past 'behind' 
This is signalled by associating either a-sta+x' or a-sta+x' 

A-la with the verb a-v//[a]yO-s-ra 'to pass', e.g. 
--- ya--: sta+x" (a-la) da-yj+ v- Sd- yt' / / da-y+ ayo

him behind he him+by pass (fin.) he him+by
 
ss - yt'
 
pass (fin.)
 

'He passed by behind him' 

~~1~1~~~2~_~~E§~ig~ 

(a) essive 'above/over'
 
The postposition is a-xa+x' (cf. a-xa 'head'), for which an
 

example would be: 
a- yOna a- xa+x' a- zayDan a- q'o-w+p' 
the house it above the sky it be (stat.) 

'The sky is above the house' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+rel]. 

There is also the determiner -xa- (~a-xa ~ *a-xa 'head'), 
as the n;xt exa~pl~ shows: -, ---- - 

sara a- narg (¢-)s+ xa- galo- w+p' 
me the umbrella it me+above stand (stat.) 

'The umbrella stands above me' 
(b) allative 'above'
 
The postposition is a-xa+x ' (a-nja), e.g.
 

a-yOna a- xa+x'(a-nja) ya-pr~-yt'
 

it above upto it fly (fin.)
 
'It flew to//upto above the house' 

Such phrases are [+ps-cl] and [+relj. 
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The determiner -xa- is also used with appropriate verbal 
roots. 

(c) ablative 'from above' 
The postposition is a-xa+x'a-n+tO' (-ay), e.g. 

a-yOn-a- xa+x'a-n+tO' (-ay) ya-pra-yt' 
it from-above 

'It flew from above the house' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+attr]. 

An exam~le,of the zero-grade of th~ determiner is:
 
a- harg (¢-)sa+x- ga
 
the umbrella it me+from-above take
 

'Take the umbrella away from above me! ' 
(d) motion past 'over'
 
This is expressed by the zero-grade of the determiner -xa


plus	 the appropriate veLbal root, e.g. 
a- c'a+s (¢-)s+ xa- pr+ aa- yt' 
the bird it me+over fly+ (suffix) (fin.) 

'The bird flies over me' 
a- sOqO'a a- qO'ardO y- a+ x S8-r- sOta- yt' 
the book the chair it it+over I cause (root) (fin. ) 

= (throw)'I	 threw the book over the chair' 

~~1~1~~~~~_§~E§~~Q~:gQ~t~gt 

(a)	 essive 'on' 
The postposition is a-ko+coa, e.g.
 

a- c'la a- kO+cOa d~-q'o-w+p'
 

the tree it on he be (stat.)
 
'He is on top of the tree' 

Phrases incorporating it are [+cop] and [+rel]. 
However, the most usual way of expressing this local rela

tion is to employ a preverb: 
(i)	 -kG (a) - as in
 
ays~ ya-koa-w+p'
 
the-table it on (stat.)
 

'It	 is on the table' 
(ii)	 -n- (of flat, horizontal surfaces) as in
 

a- -saan y- a+ na-w+p'
 
the plate it it+on (stat.)
 

'It	 is on the plate' 
(iii)	 -xa- (for the head) as in
 

a- :xalpa (¢-)s+ xo-w+p'
 
the hat it me+on (stat.)
 

'I'm	 wearing my hat' 
(iv)	 -~a+zo- (for horses - cf. a-~a 'horse') as in
 

a-~ da-~a+zoa- w+p'
 
the horse he (horse)on (stat.)
 

'He's on the horse' 
(v) -doa+ko- (lit. = 'field-on'). The original sense has 

been	 lost~s clear from: 
was- da= hOas-da da-doa+ kOa-w+p' 
business without (adapted he field+on (stat.) 

reduplication) 
'He aimlessly fritters away his time' 

Two further idioms in which this compound preverb occurs are: 
firstly, if a mother notices that her child has evidently been 
going around for some while without its shoes (regardless of 
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whether the child is out of doors or not), she may say 
eymaa-da d2- d08+koa-w+p' 
shoe without (s)he (stat.) 

'He/She doesn't have his/her shoes on!' 
Secondly, if a mother, for instance, wants one of her children 
to go and do something for her but the child shows no inclina
tion to break off what he is already doing, then a mother may 
say by way of an exasperated reproach 

nas sOa-d08+koa-z
 
then you (imperative)
 

'O.K. - don't trouble yourself!'
 
(b) allative 'on (to) , 
The postposition is a-ko+coa-nja, e.g. 

a-c'la a-ko+coa-nja d- ne+y-t' 
he go (fin.) 

'He went upto the top of the tree' 
Such phrases are l+ps-cl] and [+rel]. 

Once again, this notion would most conveniently be expressed 
by one of the above-preverbs, of which we give here just a 
single example: 

a- G.8 da-e..-8+ Z0_ lo- yt'
 
the horse he (horse)onto go (fin.)
 

+(dyn.)
 
'He is mounting the horse' 

(Note again the loss of the original meaning of the compound
preverb in the verb: 

da-do8+koa-r- c'a- yt'
 
him(prev.) they send (fin.)
 

'They sent him')
 
(c) ablative 'off' 
The postposition is a-ko+coa-n+V' (-ay) , e.g. 

a-c'la a-ko+coa-n+~' (-ay) da-lb+ aa- yt' 
he come-down+(suff.) (fin.) 

'He came down from on top of the tree' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+attr]. 

As expected, the preverbs are most cOR~only used here, al 
though -xa- is the only one that has the a-grade: reducedff 
zero-grade opposition, e.g. 

a- x81pa (¢-)ya+ X8- x
 
the hat it him+from-on take
 

'Take the hat off his head!'
 
(d) motion past 'over'
 
If the postposition a-ko+coa is used, then it must be
 

accompanied by a preverb in the verbal complex, e.g. 
a- yOn- a- kO+cOa d8-ko-sa- yt' 
the house it on-top-of he on pass (fin.) 

'He went (climbed) over the house' 
cf. a- yOn- a- x8b d8-kO-sa-yt' 

the house its roof 
'He went over the roof of the house' (i.e. where there 
is no postposition present) 

Other examples would be: 
a- mc' a- saan y- a+ na n 8qo'a-lo- yt' 
the fly the plate it it+over walk (suffix) (fin.) 

(+dyn. ) 
'The fly is walking over the plate' 
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BUT	 a- mc' a- ~a a- bya ya-kO-naqo'o-yt' 
the fly the horse its back it on walk (fin.) 

+ (dyn . ) 
'The,fly is wa~king over ~he horse's back' 

and a- c'a wa- xa ya-kO-naqo,o- yt' 
the louse your head it on walk (fin.) 

+ (dyn.) 
'The louse is walking over your head' 

where we see that -kO- is used instead of ~a+zo- and -x- res
pectively in the last two examples. 

~~1~1~~~g~~_§~~E~g§ 

(a) essive 'on'
 
Note the four preverbs:
 
(i)	 -I;a- (for the feet) I e.g.
 

aymaa (¢-) sa+so-w+p'
 
shoe(s) them me+on (stat.)
 

'I'm	 wearing shoes' 
-8 0(a)(ii)	 (for clothes on the body), e.g.
 

ya-s+SOa-w+p'
 
it me+on (stat.)
 

'I	 am wearing it' 
(iii) -~'a- (cf. 2.1.1.5.3iii) (for objects on the face, this 

being a determiner from a-~'a 'mouth', and for fruit on the 
tree), e.g. ---- 

a- pac'a (¢-)ya+ ~'o- w+p'
 
(art.) moustache it his+face-on (stat.)
 

'He has a moustache'
 
(iv)	 -cra- (of fire), e.g.
 

a- -YOna a- mc (¢-)a+ cro-w+p'
 
the house the fire it it+on
 

'The	 house is on fire' (lit. 'The fire is on the house') 
(b) allative 'on (to) , 
The same four preverbs as above are used with appropriate 

roots. 
(c) ablative 'off'
 
The same preverbs, all in their reduced//zero-grade, are
 

used	 with appropriate verbal roots, e.g. 
aymaa (¢-)wa+ s- x 
shoe(s) it you+from-on take 

'Take off your shoesl' 
(d) motion past 'over, across' 
Either the familiar verb a-v//[a]yO-s-ra or two additional 

preverbs may be used: 
(i)	 -r- (used for crossing water or bridges), e.g. 

a- -xoac'a a- ja // a- cha da- ra- z-ge- yt' 
the child the water the bridge him over I carry (fin.) 

'I carried the child over//across the water//bridge' 
(ii)	 -ya- (used for flat objects), e.g.
 

a- :myOa da-ya- sa- yt'
 
the road he (prev.) cross (fin.)
 

'He crossed the road' 

2.1.1.5.9. inferior 

(a) essive 'below, under'
 
The postposition is a-c'a+q'a, e.g.
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w- ~ymaa-kOa a- k'arw~t ~- c'a+q'a y~- q'o-w+p' 
your shoe (pl.) the bed it under they be (stat.) 

'Your shoes are under the bed' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+rel]. 

The relevant preverb is -c'a-, e.g.
 
a- sOqO'~ a- st'ol ye-c'o- w+P'
 
the book the table it under (stat.)
 

'The book is under the table' 
N.B. that, if the object is tall (such as a tree or house) so 
that one may be under and alongside it simultaneously, the pre
verb will be -mc'a-, e~ 

a- c'la d~+ mc'a- to'o-w+p'
 
the tree he it+under sit (stat.)
 

'He is sitting under the tree'
 
(b) allative 'below, under' 
The postposition is a-c'a+q'a-nja, e.g. 

a- xOac'~ a- k'arw~t ~- c'a+q'a-nja da-hOaze-yt' 
the child the bed it to-under he crawl (fin.) 

'The child crawled under the bed' 
Such phrases are [+ps-clj and [+rel]. 

The sole preverb is again -c'a-. 
(c) ablative 'from under' -- 
The postposition is a-c'a+q'a-n+tO' (-ay), e.g. 

a- xOac'~ a- k'arwat a- c'a+q'a-n+tO' (-ay) da-co~r-

the child the bed it from-under he (prev.) 
c'a- yt' 
corne-out (fin.) 

'The child suddenly appeared from under the bed' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+attr]. 

The expected preverb is -c' (a)-. 
(d) motion past 'under' ----- 
This is expressed by the preverb -c'- plus the root -s-, e.g. 

a- xOac'~ aygOa d~-c'- sa=- yt' 
the baby the-table he under pass (fin.) 

'The baby passed under the table' 

2.1.1.5.10. inferior-contact 

As 2.1.1.5.9 above. 

2.1.1.5.11. lateral 

(a) essive 'beside'
 
The two postpositions are a-vara (as a noun = 'side, flank')
 

and a-vara-c,.' a , e.g. ------ 
sa-vara(-c,.'a) da-tO'o-w+p' 
me beside he sit (stat.) 

'He is sitting beside me' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+rel]. 

There are two preverbs: -va- and -d-, which latter is also 
used for objects immediately-rn front-of one such that they are 
actually in contact with one (cf. below under (12)), e.g. 

da-s~+va- to'o-w+p' II da-sa+d- to'a+lo
he me+beside sit (stat.) beside (suffix) 
w+P' 
(stat. )
 

'He is sitting beside me'
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(b) allative 'beside' 
The choice of postpositions is:
 

a-vara-x' a-vara-nja, a-vara-~'a-nja, a-vara-q'a-nja,
 
a-vara-x'a-nja
 

An example for these postpositions would be: 
sa-vara-x' (etc.) d- aa+sk"e-yt' 
me to-beside he move (fin.) 

'He moved toward (beside) me' 
Phrases incorporating them are [+ps-cl] and [+rel]. 

The preverbs are again -va- and -d-. 
(c) ablative 'from besid~ 
The choice of postpositions is: 

a-vara-n+tO' (-ay), a-vara-x'-tO, a-vara-x'a-n+tO' (-ay) 
An example for these postpositions would be: 

a- yOna a- ve r a-in-e t " ' (-ay) (etc.) ya-z-be- yt' 
the house it from-beside it I see (fin.) 

'I saw it from beside the house' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+attr]. 

Of the above-preverbs -va- naturally shows its zero-grade, 
e.g. ya-sa+v- x
 

it me+from-beside take
 
'Take it from my side!'
 

(ya-sa+d-x also has this meaning, but it also means 'Take it
 
(sc. anything that is touching me) away from me! ').
 

(d) motion past 'past' 
The postposition a-vara is used in conjunction with the verb 

a-v//[a]yO-s-ra. 

~~1~1~~~1~~_1~!~E~1:~2~i9Si 

(a) essive 'on (side of)' 
(i) -d(a)- is used for objects leaning against a vertical 

plane, e~ 
s- nap'a a- tjamc y- a+ da- w+p' 
my hand the wall it it+on (stat.) 

'My hand/arm is (resting) on/against the wall' 
(ii) -k'a+d(a)- combines the previous preverb -d(a)- and the 

element -k'a-; it is used for objects hanging on a wall when 
the hook or string by which they are suspended is hidden from 
view. Use of the postpositions a-~'a//a-q'+na is optional, 
e.g.
 

a- sark"a a- t j amo (a- ~'a//a- q'+na) ya-k'a+da-w+p'
 
the mirror the wall it at it at it on (stat.)
 

'The mirror is on the wall' 
Note that with this preverb the mirror need not in fact be 
hanging on the wall at all, it could be glued there. Contrast 
this and the following preverb. 

(iii) -k'+na- is used for suspending objects in general. When 
the object is suspended against a vertical plane, this preverb 
will generally be used if the means by which the object is sus
pended are not hidden. The vertical plane on which the object 
is suspended is shown by one of the postpositions a-~a// 
a-q'+na, e.g. ---- 

a- cOx'a a- tjamc a- ~'a//a- q'+na ya-k'+na-na- w+p' 
the horn the wall it at it at it on hang (stat.) 

'The (drinking-)horn is hanging on the wall' 
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(iv) -(k'a+)d-k'+na(-ha+la-); such a compounding of preverbs 
may be used (together with the root + suffix -na+la-) for any 
object that is SUSPE ~~ed ~gainst a vertical plane,-regardless 
of whether or not the ,leans of suspension are apparent. The 
postpositions a-~'~//d-q~n~ are optional if the element -k'a
appears, but ir-this element is absent, then these postposi
tions will not be used, e.g.

A- k"anja a- tjbmc (a- ~'~//a- q'+n~) ya-k'a+d-k'+nb
the doll the wall it at it at it on
 
ha+lo- w+p'
 
hang+ (suff.) (stat.)
 

or a-k"anja a-tjbmc y- b+ d-k'+na-na+lo-w+p' 
it it+on 

'The doll is hanging on the wall' 
(v) -qO'+n(a)- is used for objects clinging to a vertical 

plane (such as vines climbing on a tree), and for anything 
vertically suspended from a person's belt, e.g. 

a- jaxOa b- c'la y- a+ qO'+n~- w+p'
 
the vine the tree it it+on/round (stat.)
 

'The vine is onlround the tree'
 
anoa (¢-)ya+ qO'+na-w+p'
 
the-sword it him+on (stat.)
 

'He is wearing his sword' 
(b) allative 'on (to) ,
 
The above-preverbs are used with appropriate verbal roots,
 

e.g. 
a- sbrk"a a tjamc (a-~'a la- q'+na) ya-k'a+d-k'+na
the mirror the wall itatit at it on to 
s-na+ 10- yt' 
I hang (suffix) (fin.) 

+ (dyn , ) 
or a-sark"a a-tjamc y-a+ d k'+na-s-~a+lo-yt' 

it+onto 
'I hang the mirror on the wall' 

However, ir-the verbal root is -c'a-, then the preverb -k'a+da
reappears, e.g. 

a-sark"a a-tjamc	 ya-k'~+da-s-c'o yt'
 
it onto I put (fin. )
 

+(dyn. ) 
'I place the mirror on the wall' (sc. other than by 
hangrng-it there) 

N.B.	 the following example: 
a- maslna (p-)sa+ja+va- sa- yt' 
the car it me+(compound prev.) hit (fin.) 

'The car hit me lightly (on the side)', where the ele
ment preceding -va- may be related to a-jbra 'waist'. 

(c) ablative 'Off'
 
The above-preverbs are used with appropriate roots; the
 

zero-grade of -k'+na- will, of course, appear here, e.g.
 
b- cOx'a a=--tjbmc (a- ~'2-n+tO' (-ay) II
 
the horn the wall it from-on
 
a- q'a-n+tO' (-ay) ya-k'+n~- s-x- we- yt'
 
it from-on it from-on I take (dyn . ) (fin.)
 

'I take the horn off the wall' 
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(N.B. that the (ablative forms of the) postpositions are not 
essential here as were the non-ablative, essive forms in the 
corresponding essive structives given above) . 

(d) motion past 'over, along'
 
This will be expressed by the preverb -~- plus a suitable
 

root	 of motion, e.g. 
a- mc' a- tjamc y- a+ d8 naqo'a+lo yt' 
the fly the wall it it+over walk+ (suff. ) (fin. ) 

+ (dyn.)
 
'The fly is walking over/along the wall'
 

~~1~1~~~1~~_~!t§~!2~ 

(a) essive 'on this side of' 
The	 postposition is aa+rco, e.g. 

a- myOa-dew [a-]aa+rco y8- n- xo- yt' 
the road big it on-this-side-of they (prev.) live (fin.) 

+ (dyn.)'They live on this side of the main road' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+rel]. 

(b) allative 'to this side of' 
The two postpositions are aa+rcO-q'a and aa+rcoe-nja, e.g. 

a- myOa-dew [a-]aa+rcO-q'a n- xa- ra 
the road big it to-this-side-of (prev.) live (masd.) 
de-ya- S8- yt' 
he (prev.) cross (fin.) 

'He crossed to this side of the main road to live' 
a-myOa-daw [a-]aa+rc08-nja 5°- aa+sk"a 

you move 
'Move up to this side of the main road! ' 

Such phrases are [+ps-cl] and [+rel]. 
(c) ablative 'from this side of' 
The sole postposition is aa+rcoa-n+tO' (-8y), e.g. 

a- jayas [a-]aa+rco8-n+tO'(-8Y) n~+rcO-q'a d;J-jse
the river it from-this-side-of to-that-side he swim 
yt' 
(fin. ) 

'He swam from this side of the river to that side' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+attr]. 

(d) motion past 'on this side of' 
This is expressed by a combination of the postposition 

aa+rcO and the verb a-v//[a]yO-s-ra. 

~~1~1~~~11~_g!~§~!2~=gQ~t~g~ 

(a) essive 'on this side of' 
This is expressed by means of the literal equivalent of the 

English phrase 'on this side of' plus a verb containing the 
appropriate preverb according to the criteria given above under 
(12)	 for lateral-contact, e.g. 

a- tjamc abra-x'+tO'8Y a- gan a- ~'e/a- q'+ne/ax' / 
the wall this(adj.) (art.) side it on it on it-on 
a- la Y8-k'a+d8-w+p'/Y8-k'+na-ha- w+P' (etc ... ) 
it on it on it on hang (stat.) 

'It is (hanging) on this side of the wall' 
(b) allative 'to this side of' 
Exactly the same extra-verbal phrases as given above under
 

'essive' are used together with the appropriate verb selected
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from those set out under (12b) above. 
(c) ablative 'from this side of' 
This is expressed by abr~-x'+tO'ay a-gAn a-Q'~-n+tO' (-ay)/ 

a-q'a-n+tO' (-ay)/ax'e-n+tO' (-ay) 'from this side', plus the 
appropriate verb from those presented under (12c) above. 

(d) motion past 'on this side' 
This is achieved by a combination of the phrase 

abra-x'+tO'ay a-g~n (a-Q'a etc ... ) 'on this side' plus the verb 
a-v//[a]yO-s-ra. 

2.1.1.5.15. ulterior 

(a) essive 'beyond' 
The postposition is na+rco, e.g. 

a- jayas na+rcO ------- ya- n- xo yt' 
the river on-that-side-of they (prev.) live (fin. ) 

+(dyn. ) 
'They live on that side of/beyond the river' 

Such phrases are [+cop] and [+rel]. 
(b) allative 'beyond' 
The two postpositions are na+rcO-q'a and na+rcoa-nja, e.g. 

a-j~yas n~+rcO-q'a n- xa rA da-ya 
to-that-side-of (prev.) live (masd.) he (prev.) 

sa- yt' 
cross (fin.) 

'He crossed to that side of the river to live' 
a-j~yas na+rcoa-nja ya- na+sk"e-yt' 

upto-that-side-of they move (fin.) 
'They moved off upto that side of the river' 

Such phrases are [+ps-cl] and [+rel]. 
(c) ablative 'from beyond'
 
The postposition is ne+rcoan+tO'(-ay),([+cop] and]+attr.])
 

e.g. a- myOa-daw na+rcoa-n+tO, (-ay) y- aa- yt' 
the	 road big from-that-side-of they come (fin.) 

'They came from the other side off/beyond the main road' 
(d) motion past 'beyond' 
This is expressed by a combination of the postposition 

na+rcO plus the verb ~-v//[a]yO-s-ra. 

2.1.1.5.16. ulterior-contact

The same situation applies as we described above under (14), 
with the difference that in place of abr~-x'+tO'ay 'this(adj.)' 
we shall here have either wabr~-x'+tO'ay or naq'-tO'ay 'that 
(adj.) . 

~~1~1~~~1Z~_~§9~~1 

(a) essive 'between (2) I 

The postposition is a-bza+ra, e.g.
 
yOa-c'la-k' ra- bza+ra ya-~a- w+p'
 
2 tree I them between it bury (stat.)
 

'It is buried between the two trees' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+rel]. 

The sole preverb is -bza-, e.g. 
a- sOqO'a a- tjamca-y a- divana-y ya-ra+ bza- ha
the book the wall & the divan & it them+between fall 
yt' 

'The book fell between the wall and the divan'(fin.) 
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N.B. that the compound preverb -v+c'a-, although meaning 
'behind', implies 'in a narrow space between two objects', e.g. 

a-SOqo'a a-divan y- ~+ v+c'a ba- yt' 
it it+behind fall (fin.) 

(& between something) 
'The book fell behind the divan (sc. between divan and 
wall) , 

(b) allative 'between (2)' 
The two postpositions are a-bza+ra-x' and a-bza+ra-nja, e.g. 

yOe-c'la-k' re-bza+ra-x' (etc.) so na+sk"a 
2 tree 1 them you move 

'Move to between the two trees' 
Such phrases are [+ps-cl] and [+rel]. 

The preverbs are the same as under the heading 'essive'. 
(c) ablative 'from between (2)' 
The choice of postpositions is:
 

a-bza+ra-x '_to', a-bza+ra-n+tO' (-ey) r
 

a-bza+ra-~'e-n+tO' (-ey), a-bza+ra-q'e-n+tO' (-ey)
 
An	 example for these postpositions would be: 

yOe-c'la-k' re-bza+ra-x'-tO' (etc.) y- aa cOar
they (prev.) (prev.)

c' e- yt'
 
come-out (fin.)
 

'They suddenly appeared from between the two trees' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+attr]. 
Both preverbs appear in their zero-grades, -bze- and -v+c'e-. 

(d) motion past 'between (2)'
 
This will be expressed by combining the preverb -bie- with
 

the root -S-, e.g. 
d- re+ bza- s- we- yt' 
he them+between pass (dyn.) (fin.) 

'He's walking/passing between them' 
of, if the situation is as outlined above, we may have the 
preverb -v+c'a-, e.g. 

y- a+ v+c'a- naqO'o yt' 
it it+behind walk (fin. ) 

(& between something ) +(dyn. ) 
'He walks behind it (sc. & between this and something 
else) , 

2.1.1.5.18. medial

(a) essive 'among (3+)'
 
The postposition is a-yOna+c'q'a (cf. 2.1.1.5.3 for all rel 

evant information about this postposition), e.g. 
a- c'ko'en a- c'la-koa re- yOna+c'q'a da-q'a-za+r 
the child the tree (pl.) them among he be if 
(¢-)q'a+la- p'
 
it happen (Fut. I)
 

(prev. + root)
 
'The child may be among the trees' 

However, in the following expression a-bza+ra (cf.2.1.1.5.17) 
is also admissible 

aray azoabz tara ha-ps-yOo- k' ha-yOna+c'q'a //
 
this news us us 4 (h ume n ) 1 us among
 
ha-bza+ra yo-n- xa- r- 0- w+p'
 
us among it (prev.) remain if be (stat.)
 

'Let	 this news remain amongst//between the four of us!' 
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The preverb is -la- (once again, cf. 2.1.1.5.3 for all rele
vant	 information about tnis preverb), e.g. 

a- k"anja ~'ac eg'art a- k"anja-kOa ya-ro+ 10
the doll new other (art.) toy (pl.) it them+among 
w+p' 
(staL)
 

'The new doll is amongst the other toys'
 

~~!~!~2~!~~_g~£g~~f§£§~~~~! 

(a) essive 'round' 
The postposition is a-ko'+~a, e.g. 

a- xOac'-koa a- yOn- a- kO'+ea ya- xOmar-we- yt' 
the child (pl.) the house it around they play (dyn.) (fin.) 

'The children are playing around the house' 
Phrases incorporating it are f+cop] and [+rel]. One may com
pare the verbs a-ko'-ea-ra 'to go round' and a-ko'8-r-ea-ra 'to 
place round', where the element -ko, (a)- is clearly a preverb, 

g·e· a_ mj8rxa a- gOara (p-)a+ kO'a- y- r- ee- yt' 
the yard (art.) fence it i t+round he cause go (?) (f in. ) 

'He placed a fence round the yard' 
For an object encircling the human waist there is a special 

preverb - mya-, e.g. 
a- maq'a (p-jsa+myo- w+p' 
(art.) belt it me+round (stat.) 

'I am wearing my belt' 
(b) allative 'round'
 
The choice of postpositions is:
 

a-ko'+ea-q'a, a-ko'+ea-x', a-ko'+ea-nja
 
Examples for these postpositions would be: 

a- xOac'-koa a- yOn- a- kO'+ea-x' //a-yOn-a-ko'+§a
the child (pl.) the house it to-around 
q'a xOmar-ra ya- ce-yt' 

play (masd.) they go (fin.) 
'The children went to play around the house' 

a-xoac'-koa a- eta a- kO'+ea-nja y- aa- yt' 
the yard it upto-around they come (fin.) 

'The children came upto around the yard' 
Such phrases are [+ps-cl] and [+rel]. 

The preverb -~- is naturally used in appropriate contexts, 

e.g.	 a-maq'a (p-)sa+mya- s-c'o- yt'
 
it me+round I put (fin.)
 

+ (dyn.)
 
'I'm putting my belt on'
 

(c) ablative	 'from round' 
The choice of postpositions is:
 

a-k o '+ea-n+tO' (-ay), a-ko '+ea-<:<.' a-n+tO, (-ay),
 
a-ko'+ea-x'-tO" a-ko'+ea-x'a-n+tO' (-ay),
 
a-ko'+ea-q'a-n+t01 (-ay)
 

An example for these postpositions would be: 
a- xOac'-koa a- yOn- a-k01+ea-x'-t O, (etc.) eyba
the child (pl.) the house it from-around each-other 
r- yOa-yt' 
cause run (fin.) 

'The children ran off from around the house'
 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+attr].
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The preverb, in appropriate contexts, is -mya-, e.g.
 
a-maq'a (¢-)sa+mya- s-x- we- yt'
 

it me+from-round I take (dyn.) (fin.)
 
'I'm removing my belt'
 

(d) motion past 'round' 
This is expressed by a combination of the postposition 

a-ko'+~a and the verb a-v//[a]yO-s-ra. But note that, if one 
were ever called upon to mention a flea, for example, crawling 
round someone's waist, the verb used would be a-kO-naqo'a-ra 
'to walk on', where the preverb is -kO- not -mya-. 

~~1~1~2~~Q~_g~!§~~2~:~~!§~~2~ 

(a) essive 'opposite' 
The two possible postpositions are a-~'+apx'a and apx'a (cf. 

above under (5) for the relevant information dilative, ablative 
and motion-past forms). 

The preverb is -~'a- (for which cf. also 2.1.1.5.3iii, and 
2.1.1.5.8aiii), as in a-~'a-tO'a-ra 'to sit opposite'. This 
form may also serve in allative expressions, whilst the abla
tive form will be -~'a-, as in a-~'a-c'-ra, where the meaning 
is, however, rather-.rn front of', e.g. 

a- waJaq' w- a+ ~'a- c '
 
the fireplace you it+from-in-front-of go
 

'Move away from in front of the fireplace'
 

~~1~1~2~~1~_~D!~~~2~_i12~9_2Qj§g!l 

(d) motion past 'through, along'
 
The form of the expression depends on the object one is
 

passing through or along, e.g. 
ya- yOna- s- we- yt' 
they house-through pass (dyn.) (fin.) 

'They are passing through/along the house'
 
a- t'unel ya- c'a- sa- yt'
 
the tunnel they under pass (fin.)
 

'They passed along/through (lit. under) the tunnel' 
a- eta ya- ta-sa- yt' 
the yard they in pass (fin.) 

'They passed along/through the (long) yard' 

~~1~1~2~~~~_§~~~~i2~_112D9_2Qj§~~l 

(d) motion past 'past, along'
 
The verb a-v//[a]yO-s-ra alone is used.
 

~~1~1~2~~~~_§~E§E~2E_112D9_2Qj§~~l 

(d) motion past 'along, above' 
The preverb -x- will be used, as in
 

y- a+ x- -pr+ aa- we- yt'
 
it it+above fly+(suffix) (d yn . ) (fin. )
 

'It is flying along/above it' 

~~1~1~2~~1~_§~E§E~2E:f2D~~g~_112D9_2Qj§g~L 

(d) motion past 'along (top of) , 
The preverb will be -ko-, as in
 

ha-ko-s- we- yt'
 
we on pass (dyn.) (fin.)
 

'We are passing along on top of it' 
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?~!~!~~~?~~~_§~~~~~~_i!2~S_29j~g~~ 

(d) motion past 'along' 
The	 preverb is -d-, as in
 

y- a+ d- naqo'a-lo- yt'
 
it it+on walk (suffix) (fin.)
 

+ (dyn . ) 
'It is walking along it' 

~~!~!~~~~2~_!~f§E!2f_i!2~g_29j§g~~ 

(d) motion past 'along, under' 
The preverb is -C'8- plus the root -S-, e.g.
 

11a-c' a- s- we- yt' 
we under pass (dyn.) (fin.)
 

'We are passing (along) under it' 
An alternative would be: 

ha-ta-s-we-yt' 
in 

'We are passing along in it (e.g. tunnel)' 

~~!~1~2~~~~_iQf§fi2f:g2Q~~g~_i12~g_29j~g~l 

(d) motion past 'along, under'
 
Once again the verb is a-c'a-s-ra.
 

(AS examples 21-26 indicat~ Abkhaz has no special forms for 
designating motion past specifically long objects.) 

~~1~1~~~~2!~~L~~~_!~~§E!2EL§~E~~i2~L§~E~E!2E:g2~~~g~_E~ §E~ g ~ : 

i~~!Y_~2~_!2~g_29j~g~§_~~_~ig~~:~~g1~§_~2_~~~~E_1~~g~~ 

(d) motion past 'through (across)/over/over' respectively 
In all cases the verb used is ay-yOa-cO'a-ra, where ay- is 

the reciprocal affix, -yOa- the determiner from the numeral 
'two', -co'a- the root 'to cut' and -ra the masdar-formant, 

e.g. (¢_) ey- yOa-s-co,o yt'
 
it (recip.) 2 I cut (fin.)
 

+ (dyn.)
 
'I cut through/across/over it'
 

~~1~1~2~~2~~_§~E!~g~_i12~g_29j~g~_~~93~_E!gb~:~~g!~§~2_l~~g~~l 

(d) motion past 'across' 
The preverb -x- combines with the root -S-, e.g.


21- myOa d--a+ xa- sa- yt' 
the road he it+across pass (fin.)
 

'He crossed the road' 

~~1~1~£~=1~W~2~g1=~g~~~gg~2~g 

?~1~1~£~1~_g~~~~~1 

?~!~1~£~!~!~_~i~~_2!_9~Y 

The word for 'hour' is optional; if present, it will precede 
the numeral, which itself precedes the postposition -za, the 
col.II affix of which will be 3rd. pers. sg. a- for '1--0 'clock' 
and 3rd. pers. pl. ra- otherwise, e.g. 

(a- saat) baz+ba ra- za
 
(art.) hour 7 (non-hum.) them for
 

'at 7 o'clock'
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(a-saat) a+k'a a- za II (a-saat) a+k'-a-za 
1 it for 

'at 1 o'clock' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+attr]. 

~~1~1~~~1~~~_P~~~23_2f_3~Y 

The noun concerned may be used alone or in conjunction with 
the postposition -za, e.g. 

a- sabzaStax' (a- z o ) 
(art.) afternoon it for 

'in the afternoon' 
a-saz (amtan) (a-e z a) 

'in the morning' 
sabzon (a-za) 

'at noon' (Note here the total absence of the article ~-) 

a-xoa1bac;.xa (-za) 
'in the evening' 

(a-)c'xabzon (a-za) 
'at midnight' 

Such phrases are [+cop] and [+attr]. 

~~1~1~~~1~~~_3~Y_2f_ib~_~~~~ 

One may use the nour. by itself, or the noun plus the post
position -za, or the noun plus postposition -c;.na 'day-on', for 
which latter root one may compare c;.an+1a 'during the day', e.g. 

a- sOax'a (-za) II a-soax'A a- c;.na 
(art.) Monday for it day-on 

'on Monday' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+attr]. 

~~1~1~~~1~~~_~2~~b_2i_~b~_Y~~~ 

The postposition -za follows the noun of the year in ques
tion, e.g. 

yanar a- za 
January it for 

'in January' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+attr]. 

~~1~1~~~1~2~_Y~~~ 

The noun for 'year' must be used in association with the 
postposition -za, e.g. 

zk'a- y zo:tsoa y xa-n yOa+zoe-y zOa+f eakosa-za 
1,000 & 9+ hundred & 3 times 2 10 & 10 6 year for 

'in 1976' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+attr]. 

2.1.1.6.1.6. festivals 

The postposition -za appears with the appropriate noun, e.g. 
k'arsa- -- za 
Xmas(lit. = December) for 

'at Xmas' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+attr]. 

2.1.1.6.1.7. seasons 

Each of the four nouns has two forms, one without and one 
with the suffix -ra; either form may be used alone or in 
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conjunction with the postposition -Z?, e.g. 
a- px cn (a- z',) II a-pxJn+ra(-ze) 
(art.) summer it for 

'in summer' 
a-jan (a-za) II a-jen+ra (-ze) 

'in winter' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+attrJ. 
(It seems that there is no restriction on the use of any of the 
above (2.1.1.6.1.1-7) as regards the tense of the associated 
verb. ) 

~~1~1~§~~~_f~~g~§~t9t~~~ 

The frequentative expressions differ from their general 
counterparts above either by the addition to those general 
temporal expressions of the pre-posed adjective es- 'each, 
every' or by the addition of the instrumental suffix -lao 

~~1~!~§~~~!~_t~~§_2~_99Y 

es- a- saat bez+ba re- za II
 
each (art.) hour 7 (non-hum.) them for
 
a-saat bez+ba-la
 

(instr. ) 
'regularly at 7 o'clock' 

Such phrases are [+cop] and [+attr]. 

~~1~!~§~~~~~_E§~~29_2~_tQ§_99Y 

es-sebzastax' (a-za) II sebzastax'-la 
afternoon (instr.) 

'regularly in the afternoon' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+attr] 

~~!~1~§~~~1~_g9Y_Qf_th§_~§§~ 

es-sOax'a(-za) II sOax'a-la 
Monday (instr. 

'on Mondays' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+attr]. 

~~1~1~§~~~~~_~2~tb_2~_th§_Y§9~ 

es-yanar (a-za) II yanar-la 
January (instr.) 

'regularly in January' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+attr]. 

~~1~1~§~~~~~_Y§9~ 

esa-i?akOsa(-za) I I i?akosa-la 
year (instr.) 

'every year' ('every 1976' would, of course, be 
illogical) 

Such phrases are [+cop] and [+attr] . 

2.1.1.6.2.6. festivals

es-k'arsa	 II k'arsa-la 
Xmas (instr.) 

'every Xmas' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+attr]. 
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2.1.1.6.2.7. seasons 

ex-pxna II es-pxan+ra II pxan-la II pxan+ra-la 
summer (instr. ) (instr. ) 

'every summer' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+attr]. 

~~1~1~§~2~_E~~f~~~1:!~~~~~ 

Either the postposition -la or the postposition -q'a+n+tO' 
is used, e.g. 

yOa-saat-k' ra- la II ra- q' a+n+tO' 
2 hour 1 them (instr.) them (ablative) 
s-xe+n- xo- we- yt' 
I (compound prev.) return (dyn.) (fin. ) 

'I'll be back in two hours' 
This temporal expression is impossible with the Perfect tense. 

Such expressions are [+cop] and [+rel]. 

~~!~!~§~~~_E~~f~~~!:E~§~ 

The pos~position i~ -~, e.g. 
yOa-saat-k' r- apx a 
2 hour 1 them before(ago) 

'two hours ago' 
This type of expression is not found with the Present, Future 
and II tenses. 

Such expressions are [+cop] and [+rel]. 

2.1.1.6.5. duration 

If the period is regarded as one to be completed (i.e. ab
solute or relative future), there is a distinct preference for 
the noun expression the duration to be followed by the root of 
the verb 'to say' -toa-, otherwise this particle is not likely 
to be used, e.g. -- 

yOa-e8kosa abra sa-n- xo yt'
 
2 year here I (prev.) live (fin. )
 

+(dyn. )
 
'I have been living here for two years'
 

yOa-eakosa fioa abra sa-n-xo-yt'
 
(?)saying
 

'I shall be living here for two years'
 
yOa-mc8bza hOa s-aa- yt'
 
2 week I come (fin.)
 

'I came for two weeks' 
Such phrases are [+cop], in which case tea becomes optional, 
and [+attr], i.e. when construed with masdars. 

~~!~!~§~§~_~~~~~i2~:9~~~~i2~:E~§~ 
The postposition is -nja, e.g.
 

a- gOax'a-nja II a-soax'a-~na- nja
 
(art.) Monday until day-on until
 

'until ~londay' 

Such expressions are not found with the Perfect and are suspect 
with the Plu-perfect. They are to be characterised as [+cop], 
and [+attr] if construed with masdars. 

I 
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2.1.1.6.7. anterior-duration-future 

As for 2.1.1.6.6. 

~~1~1~§~~~_E2§~~E!2E=9~E~~!2~=E~§~ 

Abkhaz seems not to differentiate between this and expres
sions signifying posterior-duration-future (2.1.1.6.9), the 
selection of postpositions being: -stax', -nayOs, Y8+na+r+k'+na 
(which is a fossilised past absolutive-Gf the verbal root k'
'to hold'), na+xas, and aa+xas. However, as my informant was 
most reluctant to accept this last alternative with any verb 
having future signification, one should perhaps view aa+xas as 
the most appropriate equivalent for English 'since', e.g. 

a- sOax'a a- stax' II a- nayOs II 
(art.) Monday it sincelafter it sincelafter 
na+xas II ya+na+r+k'+na II aa+xas 
sincelafter sincelafter since 

'since (after) Monday' 

~~1~1~§~2~_E2§~~E~2E=9~E~~~2~=~~~~E~ 

Cf. 2.1.1.6.8. 
Such phrases are [+ps-cl] and [+attr] if construed with masdars. 

~~1~1~§~1Q~_~~!~f~2E:g~~§E~1 

The Abkhaz equivalent here is 'even before (until)', the 
postposition being -nja plus the clitic -g'8 'even', e.g. 

a- sOax'a-nja- g'8 II a-soax'a-~na- nja-g'8 
(art.) Monday until even day-on 

'previous to Monday' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+attr] when construed with masdars. 

~~1~1~§~11~_E2§~§f~2E=g§~§E~1 
The clitic -g'8 'even' is added to the forms given above 

under 2.1.1.6. 8-;-e. g. 
a- sOax'a a- stax'-g'8 II a-nayOs-g'8 II na+xas-g'8 II 
(art.) Monday it after even 
y8+na+r+k'+na-g/8 II aa+xas-g'8 

'subsequent to Monday' 
Such phrases are [+cop] and [+attr] if construed with masdars. 

~~1~1~§~1~~_E2!~~_~~_E§f~29=E~§~ 

The postposition is -yOna+c'q'a 'within'. As the adjective 
used for 'last' also means 'final', the following phrases are 
not restricted to past tenies, e.g. . 

a- C'8xOtO~ntO'8Y (a-) y08-saat-k' r8- yOna+c'q'a 
the lastlfinal (art.) 2 hour 1 them within 

'within the lastlfinal two hours' 
Such phrases are [+ps-cl], and [+attr] when construed with 
masdars. 

~~1~1~§~12~_E2~~~_~~_E§f~29:~~~~f§ 

The postposition is again -yOna~, e.g. 
y- aa+y-wa --Y08-saat-k' r8- yOna+c'q'a 
which come (dyn. non-fin.) 2 hour 1 them within 
W8- X8+n- xOa 
you (compound prev.) return 

'Return within the next (coming) two hours!' 
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Such phrases are naturally restricted to verbs having (either 
absolute or relative) future signification. They are to be 
characterised as l+ps-cl], and [+attr] when construed with 
masdars. 

~~1~!~~~1~_Q~§§_tb~_1~~g~~g§_b~~§_~_~~~£§~:~~~~~~g_§y§t~~_~~ 

~~~!2§2 

Yes. 

~~1~!~~~!~!~_§~~g~1~~:E!~~~b 

There are two distributive plural-markers - -coa and -koa, 
the former being used only with human nouns, the-latter mainly 
with non-human, e.g. 

a- jyab a- jyab-cOa
 
the girl the girl (pl.)
 
a- la a- la- kOa
 
the dog the dog (pl.)
 

However, a-xoac'a 'child' may only take this latter suffix to 
produce the plural a-xoac'-koa. The noun a-ptoas 'woman' has 
an anomalous plural a-hosa, which may nevertheless also accom
modate one of the pluralisers given above, but, where this 
double plural-marking occurs, only -koa is possible, a-nosa-koa. 

Nouns describing races sometimes allow either pluraliser, 
even	 though -coa is preferred, e.g. 

a- gar+wa a- gar-coa//-koa 
(art.) Mingrelian (art.) (pl. ) 
a- sOana+wa a- sOan-coa//-koa 
(art.) Svan	 (art.) (pl. ) 

whereas others permit only -coa, e.g. 
aps+wa apsa-coa (*-kOa) 
Abkhazian (pl.) 

(N.B. the marker -wa which appears in the singular and collect

ive plural (cf. section 2.l.l.8.4i) forms of the names of some of
 
the races who are neighbours of the Abkhazians.)
 
For the choice of pluraliser on attributive or predicative ad~
 

jectives cf. 2.1.4.ff.
 

~~1~!~~~!~~~_~§_tb~_~~~~~!2g_2!_!2~~£§~_2£!~g~~2~Y_2~_2E~~2!2~!2 

Number-marking is usually obligatory, but observe the follow
ing cases where plural nouns are not marked for plurality: 

(i) where an attributive adjective follows its noun, the ad
jective must be marked for number, whereas the noun need not be 
(for examples cf. 2.1.4.3.1.1); 

(ii) after ~+aq'a 'how many' the singular is preferred (after 
waba(r)sq'ak' 'so many' either the singular or plural of count
able nouns is possible), e.g. 

~+aq'a cO'a (¢-)wa-mo-y ( ~~ya-wa- ma- wa
how-manyapple(sg.) it you have (stat.) 

(non-fin. )y)
 
(Qu. )
 

'How many apples do you have?'
 
But,	 with the order reversed, the pluraliser is required, e.g. 

a- cO'a- kOa ~+aq'a (¢-)wa-rno-y 
(art.) apple (pl.) how-many 

'How	 many apples do you have?' 
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(iii) The pluraliser is excluded from such quantitative ex
pressions as 'a kilo of X', '3 pounds of X' etc ... , e.g. 

x-k'alat-k' a- cO'a 
3 basket 1 (art.) apple 

'three baskets of apple(s), 
(iv) With non-human nouns, where the numeral is attached 

directly to the nominal root, no pluraliser is possible, e.g. 
x-cO'a- k' 
3 apple(sg.) 1 

'three apple(s) , 
N.B. that, although a-xoac'a 'child' takes the pluraliser -koa, 
any attributive numeral associated with it manifests the form 
appropriate to human nouns, with the result that -koa is oblig
atory on the noun've.g., 

x-yea xOac'-koa 
3 (human) child (pl.) 

or x-yOa- k' a- xOac'-koa 
3 (hum.) 1 (art.) child (pI.) 

or a- xOac'-koa x-yOa- k' 
(art.) child (pI.) 3 (hum.) 1 

'three children' 
(v) Animate, non-human nouns may stand in the singular, 

though semantically plural, if a plural affix appears in the 
verb (and particularly when they are functioning as (transitive) 
subjects), e.g. 

a- gag50ag sa-r- be- yt' 
the beast(sg.) me they see (fin.) 

'The beasts saw ~ 
BUT a- pnoas sa-l- be-yt' (*sa-r- be-yt' ) 

the woman(sg.) me she they 
'The woman saw me (*The women saw me)' 

For 'the women saw me' one may only say: 
a- nasa sa-r-be-yt' 
the women (p I . ) 

And so we see that, where plural-marking is not obligatory, 
there has always been some disambiguating factor present. Note, 
however, the expressions 

cO'a- fa- ra II lana-fa-ra II na- fa-ra 5°- aa

apple eat (masd.) fig pear you come
 
la
 
(suff. )
 

'Come and eat apple(s)llfig(s)llpear(s)!' 
Here there is no disambiguating factor present; these forms 
cannot, however, have any other meaning than the one appended 
above, since only direct-object nouns of non-specific, general 
application may stand as part of a masdar (as here). Note that 
in a case like 

a- cO'a (¢-)l- fo rna
 
(art.) like it she eat (Qu. )
 

+(dyn.) 
the meaning may be either 'Is she eating the apple?' or 'Does 
she eat apples?' by virtue, no doubt, of the double role of the 
article (definite-marker and generic-marker - cf. 2.1.1.10), 
despite the complete absence of (nominal and verbal) plural
markers. 
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2.1.1.8.4. Is there a distinction between collective and

9~~~~~~~~~~~_E1~~~1§Z 

Abkhaz has four types of collective plural formations:
(i)	 -aa, which is used (a) for certain ethnic groups, e.g. 

aps+w- aa 
the-Abkhazian (coll.pl.) 

'the Abkhazian people' (cf. aps+wa 'the Abkhazian') 
a- sOana+w-aa 
the Svan (coll.pl.) 

'the Svan people' (cf. a-soana+wa 'the Svan')
 
(see 2.1.1.8.1.1 for the distributive plurals);
 
(b)	 for the populations of towns, cities, etc ... , e.g.
 

kO'8tol-aa
 
KO'itol (coll.pl.)
 

'the	 people of KO'itol' 
N.B. that in such circumstances -aa is also used in a distrib
utive sense 'so many residents of~.. ', e.g. 

X-y08- k' kO'8tol-aa a- maslna y- a+ Z8- Pea- w+p' 
3 (hum.) 1 the bus they it+for wait (stat.) 

'Three KO'itolians are waiting for the bus' 
although the first two words of this sentence may be replaced 
by 

kO'8tol~-n+tO' X-y08- k'
 
from 3 (hum.) 1
 

'Three from KO'itol ... '
 
(c) for all possessors of one surname, either in a universal 
sense or in the more restricted meaning of all members of a 
particular family, e.g. 

x'ay(b)aa	 (~ *x'8yba-aa)
 
'all the Khibas'
 

N.B. that, for reference to a small group of the whole Khiba
famil¥, on~ would rather say a-x'8yb-kOa, as in 

a- x 8yb-kOa S8-r+ ta- n 
the (pl.non-hum.) I them+among (stat.past) 

'I	 was with the Khibas' (sc. our neighbours, for example) 
(ii) -ar(a), which is used as the collective plural marker 

for a small group of nouns whose singular ends in -s (this -s 
being replaced by the collective plural formant in question)~ 

Note that a regular distributive plural in -koa is formed from 
the collective, although there appears to be no great distinc
tion in meaning between the two plurals. The majority of nouns 
in this category are names for the young of animals, e.g. 

a-sa+s 'lamb' =9 a-s-ar (a) 'flock of lambs' =P a-s-ara-koa 
'lambs' 
a-j8+s 'kid' ~; a-j-ar(a) 'kids' =; a-j-ara-koa 'kids' 
a-c'a+s 'bird' ,;y a-c'-ar(a) 'birds' =; a-c'-ara-koa 
'birds' 
a-sa+s 'piglet' ~; a-s-ar (a) 'piglets' => a-s-ara-koa 
'piglets' 
a-ko'c'a+s 'chick' =f a-ko'c'-ar(a) 'chicks' =; 
a-ko'c'-ara-koa 'chicks' 
a-toa+s 'calf' ~( a-hO-ar(a) 'calves' ~ a-:h°-ara-koa 
'calves' 

There are five exceptions where a collective plural exists
 
but where the noun does not represent the young of an animal.
 
In the case of a-rp8+s 'teenager' ( =; a-rp-ar//a-rp-ar-coa
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'teenagers') one may argue that the word represents the young 
of the human animal. One miqht arque alonq similar lines in 
the case of the adjective a-~'~ 'ybung, ne~' ( ~ a-~'~-[aJr 
'youth' =; a-~'~-[aJra-coa77koa 'young men'), althou(JJlherc the 
singular is anomalous both in respect of it being an adjective 
and by virtue of its lack of final -so Also lacking -s in the 
singular is azoa 'word', the COllectIve plural of which 
(~z °a- [aJ r) has the distinct meaning of 'dictionary' (cf. 
aZOa-koa 'words'). This leaves a-na+co+k"a+s '(little) 
finger' ( ~ a-na+co+k"-~r(a)//a-na+co+k"-ara-koa 'fingers') 
and a-sa+co+k"a+s '(little) toe' ( ='7 a-sa+co+k"-~r(a)// 
a-sa+co+k"-ara-koa 'toes'), where -na- derives from a-nap'a 
'hand' and -sa- derives from a-sap'a-'foot', -cO- comes from 
a-co~ 'skin'~but the meaning of the remaining-element -k"a
is uncertain. 
(iii) -ra, which is used for plantations of trees. Here col

lectives-rn -ra are contrasted with distributives in -koa added 
directly to the root, e.g. 

a-I 'alder' ~ ~-l-ra 'alder-plantation' vs ~-l-koa
 
'alders'
 
a-j 'oak' ~ ~-j-ra 'oak-plantation' vs ~-j-kOa 'oaks'
 

N.B.	 the following example 
~-bna 'wood' =j a-bna-ra 'wooded place' vs a-bna-koa 
'woods' 

(iv) -raa, which is added to proper-names to produce the mean
ing 'X and friends/family/the rest', e.g. 

Zalra-raa
 
Zaira and friends etc ... '
 

~~1~1~§~1~_Q2_!2E§!g~_~2E9§_E§~~!~_~Q§iE_~~~i~§_~~~2§E :~ ~ E ~ i ~g 

~E_~E§_~~§Y_i~~§gE~~§~~ 

They	 are integrated. 

~=1=1=~==g~~=~~~~g=~~~~~~~=~~~~=£1ggg~g=£~=g~~~~~gb 
Yes. 

~~1~1~~~~~_g~~E~9~§Ei§§_~Q§_~§~~i~g_2!_§~9~_91~§§[g§~9§E ~ 

There is a basic division of nouns into the two classes 
'human' vs. 'non-human', and within the former class there is a 
gender-distinction between 'male' and 'female'. 

~~1~1~~~}~_£9E~~1_91~§§:ig§D9§E:~~E~iDg_2D_§1§~§D~s_2~b§E_~b~~ 

the nouns themselves. 

No formal markers appear on the nouns themselves, so that 
gender-/class-distinctions are, to this extent, covert categor
ies. The class-categorisation of nouns is relevant both to the 
choice of nominal pluraliser (cf. 2.1.1.8.1.1) and to the num
eral system in general (cf. 2.1.6.3.ff), whilst both class- and 
gender-distinctions are equally relevant for the pronominal 
system (cf. 2.1.2.1.10) and for the three-fold system of pro
nominal affixes discussed under section (2.1.1.1.1) 

~~1~1~12~=~g=~~1~~~~~~~gg=IDg~~~~=~~=~£~~;~~~gg~gb 
There is no formal distinction between definiteness and gen


ericness. This joint category is marked in noun-phrases.
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~~1~1~1Q~1~_~9~~§1_~~~~~~g_9~_~§~~~~~§:g§~~E~g~§§§~ 

The definite-generic marker is the article a-, which, being 
in part the exponent of genericness, always precedes the root 
of nouns and adjectives in their citation-forms. In the se
quence N+Adj, the article a- is prefixed to the N; for the se
quence Adj+N, it attaches to the Adj. This article is always 
used if a demonstrative adjective is associated with the NP. 

~~1~1~1Q~~~_~§_~b§_~§E~i~g_2~_~§~i~i~§~§§§Lg§~~Eig~§§§_~~_~b§ 

~~_22~i2~§1_2E_291ig§~2EYZ 

Generally it is obligatory, although one can find cases when 
the article a- is absent: 

(i) As we-see under section (2.1.6.3), if a cardinal is 
actually prefixed to the noun, no article will be present, even 
though the meaning would warrant it, e.g. 

ps-la- k'
 
4 dog 1
 
'(the) four dogs'
 
ps-yOa- jyab-cOa
 
4 (hum.) girl (pl.)
 

'(the) four girls' 
(ii) If the NP, as copular complement, becomes the root of a 

stative verb (cf. 2.1.1.2.9), then no article is found, e.g. 
AdgOar da-c'ko'ana-bzayo-w+p' 
Adgur he boy good (stat.) 

'Adgur is a good boy' 

~~1~1~1Q~2~_~§_~§~~~~~§~§§§_i~Q~g~!§~_~~~b 

~~1~1~1Q~2~1~_2~2E§~:~§~§§Z 
The article is never associated with christian-names, but it 

may be attached to surnames if it is clear to which bearer of 
the surname in question reference is being made and if the sur
name is used without any preceding christian-names, although 
this association of article with surname is not characteristic 
of my informant's speech. 

2.1.1.10.5.2. abstract-nouns?

By virtue of its generic-marking role, the article a- is an 
essential component of abstract-nouns. 

~~~~~~~~~=J~=~~~~£~~~~~~~~g=illg~~~~=~Q=~~gQ~£Qrgg~~Z 
Yes. 

2.1.1.11.1. How is indefiniteness marked? 

The exponent of indefiniteness is -k' (which also serves as 
the numeral 'one'), suffixed to the last element of the NP, 
e.g.
 

c'kO'an(a)-k'
 
'a boy'
 

c'ko'ana-bzaya-k'
 
'a good boy'
 

c:;.- kOa- k '
 
horse (pl.)
 

'some horses' 
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c'kO'8n-coa- k °a - k'
 
(pI. hum. ) (pl. non-hum. )
 

'some boys'
 

~~1~1~11~~~_!~_~b~_~~E~~~g_~f_~~~~f~~~~~~~~~_22~~2~~1_Q E 

2!?1~'3:~~2EYZ 
Indefiniteness must be marked unless the verb contains the 

negative particle, e.g. 
panc'a (¢-)ya-ma- m 
nose it he have not 

'He hasn't a nose'
 
zOa (¢-)sa-m- be- yt'
 
cow it I not see (fin.)
 

'I didn't see a cow II any cows' 
But, if the meaning is 'not a single X', then -k' must be used 
and be followed by the suffix -g'a 'also, even'~e.g. 

zOa-k'-g'a (¢-)sa-m-be-yt'-- 
'I didn't see a single cow II Not one cow did I see' 

~~1~1~11~~~_!~_~~9~!~~~i~~~~~_~~9~~~~~9_~~ib 

?~1~1~11~~~1~_~~~:~~~g~1~E_~~~~~Z 
As seen above (2.1.1.11.1), -k' is used with -kOa- for non

human plurals, or with -coa-koa--ror human plural~to give the 
sense of 'some'. Note also the rare use of either of these 
compound-suffixes in association with a noun preceded by the 
article a- in the meaning 'one of X', e.g. 

a- ~- kOa- k'
 
(art.) horse (pl.) 1
 

'one of the horses'
 
a- c'ko'an-coa-koa-k'
 
(art.) boy (pl.) 1
 

'one of the boys' 
For the use of -k' in association with either overtly or 

covertly plural nouns construed with cardinals cf. the examples 
given under section (2.1.6.3). 

2.1.1.11.5.2. mass-nouns? 

The indefinite article -k' is used with mass-nouns in the 
sense of 'some X', e.g. - 

eala- k' (¢-)s- ba- r- psaxa- nda 
flour some it me you cause borrow (optative) 

'I'd like you to let me borrow some flour' 
If the mass-noun is being used as a count-noun, then -k' will 
have its normal indefinite sense, e.g. - 

5 0a k' (¢-)sa- t 
cheese alsome it to-me give 

'Give me some cheese II a cheese' (depending on context) 

?~1~1~11~§~_~E~_~~~b_~§~~_2!_ib~_~~9~f~~~~~_~Ei~~1~_~Ei~~~~1_~E 

~e1~g~i~EYZ 

Two alternative constructions are possible for the associa

tion of indefinite article with mass-nouns:
 

(i) a more usual way of expressing the idea 'some' with mass
nouns is to use in conjunction with -k' one of the adjectives 
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a-xoac'a 'small', a-mac' 'a little', pat+k' 'little, a few', 

e.g.	 sO-xoac'a-k' II sO-mac'-k' II sO-pat+k' (¢-)sa-t 
'Give me some cheese' 

(ii) where the mass-noun is functioning as a count-noun, the 
following alternative is possible: the noun takes its plural
iser and the indefinite article attaches to rawa- 'of them', 

e.Cj. a- so- kOa rawa-k' (a) (¢-) sa- t 
the cheese (pl.) it to-me give 

'Give me one of the cheeses' 

~~1~1~11~_!§_g§~§~~g~§§§_~~9~~~~§9_~~_~2~~:Eb~§§§§2 

For questions touching on genericness see above (2.1.1.10) 
and following sections. 

~=1=~==~:!;;~1J~1J1Jg 

~=1=~=1==E~~g~~g1=g~~~~~~g 
~~1~~~1~1~_Q2_f~§§_E~2~2~~§_2~9~~2 

Free pronouns may optionally be used in all three persons 
for subject, direct object, indirect object and for the posses
sor in the genitive construction. In the case of postpositions 
standing independently of the verbal complex, some require the 
presence of the free pronoun, others are judged acceptable only 
when endowed with the column II pronominal prefix, e.g. 

sa(ra) sa-za ya-q'a- 1- c'e-yt' 
I me for it (prev.) she do (fin.) 

'She did it for me' 
BUT (sa(ra)) s- aaygOa da-galo- w+p' 

me near he stand (stat.) 
'He is standing near me' 

~~1~~~1~1~1~_Q2_f~§§_E~2~2~~§_299~~ 

~~1~~~1~1~1~1~_~~_~2~:g2~~~~§~~~§_~2~:§~Eb~~~g_g2~~§~~§ 

g§~§~~gY2 

They may do so, e. g. 
(sara)	 (bara) (yara) (¢-)ba- s-te- yt' 
I	 you (f. sg.) it it to-you I give (fin.) 

'I gave it to you' 

~~1~~~1~1~1~~~_~~_g2~~§~~§_~b§~§_~b§_~~f§~§~~_2f_~b§_2~2~2~~_~§ 

§~Eb§§~§§9.2 

Yes, e.g. 
ha(ra)	 ya-sO- ah-te yt' 
we	 it to-you(pl.) we give (fin. ) 

'We gave it to you' 

~~1~~~1~1~1~1~_~~_~~§~2b~~~g_g2~~§~~§_~~~b_~~2§~~~~~§_~§~£§.2 

No. 

~~1~~~1~1~1~~~_~~tb_~~E§~~~~~§_~§~~§_~b§~_~b§_~§f§~§~~_2f_~b§ 

2~2~2~~_~§_§~2b§§~§§9.2 

Yes, e.g. 
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ba (ra) beJ- ca
 
you(f.sg.) you go
 

'Yo~ go!' (sc. and no-one e I s o )
 

~~1~~~1~1~~~~~_~0_~0~~~~_i9_S~§§i~9~§_Q~_ib§_iY2§_~~bQ_l§ 

that?'? 

If no verb appears in the answer, the full form of the free 
pronoun must be used. If the copula is used in the answer, 
either the full or the reduced form may be chosen. 

~~1~~~1~1~}~§~_~0_2§§~99~1§~i_~Q~§i~~~i~Q~~2 

Either the full or the reduced form may be chosen, e.g. 
sa(ra) s-o- w+p' 
I I be (stat.) 

'I am (sc. the one who ... )' 

2.1.2.1.1.4. What is the difference between reduced and 

~~~§9~~§9_E~~~~~~~Z 

Reduced (without -raj and unreduced pronouns are generally 
interchangeable regardless of whether the context is emphatic 
or not; in a string of free pronouns, as given in 2.1.2.1.1.3.1, 
the full forms are preferred. Neither is there any noticeable 
difference in supra-segmental structure between emphatic and 
non-emphatic contexts. My informant does not accept a reduced 
form for the 3rd. pers. pl. pronoun, allowing only dara (*da). 

~~1~~~1~~~_~b~i_E§E~Q~:9i§i~~~i~~~§_~~§_~99§_i~_ib§_E~Q~~~~§2 

~~1~~~1~~~1~_1~i~_~~_~~9~_~~_~~9~_E§~§~~Z 

Yes. 

~~1~~~1~}~_!§_ib§_2EEQ§ii~9~_i~~1~§~~§_~~_§~~1~§~~§_~§1§~9~i2 

Such an opposition is relevant to both 1st. and 2nd. pers.
 
pl.
 

~~1~~~1~2~1~_~~~1~§~~§_~~_§~~1~~i~§ 

The exclusive forms 'we excluding you' and 'you excluding 
them' contrast with the inclusive 'we including you' and 'you 
including them' respectively (cf. 2.1.2.1.10), although the 
strictly inclusive forms may and usually do appear where one 
would expect the exclusives. 

~~1~~~1~1~_~E~_EE2~2~~§_~~~~~9_~Q~_~~~e§~2 

Yes. 

~~1~~~1~~~1~_~bi~b_~~~e§~:9i§~~~~iiQ~§_Q~~~E2 

~~1~~~1~1~1~1~_§~~g~1~E:E1~~~1 
Yes, in all three persons. 

~~1~~~1~~~~~_!§_ib~_~~Et~~9_Q~_~~Y_~~~e§E=9~§i~~~i~Q~_QEi~2~~12 

No. 

~~1~~~1~±~§~_~~~_EEQ~Q~~§_2~_~~§Q~i~i§9_i~_~g§_~iib_~~~§E ~ 1 § Z 

Yes, without limit, e.g. 
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ha (r a ) yOa-Ja
 
we 2 (human)
 

'we two'
 

~~1~~~1~~~_~~§_~b§~§_g§~~§~:L~1~§§:~~§~~~g~~2~§_i~_E~2~2~~§£ 

The 2nd. pers. sg. pronoun distinguishes between a masculine 
(wa(ra)) and a feminine (ba(ra)) form, the former being also 
used for addressing non-human objects. 

The 3rd. pers. sg. also distinguishes a masculine and non
human form (ya(ra)) from a feminine form (la(ra)). 

~~1~~~1~1Q~_~~§~_2f_E~2~2~~~~1_f2~~§ 

singular plural 
1st. pers. s a t r a ) ha t r a ) nart 

(incl. or (excl. ) 
general) 

hUma n masc.} wa(ra) sOa(d,) sOart
& non-human

2nd. pers. (incl. or (excl. ) 
general)j

human fern. ba(ra) 

' huma n masc. 
ya(ra)I & non-human3rd. pers. I 

I dad. 
lhuman fern. la(ra) 

N.B. that the demonstratives way/wart are frequently used for 
the 3rd. person personal pronouns-=-Way for la(ra) and ya(ra), 
wart for dar a . - 

~~1~~~1~1~~1~_~~§_~b§~§_§E§g~~1_~2~:§E§g~fig_~~~§f~~~~§ 

t'~2!]9~!]§£ 

There are no forms such as English 'one', German 'man'. 

~~1~~~1~1~~~~_~~§_~b§E§_f2~~§_fE2~_~b§_E§~§2~~1_§Y§~§~_~§§~_~§ 

!]2!]:§t'§g~f~~_~!]~§f~!]~~§_t'E2!]2~!]§£ 

As in English, the 2nd. pers. pronoun is used - specifically, 
the 2nd. pers. sg. masculine/non-human form is employed, e.g. 

wa cOa (¢-) wa- to'a- m- za+r, a- hak'am y- ax 
your skin it you belong-to not if the doctor him to 
wa- ca-r- 0- w+P' 
you go if be (stat.) 

'If you get pregnant, you must go to the doctor' 

~~1~~~1~1~~~~_Q2_~~Y_~2~~§_b~y§_tb§_f~~gt~2~_2f_!]2~:§E§~~f~~ 

~!]9§!~!]~~§_P~2!]9~!]§2 
The noun a-wayOB 'man, person' may be so used, even as an 

alternative for the last example where reference is obviously 
being made to the female of the species, e.g. 

a- wayOa araya- sOqO'a d- a- px'a-r, a-k'a-r 
(art.) person this (art.) book he it read if something 
(o-)ey+lo- y- k'+ aa- we- yt' 
it (compound prev.) he learn+(suff.) (dyn.) (fin.) 

'If one reads this book, one will learn something' 
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a-wayOa ya-cOa (¢-)y~-tO'~-m-za+r, a-hak'~m v-ax dc··ca-r
he him he 

o-w+p' 
'If one gets pregnant, one must go to the doctor' 

~~!~~~!~!~~_§E~~~~~~_~~9~~~~~t~_E~2~2~~§ 

a-joi? 
'someone' (cf. a-joi?-r 'anyone') 

a-k'i? 
'something' (cf. a-k'i?-r 'anything') 

jowk'i? II sowk'~ 'some(pl.)' 

~~!~~~!~!~~_~~~_tb~~~_§E~~~~!_~~Eb~~~~_E~2~2~~§~ 

The emphatic pronouns are produced as follows: prefix the 
appropriate column II pronominal affix to -xata; the resulting 
compound may be preceded by either the full-a:r-the reduced form 
of the appropriate personal pronoun with no apparent difference 
in emphasis, e.g. 

singular plural 
1st. pers. 'I myself' (sa (ra.)) s-xata (ha (ra) ) I I (hart) 

h-xata(-kOa) 

rma s c . (wa(ra)) wa-xata sOa(ra))II(sOart)
2nd. pers. tf.em. (b a (ra')) b Cl-xat'a sO-xata(-kOa) 

(ma s c . (ya(ra)) y2-xata 
3rd. pers. ,fem. (la(ra)) l-xata (dara) r-xata(-kOa) 

lnon-human (ya(ra)) a-xata 

By suffixing to any of the above -cO'q"a an even more emphatic 
form ('I myself') is produced, e.g-.----- 

(sa(ra)) s-xata-cO'q"a 
By employing a different suffix, -jo+k', we shall obtain forms 
meaning 'only I myself etc ... ', e.(f.--- 

(ba(ra)) ba-xata-jo+k' 
'only you yourself 

Either of these suffixes may also be joined to the simple 
personal,prono~ns to le~d the appropriate emphasis, e.g. 

wara-cO'q 'a wa- ca 
you go 

'You go!' (N.B. that this suffix only attaches to the 
unreduced form of the personal pronoun) 

wa(ra)-jo+k' wa-ca 
'Only you go!' (here the reduced personal pronouns are 

also permitted) 
Mutually interchangeable but of rare and limited occurrence 

are cases of the suffix -k' being attached either to the full 
personal pronoun or to any-of the forms in the table above, 

e.g.	 bara-k' II (ba(ra)) ba-xata-k' s- gO (¢-)aa
my heart it (prev.) 

pi?- b- cO'e- yt' 
(prev.)	 you annoy (fin.)
 

'I'm fed up with you'
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~~!~~~!~!Z~_~~~_~~!!~~~~~~~§_~~_2~~~~~~:~~~~_~~~§~~!~_~~ ~ ~ ~ 

both	 have the same reference? 

Yes. Two cases may be distinguished:
(a)	 free pronouns in all persons, e.g.
 

fJa(ra) (sOa(ra) dad) a- bahc- aa- ja- yO_
 
we you they (art.) garden (prev.) tend (Ag.)
 
cOa
 
(p l , ) 

'we (you, they) gardeners' 
N.B. my informant prefers the unreduced pronominal forms in 
each case here. 
(b) specific indefinite pronouns may only be used in this way 
if accompanied by a relativised verb, in which case the noun 
will stand in the predicative case, e.g. 

bahc-aa-ja-yOa	 -s ya- q'o-w II 
{-na who be (stat.non-fin.) 

(pred. ) 
a- was (¢-)za- w- wa a-jOa 
(art.) job it who do (dyn.non-fin.) someone (a certain) 

'a certain gardener' 
N.B. that the phrase 'one gardener' may also be used in the 
sense of 'a certain gardener', e.g. 

bahc-aa-ja-jOa-k' 
1 

In the plural, 'certain gardeners' will be 
bahc-aa-ja-jOa-cOa -s ya-q'o-w II ya- q'a-kOo

(pl.) {-na who be (pl.) 
w	 Jowk'a II sowk'a
 
(stat.non-fin.) some(certain)
 

~=~=~=~==~~~~~g~~~=~~~~~M~g 

~~!~~~~~!~_~~~_~~~~~_~2~~~~!_~~~!~~~~~_2~~~~~~~_~~_~~~~~ 
nouns used as reflexives? 

The common noun a-xa 'h8ad' must be used to convey reflexiv
ity if the reflexive functions as anything other than direct 
object; and some verbs require a-xa for the direct objeGt posi
tion too (such as the common verbs a-ba-ra 'to see', a-ta-ra 
'to eat', a-ga-ra 'to convey', aaja ra 'to rear' cf. 2.1.2.2.3). 

~~!~~~~~~~_Q2§§_~b§_f§!!§~~~§_Q~~~~~g~~§b 

~~!~~~~~~~!~_~~~_~~~~~~~g2~Y_~~_E~~~2~~ 

The common noun a-xa in its role as a reflexive distinguish
es the person of the reflexivised nominal, as anticipated, by 
allowing tre appropriate column II affix to replace the article 
~-, which is included in the citation-form above. 

~~!~~~~~~~~~_~b§_~~~g~~~g~~Y_2~_~~~~§~~ 

If the reflexivised nominal is plural, the plural-marker 
-koa may be added to a-xa, but this is by no means essential. 
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~~!~~~~~2~_~~~~p~§§_~~_~h~_~~~~~~_~~~~_~~~~~~~Q~Qg_~~ 

~§i!§~~Y~_E~~~~~Q 

n- x e (¢-)n- q'a;e-yt'
 
our head it we calm (fin.)
 

or	 na- x-: kOa (¢-) ii-q'aZce-yt' 
our head (pl.) them 

'We restrained ourselves (direct object) ,
 
r- xa y- a- s- we- yt'
 
their head they it hit (dyn.) (fin.)
 

or ra- x- kOa yri- r~- s-we-yt' 
their head (pl.) they them 

'They hit themselves' 
(N.B. that the verb a-s-ra 'to hit' is intransitive and thus 
takes an indirect objec~or the entity being hit.) 

~~!~~~~~~~_~i_~h~~§_~~_~~_~§i!§~~Y~_E~~Q~~~L_h~~_~~_~~i!~~~Y~~Y 

~~p~~~~~~Z 

By far the most common way of expressing reflexivity if the 
reflexive is the verb's direct object is to use the verbal 
affix -~(a)-, whose only function is to mark reflexivity; this 
affix doeS-not of itself alter to indicate the plurality of its 
referent, and it occupies that slot in the verbal complex other
wise taken by the column I, direct object affix. This reflex
ive affix must be preceded by the appropriate column II affix 
to indicate the person of the reflexivised nominal; it is, of 
course, by means of this column II affix that the plurality of 
the reflexivised nominal may be marked, e.g. 

130a+ ~8- sO- s- we- yt'
 
your(pl.)self you (pl.) kill (dyn.) (fin.)
 
(col. II)
 

'You kill yourselves'
 

~~1~~=~~=~~~1~~2£g1=~~2~~g~~ 

~~!~~~2~~~_~i_~h~~~_~~_Q~_f~~~P~~~~!_Pf~~~~~L_h2~_~~ 

~~~~E~~~~!~!Y_§~Ef~~~~~~ 
Abkhaz can mark reciprocality only within the verbal complex 

(for extra-verbal reinforcements of the intra-verbal affixes 
about to be described cf. section 1.7.4). Two reciprocal 
affixes exist: ay- and ayba- (cf. section 1.7 for their distri 
bution). They dIstinguish no subcategories such as person and 
number. 

~~!~~~2~Z~_Q~§~_~h§_~§~~Ef~~~!_Ef~Q~~~_1~f_~ii~~l_h~Y§_~~h~~ 

uses? 

There are examples of ay- functioning as a simple preverb; 
it may stand alone or in association with another preverb, e.g. 

d- ey- S8- yt' 
he (prev.) quarrel (fin.) 

'He quarrelled'
 
da-y- ey- sa- yt'
 
he with-him (prev.) quarrel (fin.)
 

(col.II) 'He quarrelled with him' 
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ek'ol kOa (p-) eY+~'a- r k'+ aa
school (pl.) them (compound prev.) they (root) (suffix) 
yt' 
(fin. ) 

'They opened schools' (after Lomtatidze, 1952.114) 
This same element is also found in nouns which inherently 

signify a reciprocal relationship, e.g. 
ay-s-cOa 

'brothers' (cf. s-asa 'my brother') 
The second reciprocal, ayba-, appears not to be used as a 

preverb. It clearly retains its reciprocal signification in 
the abstract-noun produced from the root -13- 'to kill' which 
provides Abkhaz with its common noun for 'war', namely 
ayba-s-ra. 

~~1~~~~~=~~gg~gg~~~=E~~~~g~g 

~~!~~~i~!~_~~~~_~~~_!~~~~~~~_~~~§_~2§~~~!_2~~~§~~~~§_2~~~~~~~Z 

Yes. 

~~!~~~i~~~_~2E~~~~~~_2i_~b§_E2~~§~~~~§_E~2~2~~~ 

The possessive pronouns are produced by prefixing the appro
priate column II affix (cf. 2.1.1.1.1) to the root -to'e-, 
which means 'belonging to' (cf. the noun a-tO'a 'slave'). This 
compound may then or may not be preceded by either the full or 
the reduced form of the appropriate personal pronoun, e.g. 

(sa t r aj ) s-tO'e 
'mine' 

An alternative is to form a headless relative clause from 
the stative verb having -to'e- as its root in the meaning 'X 
belongs to Y'; in this case the full form of the relevant pers
onal pro~ou~ must also be used, e.g. 

sara ye- s- to'e- w 
that-which to-me belong (stat.non-fin.) 

'that which belongs to me II mine' 
As this second expression contains a verbal component, by 

substituting the past non-finite form we shall obtain the 
equivalent for 'that which belonged to me II mine [Past]', 
which is the only way of making tense relevant to the system of 
possessi~e ~ronouns in Abkhaz, e.g. 

sara ye-s-tO'e-z 
(past, non-fin.) 

~~1~~~i~i~_~f§_E2~~§~~!~§_Ef2~2~~~_~~f~€g_i2E_g~~§Z 

The non-verbal type may be marked for the predicative case 
by taking the case-marker -s, just like any noun, e.g. 

aray s- to'e- s - ye-se-px'ajo- yt' 
this my (belonging) (pred.) it I regard (fin.) 

+ (dyn.)'I regard this as mine' 
It will be recalled that the less common morph for the predica
tive case is -nB; this marker alone may not be suffixed to the 
possessive pronouns. However, the possessive pronouns may be 
made the basis of adverbs, which will here function just like 
the predicative case in the last example, and these are formed 
by using the suffix -na in conjunction with the appropriate 
column I affix, which-rs prefixed to the relevant possessive, 
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e.g. 
aray a ph 0 GS d~ s+ to'  n2 d

(art. ) woman her my+(belonging (adv. ) her 
(col.I) (col. I)sa-px'ajo-yt'
 

'I consider this woman mine'
 
Should the headless relative clause alternative be employed, 

then we must insert the adverbial form of the copula whose root 
is -a+ko, (a)-, which will, of course (cf. 2.1.1.2.3), contain 
the app~opriate,colum~ I~ affix, e.g. 

aray a-pnoas sara ya-s-tO'a-w 1 a+kO'-ne 
her be (adv. ) 

d-sa-px'ajo-yt' (col.II) 
'I consider this woman (as being) mine' 

~~1~~~~~Z~_Q~§~_~~§_1~~s~~g§_~~~§_~§f1§~~~§%~_~~e33j~~_r~~~ ~~~ ~ Z 

Yes. 

~~1~~~~~Z~1~_!f_~~L_9§~~~~e§_~~§~ 

Reflexive possessive pronouns are based on that form of the 
reflexive pronoun which uses the common noun a-xa 'head' 
( ~ *a-xa, cf. Abaza qa 'head'). The original a~grade of the 
noun is preceded by the relevant column II prefix and followed 
by the same 'possessive' suffix -to'a described immediately 
above, e.g. --- 

ya- xa to'a (¢-)ne- y- ge- yt' 
his (head) (belonging) it (prev.) he take (fin.) 

'He took his own away' 

~~1~~~~~§~_QQ§~_~~§_1~~s~~s§_~~~§_~§~~E~~~~1_EQ~~§~~~~§ 

EEQ~Q~~~2 

Yes. 

~~1~~~~~§~1~_~f_~~L_9§§~E~e§_~~§~ 

Reciprocal possessive pronouns are expressed by a reduplica
tion of either the numeral '1' (human or non-human as appro
priate) or the relevant personal pronoun, e.g. 

wart a+jOa- y=a+jOa-y II dara=dara ra- nasa (-kOa) 
those l(hum.) & they their wives (pl.) 
(¢-) ra- 5a- yt' 
them they kill (fin.) 

'They killed each other's wives' 
cf. a+k'a- y=a+k'a-y II dara=dara ra- c'axoa-koa 

l(non-hum.) & they their tail (pl.) 
'each other's tails' 

~~1~~~~~~~_QQ§§_~~§_1~~s~~s§_~~~§_§~E~~~~~_EQ§§§§§~~§_E ~~~Q~~ § 2 

Yes. 

~~1~~~~~~~1~_!f_§QL_9§§~E~e§_i~§~ 

Emphatic possessive pronouns combine the emphatic pronouns 
of the type (sa(ra)) s-xata and the possessive pronouns set out 
under ( 2 . 1 . 2 . 4 . 1), e. g . 

, ,lOs-tO'a
(sa (ra)) s-xata ' to,ya-s- a-w
 

'my very own'
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~~!~~~~~!Q~_~£§_~b§£§_9~b~£_~YE§§_9~_E9§§§§§~~~_E£9~9~~2 
Yes. 

~~!~~~~~!Q~!~_I~_§9~_g§§~£~e§ 

Expressions of the type 'something/anything of mine(etc ... ) 1 

may be derived by suffixing the numeral '1', -k', to the 
appropriate possessive pronoun, thus - - 

s-tO'a-k' 

~~!~~~~~!!~_g~~_~b~_~e9~~:~9£~§_e~_~§~g_~gj§~~~~~!!Y2 

Of the above possessive pronouns, those that may be used ad
jectivally are: 

(i)	 the verbally based possessive of the type 
sa(ra) ya- s- to'a- w a- pnoas 
me who to-me belong (stat.non-fin.) the woman 

'the woman who belongs to me // my woman' 
(cL 2.1.1. 4.7, for the normal expression of possession involving 
the prefixation of the relevant column II affix onto the 
possessed noun.) 

(ii)	 the reflexive possessive, e.g. 
ya- xa- to'a pnoas 
his (head) (belong) woman 

'his own woman' (N. B. the lack of the article on the noun) 
(iii) the verbally based emphatic possessive, e.g. 

(sa(ra))	 s-xata ya-s-tO'a-w a-phoas 
'the woman who belongs to me // my woman' 

~~1~~~~~=~~ill~~~t~gt~~~=g~~~~~~~ 

~~!~~~~~!~_~b~~b_9~_~b~_~9!!9~~~~_E~£~~~~§£§_~£~_~~~9!~~g_ ~ ~ 

~b§_g§~9~§~£~~~~§:§Y§~§~2 

~~!~?~~~!~!~_£§!~~~~§_g~§~~~~§_~£9~_~b§_§E§~~§£ 
This '1st. person deixis' is used to refer to objects near 

the speaker. 

~~!~?~~~!~2~_E§!~~~~§_g~§~~~~§_~E9~_§P§~~§£_~~g_b§~£§£ 

Two degrees of '3rd. person deixis' may be distinguished: 
(a) used for objects visible to both speaker and addressee (cf. 
Dzanasia, 1954.10). However, this might perhaps better be 
described as marking objects not greatly removed from the area 
of discourse. 
(b) used for objects visible to neither speaker nor hearer; or 
perhaps better described as marking objects more remote from 
the area of discourse. 
(The distinction between these last two forms, it seems, is not 
always preserved.) 

~~1~~~2~~~_l!1g§~£~~§_~b§_9§~9~§~E~~~~§:§Y§~§~ 

singular plural 
1st. pers. deixis a(b)ray (ab)art 

3rd. pers. deixis rvisible 
l -remote a(b)n3Y (ab)ant 

3rd. pers. deixis 
,invisible 
Or +remote w?y//webray wart/hNb a/art 
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~~1~~~~~~~_~~~_~~~90§~~~~~~~_2~~09~0~_~~~~~9_!9~_0~~~~~2 

As just seen in the table immediately above, the demonstrat
ives are indeed marked for number. 

~~!~~~2~~~1~_!§_~b~_~~~0§_9f_~~2~~~~~09_0~~e~~_~0_~b~ 

demonstrative the same as that used with the noun? 

Plural-marking on the demonstratives is clearly not the same 
as that used for nouns. 

~~1~~~2~§~_~~0_~b~_~e9~~:~~~90~~~~~~~~~_~~_~§~9_~~j~~~~~~!~Y£ 

Yes, without any formal alteration - singular forms with 
singular nouns, plural forms with plurals. 

~~1~~~g~=1~~~~~~~g~~~~=g~~Q£~Qg=gQ~=~~~~~=~~~g~~~Q~~~~~g 

~~1~~~§~1~_~~~~_~0~_1~~g~~g~_0~~~_~~~~~£~2~~~~~_P~~~9~~~£ 

See section (1.1.1.2) for a full presentation of the facts 
relating to question-formation in Abkhaz. The following inter
rogative pronouns are attested:

~~!~~~§~1~!~!~_9§0~~~! 

(i) d-arban 'who//who is it?'. Note that by replacing the 
column r-3~pers. sg. human affix d- by any other column I 
affix we can produce questions of the form 'Who am I(etc .. )?' 
for all three persons, singular and plural, except that the 
3rd. pers. pl. y-arba-(kOa-)n may refer only to non-human ob
jects - see (ii) below for the human equivalent. 

(ii) da-z+was+ta//da-z+was+da//da-z+was+ta+da 'who//who is 
(s)he?'~he plural form will be ya-z+w8s+t+coa+da// 
ya-z+was+t+koa+da 'who//who are they(human)?'. As Marr (1926) 
observed, the basic form is analysable so: 

da- z+ wa s+ da
 
(s)he whose business who?
 
(col.I) (relative for coLlI) (Qu.),
 

'(S)He, whose business it is, who (is (s)he)?' 
The human question-particle may here be devoiced (-da =) -ta), 
and to this devoiced form may be added by reduplication this 
same human question-particle -da. As in (i) above, any column 
I affix with a human referent may stand in place of the da- to 
produce questions of the form 'Who am I(etc .. )?'. 

(iii) it is customary to treat as interrogative pronouns the 
forms (ya-)z+a+ko'a+za/e+ y and (ya-)z+a+ko'a+y. However, these 
are purely verbal forms meaning 'what is it?' or, with the re
placement of (ya-) by any other column I affix, 'What am I(you, 
he, etc .. )?' .~s is clear from the fact that any of the pro
nouns from (i)-(ii) may be used together with rawa 'of these' 
in a selective sense, whilst the last two pseudo-pronouns may 
not, e.g. 

d - a r b a n 
rawa da-z+was+ta+da ya- w- taxa-w{ 

*(ya-)z+a+ko'a(+za)+y that-which you want (stat. 
'Which of these do you want?' non-fin.) 

These pseudo-pronouns were analysed by Lomtatidze (1942) as 
follows: the basic form is: 
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z+	 a+ko'a+y 
that-which be what? 
(reI.	 of coLII) (Qu.-particle) 

'Th&~ which is, what (is it)?' 
where -y is the question-particle. The root -a+ko' (a)- 'to be' 
requires a column II affix as subject, whose relative form will 
be z-. From a sequence such as 

wa- z+ la-co z+a+ko'a+y 
you which+by go 

(non-fin. ) 
'By what means are you going?' 

the first two letters of the second word were associated with 
the first word. To the resulting structure was added the part 
icle -y; and the sequence -za+y first gave -ze+y, and then this 
latter-produced -za+y, both-or-which last two forms are cur
rently in use. The-5uffixes -ze+y/-za+y were subsequently re
interpreted as a variant for the question-particle -y - hence, 
from the basic z+a+ko'a+y, we obtain an additional 
z+a+ko'a+za/e+Y. The possible addition to these three variants 
of column I affixes is due to analogy with the other, true 
interrogative pronouns, for, as we have remarked, the root 
-a+ko' (a)- does not accoITlliodate a column I affix at all. 

The plural forms of the pseudo-pronouns will be 
(ya-)z+a+ko'-kOo-y II (ya-)z+a+ko'-koo-w+za/e+y 

Of all the above-interrogatives only the pseudo-pronouns 
admit the predicative case-marker -s, e.g. 

z+a+ko'a-s s- wa- px'ajo~y 
what (pred.) me you regard what(Qu.) 

'As what do you consider me?' 
(N.B. the single appearance of the question-particle at the end 
of the entire complex). An alternative would be to turn the 
predicative question into an adverb by prefixing a column I 
affix and suffixing the adverbial formant -na in place of -~, 

e.g.	 sa- a+a+ko'a-na s-wa-px'ajo-y
 
(lst.pers.sg.) (adv.)
 

~~1~~~§~~~_~!~!_~11_2!b§f_g~§§!~Q~:~QfQ§ 

ya-zban 'why?' (ya- is the 3rd. pers. sg. non-human 
column I affix) - 

y-a-ba 'wherellwhither?' ~ *y-ax'-ba, where -ax'- 'to ') 
y-a-ba-n+tO 'whence?' 
y-a-ba-nja 'up to where?' 
y-an-ba 'when?' 
y-an-ba-nja 'up to when?' 
z+aq'alle+aq'a 'how many?' 

(N.B. that the associated verb must contain the question

particle, since these words are relatives rather than true
 
interrogatives (Lomtatidze, 1942.977-78). This may be seen
 
in such forms as:
 

ya-z+ aq'aro-y ya-e+ aq'aro
it of-what+ size (Qu.) how 

(reI. of col.II) (rel.of 
'Of what size is it?') manner) 
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z-l[0-) aq'a-n+tO' 'how often?' (these too reouire the 
question-particle in the followiGg verb) 

r f a-ba-tO'a+ya-w 'being -w from -tO~,j+ya- 'where? I 

etc. ) 

y- }d- an-ba-tO'a+y3-w 'belong to what time?' 
etc. 

ya- }
da- z+a+ko'a+ya-w 'being -~ from -to'a+ya- where?' 
etc. 

(cf. ya(etc .. )-z- eypp+ro- w- ze+y 
to-what similarity (stat.) what 
(reI. of coLlI) (non-fin.) 

'what sort?') 

ya- }
d a-: z+tO'a-da 'whose?' (lit. 'who 
etc. 

~~1~~~l~=~~1g~~~~=~~~~~~~g=g~~=~~~~~=~~1g~~~~=~~~~g 
~~!~~~=~!~_Q~§~_~~§_!~~~~~~§_~~~§_~E§~~~!_~§!~~~~§_E~~~~ ~~ ~ 2 

No - for the relative clause forming strategy cf. section 
(1.1.2.3). 

~~! ~~ .i~~~_Q~_~~§_,:=:~~g~_fS2!:_''p_l_a£e_'_~!}g_'_t_i.rn_e_'_~~Js§_!:§!9:.t=~;{§ 

E!:2~~~~~ L _ 2!: _!:§! 9:~~;{§ _':=:S2!:g ~ _~S2!: ~§ ~E~!}g ~~g _~2_'_~~e_r_e_'_ ~~g _'_w.;~e_n_'_? 

A temporal relative clause is formed in the same way as a 
temporal subordinate clause, i.e. by inserting the particle 
-an (a)- after the column I affix of the appropriate non-finite 
verbal form in question, e.g. 

Me r a b a kalak' (¢-)ana na y za (-z) 
M. the town it when (prev.) he leave (Past, non-fin.) 
xOaea n 
Friday (stat.past) 

'Friday was when Merab left the town' 
For the relative of a general locative, -ax'(a)- will be used 

in place of -an(a)-, e.g. -----
sara ya-z-bo- yt' Merab d- ax'a- n-
I it I see (fin.) he where (prev.) 

+ (dyn.) 
XQ a- yOna 
live the house 
(Pres. non-fin. ) 

'I see the house where Merab lives' 
The notion of 'whither' is expressed by the particle 
-ax'a+nja-, that of 'whence' by -ax'a+n+tO'-. 

~~1~~~=~~~g;m~~gQ~1~g~ 

~~h~~h=¥~~£~ 
~~!~~~!~!~_~9:~~~;{§ 

Abkhaz has no passive voice. Dynamic passives are expressed 
by means of an active verb with a 3rd. pers. pl. subject 
(agent), e.g. 
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a- yOna (¢-)da- r- galo yt'
 
the house it they cause stand (fin.)
 

+ (dyn.) 
'The house is being built' (lit. 'They are building 
(making to stand) the house') 

As Lomtatidze (1956.208) observes, it is possible to produce an 
artificial dynamic passive by suffixing the copular root -xa
'to become' to the base of the verbal complex to be passivised; 
the agent is expressed by a postpositional phrase, the post
position being the instrumental -la 'by (means of) '. Such 
artificial passives are virtually-Unknown in the spoken langu
age, though Lomtatidze notes that they are more widespread in 
Abaza; they are really restricted to literary attempts at 
faithfully representing in Abkhaz the passive structures of 
some other language - hence all thirteen of Lomtatidze's 
examples are drawn from the (Bzyp) Abkhaz translation from 
Russian of the Gospels. Below are given two of these examples 
together,~ith their more normal Abkhaz versions: 

zeg a v«: da- r- c'a- xo > yt' 
all it them cause learn become (fin. ) 

(col.I) (IO co Ll , II) +(dyn.) 
a- ncaa y~- la 
(art.) God him by 

'All will be taught by God' 

cf. zeg'a a- c'a+ra~ dar+ra (¢-)ra- w- we
(art.) learning knowledge it they receive (dyn. ) 

yt' a-ncaa ya-la II ye- q'a+n+tO' 
(fin.) him from
 

'All will receive instruction by II from God'
 
(John:6.45)
 

or	 
sara bzaya sa-z bo, wey s- ab ya- la bzaya 
me well me who see he my father him by well 

(non-fin. )
 
de- ba- xo- yt'
 
he(?him) see become (fin. )
 

+(dyn. ) 
'He who loves me will be loved by my father' 

cf. sara bzaya se-z-bo, s- ab- g'a bzaya da- y- ba
my father too well him he see 

(3+ t' 
(Fut.II) (fin.) 

'Whoever loves me, my father also will love him' 
(John:14.21) 

~~1~1~1~1~~~~~_I§_~b~~~_~_g~§~~~~~~2~_9~~~~~~_9Y~~~~~_~~9 

~~~~~~_E~~§~~~§£	 ~ 

As we have just discovered, there is no true dynamic passive 
in Abkhaz. However, it is possible to form static passives by 
making the base of the transitive verb concerned the root of a 
stative verb (i.e. by adding to the transitive base the stative 
markers -w+p' in the present, -n in the past). No column III, 
transitive subject-affix is permitted within such verbal comp
lexes; if the agent is present in the sentence, it is expressed 
either as above by the postpositional phrase including the post
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position -la 'by', or by the postpositional phrase irFlwli 
the postposition -q',:o+n+tO)//-q)+na+~co' 'from', o , 

a- para- kOa~~'ol?nxara a-q~+no+to: 

the money (pl.) the collective it from
 
ya-18- to- w+p'
 
it to-her give (stat.)
 

'The money is (in a state of having been) given to her 
by the collective' (after Lomtatidze, 1956.202) 

Note that causative verbs may also stand in these (subjectless) 
static passive structures, e.g. (ibid.) 

(sar~ s8-1a) ya- d8- r- q'a- c'o-w+p' 
me me by it them cause (prev.) do (stat.) 

(coLI) (10 coLlI) 
'They are in a state of having been made to do it 
(by me) , 

cf. ya- d- SG- r- q'a- c'o- yt' 
it them I cause (prev.) do (fin. ) 
(col.I) (col. II) (col. III) + (dyn.) 

'I get them to do it' 

~~1~2~1~~~_~§~~§_Q!_9§~E§~§~~g_~b§_y~1§~~Y_Q!_~_Y§Ee 

~~1~2~1~~~1~_fQE~~~~Q~_Qf_~~_~~~E~~§~~~Y~_fEQ~_~_~E~~§~ ~~ Y~ _eY 

~Q~_~P~~~fY~~2_~b~_~~ei~~~ 

This is possible in some cases, e. g. (after Lomtatidze, 
1956.199) 

da- z- bal- we- yt' 
him I burn (dyn.) (fin.) 
(coLI) (col. III)
 

'I burn him'
 
vs.	 da- bal-we-yt' 

he 
(col.I) 

'He is burning'
 
ya- p8- s- G-a- yt'
 
it (prev.) I break (fin. )
 
(col.I) (col.III) 

'I broke it' 
v s , 

ya- P-G-8-yt'
 
it
 
(col. I)
 

'It broke' 

~~1~2~1~~~~~_f2E~~~~Q~_Qf_~~_~~~E~~§~~~Y~_fEQ~_~_~E~~~~ ~ ~y~ _eY 

~Q~_§E~~~fy~~g_~b§_9~E~~~_Qei~~~ 

This too is feasible with certain verbs, e.g.
 
ya- z- jax-we- yt'
 
it I sew (dyn.) (f i n . )
 
(col. I) (col.III)
 

'I am sewing it
 
vs.	 s- jax-we-yt' 

I 
(coLI)
 

'I am sewing'
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y8- Z8- we yt' 
it I (dyn. ) (fin.) 
(col.I) (col. III) 

'I am writing it' 
vs. 

S8- yO-we-yt' 
I 
(col. I) 

'I am writing' 
See also section (2.1.3.8.7) 

~~!~2~!~~~2~_f2f~~~~2~_2f_~_f~~~2f2~~!_~~~f~~~~~~~~_Y~f£_£Y 

~~2f~~~~~g_£2~b_~~£j~~~_~~9_9~f~~~_2£j~~~_~~_~~£j~~~ 

This is not possible - for reciprocals see section (1.8). 

~~!~2~!~~~~~_2~b~f_~~~~~_2~_~~~f~~~~~g_~b~_Y~!~0~Y_2~_~_~~f£ 

Upon the introduction into a transitive verbal complex of 
either the potential exponent -Z(8)- or the exponent -amxa; 
which indicates the unwillingness of the subject, the subject 
of the verb is spontaneously demoted to become the (oblique) 
object 'governed' by whichever of the above-exponents happens 
to be present and is thus represented in the verbal complex by 
a column II affix. As is clearly demonstrated by the first 
pair of examples, the sequence of affixes 'col.II + -Z(8)-// 
-amxa-' precedes any column II, indirect object affix-already 
present in the complex, e.g. 

y8- s- na- to yt' 
it to-me it give (fin.) 
(col.I) (col. II) (col. III) + (dyn.) 

'It gives it to me' 
vs. 

y- a+ z- s~- to m 
it it+ (pot.) to-me give not 
(col.I) (col. II) (col.II) + (dyn.) 

'It can't give it to me' 
One might argue (Hewitt, 1979b, note 23) that we have here 

an instance of spontaneous subject-demotion (i.e. demotion not 
conditional upon the raising to subject-position of the direct 
object), for it is possible to use the reflexive affix in place 
of the column I affix within such complexes, and we saw above 
(cf. 1.6.ff) that this affix cannot function as anything other 
than direct object, e.g. 

Y8+ c;.- s+ amxa-: y8 r s
his+ self 1+ unwillingly him cause kill 
(col. II) (col. II) (col. II) 
we- yt' 
(dyn.) (fin.) 

'I unwillingly make him kill himself' 
No subject-demotion occurs if the verb into which either of the 
above-mentioned exponents is introduced is intransitive. This 
can be demonstrated if we choose a verb-form containing one of 
the conjunctional affixes which precede any column II affix 
present in the complex whilst following any affix from column 
I, e. g. 
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sa- ~d- ze- m- co (,6-) 1- d'or WC;-

l that (pot.) not go it she know (cl~in 0 ) 

(coLI) (non-fin. )
 
yt'
 
(fin. )
 

'She knows that I can't go'
 

~~1~~~1~~~_QQ~§_~b~_1~~g~~g~_b~~~_~~~~§_Q~_~~g~~~~~~9_~b~ 

~~!~~gY_Q!_~_~~~e~ 

Yes. 

2.1.3.1.3.1.1. How is an intransitive verb made causative? 

An intransitive verb is made causative by the insertion of 
the causative formant -r- into the verbal complex immediately 
before the root, e.g. 

d- gelo- yt' 
he stand (fin.) 
(coLI) +(dyn.) 

'He	 is standing up' 
o	 da- sa- r- galo-yt'
 

him I cause
 
(col. I) (col. III)
 

'I stand him up' 
From this example we observe that the embedded intransitive 
subject becomes matrix direct object. 

N.B. that in the case of intransitive verbs of motion formed 
by means of an association between a directional preverb and 
either the root -la- 'to move towards' or the root -c' (a)- 'to 
move from/out of'~the corresponding 'causatives' will be pro
duced simply by replacing -la- or -c' \a)- with the roots -c'a
or -x(a)- respectively (cf.~.1.1.5~g. -- 

(a- c:;.e) d9-c:;.e+ 2°- le- yt' 
the	 horse he horse+onto move (fin.) 

'He mounted (the horse) , 
=;	 da- c:;.e+ 2 0 a - s-c'e-yt' 

him	 horse+onto I put (fin.) 
'I put him on the horse/II helped/forced him to mount' 

da-c:;.e+ 2°- c'a- yt' 
he horse+from-on move (fin.) 

'He dismounted' 
~ da- qe+ 2°a- s-xa- yt' 

him horse+from-on I remove (fin.) 
'I took him off the horse/II helped/forced him to dismount' 

2.1.3.1.3.1.2. How is a transitive verb made causative? 

Transitive verbs similarly produce their causatives by 
accommodating the causative formant -r- before the root; if the 
complex happens to contain a preverb,-then there is no way of 
predicting whether the causative-formant will stand immediately 
before the root (although this is its place in the majority of 
such verbs) or immediately before the preverb - N.B. that, if 
the causative -r- precedes the preverb, no other element will 
separate this preverb from the root (i.e. the column III affix 
and the negative, where appropriate, will precede the causative 
formant), even though in the corresponding non-causative verb, 
both the column III affix and the negative (where appropriate) 
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will	 split this same preverb and root, e.g. 
ya-q'a- s- c'e-yt' 
it (prev.) I do (fin.) 

(col. III)
 
'I did it'
 

ya-b- sa- r q'a- c'e-yt'
=> 
it you I cause (prev.) do (f i n , )
 

(col.II) (col. III)
 
'I made you do it'
 

ya-q'a-sa-m- c'e-yt'
 
not
 

'I didn't do it'
 
=1 ya-b- s- ffia- r q'a- c'e-yt'
 

you I not cause (prev.) do (fin.)
 
(col. II) (col. III)
 

'I didn't make you do it' 
On the other hand, the causative morph separates preverb from 
root in 

a- pa- r- q'a-ra 
(art.) (prev.) cause cut (masd.) 

'to make cut' 
which comes from a-p-q'a-ra 'to cut'. 

The examples given above show that the embedded transitive 
subject becomes matrix indirect object. 

2.1.3.1.3.1.3. How is a di-transitive verb made causative? 

Abkhaz, unlike Abaza (Lomtatidze, 1945, 90-91), avoids 4
person verbs, and so causatives of di-transitives are produced 
periphrastically - the embedded verb takes the form of the 
purposive (traditionally 'purpose-conditional') in -r+tO', the 
matrix verb is a-q'a-c'a-ra 'to make'. The purposive-rn--r+tO' 
is traditionally stated to be derived from the conditional mood 
in -r by the addition of t.hc suffix -to' (Aristava et al., 
J9 68-:-124); in section 2. l. 3 . 5 we suggesttha t the base- form 
rather be regarded as the non-finite Future I. The matrix
verb may be either simple or may itself be made causative by 
the normal insertion of -£-, e.g. 

d- ba- 1- ta- r+t 0'
 
him to-you she give (purp.)
 
(col.I) (col. II) (col.III)
 
(¢-)q'a- s- c'o- yt' II
 
it (prev.) I make (fin.)
 

(col.III) +(dyn.)
 
(¢-)l- sa- r- q'a-c'o-yt'
 
it her I cause
 

(col. II) (col. III)
 
'I make her give him to you'
 

~~1~]~1~]~~~_~~_~b~I§_~~Y_!9I~~1_9~!!§I§~f§_9§2§~9~~9_Q~_~b§ 

~g~~~~~~!Y_9I_9~b§I~~~§_9!_~b§_~~~§§§~ 

No. 

~~1~~~1~~~]~_~§_~~_2Q§§~~1§_!9I_~b§_~0~§§§_~9_~§_9~~~~§9£ 

No. 
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~~!~~~!~~~_~~~_~b~~~_~E~~~~!_£~!!~~~~~_~£_£~~~E£~~~~_~~~~= 

forms? Do these have anv other uses? 
------------------------~------------

For the special reflexive affix in the verbal complex soe 
section (2.1.2.2.5); such verb-forms have no other uses. We 
should, however, note the anomalous verb a-~8+r+ba-ra 'to 
behave affectedly', where both the reflexive particle -~8+ and 
the causative formant +r+ have become part of a compoun~root 
in association with the-true verbal root +ba- 'to see'; this 
compounding of the root is clearly shown by--the place of the 
negative particle in the Aorist, e.g. 

d8- m- ~a+r+be-yt'
 
she not (fin.)
 

'She did not behave affectedly' 
This intransitive verb may also accommodate an indirect object, 
column II affix, in which case the meaning becomes 'to flirt// 
try to ingratiate oneself with' and the reciprocal exponent ay-
also becomes part of the compound root, e.g. - 

da-l- m- ey+~a+r+be-yt'
 
he her not flirt (fin.)
 

'He did not flirt with her'
 
For the reciprocal affixes see section (2.1.2.3.5); for 

other, non-reciprocal uses of the reciprocal affix ay- see 
section (2.1.2.3.7) - 

~~,k~J~~~=1:~J:H~~ 

~~!~~~~~!~_~b!~b_~!_~b§_!2!!2~~~g_~~~§§§_~~~_!2~~~!!y 

9~§~~!}g':l~§b~9Z 

~~!~~~~~!~~~_pr§§~!}~ 

The Present may be used in a universal sense ('The earth 
moves round the sun') and, as a past historic, to refer to past 
events. In the case of dynamic verbs, the Present also func
tions as the definite future ('X will certainly do Y'). 

For stative verbs the Present is formed by adding the finite 
marker -w+p' to the root, e.g. 

s-tO'o- w+p' 
I stand (staL) 

'I am standing' 
cf. the root -to'a-. 

y8- s- taxa-w+p' 
it I want (staL) 
(col.I) (col.II) 

'I want it' 
cf. the root -tax(a)-. 

For non-stative-rdynamic) verbs the finite formant -(y)t' 
follows the dynamic marker -wa-, which itself follows the root, 

e.g.	 y8- z- bo-yt' (= *-ba- wa- yt') 
it I see (dyn.) (fin.) 
(col. I) (col. III) 

'I see it' 
where	 the root is -ba-. 

d8- S-6- we--- yt' 
him I kill (dyn.) (fin.) . v 

'I kill him' where the root lS -S(8)-. 
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~~1~2~~~1~2~_2§~~ 

Stative verbs have a single past tense marked by -n attached 
to the root, e.g. 

s-tO'a-n 
'I stood/was standing' 

ya-s-taxa-n 
'I wanted it' 

Dynamic verbs, on the other hand, have two (absolute) past 
tenses - (a) the Imperfect, (b) the Simple Past (Aor i s t j : for 
the Perfect see below under section (2.1.3.3.1.1). 
(a) Imperfect: this combines past tense and imperfective aspect 
(cf. 2.1.3.3.2.1.2). It is formed by replacing the finite 
marker -(y)t' of the Present with the finite marker -~, e.g. 

ya-z-bo-n (~ *ba-wa-n) 
'I was seeing it' 

da-s-s-wa-n 
'I was killing him' 

The Imperfect is also used with gnomic functions in certain 
aphorisms, e.g. (adapted from Ckadua , 1970.133) 

an la- pha d- 1+ a bz o- n, 
the-mother her daughter she her+to give-advice (fin.) 

+ (dyn.)
 
a- pha a- me' (¢-)la- px'ajo- n
 
the daughter (art.) fly it she count (fin.)
 

'The	 mother gives (was giving) her daughter advice, and 
the daughter counts (was counting) flies' 

The Imperfect is also used, devoid of any imperfective aspect
ual sense, in the apodosis of unreal conditional sentences, 
e.g.	 (ibid.131) 

b- ca-r, da- b bo n 
you go if him you see (fin.) 

+ (dyn.) 
'If you had gone, you would have seen him'
 

(cf. also 2.1.3.2.1.4.3)
 
(b) Simple Past (Aorist): this combines past tense and perfect
ive aspect. It is formed by placing the finite marker -~ 

immediately after the verbal root, e.g. 
ya-z-be-yt'
 

'I saw it'
 
da-s-sa-yt'
 

'I killed him' 
In addition to being used in straightforward narrative contexts 
to describe (recent or remote) past events, viewed as simple, 
completed actions, this tense has a variety of other functions:

(i) an event about to occur in the immediate future may be 
expressed as though it were already accomplished, e.g. 

b- ab da-ce-yt' 
your father he go (fin.) 

'Your father is (on the point of) going' (lit. 'Your 
father went') 

(ii) It appears in expressions of greeting, in wishes, oaths 
and curses, e.g. (ibid. 135) 

wa bZ0ya (¢-)wo- be- yt' 
you something-good it you see (fin.) 

'Greetings' 
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gOe- c'x (¢-)aa- bzaya-xe- yt'
 
your night it (prev.) good become (fin.)
 

'May your night be [eaceful' 
(cf. the subjunctive (¢-)aa-bz2ya-x-~a+yt', which is also 
possible here) 

daara wa- 26- w+P', ~ayx'a, wara we- m- (p)se
very-much you cheat (stat.) Chixa you you not die 
yt', daara 
(fin.) very-much 

'You're utterly cheated, Chixa, I assure you (lit. you 
didn't die), utterlyl' 

y- aa-ba- x'o- w a+k'
 
that-which we see (Per=ect) (non-fin. ) anything
 
a- q'a-ja- m, a- f (¢-)a- s- t'
 
it be (emphatic) not (art.) lightning it it strike (fin.)
 

'What we've already seen is ~ing-at all, damn it 
(lit. lightning struck it) l' 

(iii) Accompanied by the particle indicating a direct quote, 
hOa, an Aorist has concessive force, e.g. 
-- a- kalak' [a-J ax' waco'a s-ce-yt' hOa, 

the town it to tomorrow I go (fin.) (?saying) 
a+k'e+g'e (¢-)aa- S-XOo- m 
anything-at-all it (prev.) I buy not 

+(dyn. ) 
'Although I shall go to town tonorrow, I shan't buy 
anything at all' 

(iv) To indicate a nuance of unhappiness, tenderness, dis
pleasu~e or indignation, the (vocative) noun used in addressing 
the hearer may have suffixed to it the root -xa- 'become', 
which is itself put into the Aorist-form, e.g~(adapted from 
ibid. 136) 

ye-~+po-vl hOo, Ahmat-xe- yt'
 
it how you say A. become (fin.)
 

(non-fin. )
 
'What on earth are you saying, Ahmet?!'
 

(v) The Aorist is also found in proverbs, where it is en
dowed, wi th gnomic functions" e. g. (ibid.) , , 

a- jma (¢-)z+ cOe- Je- z, a- m~- g e 
(art.) goat it whom+from lose (non-fin.) the day too 
(¢-)ye+ cOa- j- t' 
it him+from lose (fin.) 

'He who loses (lost) a goat, loses (lost) the day too' 

f~l~l~f~l~l~f~_~f§_~b~f§_el§Q_I§le~bY§_E~§~_~§~§§§£ 

Yes (cf. 2.1.3.5.2 for the non-finite counterparts of the 
tenses set out immediately below). 

~~1~l~~~1~1~~~1~_Ee§~_~~9§ib~b~§ 

This conbines the same tense and aspectual characteristics 
as the Aorist, but it differs from this latter by incorporating 
within its meaning the notion of the co-ordinating conjunction 
'and'. This obviously requires that the Past Indefinite always 
be followed by another (usually Aorist) verb to complete the 
sense of the sentence. 

This tense is produced by suffixing the finite marker -n 
directly to the root, e.g. 
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ya-z-ba-n 
'I saw it and ... ' 

da-s-sa-n 
'I killed him and ... ' 

The first example-sentence below shows that there is no ab
solute requirement that the subjects of the Past Indefinite and 
its following verb be identical, e.g. (adapted from ibid. 139) 

ya- dOa+koa- 1- c'a- n ra- yOna-q'a ya-

them (compound prev.) she send (fin.) their home to they
 
ce-yt'
 
go (fin.)
 

'she sent them home and they went' 
However, i~ we look at,the follow~ng sentence - , 

a- xac'a a- phoas da- y- ba- n da-doa+ko-le-yt' 
the man the woman her he see (fin.) ? out go (fin.) 

the meaning of the first part is quite clear; it is 'the man 
saw the woman and ... '. The question is then - as the column I, 
subject-affix da~ of the second verb may theoretically refer to 
either a male or female 3rd. person entity, is the sentence 
ambiguous between the readings (i) 'The man saw the woman and 
(he) went out', and (ii) 'The man saw the woman and she went 
out'? The answer is that only reading (i) is permissible. 
This demonstrates that the subjects of the Past Indefinite and 
the following verb will be treated as identical, unless the 
affixal structure of the verbs concerned is such as to make 
this reading absolutely impossible, as in the case of the first 
sentence above. 

~~1~~~~~1~l~~~~~_~1~:E~f!~~~ 

This tense is used, as its name suggests, to indicate that 
some past action preceded some other past event. The plu
perfect is formed by suffixing the finite marker -n to the 
Perfect-suffix -x'a- (cf. 2.1.3.3.1.1), e.g. (ibid-:- 144) 

wara wa- y- aanja- g'a wa- gara
 
you you be-born before even your cradle
 
(¢-)q'a- h- c'a- x'a- n
 
it (prev.) we make (Perf.) (fin.)
 

'Even before you were born, we had made your cradle' 
The Plu-perfect is also used as one of the means to express 

the idea 'x almost happened' - this being a not unnatural dev
elopment from the basic meaning of this tense, e.g. (ibid. 146) 

yaxa sa-ps- x'a- n
 
last-night I die (Perf.) (fin.)
 

'Last night I almost died' 
A similar emphatic role of the Plu-perfect is its role in the 
apodosis of unreal conditions in the past, e.g. (adapted from 
ibid. 147) 

wara wa- q'a-m- za+r, s-k'a- ha x'a- n 
you you be not if I down fall (Perf.) (fin.) 

which may perhaps best be translated by the idiomatic English 
'Had you not been (here), I was as good as flat on 

my face' 
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~~1~~~~~1~~~~~~~_~~~~~~=~~=~b~=20~~ 
As we have already seen (2.1.3.2.1.3a). the Imper~oct tense 

may function as a future-in-the-past in thc apodoses of past 
unreal conditional sentences. For a similar use of the two 
Conditional tenses see section (2.1.3.2.1.4.3). 

2.1.3.2.1.4. future 

If one wishes to form a future for a stative verb, one has 
first to add to the root the element -zaa-, to which is then 
added the typically Present tense ending for dynamic verbs, 
-we-yt', e.g. 
-----da-tO'a-zaa+we+yt' 

he sit 
'He will be sitting' 

Also possible is the addition of the (dynamic) Future II ending 
-~+t , e.g. 
-----ya-sa-ma- zaa+~+t' 

it I have 
'I'll probably have' 

(Note the nuance 'probably' associated with this particular 
suffix.) Addition of the Future I exponent -p' is rare in the 
sense of providing a stative verb with a future tense, since 
the compound exponent -zaa+p' is used as one of the markers of 
the inferential mood (cf. 2.1.3.4.9). 

It is traditionally stated that Abkhaz has the following two 
dynamic futures: (a) the Definite Future, formed by suffixing 
-p' to the verbal root; (b) the Indefinite Future, formed by 
suffixing the compound exponent -~+t' (~ *-ea+t') to the 
verbal root; the terms Definite and Indefinite were first used 
by Uslar (1887.35). However, my informant uses the ordinary 
Present tense to describe actions which will definitely occur 
in the future. For this reason we shall not use the terms 
Definite and Indefinite Futures but shall rather call the form 
in -p' Future I, and that in -~+t' Future II. Their meanings, 
being-predominantly modal, will be listed in the following sub
section. 

~~1~2~~~1~1~1~_~9Q~1_~~1~§§_Q!_ib§_!~i~r§_i~D§§§ 

(a) Future I 
(i) The clearest modal value of this form is seen when the 

subject is 1st. person plural. The Future I then expresses an 
exhortation 'let us ... !', e.g. 

ha-ca-p' 
we go (Fut.I) 

'Let's go!' 
with such exhortations one may optionally use the imperative of 
the verb aa+y-ra 'to come', e.g. 

sO- -----aa+y II w/b- aa+y ha-ca-p' 
you(pl.) come you(m./f.sg.) come 

'Come on, let's go!' 
Suffixation of the element -ys lends a nuance of reluctance to 
the exhortation, e.g. -

Neli-raa ra- q'a+nja ha-ca-p'a-ys a+jOa+r d- aa-
Neli (pl.) them to anyone he come 
x'a- za+r (¢-)aa-ba- p' 
(perf.) if it we see (Fut.I) 
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'0 well then let's go to Neli and company and see if 
anyone has come yet!' 

(ii) The general sense of the Future I is rather difficult to 
capture; perhaps it may best be described as representing a 
future action which is dependent on some other action or event 
- upon a condition either stated or tacitly assumed. One may, 
therefore, assume that the meaning 'Well, such being the case, 

,	 is part of the signification of this particular tense, e.g. 
aymaa-kOa (p-) aa- s-xoa-p' 
shoe (pl.) them (prev.) I buy 

'Well, in that case (sc. something like - if you really 
want me to), I shall buy some shoes' 

a- kalak' [a~ ax' da-ca-r, aymaa-kOa (¢-)aa-y- xOa-p' 
(art.) town it to he go if he 

'If he goes to town, (then, there's a good chance that) 
he'll buy some shoes' 

But note that only by using the Present tense here 
((¢-)aa-y-xOo-yt') is it possible to show the certainty of the 
fulfilment of the act of buying. 

(iii) A use related to this last is the following: the subject 
is 1st. person singular, and the form in -p', although expres
sing the intention of the speaker to do something, nevertheless 
seeks the approval, or at least the attention, of those present 
for the action being suggested, e.g. 

s- an- daw 1- q'a+nja s-ca-p' 
my mother big her to I go 

'I'll go to grandmother's (sc. if that's alright by 
you//what do you think?) , 

The addition of -ys once again adds a note of reluctance on the 
part of the speaker. 

(iv)	 with a 2nd. person subject the form in -~ may express a 
mild	 imp~rative,or ~ntreaty, e.g. 

waxa ara ba- q'a-z) waco'a ba- ca-p' 
tonight here you be (stat.imper.) tomorrow you go 

'Stay here tonight - (you can) go tomorrow!' 
With a 3rd. person subject, we have 

Merab d- aa- p', nas ha-co- yt' 
M. he come then we go (fin.) 

+(dyn.)
 
'Let Merab come, then we'll go!'
 

(N.B. the Present tense in the second clause here.) 
(b) Future II 

(i) This tense has the nuance 'probably, possibly', e.g. 
a-kalak' [aiax' da-ca-r, aymaa-kOa (¢-)aa-y-xOa-§+t' 

'If he goes to town, he'll probably buy some shoes' 
Compare this sentence with the almost identical one above where 
the final verb was aa-y-xOa-p', and note that there is appar
ently a greater likelihood of the subject actually buying his 
shoes when the form of the main verb is Future II. 

(ii) With a 1st. person singular subject, the Future II ex
presses a sudden impulse on the part of the subject, e.g. 

s-an-daw	 l-q'a+nja s-ca-e+t'
 
'I think I'll be off to grandmother's!'
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~~l~~~~~l~~~~~_~~l~!!y~_f~!~~~~ 

The two futures just described each have a past countGrpart, 
which we shall call Conditional I and II respectively (N.B. 
that these tenses are to be kept quite distinct from the Condi
tional mood, which is dealt with in section 2.1.3.4.2). The 
former is produced by removing the element -p', which signals 
both finiteness and futurity in the Future I~and by adding to 
the (restored) future marker -ra- the finite ending -n; the 
Conditional II is produced by adding this same finite-marker to 
the characteristic suffix of the Future II, namely -?a- (note 
the restoration of the -a-, which is absent in the finite 
Future II). The two cond i t i.on a Ls are to be distinguished 
according to the same principles we attempted to explain above 
when discussing the two futures. The conditionals are used in 
the apodoses of unreal conditional sentences where English dis
tinguishes a non-progressive (future/present) and a progressive 
conditional ('He would do itllwould be doing it') plus a 
similar pair for the past ('He would have done itllwould have 
been doing it'). Just as the Present may be opposed to the two 
so-called future tenses by virtue of indicating an action which 
will definitely occur, so the Imperfect (cf. 2.l.3.2.l.3a) may 
similarly be opposed to either of the conditionals when they 
stand in the apodosis of an unreal conditional sentence, e.g.

n- yOaza waco'a d- aa- wa- z+t+g'a, a- waps 
our friend tomorrow he come (dyn.) if (art.) Ossetic 
bazsoa d- a+ la- cOazoa-ra- n II 
language he i t+about talk (Fut. I) (fin.) 

(Condi tional I) 
d-a+la-coazoa-ea- n II d-a+la-coazoo- n 

(Fut. II) (fin.) talk (fin.) 
(Conditional II) +(dyn. ) 

'If our friend were to come (Imperfect) 
tomorrow, he would talk aboutossetic' 

By substituting for the second and third words above the words 
abra wazoa da-q'a-z+t+g'a 
here now he be if 

we shall obtain the sentence 'If our friend were now here, he 
would be talking about Ossetic'. By replacing wazoa 'now' with 
yaca 'yesterday', we obtain 'If he had been here yesterday, he 
would have been talking about Ossetic'. As an example of the 
non-progressive m;aning of thes; same three for~s, we ~ay quote 

way yaca da- z-ba-za+r II da-z-ba-z+t+g a, 
that-one yesterday her I see if if 
ya-b+ a- s-noa-ra- n II 
it you+to I say (Fut.I) (fin.) 

(Conditional I) 
ya-b+a-s-noa-ea- n II ya-b+a-s-noo n 

(Fut. II) (fin.) say (fin. ) 
(Condi tional I I) + (dyn.) 

( Imperfect) 
'If I had seen her yesterday, I would have told you' 

Both conditionals are used with certain secondary meanings, 
and in such cases there is virtually no difference in meaning 
between them. 

(i) Both conditionals are found where English would have 
either a Simple Past or Perfect in association with the words 
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'no doubt', e.g. (after Ckadua, 1970.176) 
ya- q'a- la- z 
that-which (prev.) happen (non-fin.) 
(p-)SO- aha- ra- n II (p-)s~aha-ea- n 
it you hear (FuLl) (fin.) (FuLII) (fin.) 

'You (have) no doubt heard what happened' 
(ii) They may be used, as in English also, to represent 

repeated and contrasted past actions in expressions like the 
following (N.B. the optional presence of the iterative suffix 
-~-) 

z+na as (p-)ya-hOa-(la-) ra- n II 
now like-this it he say (iter.) (F'u t L) (fin.)v 

(p-)ya-hOa-(la-)ea- n, da~a+ z+na ans 
(FuLII) (fin.) other time like-that 

(p-)ya-hOa-(la-)ra-n II (p-)ya-hOa-(la-)ga-n 
'Now he would say it like this, now he would say it 
like that' 

The Imperfect may also be used here, with or without the itera
tive -la-. -- 
(iii)~he conditionals are used to indicate a wavering on the 

part	 of the subject as to what he should do, e. g. (ibid.) 
s-ca-ea- n II s-ca-ra- n Temer y- ax 
I go (FuLII) (fin.) (FuLl) (fin.) T. him to 

'Perhaps I should go to Temer's' 

~~1~1~~~~~_g9_!b§_§~~§_!§~§§=9!§!!~g!!2~§_29!~!~_!~_~11_~299§ 

and non-finite forms? 

The infinitivelverbal noun (masdar) is tenseless. The pre
sent absolutive functions as an English present participle and 
indicates that an action is contemporaneous with another (cf. 
2.1.1.3). The past absolutive in -na shows that one action 
precedes another, just like the English perfect participle, and 
is used in association with any of the tenses, being thus a 
relative past tense (i.e. relative to the tense of whatever 
verb it is accompanying). 

The remaining non-finite forms, which take the place of fin
ite tenses in subordinate clause constructions, have the same 
tense-specifications as their finite counterparts. The non
finite Past Indefinite is virtually synonymous with the non
finite Aorist, despite a clear functional distinction between 
their fini~e forms, e.~. 

a- xac'a a- phoas da- y sa- yt' (*da-y-sa-n) 
the man the woman her he kill (fin.) (non-fin. 

(Aorist) P. Ind.) 
'The man killed the woman' 

with the Past Indefinite here, the sentence would be incomplete 
'The man killed the woman and ... '. Therefore, the Past Indef
inite is starred for equivalence with the finite Aorist. How
ever, when the non-finite form is required, as in the following 
relative structure, either form is possible, with preference 
being shown for that of the Past Indefinite 

a-phoas d2- z- sa (-z) a-xac'a 
her who kill (non-fin.P.lnd.) 

(non-fin.Aor. ) 
'the man who killed the woman ... ' 
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~~1~~~~~~~_!~_~b~~_~~~~~~_~£~_~b~_~~~~~~_~~~Q!~~~L_~~_ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

extent relative? 

~~!~~~~~~~!~_~~~b_~~~E~~~_~2_~229 

The indicative mood is as outlined above (2.1.3.2) - for a 
table of finite indicative forms see section (2.1.3.4.1). The 
imperative is conveyed by the pure verbal root and refers, nat
urally, to the (present-) future. Moods formed by the attach
ment of special modal suffixes to the appropriate non-finite 
tense-forms may retain the tense-signification of their non
finite base-form (cf. the inferential described in 2.1.3.4.9) 
or may not - the addition of the conditional marker -r to the 
non-finite Aorist (i.e. to the pure root of dynamic verbs) pro
duces a form that most commonly has future temporal reference, 
although it may also represent an unreal condition in past time 
and even an indefinite temporal clause in past time (cf. 
2.1.3.4.2a). The details of the temporal reference of the 
individual modal formations is given where the moods themselves 
are described in detail (cf. 2.1.3.4). 

~~1~~~~~~~~~_~~~b_~~~E~~~_~Q_!~~~~~~~~§ 

The situation is as given above (2.1.3.2) and in the section 
dealing with the modal formations (2.1.3.4). 

~~1~2~~~~~~~_~~~b_~~§E~~~_~Q_§~e~E9~~~~~_~!~~§~§ 

Subordinate clauses are basically represented by non-finite 
verb-forms - the conditional mood (i.e. the form taken by the 
verb in the protases of conditional sentences) is produced by 
attaching the suffix -r to certain non-finite forms (cf. 
2.1.3.4.2, where any changes to the temporal reference of the 
non-finite bases is described in detail; and for the 'purpos
ive', which is traditionally described as being formed from the 
conditional in -r(a), see section 2.1.3.5, where we argue that 
the base-form should rather be regarded as the non-finite 
Future I). Each indicative tense has its own non-finite member, 
whose temporal reference reflects that of the corresponding 
member. However, we saw in section 1.1.1.1 that in speech
reporting, if the introductory verb is in the past tense and 
the indirect mode of reporting is used, the tense of the non
finite, subordinate verb may remain that which was employed in 
the actual words spoken. In this case, then, we have an in
stance of each tense being used relatively to that of the 
introductory verb. 

~~1=~=~==~g~~~~ 
~~!~~~~~!~_~~~~~~~_~§E~~~ 

~~!~~~2~!~!~_~§_~b~~~_~_E~E!~~~_~§E~~~_~~9_b~~_~§_~~_!~E~~9 Z 

The Perfect is formed by suffixing to the root (of dynamic 
verbs) the element -x'a-. 

~~!~~~2~!~~~_~~_~b~~b_~~~~~§_9~~§_~b~§_!~E~_~~~§~Z 

This form exists in (i) the Present Perfect, formed by
 
adding to the element -x'a-the finite marker -yt', e.g.
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ya-q'a s-c'a-x'e- yt' 
it (prev.) I do (PerL) (fin.) 

'I have already done it' 
and (ii) the Plu-perfect, formed, as seen above (c f . 2.1.3.2.1.3.2) 
by adding the finite-marker -~ to the element -x'a-. 

~~!~l~l~!~l~_!!_~~~~~_~~~_E~~~~~~~32~S~J_~~~~_~~~~j~_~~~~~~~~Z 

~~!~l~l~!~l~~~_~_§~~~~~~~~_~~~~_b~§_~~!~_~1_!§~§1_~~~§_ ~ ~ _1b§ 

E~~~~~_!~~~!~g_~E_~~_1b~_E~~~~~1 

This is entirely consistent with the Perfect's basic role of 
marking an action that has 'already' occurred, e.g. 

London ba- ca-x'o- w- rna z+na+k'a+r 
L. you go (Perf.) (non-fin.) (Qu , ) ever 

'Have you ever been to London?' 
As stative verbs have no Perfect, the question 'Have you ever 
been in London?' would be expressed by the simple past of the 
copula, e.g. 

London	 ba-q'a-z- rna z+na+k'a+r
 
be (non-fin.)
 

~~!~l~l~!~~~_~~~_1~~~~_§~~~!~~~1~~§_e~1~~~~_1~~_~~E~~§§ ~ ~~_ ~~ 

E~~~~~1_~§E~~1_~~~_~~~~~1_E~§1_~~~§~Z 

No. 

~~!~~~l~~~_~~e~~~_~~_~~~!~~~~!_~~~~_~~_~~~~~~2_~~~_~~!~~! ~~ ~ 

~~!~l~l~~~!~_~~~~~_~~_1~~_~~!!~~~~g_~~~_~~~~~!!y_~~~~~~Z 

~~!~l~l~~~!~~~_~2~1~~~2~~_~§E~~1 
As a special stative paradigm exists, it may be said that 

continuous aspect (non-habitual imperfective aspect) is always 
formally marked in the present by the finite suffix -w+p', in 
the past by -n (recall that for dynamic verbs suffixation of 
the finite-marker -n directly onto the root produces the Past 
Indefinite). However, the verb 'to know' a-dar-ra is formally 
dynamic (non-stative) in Abkhaz; but observe that when used in 
the Aorist, Past Indefinite, Perfect and Plu-perfect (tenses 
which are inherently perfective), the verb rather means 'to 
realise' . 

~~!~l~l~~~!~2~_EE~g~~§§~Y~_~§E~~1 

In the past tense dynamic verbs always indicate this aspect 
by adding the finite suffix -n to their dynamic marker -wa-, 
this combination producing the (progressive) Imperfect tense. 

The Present is not specifically progressive in meaning, al 
though it may be used to describe a present progressive action. 
One can, however, make the progressive nature of the action 
formally explicit by using the denominative postposition -~'a 

'in' (cf.	 a-~'a 'mouth') as the root of a stative verb (cop
ular complement) in association with the masdar of the verb 
whose progressivity is being described, e.g. 

a- xOrnar-ra d- a+ ~'a-w+p'
 
(art.) play (masd.) he it+in (stat.pres.)
 

'He is playing'
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This same expression may also be employed for a past progres
sive action, in which case the main verb will be d-a+~'~-n. 

For the fut.ure one may ei ther put the stative verb just men
tioned into its future form (d-a+~'e-zaa+p' or d-a+~'~-zaa-we
yt') or one may use the suffix -la- (cf. 2.1.3.3.2.1.8) placed 
rmmediately after the root of the-Present tense, e.g. 

de-xomar-lo-yt' ~ *de-xomar-la- wa- yt'
 
he play (suff.) (dyn.) (fin.)
 

'He will be playing'
 

~~~~}~}~~~~~§~_~~g~§§§~Y§_~§E~~~ 

The iterative suffix -la- in association with the Imperative 
and Future I may indicate~he start of the action concerned, 
e.g.	 ((;kadua, 1970.276) 

5°_ ca-la, s-50e+x'- jo- yt' 
you go (suff.) I you+(prev.) catch-up (fin.) 

'You set off and go, I'll catch you up'
 
px'a- q'a h- ca-la- p'
 
front to we go (sufL) (F'ut L)
v 

'Let's start to go forward' 

~~1~~~}~~~!~Z~_~§~~~~~~~Y§_~§2§~~ 

~~~~}~}~~~!~Z~~~_!§_~~~~~_~_§E~~~~!_!~~~_~~~~~~~~~g_~0~_~~~E!~: 

~~2~~Y_~~2~b§~_~~~u~~~~P_2~~~~~~_~~§_~~~~~~~~~e~~~g_~~§ ~~ ~ e~~ 2 

The Past Indefinite is a past perfective form which indi
cates the completion of one past action prior to the COmmence
ment of another. It thus cannot alone form a complete state
ment and is usually followed by an Aorist verb - 'X did Y and 
(+ Aorist)', cf. 2.1.3.2.1.3.2.1. The past absolutive in -ne 
(cf. 2.1.1.3) similarly indicates the completion of one action 
prior to the commencement of another but, being equivalent to 
the English perfect participle, is freely used in association 
with	 any tense of verb. 

~~!~}~}~~~!~g~_~~§~~~~Y§_~§2~~~ 

This is optionally expressed by means of the suffix -la-, 
which is placed directly after the root. This suffix is not 
possible if the verb is in one of the inherently perfective 
tenses (Aorist, Past Indefinite, Perfect, Plu-perfect), nor is 
it found in association with stative verbs, e.g. 

a- ek'ole-n+tO' a- yOne- g'a s-ca-cepx'aja a
(art.) school from (art.) house to I go every-time (art.) 
mp'el s-a- s- wa- n II s-a-s-lo- n 
ball I it hit (dyn.) (fin.) (iter.+dyn.) (fin.) 

(Imperf. ) 
'Every time I got home from school, I used to play ball' 

In association with a future tense -la- may have an iterat
ive sen~e',e.g. (~bid.274) ,- , 

arey aq'ara awe+ra (¢-)a- we- m- ta- n --- a
~his much height i~ to-it you not give (prohib.) (a r t , ) 
zOlar ye-r- ba- la- p' 
people it they see (iter.) (FuLl) 

'Don't give it (sc. a chimney) so much height .,. 
people will see it (sc. every time they pass by) , 
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However, it often functions simply as a progressive marker (cf. 
2.1.3.3.2.1.5), c v q . (adapted from ibid.) 

wara wa- ca - sara wa- matOa- kOa (¢-) sa-r- ba
you you go I your clothing (pl.) them I cause dry 
la- p' II (¢-)sa-r-ba-la-~+ t' 
(progr.) (FuLl) (FuLII) (fin.) 

'You go, (while) I'll be drying your clothes' 
(also possible here, of course, would be any of the three fut
ure progressive forms given earlier under 2.1.3.3.2.1.5). 

~~1~~~~~~~1~1~~_~~b~~_~§E§~~§ 
The non-human nominal plural-marker -koa also has a role to 

play which is similar to that of the iterative suffix just ex
amined. It too may be slotted into the verbal complex immedi
ately after the root and shows that the verbal action has been 
accomplished 'several times'. Unlike -la-, it is not excluded 
from use in the Aorist, Past Indefinite~~Perfect and Plu
perfect tenses; indeed, my informant feels that it is most 
naturally associated with the Perfect, e.g. 

ya-z-ba- kOa- x'e- yt' 
it I see (suff.) (PerL) (fin.) 

'I have already seen it several times' 
(cf. 2.1.3.6.4 for the use of -kOa- in this same position as a 
reinforcement for the plurality-oI any of the personal pronom
inal prefixes). 

~~1~~~~~~~~~1~_~b~~_E~§§~£~1~~~~§_~~§_~b§~§_~~~_~9~e~~~~g 

~~~~~~~~~_~§2~~~~~~_~~~~§§~ 
Apart from the combination of -kOa- with the Perfect just 

described, the only possible combination of aspectual values 
seems to be that of progressive and iterative, e.g. 

way da-yOna- la- capx'aja y- an a- gazet 
he he house-into enter every-time his mother the paper 
d- a- px'a-lo- n 
she it read (i ter. +dyn.) (f in. ) 

'Every time he entered the house, his mother would be 
reading the paper' 

Nevertheless, the simple (progressive) Imperfect is apparently 
preferred here (d-a-px'o-n). 

~~1~2~2~~~~~~~_~~§_~b~~~_~~Y_~§§~~~~~~~~§_9~_~b§_~~~e~~~~~~~_9~ 

9~!!~~§~~_~§E§g~~~1_Y~1~§§_~~~b_~b§_Y~~~~~§ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_~~~§§§J 

The iterative exponent -la- is never associated with either
 
tense of stative verbs (continuous aspect) or with the inher

ently perfective tenses of the dynamic verbs (Aorist, Past
 
Indefinite, Perfect, Plu-perfect)
 

~~1~~~~~~~~~~~~~_~QQ9§~ 

The iterative suffix -la- is not compatible with debitive
 
expressions formed on the-nouns a-xOta/la-kOnaga 'portien, lot'
 
cf. 2.1.3.4.6b) or with that fcrmed on the noun a-wal 'obliga

tion' (cf. 2.1.3.4.6c). Some doubt was expressedaSto the
 
combinability of this iterative -la- with the verb expressing
 
potent.iality, a-l-ea-ra 'to be able' (cf. 2.1.3.4.7).
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The overt expression for progressive aspect involuj 
verb a-c,.'a-zaa-ra 'to be in' (cf. 2.1.3.3.2.1.5) docs n"t conc'" 
bine with either of the debitive exoresions based on the nouns 
a-xOt~//a-kOnag~ 'portion, lot' and-a-w~l 'obligation'. Neither 
is it found with ~-l-i?a-ra 'to be ab~with monitory expres
sions incorporating the verb a-gO-~-a-n2-zaa-ra (cf.2.l.3.4.ll), 
or with -amxa-, the prefix marking the subject's unwilling in
volvement-rn-the verbal action (cf. 2.1.3.4.15). 

~~1~2~2~~~~~~~1~_~20=~!~ii~_~2~~§Z 

The iterative suffix -la- is never found in the masdar
 
(infinitive) .
 

~~J,~~~~~=[;1~~£ 
2.1.3.4.1. indicative 

This mood exists, but it is not marked by any single expon
ent whose sole function is to convey 'indicativeness'. For 
example, the finite marker -(y)t' is found in the following 
indicative tenses:- ----- 

Present s-co-yt' 'I go' 
Aorist s-ce-yt' 'I went' 
Future II s-ca-g+t' 'I may go' 
Perfect s-ca-x'e-yt' 'I have already gone' 

but this same exponent is also found in the subjunctive 
-(z-)aa+yt'. Similarly, the finite marker -n appears in the 
following indicative tenses: 

Imperfect s-co-n 'I was going//would (have) 
go (ne) , 

Past Indefinite s-ca-n 'I wen t and ... ' 
Conditional I s-ca-ra-n 'I would (have) go(ne)' 
Conditional II s-c~-2a-n 'I would probably (have) 

go (ne) , 
Plu-perfect s-ca-x'~-n 'I had already gone' 

but the inferential -zaa+ra+n and negative imperatives (prohib
itions) also end in -no The marker -p' of the Future I is a 
portmanteau morph combining representation of the morphemes 
'finiteness' and 'futurity', but it is also associated with the 
inferential exponent -zaa+p'. 

~~1~2~1~~~_g20g~~~2~~1 

(a) the fundamental marker on the verb in the protasis of a 
conditional sentence is -r 'if'. In this its simplest form it 
is suffixed to the non-finite form of the Aorist (i.e. to the 
simple root of dynamic verbs). The resulting form represents a 
real condition in fut~re tim~, e.g. , 

way da- z-ba- r, ya+r+las+na s-aa- we- yt' 
that-one her I see if quickly I come (dyn . ) (fin.) 

'If I see her, I'll come quickly' 
However, if the form of the apodosis is such as to require that 
the protasis be interpreted as representing an unreal condition 
in past time, forms in -r may indeed bear this meaning, e.g. 
(Ckadua, 1970.157) 

a- waxa sa-n- x~- r, (¢-)ey+la s-k'+ aa
the night I (prev.) stay if it (compound I (root+suff.) 
wa- n p r ev , ) 
(dyn.) (fin.) 
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'If I had stayed the night, I would have realised it' 
Such a form may also represent what amounts to an indefinite 
temporal clause in past time, e.g. (ibid.) 

a - 1<3. d- a+ cO-s06- ma+z+t', a
(art.) dog he it+of afraid (neg. Imperf.) (art. ) 

+(dyn. ) 
y+a+sa+w da- y- ba- r, a- yO da-c'a- 10
drunk him he see if (art.) moth//mite he under go 

+ (dyn.)
n 
(fin. ) 

'He was afraid of dogs, (but) whenever (if ever) he saw 
a drunk, he used to crawl under a moth//mite' (i.e. he 
used to shrink away in dread) 

(b) One may note the conditional -r plus the clitic -g'a 
'and, also' being attached to the non~finite form of the Future 
II to produce the following indirect question 

waco'a aqo'a- q'a s-ca-r, way da- z-ba- ea
tomorrow Sukhumi to I go if that-one her I see (Fut.II)
 
r+ g'a (¢-)z- dar- wa- d a
 
if+indeed it he-who know (dyn.) who?
 

'If I go to Sukhumi tomorrow, who knows if I'll see her?' 
(for the formation of indirect questions see section 1.1.2.2.4) 

(ci) If the conditional exponent is suffixed to any non
finite form other than that of the Aorist, then, instead of -r 
alone, we have forms ending in -za-r. It seems best to analyse 
these as being simply the conditional -r added to the (origina~ 

non-finite forms of the Imperfect, Past-Indefinite, Conditional 
I and II, and Plu-perfect (cf. Lemtatidze, 1954.269-70) - the 
present-day non-finite forms of these tenses end in -z, not 
*-za. From what has been said above (2.1.3.2.1.3), it will be 
obvious that -za+r can be the only marker of conditionals for 
stative verbs, and it derives from the suffixation of -r to the 
non-finite past tense of the stative verb in question. -However, 
stative verbs in -za+r may actually have present temporal ref
erence, e.g. (tkad:ua-;-1970.159) 

b- ca, (16-) b- taxa-za+r
 
you go it you want if
 

'Go, if you want to!'
 
But they may also refer to the past as in (ibid. 160):

Francia a- za+noa+n (¢-)cOg'a-m- za+r bzaya (¢-)q'a-
France it for it bad not if good it (prev.) 
ra- m- c'a-je- yt' 
they not do (emphatic) (fin.) 

'What they did for France, if it was not bad, was not 
good' 

In the case of dynamic verbs, forms ending in -za+r placed 
immediately after the root are derived from the non-finite form 
of the Past Indefinite (i.e. by the addition of -r to the non
finite Past Indefinite, which ends with -z(a) following the 
root). Such forms appear in real, past conditions, e.g. 
(adapted frem ibid. 161) 

bara a c'a ra bzoya-n2 b- a+ 1- ga
you (art. ) 18arn (masd.) good (adv.) you it+from (root) 

"f a n.i sh" 
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za+r, hara y- ah+ gOa- pxo- yt'
 
if we it our+heart warm+(dyn.) (fin.)
 

'If you graduated with distinction, we are pleased' 
Such forms may even have future temporal reference, as the next 
sentence illustrates: 

way da- z-ba- za+r, ya+r+las+na s-aa- we- yt' 
that-one her I see if quickly I come (dyn.) (fin.) 

'If I see her, I'll come quickly' 
Such forms are also used, without any conditional force, as 

virtual equivalents for the Past Indefinite 'he did it and 
... ', e.g. (ibid. 162) - 

a- yOn- a+ ~'a d- ne+y-za+r, pnoazba-k' a- yOna
Jart.) house it+~nto he go if gir~ one the house 
ZO d- ea- yOna- z (¢-)ya-be- yt' 
old she that be-in (non-fin.) it he see (fin.) 

'He arrived home and saw that a girl was in the old 
house' 

These forms in -za+r may also represent an unreal, past condi
tion, e.g. - 

way yaca da- z-ba- za+r, ya-b+ a- s-noo
that-one yesterday her I see if it you+to I tell 

+ (dyn.)
n 
(fin. ) 

'If I had seen her yesterday, I'd have told you' 
(cii) forms in -za+r deriving from the non-finite Imperfect 

will show the dynamic element -wa- immediately after the root. 
Such forms have both present an~future temporal reference in 
real conditional sentences, e.g. (ibid, 163) 

y- ax'a- n- xo (¢-)b- dar- wa- za+r, 
they where (prev.) live+(dyn.) it you know (dyn.) if 
a- zamana 
(art.) fine 

'If you know where they live, fine! ' 
way da- z-bo- za+r, d- aa r+c 
that-one her I see+(dyn.) if she come (purposive) 
ya-l+ a- s-hoo- yt' 
it her+to I tell+ (dyn.) (fin.) 

'If I see her, I'll tell her to come' 
This form also appears in unreal, past conditions, e.g. (ibid. 
164-65) 

bara b- an aZoa-koa ya- s+ ~- 1- hOa-z 
you your mother word (pl.) which me+to she say (non-fin.) 
(¢-) b- dar- wa- za+r, (¢-)s+ a- b- tOa-rd
them you know (dyn.) if it me+to you say (Put.I) 
n 
(fin. ) 

'If you had known what words your mother said to me, 
you'd have said to me ... ' 

Rarely such forms are used to represent the repetition of real 
conditions in the past (~kadua, 1970.165). e.g.
 

abrax' way d- aa- wa- za+r, y~- z+xa+r~
 
hither that-one he come (dyn.) if his fill
 
(¢-)ya-fa- r+c d- aa- wa- n 
it he eat (purp.) he come (dyn.) (fin.) 

'If he used to come here, he used to come to eat his fill' 
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(ciii) Forms in -za+r in®ediately preceded by the Perfect 
exponent -x'a- may either expr·ess real, perfect conditions, 
e. g. (ibid-:-T65) 

W8Y a- sOqO'a sar-g'a y8-z-ba- x'e- yt' ~ bar-
that (art.) book I too it I se~, (Perf. ( (~in.) you 
g'a y8-b- ba- x'a- za+r ey~a-g 8 (¢-)eyy 8- w+p' 
too it you see (Perf.) if more even it better (stat.) 

'I teo have already seen that book - if you also have 
already already seen it, so much the better' 
or unreal, past (perfect) conditions, e.g. 

W8Y d8- z-ba- x'a- za+r, bara ya-b+ a s-11oo
that-one her I see (Perf.) if you it you+to I tell 
n + (dyn.) 
(fin. ) 

'If I had (already) seen her, I'd have told you' 
(civ) Forms where -za+r is preceded by the Future I marker, 

-r8-, have a forceful, threatening nuance; the associated apo
dosis is usually characterised by a verb in the subjunctive 
(ibid. 166), e.g.
 

abraya+k'a (¢-)a+ X8- b- nO[a]+aa- ra
this anything it it+about you s a y « (suffix) (FuLI)
 
za+r, S8-ps- ra (¢-)b8- b[a]-aa+yt'
 
if my die (masd.) it you see (subjunctive)
 

'If you say anything about this, so let it pass that 
you witness my death! ' 

(cv) The element -za+r is apparently rarely found preceded 
by the Future II exponent -ea- (ibid. 166); the temporal refer
ence of such forms is futur~ and they seem to be restricted to 
indirect questions; N.B. the optional addition of the clitic 
-g'8 'also, even', e.g. 
-- wa-[a]x' b8- ca-@a- za+r(-g'8) (¢-)s+ a- n°
 

thither you go (Fut.II) if it me+to tell
 
'Tell me if you'll go there'
 

(d) Another conditional suffix is -t+g'8, which appears to 
be made up from the clitic -g'8 'also, even' plus some other 
element. This compound exponent may be attached to the non
finite forms of the Past Indefinite, Imperfect or Plu-perfect 
tenses. 

(di)	 with the Past Indefinite the suffix may be used in un
real,	 past conditions, e.g. 

W8Y yaea d8- z-ba- z- t+g'8, 
that-one yesterday her I see (non-fin.) if 
y8-b+ a- s-noo- n 
it you+to I tell (fin.) 

+ (dyn.) 
'If I'd seen her yesterday, I'd have told you' 

Alternatively, the resulting form may appear in the protases of 
real, past conditions, e.g. 

W8Y a- xac'a da- b- ba- z- t+g'8,
 
that (art.) man him you see (non-fin.) if
 
ya-z- s+ a- b8- m- nOe- y
 
it why me+to you not tell (Qu.)
 

'If you saw that man, why didn't you tell me?' 
(dii) The compound formant -t+g'8 added to the non-finite 

~mpcrfect may convey a repeated, unreal, past or present condi
f eo go 
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lassa=lass s2-r+c'a+yOo d- aa- wa z t+g 
often my teacher she come (dyn.) (non-fin. ) If 
Anglaz bazsoa ey'-n~ y2-S-C'0- n 
English language better(adv.) it I learn (fin. ) 

+ (dyn.) 
'If my teacher had comellcame (more) often, I'd (have) 
learn(ed) English better' 

Alternatively, it may indicate a real, past condition of imper
fective aspect, e.g. (ibid.167) 

sara sa-pha W8- 1- eylaha-wa- z- t+g'e, 
I my da~ghter you her like (dyn . ) (non-fin;) if , 
ye-z- s+ 0- w- m- hOa- za- y wabray wara 
it why me+to you not tell (non-fin.) (Qu.) it you 

'If you liked my daughter, why didn't you tell me?' 
with reference to the present-future, such forms are found in 
unreal con~itio~s, e.g., , 

waco'e London-q'a h- co- z- t+g e, h-
tomorrow London to we go+(dyn.) (non-fin.) if our 
yOaza da- ha-p§+ aa- wa- n 
friend him we look-for+(suffix) (dyn.) (fin.) 

'If we were to go to London tomorrow, we'd look for our 
friend' 

wazoa London-q'a h- co- z- t+g'a, a-
now London to we go+(dyn.) (non-fin.) if (art.) 
x'ta h- a- k'- wa- n 
cold us it seize (dyn.) (fin.) 

'If we were travelling to London at this moment, we'd 
freeze l ' 

(diii) When -t+g'a is suffixed to the Plu-perfect non-finite 
form, the resulting complex may be used only for real, plu
perfect conditions, e.g. 

wey wa-[a]x'da-ca-x'a- z- t+g'e,
 
that-one there he go (PerL) (non-fin.) if
 
ya-z- s+ a- be- m- hOe- y
 
it why me+to you not tell (Qu.)
 

'If he had already gone there, why didn't you tell me?' 
(div) The complex produced by suffixing -t+g'e to the non

finite past tense form of stative verbs may be used in the pro
tases of unreal conditions relating to past, present or future 
time, e.g. 

n- yOaza yaca II wazoa II waco'a abra 
our friend yesterday now tomorrow here 
da-q'a-z- t+g'e, a- waps bazsoa d a+ la
he be (non-fin.) if the Ossetic language he it+about 
cOa~oo- n 
talk+(dyn.) (fin.) 

'If our friend had been here yesterdaYllwere here nowll 
tomorrow, he would (have)be(en) talking about the 
Ossetic language' 

Alternatively, this form may appear in real, past conditions, 
e.g.	 (ibid. 168) 

we- xa- za a- was ye- we- r- wa- r+c (¢-) 
your head for (art.) work him you cause work (purp.) it 
we- taxa-z- t+g'e, sara ya-s+ 0- w- hOa- nda 
you want (non-fin.) if me it me+to you tell (optat

ive) 
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'If you wanted to make him work for you, would that you 
had told me!' 

~~1~2~1~2~_!~E~E~~!Y~ 

~~1~2~~~2~1~_!~_~b~~b_r~E§~~§_~~9_~~~£~E§_9~~§_~b~_!~r~E ~ ~~ ~~ 

b~Y~_§E~~!~l_~~E~§Z 

The imperative exists only in the second person (for 3rd. 
person imperatives cf. 2.1.3.4.16) and, for dynamic verbs, con
sists of the bare verbal stem (i.e. devoid of suffixes), which 
is identical with the non-finite Aorist (at least, as regards 
the post-radical structure of the complex). In the case of in
transitive verbs, the subject-affix is always present in the 
pre-radical verbal structure, e.g. 

5°- tO'a
 
you (pI.) sit
 

'Sit down!'
 
b- se-s
 
you(f.sg.) me hit
 

'Hit me!' 
If the verb is transitive, then the subject-affix is present 
only if the subject is 2nd person plural, e.g. 
---- ye-q'a- 5°- c'a 

it (prev.) you(pl.) do 
I Do it!' 

BUT ye-q'a-c'a 
'Do it!' (i.e. you m.//f.sg.) 

N.B. that some verbal roots ending in -a lose this vowel in the 
imperative, e.g. 

ye-f 
it eat 

'Eat it!' (cf. a-fa-ra 'to eat') 
Prohibitions have the negative particle -m(e)- placed before 

the root (or before the causative exponent, if present) and 
also require a word-final -n after the root; the subject-affix 
is always present, e.g. 

sOe-m-tO'a-n
 
'Don't sit down!' (i.e. you pl.)
 

ye-q'a-be- m-c'a-n
 
you (f. sg.)
 

'Don't do it!' (i. e. you f. sg. )
 
de- s- pe- w- me- r- q'a-n
 
him me (prev.) you(m.sg.) not cause cut (suff.)
 

'Don't make me cut him!' (i.e. you m.sg.)
 
The imperative of stative verbs, on the other hand, has a -z 

appearing immediately after the root (in other words, from the 
point of view of the post-radical structure of the complex, 
there is complete identity between the imperative and the non
finite past tense), e.g. 

wa ba- q'a-z
 
there you(f.sg.) be
 

'Stay there!' 
The negative is not used in association with stative imperat
ives - one must employ the negative of the first type of 
'debitive' example discussed below in section 2.1.3.4.6, namely 
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ara ba- q'a-m- za+r-o- w+p' 
here you be not if be (stat.) 

'Do not be here!' (lit. = 'You must not be here') 

~~!~2~~~~~_QP~§~~~~_igf~_§!§Q_~~!~2~~~!§l 

This mood is marked by the suffix -nda(z). with stative 
verbs, this formant is attached to the simple verbal root and 
has present temporal reference, e. g. (ibid. 178) 

taca bzaya-k' d- ba- ma- nda(z)
 
daughter-in-law good one her you have
 

'Would that you had a good daughter-in-law! '
 
When this formant is attached to the bare stem of dynamic 

verbs (i.e. to the non-finite Aorist), the temporal reference 
is either future, e.g. (ibid.) 

sara aray a- mcabz (¢-)ea- z-ga- z
 
I this (art.) week it how I bear (non-fin.)
 
(¢-)b- dara- nda(z)
 
it you learn
 

'Would that you may learn how I endured this week!' 
or past: e.g., , 

aray yaca ya-s+ a- b- tOa- nda(z) 
this yesterday it me+to you tell 

'Would that you had told me this yesterday!' 
If -nda(z) is attached to the non-finite present of dynamic 

verbs, the temporal reference may be future, present or (pro
gressive) past, e.g. (ibid.) 

t- ra+ la m- 5°0- nda(z) a
we them+among not fall+ (dyn.)
 

'May we not fall among the beasts! ' 
ya- (?a- q'a la- kOa- z (¢-) ZO- dar
they how (prev.) happen (pl.) (non-fin.) it you know 
wa- nda(z) 
(dyn. ) 

'Would that you knew how these things happened!' 
araya- sOgO'a yaca b- a- px'o- nda(z) 
this (art.) book yesterday you it read+(dyn.) 

'Would that you had been reading this book yesterday! ' 
Not surprisingly, such optatives easily come to function in 

the protases of conditional sentences with the sense of English 
'if onlyl', e.g. (ibid. 179) 

abra-[a]x' s- aaygOara-[a]x' w- aa+y-wa- nda (z) , 
hither me near to you come (dyn.) 
wa- panc'a (¢-)ta+pa- s-co'a- ra- n 
your nose it (preverbs) I break (FUt. I) (fin.) 

'If only you would come over here near me, I'd break 
your nose! ' 

The suffix -nda(z) may also be attached to the non-finite 
Perfect, e.g.
 

s- taa+coa (¢-) z-ba- x'a nda(z)
 
my parents them I see (perf.)
 

'If only } I h d ' ' 'Would that a seen my parents. 
In association with the element eg'a 'however much', -nda(z) 

usually has suffixed to it the clitic -g'a 'also, even', ~ 
there is no longer any nuance of 'optativeness' left. In such 
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constructions the temporal reference must be the past, e.g. 
eg'a da- z-bo- nda(Z)+g'a 
however-much her I see+(dyn.) 
s- gOa y- a- x f o > n 
my heart it it please+(dyn.) (fin.) 

'However much I saw her, my heart used to rejoice' 
eg'a d- a+ z- xOaca-nda(z)+g'a, ah y- azoa 

he it+about think the-king his word 
y- a+ za- y- xOac- ra- z 
that-which it+about he think (Fut.I) (non-fin.) 
(¢-)ya +za- m- dar- t 
it he +(potential) not know (fin.) 

'No matter how much he thought about it, he didn't know 
~~at he was to ,~ake of the ki~g's st~tement' (ibid.1BO) 

eg a da- z-ba- x a- nda(z)+g a da-ea- q'a-c 
him I see (Perf.) he how be (Perf.non

da-q'a-n fin.) 
he be (fin.) 

'However often I've seen him, he's remained unchanged' 
If we require such a construction to have present or future 
temporal reference, then, instead of the optative suffix, we 
must use the appropriate form of the conditional mood, e.g. 

eg'a da- z-bo- za+r+g'a, s- gOa y- a
her I see+(dyn.) if my heart it it
 

XOo- yt'
 
please+(dyn.) (fin.)
 

'However often I see her, my heart rejoices'
 
eg'a da-z-ba-r+ g'a, s-gOa y-a-xOo-yt'
 

if 
'However much I see her, my heart will rejoice' 

Just as what is essentially the optative mood may be used as 
a 'semi-'conditional with the meaning 'if only', so by suffix
ing -awaz to a true conditional (in -r alone or in -za+r) we 
shall have another means of expressing the idea of regret in
herent in the phrase 'if only'. The suffix -awaz may be 
derived from the form 

y- a- w- aa- za+y
 
that-which it does (suffix) (Qu.)
 

'What will happen?'
 
Examples:

yax'a d- aa r- a+w+a+z 
today he come if 

'If only he were coming today (sc. and not some other 
time)! '
 

wazOa-cO'q"a da- cOa- za+r-a+w+a+z
 
now exactly she sleep if
 

'If only she were sleeping right now!' 
abraya- k'ino (¢-)z-ba- x'a- za+r-a+w+a+z 
this (art.) film it I see (Perf.) if 

'If only I had seen this film already!' 

~~1~1~~~~~_~0t~~t~~~~1 

As we have already seen (2.1.3.2.1.2), the Present indicat
ive is used to mark an action that the subject definitely 
intends to occur in the future. However, another expression 
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with the specific meaning 'x intends to ... ' also exIsts - it 
consists of the purposive (cf. 2.1.3.5) 1n either -n or-c 
plus the copula a-q'a-zaa-ra 'to be', e.g. 

s-ca-ra+na II s-ca-r+c sa-q'o-w+p'
 
I go I be (stat.)
 

'I intend to go'
 

2.1.3.4.6. debitive 

(a) The verb expressing the action to be carried out stands 
in the conditional mood, most comTIonly in -r alone. This is 
then followed either by the present of the copular root -a- 'to 
be' or by the corresponding past form of the copular root
-a+ko'a-, e.g. 

s-ca-r- o-w+p' (~ *-a a- w+p')
 
I go it be (staL)
 

(colloII) 
'I must go' (of which the negative form would be 
Se; -m-ca-r-o-w+p') 

s-ca-r-Ji+ko 'a=D( ~ ~ a+ko'a-n)
 
it be (staL)
 
(col.II)
 

'I had to go II should have gone' (of which the negative 
form will either be sa-m-ca-r-a+ko'a-n or 
s-ca-r-a+ko'a-ma-z+t') 

With stative verbs, of course, only the conditional in -za+r is 
possible, e.g. (~kadua, 1970.194) 

a- nasa racoa (¢-) wa- ma- za+r-o-w+p' 
(art.) women many them you have if 

'You ought to have many women 
In place of the two copular roots just illustrated one may 

also use either a+ko'a-xa-ra 'to come into beingllb2come', 
e.g.	 (ibi? 195\, , , 

wabra-[a]x da-ca-r, da- y- ba- r (¢-)a+ko'a
there to he go if him he see (condit.) it be 
xo n
 
become (fin. )
 
+ (dyn.) 

'If he had come, he would have had to have seen him' 
(of which the negative form would be da-y-ba-r a+ko'a-xo-ma
z+t') or a-taxa-zaa-ra 'to want'. This verb is 'inverted', 
which is to say slmply that in Abkhaz the verb is intransitive, 
with the result that the object desired is marked by a column I 
affix, the person desiring by a column II affix. In the con
struction being examined here the 3rd. person singular non
human column I affix correlating with the clause represented by 
the conditional verb is absent as its referent immediately pre
cedes it; this leaves the one column II 3rd. person singular 
non-human affix acting as a 'dummy' indirect object marker (cf. 
Georgian unda 'helshelit wants it II it is necessary'), e.g. 

s-ca::r---T¢-) a- taxa-w+p'
 
it it
 
(col.I) (col. II)
 

'I must go' (of which the negative form would be 
a-taxa-m) 
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s-ca-r	 (p-)a-taxa-n 
'I should have gone II had to go' 

(of which the negative form would be a-taxa-ma-z+t') 
The conditional mood may be replaced by the masdar containing 
the appropriate column II, possessive prefix, which in the 
present example would be s-ca-ra. 

(b) Either of the two nouns meaning 'portion, lot' may be 
used as the root of a stative verb in another analytic expres
sion of obligation; the nouns are a-kOnaga and a-xOta. If the 
masdar is employed to represent the verb whose action is neces
sary, then two variants are possible: (i) the nominal root of 
the stative verb will be preceded by the appropriate column II 
possessive prefix, and the masdar will begin with the definite
generic article a-, e.g. 

a- ca-ra (p-)sa+xOto-w+p' II
 
(art.) go (masd.) it my lot (stat.)
 
(p-)sa+konago-w+p'
 

'It is necessary that I go' 
(of which the negative forms would be sa+xOta-m II sa+konaga-m) 

a-ca-ra (p-)sa+xOta-n II (P-)sa+konaga n 
'It was necessary that I go' (or 'I should have gone') 

(of which the negative forms would be sa+xOta-ma-z+t' II 
sa+konaga-ma-z+t') 
(ii) alternatively, the masdar will begin with the appropriate 
column II, possessive prefix, whilst the finite verb contains 
the same 'dummy' column II 3rd. person singular non-human affix 
described in the last section in the case of a-taxa-zaa-ra, 

e.g.	 s-ca-ra (p-)a+xOtb-w+p' II (p-)a+konagb-w+p' 
'It is necessary that I go' 

(of which the negative forms would be a+xOta-m II a+konaga-m) 
If, on the other hand, the conditional in -r represents the 

subordinate verb, then this conditional will show in its pre
radical structure an affix correlating with the subject, and 
the nominal root of the stative verb will be preceded by the 
3rd. person singular non-human column II 'dummy'-affix ~-, 

e.g.	 s-ca-r (p-)a+xOtb-w+p' II (p-)a+konagb-w+p' 
'It is necessary that I go' 

(of which the negative forms would be a+xOta-m II a+konaga-m) 
s-ca-r (p-)a+xOta-n II (p-)a+konaga-n 

'It was necessary that I go II I should have gone' 
(of which the negative forms would be a+xOta-ma-z+t' II 
a+konaga-ma-z+t') 

(c) The noun a-wal 'obligation' (cf. Georgian vali 'obliga
tion') may also be used as the root of a stative verb and be 
preceded by the infinitive (masdar), e.g. 

a-ca-ra (p-)s+wala-w+p'
 
'I am obliged to go'
 

(of which the negative form would be s+wala-m)
 
a-ca-ra (p-)s+wala-n
 

'I was obliged to go'
 
(of which the negative form would be s+wala-m2-z+t') 

My informant expressed a strong reluctance to accept the sug
gested variant whereby the masdar would contain the appropriate 
possessive prefix whilst the nominal root of the stative verb 
would be preceded by the 'dummy'-affix a-. 
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~~!~2~~~~~!~_!~_~~y_~~~~~~~t~~~_~~g~_e~t~~~~_~~~~~_~~~_:~~~~~~~~ 

:2e!.:hg~t!::2~Z 

No. 

~~!~}~~~§~~~_~~§_s!:~~§~§~t_g§S~~~~_~~_~e!~g~t~~~_s~~t~~S~~~b~gZ 

Of the three types of debitive expression (a) seems to have 
the greatest degree of obligation associated with it. And (c) 
seems stronger than (b) 

~~1~2~~~Z~_2~t§~t~~! 
In a simple affirmative statement that the ability to do 

something exists the verb a-l-ea-ra 'to be able' is used in 
association with the masdar-o~the-verb whose action is pos
sible, e.g. 

a- ca-ra II a- q'a- c'a-ra
 
(art.) go (masd.) its (prev.) do (masd.)
 

(coLlI)
 
(¢-) sa- 1- eO- yt'
 
it to-me (prev.) be possible (fin. )
 
(coLI) (coLlI) + (dyn.)
 

'I can go II do it' 
If the verb is negated, then we have a choice of constructions: 
(a) the verb a-l-?a-ra may incorporate the negative particle, 

e.g.	 a-ca-ra II a-q'a-c'a-ra (¢-)sa-l-eo-m 
not 

'I can't go II do it' (sc. either because I'm too busy 
or because I am physically incapable) 
(b) alternatively, the potential marker -z(e)-, which is homo
nymous with the benefactive relational particle (cf.2.1.1.4.1), 
will simply appear within the pre-radical complex of the verb 
whose action is being described as impossible. When this pot
ential marker is inserted into the complex of an intransitive 
verb, nothing happens to the personal pronominal affixes of the 
complex, e.g. 

se- z- co- rn
 
I (pot.) go not
 
(col.I) +(dyn.)
 

'I can't go' (sc. because I don't want to) 
cf.	 se- ee- za- m- co (¢-)l- dar- we-

I that (pot.) not go it she know (dyn.) 
(col.I) (non-fin.) 
yt' 
(fin. ) 

'She knows that I can't go' 
However, when it is inserted into a transitive complex, the 
following change occurs - the verb's subject may no longer be 
represented by the usual column III affix; instead, it is rep
resented by a column II affix, which is, in effect, 'governed' 
by the potential marker, for no other element may intervene 
between these two elements, e.g. 

ye-se+ za- q'a- c'o- rn
 
it 1+ (pot.) (prev.) do not
 

(col.II) +(dyn.)
 
'I can't do it'
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cf. ya-e sa+za-q'a-m- c'o (~-) I-dar-we-yt' 
that not do 

+ (dyn.) 
'She knows that I can't do it' 

The potential -z(a)- may be used with non-negative verbs in:
(i)	 conditio~e.g.
 

aqo'a- q'a sa-z- ca-r, sa-yOaz- cOa
 
Sukhumi to I (pot.) go if my friend (pl.) them
 
(~-) z-bo- yt'
 
them I see (fin.)
 

+ (dyn.) 
'If I can go to Sukhumi, I'll see my friends' 

(N.B. that this condition implies that I have it within my own 
power to go or not, whereas the alternative a-ca-ra (~-)sa-l

ea-r, as in the case of the negative examples given above, 
rather suggests physical ability; this same dichotomy is also 
valid for the other examples below); 

(ii)	 questions, e.g.
 
waco'a aqO'a-q'a ba z- ca-ra- (w


matomorrow you (pot.) go (Fut. I) (Qu.)
 

'will you be able to go to Sukhumi tomorrow?'
 
(iii)	 wishes, e.g.
 

a- ek'ol a- c_'a a+k'a (~-)sa+z- c'a
(art.) school it in something it 1+ (pot.) learn
 
nda (z) hOa d- a+ sta- n
 
(optative) saying he its+track (fin.)
 

'It was his desire to learn something at school' (lit. 
"'If only I could learn something at school!" (was the desire) 
he pursued') 
(N.B. that the potential -Z(d)- is always used when the verb 
a-dar-ra 'to know' is negated.) 

~~~~~~~~~~_9§g~§§_2!_~§~~~~~~Y 

(a)	 simple statement: the copular is used, as in: 
a- yOna da-q'o-w+p'
 
(art.)	 house he be (stat.)
 

'He is at home'
 
(b) obligation-statement: the construction is that described 

under 2.1.3.4.6a, e.g. 
a-yOna	 da-q'a-za+r-o-w+p'
 

'He must be at home'
 
(c) contingent: the conditional mood is used together with 

the auxiliary verb a-q'a-la-ra 'to happen', which may be either 
Present or Future I indicative, cf. section 2.1.3.4.14, e.g. 

a-yOna	 da-q'a-za+r (~-)q'a 121- p' II 
if it (prev.) happen (Fut.I) 

(~-)q'a-lo yt' 
happen (fin.) 
+ (dyn.)
 

'He may be at home'
 
(d) assumption: here Abkhaz employs one of its many idioms 

a finite verb is used for the action being assumed; this is 
followed by the particle indicating a direct quotation hOa, 
which in turn is followed by the copula a-q'a-zaa-ra 'to be', 
which contains the column I affix appropriate to the person 
making the assumption, e.g. 
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a-yOne de-q'o-w+p' hOa sa-q'o-w+p'
 
saying I be (stat.)
 

(= I think)
 
'I think that he is at home' 

A variant for this last example seems to involve a contamina
tion of the last two structures, such that the conditional mood 
of (c) combines with the idiomatic expression 'to think' found 
in (d), e.g. 

a-yOne da-q'a-za+r hOa se-q'o-w+p' 
if 

'1 think he's at home' 

~~!~~~~~~~_~~~0~~~~Y_!~~_~§§~~~~~~ 

Abkhaz is able to indicate that an assertion is made as a 
result of inference or hear-say by means of the following dev
ice - the complex exponent -zaa+p' is suffixed to the non
finite forms of the following tenses: Perfect, Aorist, Future 
II, and Present. An example based on the Perfect would be 

da- r- s- x'a- zaa+p'
 
him they kill (Perf.)
 

'Apparently they have already killed him' 
On the other hand, the complex exponent -zaa+ra+n is suffixed 
to the non-finite forms of the Imperfect, Past Indefinite, 
Conditional II, and Plu-perfect, and, as a result of the collo
cation of the final -z of these non-finites with the initial 
z- of the suffix concerned, one -z- disappears, as illustrated 
In this example of the Plu-perfect 

da-r-s-x'a-zaa+ra+n 
'Apparently they had already killed him' 

All tenses thus have a corresponding inferential mood with the 
exception of the Future I and Conditional I (see Hewitt, 1979 
for a discussion) . 

In the case of stative verbs, -zaa+p' is attached to the 
bare	 stem, e.g. ------ 

da-sta-zaa+p' 
he lie 

'He is lying down apparently' 
There is no way of deciding whether the suffix -zaa+ra+n is 
similarly attached to the bare stem or to the non-finite past, 
which subsequently loses a -z-, just like the corresponding 
dynamic verbs described above - the result is the same, viz. 

da-sta-zaa+ra+n
 
'Apparently he was lying down'
 

~~!~~~1~!Q~_02~~~~2~Y 

For exhortations (1st. person imperatives) see 2.1.3.2.1.4.
 
lai.
 

~~!~~~1~11~_~2~!~2~Y 

The idiomatic expression a-gO-~-a-na-zaa-ra, which literally 
means 'the-self-to-be-in-the-heart (i.e. centre of intelli 
gence) " is used in the subjunctive in conjunction with either 
a negative subjunctive (for a general warning) or with a pro
hibition (for a more immediate warning) representing the action 
being warned against, e.g. 
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r--------~ 

wa- gOa wa+ ~ a- na-z(aa+yt')
 
your heart your+self it in (subjunctive)
 
wa- k'a- m- n[a]- aa+yt' II wa-k'a-m-na-n
 
you down not fall (subj. (prohibition
 

(prev.) suffix) 
'Be careful you don't fall down!' 

~~!~~~~~!~~_~2~t~~~~~t 

The verb a-q'a-la-ra 'to happen' is used in association with 
the appropriate conditional mood (in -r alone for a simple ac
tion; in -(wa-)za+r for a progressive action). Note that the 
Future I and the Present of the main verb are interchangeable 
if the temporal reference is future or present, e.g. 

waco'a a- kOa (¢-)a- wa- r (¢-)q'a
tomorrow (art.) rain it it make (condit.) it (prev.) 
la- p' II (¢-)q'a-lo- yt' 
happen (fin.) happen+(dyn.) (fin.) 

'It may rain tomorrow' 
d- a- px'o- za+r (¢-)a'q-la-p'll (¢-)q'a-lo-yt' 
he it read (condit.) 

+ (dyn.) 
'He may be reading'
 

a- yOna da-q'a-za+r (¢-)q'a-la-p'll
 
(art.) house he be (condit.)
 
(¢-)q'a-lo-yt'
 

'He may be at home' 
If the temporal reference of the sentence is past, then either 
the Imperfect or Conditional I tenses of the main verb are 
possible, e.g. 

yaca a- p'rofesor d- aa- r (¢-)q'a-la
yesterday the professor he come (condit.) 
ra-n II (¢-)q'a-lo-n, ya- yOaza abra da-§a
(Cond.I) (Imperf.) his friend here he that 
q'a-z (¢-)ya-dar- wa- z- t+g'a 
be (non-fin.) he know (dyn.) (non-fin.) if 

'The professor might have come yesterday, if he had 
known that his friend was here' 

An alternative construction is for a-l-ea-ra 'to be possible' 
to be used impersonally, i.e. with a dummy, 3rd. person singu
lar non-human column II affix standing in place of the personal 
affix indicating the person possessing the ability concerned; 
this verb will then be preceded by either a conditional mood or 
the masdar (plus appropriate possessive prefix) of the verb 
whose action is being stated to be possible, e.g. 

s-ca-r II s- ca-ra (¢-)a- 1- eO-
I go (condit.) my go (masd.) it it (prev.) be-possible 

+ (dyn.)yt' 
(fin. ) 

'There is a possibility that I shall go II I may go' 

~~!~~~~~!~~-~~~~!!~~g~~§§ 
A special affix is inserted into the pre-radical verbal com

plex to show that the subject is acting unwillingnely; it is 
···arnxa-·, and it has the same effect on transitive verbs as does 
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the potential affix -2(0)- (cf. 2.1.3.4.7), namely the expected 
column III, transitive subject-affix is replaced by the cor
respondj.ng column II affix, which becomes 'governed' by the 
affix -amxa-, e.g. 

s-amxa-co- yt' 
I go (fin. ) 

+(dyn.) 
'I	 am going unwillingly' 

ya-e- s+amxa- q'a- c'o (¢-)l- d8r- we
it	 that I (prev.) do it she know (dyn.) 

(col. II) (non-fin.)yt' 
(fin.) 

'She knows that I am doing it unwillingly' 
Both the potential and unwillingness markers may stand in the 
same complex, e.g. 

ya+ ~- y+ amxa-sa+za- r- s- wa- m 
his+self him 1+ (pot.) cause kill (dyn.) not 

'I can't make him kill himself unwillingly' 
(where -amxa- is construed with the subject of the embedded 
verb). --- 

~~1~~~1~1§~_§~9j~Dgt!Y~ 

The characteristic suffix for this mood is the compound ex
ponent -aa+yt'. In the case of stative verbs, the suffix is 
added to~he non-finite past tense form, which ends in -z; how
ever, the subjunctive suffix may be entirely omitted such that 
this non-finite past tense form in -z becomes endowed with sub
junctive functions. For dynamic verbs, the suffix is added to 
the non-finite Aorist (i.e. to the simple stem) to produce a 
form having future temporal reference - if the verbal root ends 
in -a, this will fall before the aa- of the suffix. The suffix 
is also attached to (a) the non-finite Past Indefinite (in -z) 
for past temporal reference, (b) the non-finite Imperfect (in 
-wa-z) for present temporal reference, and (c) the non-finite 
Plu-perfect (in-x'a-z) for perfect temporal reference. In each 
of these last three cases (i.e. where the base-form ends in -z) 
the subjunctive suffix may be omitted leaving the simple non-
finite forms themselves endowed with subjunctive functions. 

The subjunctive is used for (i) 3rd. person imperatives, 
e.g.	 ,(Ckadua, 1979.187) 

a- raxO- 9 a a- tap a- ~'a ya-q'a-z 
the cattle also its place it in it be (non-fin) 
(-aa+yt' ) 
(subj. ) 

'Let	 the cattle also be in its place!' 
ya-l- g[a]-aa+yt' 
it	 she take (subj.) 

'Let	 her take it!' 
(ii)	 for wishes in all three persons, e. g. (ibid.)
 

sa-ps- aa+yt'
 
I die
 

'May I die!'
 
bzaya (¢-)wa- b[a]-aa+yt'
 
good(thing) it you see
 

'Greetings!' (lit. 'May you see something good!') 
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a- ncaa wa- y- m- s- aa+yt'
 
(art.) God you he not kill
 

'May God not kill you!'
 
r ax ? (¢-) sa-ma- z (-aa+yt' )
 
cattle them I have (non-fin.)
 

'May	 I possess cattle!' 
(iii) when -aa+yt' is attached to forms ending in -z, i.e. 

where it is possible for the entire suffix to be omitted (in 
the case of stative verbs, since this suffix always attaches to 
the same form and this ends in -z, there is here no formal 
difference), the meaning is slightly different, being rather 
'let	 it be so tha~ ... //so be ~t the~ that ... ', e.g. 

way wa- gOala ~aq'a da-beyo-w- ze+y! 
that your neighbour how he rich (non-fin.) (exclamation) 
a- yOn- kOa x-pa, a- raxo=a-soaxo 
(art.) house (pl.) 3 (non-human) (art.) livestock
 
racoa+n~ (¢-) ya-mo- w+p'. (¢-) y~-ma- z
 
many them he have (stat.) them he have (non-fin.)
 
(-aa+yt') sara a+k'a + g'a (¢-) sa-ma- m, axa yaha
 
sUb~.) I ,anything even it I have not but more
 
nasap (¢-)sa-mo- w+p'
 
happiness it I have (stat.)
 

'''How rich that neighbour of yours is! He has three
 
houses and many animals."
 
"Let him have them! (What of it that he has them?:).
 
I have nothing but yet have greater happiness.'"
 

ya-sa+z- ~'a- 1- t- wa- z (-aa+yt'),
 
it me+for (pr,;,v.) she shout ,(dyn.) (non-fin.) (subj.)
 
way 1- axa (¢-) sa-ma- m
 
that-one her time(for) it I have not
 

'So she's shouting for me - let her, I don't have time 
for her!' 

ya-l- ga z (-aa+yt') was+g'a ya-ga
it she take (non-f in.) (subj.) anyway it take 
to, e n 
(gerundive) (fin.) 

'She took it - so what? it was to be taken in any case! ' 
da- 1- ga- x a z (-aa+yt'), sa s-ra
him she take (Perf.) (non-fin.) (subj.) I them 
x'- jo- yt' 
(prev.) overtake (fin.) 

+ (dyn.) 
'So she's taken him already - it doesn't matter, I'll 
catch them up' (ibid.) 

~=~=~=~==~~Q~t~=gQg=Q~Q;£~Q~~~=£~~illg 
Abkhaz has a non-finite formation which is here c a I Led 'pur

posive' but which is traditionally termed the 'purpose-condi
tional mood' (Georgian = mizan-p'irobiti k'ilo; Russian = 
uslovno-celevoe naklonenie), which is generally described as 
being formed by means of the suffixation of one of the three 
exponents -c, -na, -to' to the conditional mood in -r alone 
(see Aristava e~al.~968.124). The work just quoted also 
3tates another generally accepted view to the effect that: 'In 
'~p Abkhaz literary language there also exists an analytic 

ans of ropresenting the purpose-conditional. In such cases 
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the postposition -ze "ior" is attached to the masdar, I~ s'clch 
forms in -za are examined, it will be seen that, who r: formed (n, 
transitiveverbs, they contain both tho column III, subject
affix and the column I, direct-object affic:, e,g. 

ya-q'a- s- c'a-ra-z0 (~*-ra-a- Z~) 
it (prev.) I do it for 

' ... that I do it' 
But it is known from section 2.1.1.3.2 that the masdar may not 
contain any column III or column I affixes. It is clear also 
from the form just given that -za is attached to a base ending 
in -ra, just as does the masdar~oo. On the other hand, 
there-actually exists a form that ends in -ra and contains 
column I and column III affixes - this is the-non-finite Future 
I, and, since clauses expressing purpose have a temporal refer
ence which is future (i.e. relative to the temporal reference 
of their introductory verbs), there is clearly an argument in 
favour of analysing such formations as being based not on the 
masdar but on the non-finite Future I. Now let us turn to the 
purposives proper. Formations in -na are always attached to 
bases ending in -ra; where the formant is -to', whilst forms 
in -r+tO' are now'jthe most common, parallel formations in 
-ra+~are not unknown; fOLTIations in -c always end in -r+c. 
Given the precisely parallel formations of forms in -za an~ 
those in -na, plus the possibility of attaching -tC'a~o a base 
ending in -ra suggests to the present author that-we-are here 
dealing wit~a unified phenomenon, and that all four formations 
ultimately derive from the non-finite Future 1 - the present
day compound suffixes -r+c and -r+tO, will result from the loss 
of interconsonantal -a-~oss of~vowel a is not unknown in 
Abkhaz generally - witness such imperative formations as ya-f 
'Eat it!' ~ a-fa-ra 'to eat' - and is very frequent in t~ 
Bzyp dialect, whereas the proponents of regarding the base-form 
here as being the conditional mood in -r would either have to 
propose an unusual rule of a-insertion or to assume that an 
older form of the conditional suffix was actually -ra in order 
to account for forms in -ra+na and -ra+tO'a). What~as been 
said so far about the morphology of the purposives is true only 
for those derived from dynamic verbs; purposives built on stat 
ive verbs show the element -zaa- before the usual purposive
endings (i.e. those endings that are characteristic of the 
purposive in dynamic verbs), e.g. 

da-~ta-zaa-r+tO' II da-sta-zaa-ra+tO'a 
da-sta-zaa-r+c 
da-sta-zaa-ra+na 
da-sta-zaa-ra+za 

where -sta- is the root 'to lie (down) I. Such forms will be 
based on the non-finite Future ending in -zaa-ra, which derives 
from the (admittedly rare) stative Future formation in -zaa-p'. 

As regards the function of these purposives, it is by~ 
means clear that the three formations in -c, -na and _to, 
should all be described by one single term-- whilst the-lirst 
two formations (plus that ending in -z~) certainly serve to 
illustrate a purpose, e.g. - 

da- s-§- ra+z~ II da-s-§~-r+c s-aa- yt'
 
him 1 kill 1 come (fin.)
 

'1 came in order to kill him' 
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dOl- r- s ra+na II dOl-r-sa-r+c (¢-)rOl- jbe yt' 
him they kill it they decide (fin.) 

'They decided to kill him' 
the remaining for~ation in -to', in addition to its function in 
the periphrastic construction employed when a di-transitive 
verb is made causative (2.1.3.1.3.1.3), also appears in conse
cutive clauses, e.g. 

wabas (¢-)ya+ col- w+p' a- yO_ ra
 
so it him+with (stat.) (art.) run (mes d . )
 

(= he-is-fat)
 
(¢-)ya-1Ol- m- ea- r+tO' eYPe
 
it he (prev.) not can as
 

'He is so fat that he can't run' 
and in such potential expressions as: 

s-ca-r+tO' II s-ca-ra+tO'a sa-q'o-w+~' 

I go I be (stat.) 
'I am ready go tollcan go' 

perhaps, therefore, this last formation could more justifiably 
be styled the 'potential-consecutive'. 

Also, in addition to possessing the archetypal non-finite 
form, the verbal noun (masdarllinfinitive), which for dynamic 
verbs ends in -ra (a-q'a-c'a-ra 'to do, make'), and for stative 
verbs in -zaa+ra-(a-q'a-zaa-ra 'to be'), together with a past 
absolutive in -na (equivalent in meaning to an English perfect 
participle) and~in the case of dynamic verbs only) a present 
absolutive, which is formally identical to the non-finite Pre
sent and is equivalent in meaning to an English present parti 
ciple (cf. 2.1.1.3), Abkhaz makes a most important distinction 
between finite and non-finite forms of each main indicative 
tense. The function of the non-finite forms-~ by incorporat
ing a variety of affixes, to represent the entire range of sub
ordinate constructions - cf. the section on syntax to discover 
which affixes combine with the non-finite forms to produce the 
various subordinate structures; the non-finite forms presented 
below are those used for the representation of Abkhaz relative 
clauses (see '1.1. 2.3) . 

~~1~2~~~~~_~i~~t~_~~S_~9~:f~~it~_t~~§~:f9~~§ 

There are 10 dynamic tense-forms in Abkhaz, which may be set 
out in two groups, thus:
I 
Present: s-co-ry't' (~*s-ca-wa-ry"t') 'I go'
 
Aorist: s-ce-yt' (~ *s-ca-yt') 'I went'
 
Future I: s-ca-p' 'I shall go then'
 
Future II: s-ca-e~~' 'I shall proba~ly go'
 
Perfect: s-ca-x e-yt' (~ *s-ca-x a-yt') 'I have
 

already gone'
II 
Imperfect: s-co-n (4= *s-ca-wa-n) 'I was going' 
[past Indefinite s-ca-n 'I went and ... 'J 
Conditional I: s-ca-ra-n 'I should go them' 
Conditional II: s-ca-ea-n 'I should probably go' 
Plu-perfect s-ca-x'a-n 'I had already gone' 
From this we see that the finite marker of the second group is 
-n, which is simply replaced by -z to produce the corresponding 
non-finite forms set out below (in the case of the second vari 
ant for the non-finite Plu-perfect the final -z is added to a 
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base-form which does not appear in any corresponding finite
 
form; this base-form is discussed later in this section):
Imperfect: ye-co-z ( ~ *ye-ca-wa-z) '(he) who was going'
 
Past Indefinite: ye-ca-z' (he) who went'
 
Conditional I: ye-ca-ra-z' (he) who would go then'
 
Conditional II: ye-ca-ga-z' (he) who would probably go'
 
Plu-perfect: ye-ca-x'a-z//ye-ca-ce-z '(he) who had already
 

gone//(he) who had already gone several times' 
The finite forms of the first group show the finite marker 

- y't' / with the exception of the Future I, whose final -p' 
combines the functions of indicating both futurity and finite
ness. When transformed into their non-finite counterparts, the 
finite marker - y't' simply disappears - in the case of the 
Future II, the flnal -a is then restored to the characteristic 
morph of this tense to-produce final -ga, whilst for the Future 
I, -p' disappears and the underlying morph characteristic of 
this-tense (-ra) is restored (N.B. that -re- in the Conditional 
I is derived from this -ra-):- - 
Present: ye-co ~~ *ye-ca-wa) '(he) who goes' 
Aorist: ye-ca '(he) who went' 
Future I: ye-ca-ra '(he) who will go then' 
Future II: ye-ca-ga '(he) who will probably go' 
Perfect: ye-ca-x'o-w (~ *ye-ca-x'a-w) '(he) who has 

already gone' 
A few additional remarks about certain of the non-finite 

forms are in order. Whilst the finite Past Indefinite may not 
be used unless followed by (usually) an Aorist finite form by 
virtue of its meaning ('X did Y and ... ') and is thus not a 
true 'finite' form at all, it is-c0nvenient to treat it tog
ether with the regular finite forms for two reasons - (a) form
ally it ends in the marker characteristic of the second group 
of tenses (-n); (b) it behaves like a true finite form in pos
sessing a corresponding non-finite structure (see the list 
above). NOW, regarding this non-finite Past Indefinite, as is 
clear from the gloss appended to it above, it does not require 
the presence of any following non-finite verb to complete the 
sense of the subordinate clause in which it stands; indeed, 
there is virtually no difference between the Aorist and Past 
Indefinite non-finite forms. Of the non-finite Aorist ~kadua 
(1970.215) states that 'it is predominantly found with the 
temporal adverbial element -an- and very rarely with the other 
adverbial affixes and with the relative-pronoffiinal prefixes', 
whereas her comment on the non-finite Past Indefinite is that 
'it differs from the Aorist in that essentially it is found 
with the relative-pronominal prefixes or with the adverbial 
elements of place -ax'- ... or manner -§- ... [or cause -z- -
B.G.H.] and very rarely with the adverbial element of time 
-an-' (ibid. 216) - see the relevant examples in 1.1.2.4.2. 
--An alternative, though little used form of the non-finite 

Perfect is ye-ca-x'a. A special non-finite form that is gener
ally assigned to the Perfect paradigm exists to indicate that 
the activity concerned has already been in progress for some 
time or has already occurred several times; this is produced by 
attaching -c directly to the verbal root, e.g. 



ya- co- da ya- ca-c
 
he-who go who? he-who go
 

+ (dyn.) 
'Who is going? He who has already gone several times' 

(see also the pair of examples presented in 1.4.1); for the 
negative non-finite Perfect only this latter form may be used 
(ya-m-ca-c 'he who has not already gone'). Note also that, 

when this base is used for the alternative non-finite Plu
perfect (ya-ca-ca-z), the same nuance attaches to it as to the 
corresponding non-finite Perfect in -c. 

An alternative form for the non-finite Future I is often 
given as ending in -la+k" (//-la+g'). However, when this form 
is used with future signification, we seem to have a (relative) 
Future Perfect rather than a simple Future, e.g. 

d- an- ca-la+k" ya-b+ a- s-noo- yt'
 
he when go it you+to I say (fin.)
 

+ (dyn.) 
'When he goes (i.e. will have gone) , I will tell you' 

cf. d-an-ca-ra (¢-)sa+z- dar- wa- m 
(non-fin. Fut.I) it 1+ (pot.) know (dyn.) not 

'I don't know when he'll go' 
That forms in -ra are not restricted to indirect questions is 
shown by the foITowing 

waco'e ya- ca-ra a- c'ko'an da- sa+z- dar
tomorrow who go (Fut.I) the boy him I+(pot.) know 
wa- m 
(dyn.) not
 

'I don't know the boy who will go tomorrow'
 
However, forms in -la+k", or, more usually, -la+k'+g'a, 

where -g'a is the clitic 'also, even', (N.B. the non-palatalis
ation of the -k'-), are most commonly used to mark indefinite 
subordinate clauses, regardless of the tense of the main verb, 

e·g· d_ an- aa- la+k" (//-k'+g'a) sa-y+ a-
he when come (indefinite) I him+to 
cOazoa-lo- n 
talk (iter.+dyn.) (fin.) 

'Whenever he came, I used to talk to him' 
This fact rather cas~doubt on the ascription of forms in 
-la+k" exclusively to the Future I paradigm. 

As regards the stative verbs, there is naturally a pair of 
finite and non-finite forms for each of the two basic tenses of 
Present and Past, as here illustrated by the copula 
a-q'a-zaa-ra 'to be':
Present finite = da-q'o-w+p' (~ *da-q'a-w+p') 'he is' 
Present non-finite = ya-q'o-w (~*ya-q'a-w) '(he) who is' 
Past finite = da-q'a-n 'he was' 
Past non-finite = ya-q'a-z '(he) who was' 

From this we see that the non-finite Present is produced by 
simply dropping the final +P' of the corresponding finite form, 
whereas the Past behaves like all dynamic verbs of the second 
group of tenses, which end in -n and simply replace this by -z 
to produce the non-finite counterpart. In addition, there 
exists a non-finite (and non-finite only) Perfect formed by 
attaching -c directly to the root, e.g. 
Perfect finlte = no form 
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Perfect non-finite = ya-q'a-c '(he) who has already been' 
(the negative of this form will be ya-q'a-ma-c). 

The derived tenses of stative verbs, produced by the inser
tion of the suffix -zaa-, form their non-finite forms entirely 
regularly, as illustrated by the following three Futures of 
a-q'a-zaa-ra 'to be':
Future (corresponding formally to a dynamic Present) 
fini te = da-q' a-zaa-we-yt' 1 He will be' (negative 
da-q' a-zaa-wa-m) 
non-finite = ya-q'a-zaa-wa '(he) who will be' 
(N.B. that the negative this time will be ya-q'a-m-zaa-wa,
 
with the negative -m- following' the root, whereas in the paral

lel dynamic formation this particle must stand before the root,
 
as in ya-m-co, which derives from *ya-m-ca-wa '(he) who is not
 
going').
 
Future I:
 
finite = da-q'a-zaa-p' (negative = da-q'a-zaa-ra-m)
 
non-finite = ya-q'a-zaa-ra (negative = ya-q'a-m-zaa-ra)
 
Future II:
 
finite = da-q'a-zaa-e+t' (negative = d8'-q'a-zaa-ea-m)
 
non-finite = ya-q'a-zaa-ea (negative = ya-q'a-m-zaa-ea)
 

~~1~2~~~}~_r!~i~§_~~g_~2~=~!~!~§_~§P§~~:~2~~§ 

All the aspects discussed in 2.1.3.3 have corresponding non
finite forms (in the sense of the specifically Abkhaz opposi
tion of finite v. non-finite forms as just examined in the pre
ceding section) formed in the regular way (cf. 2.1.3.5.2) with 
the exception of the terminative aspect (cf. 2.1.3.3.2.1.7), 
which is represented by the finite Past Indefinite, for the 
corresponding non-finite form is virtually equivalent to the 
non-finite Aorist (cf. 2.1.3.5.2). 

The masdar may not contain any aspect-marking affixes. The 
purposives may contain the iterative suffix -la-, as is clear 
from the following - 

a- ek'ol [a1 ax d- a- ga- m- xa
(art.) school it to she it (prev.) not be-late-for 
kO'~ da- ca-la- r+c II da-ca-la-ra+za II 
(abso1.neg.) she go (iter.) (purp.) (purp.) 
da-ca-la-ra+na II da-ca-la-r+tO' (¢-)l+ a- s-noe

(purp.) (purp.) her+to I sayyt' 
(fin.) 

'I told her to go regularly to school without being 
late' 

The only absolutive (cf. 2.1.1.3 and 2.1.3.5) possessed by 
stative verbs, which is produced by adding the suffix -na to 
the root of the verb, naturally conveys the same continuous 
aspect that is inherent in the meaning of all stative verbs 
(cf. ?1.3.3.2.1.4), e.g; • 

a- myOa d- a- na-na d- aa+y-we- yt' 
the road he it on (absol.l he come (dyn.) (fin.) 

'He is coming along the road' (lit. 'being on the road') 
For dynamic verbs the present absolutive, which differs from 
the non-finite Present in that, if the verb is transitive, there 
will be no column III, subject-affix present (cf. 2.1.1.3), is 
used to indicate that one action is contemporaneous with an
other and thus marks progressive aspect, e.g. 
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a+k'ra- fo d a-r t.? , o-w+p'
 
something eat he sit (stat.)
 

+ (dyn . ) 
'He is sitting eating' 

The past absolutive, on the other hand, which is formed by ad
ding the suffix -na to the verbal root and which, if transitive, 
similarly lacks the column III, subject-affix (cf. 2.1.1.3), in
dicates that one action is completed before another begins and 
thus conveys terminative aspect (cf. 2.1.3.3.2.1.7.1); this 
absolutive is equivalent in meaning to the English perfect par
ticiple and is construed with any tense of main verb, e.g. 

a+k'ra- fa- na da-doa+l- c'-we- yt' 
something eat (absol.) he (preverbs) go (dyn.) (fin.) 

'Having eaten, he will go out' 
The absolutives may not incorporate the iterative suffix -la
nor the suffix -koa-, which is similar in meaning to the iter
ative suffix (cf~.1.3.3.2.1.13). For the formation and func
tion of two other non-finite forms in -na see below (2.1.3.5.5). 

Non-finite Perfects and plu-perfects-Characterised by the 
element -c(a) provide an aspectual nuance not associated with 
their finite counterparts - that of indicating that an action 
begun some time before is still in progress at the time of the 
events being described (cf. the discussion in 2.1.3.5.2). Such 
forms sometimes rather seem to suggest that the action is one 
that has been accomplished several times (cf. the example given 
in 2.1.3.5.2). It will be recalled that Abkhaz has another 
device for indicating this, namely. the post-radical suffix 
-koa~, which my informant particularly associates with the Per
fect (cf. 2.1.3.3.2.1.13). It should not be assumed that non
finite (Plu-)perfects in -cIa) are to be regarded therefore as 
the non-finite counterparts of these finite forms, for finites 
containing the suffix -kOa- possess entirely regular non-finite 
formations. Thus the difference between the following pair of 
sentences 

y- aa-ba- c a- k'ino (¢-)q'a- 10- yt' 
which we see the film it (prev.) happen (fin.) 

vs. y- aa-ba- kOa-x'o- w a-k'ino (¢-)q'a-lo-yt' 
which we see (Perf.) (non-fin.) 

'The film we've already seen several times is going to 
be on' 

is that the first alternative (with -c) suggests that each sep
arate instance of our seeing the film-is part of one whole pro
cess or 'chain of events' (to use the description of Aristava 
et al., 1968. 109) - thus 'the film which we have been seeing 
regularly ... ', whereas the second variant implies no more than 
is stated in the first translation appended to the examples 
above, namely that we have seen the film several times. This 
allows us to conclude that the essential role of forms in -c(a) 
is to mark an action begun prior to, but still in progress ~ 
the time of the events being described (past or present) how
ever loosely interpreted this action or process may be. 

~~!~~~2~~~_fi~i~§_~~9_~9~=fi~i~§_~29~!_f2E~~ 

As the majority of the moods (other than the indicative) are 
formed by means of the suffixation of special markers to the 
various non-finite forms, it is natural that such moods will 
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not have non-finite forms themselves. However, regular non
finite forms, produced in the normal way, are readily available 
where the mood in question is produced by means of prefixation 
(e.g. the potential formed by insertion of -z(a)-, cf. 
2.1.3.4.7; and 'unwillingness' formed by insertion of -amxa-, 
cf. 2.1.3.4.15) or by association of either the masdar or the 
conditional mood of the basic verb with some auxiliary such as 
in the case of (a) debitive, where there may be an association 
of conditional mood in -r with the auxiliary a-taxa-zaa-ra 'to 
want', cf. 2.1.3.4.6; if-the auxiliary is rather the straight
forward copula, then only the root -a+ko, (a)- seems possible as 
the basis for building the necessary non-finite form, whereas 
the copular root -a- is rather used for the finite Present, cf. 
2.1.3.4.6; alternatively, either the masdar or the conditional 
mood in -r ~ay be associated with stative verbs built on the 
nouns a-xOta/la-kOnaga 'portion, lot' and a-wal 'obligation', 
cf. 2.1.3.4.6b~sr-potential,where the construction is that 
of masdar plus auxiliary a-l-?a-ra 'to be able', cf. 2.1.3.4.7; 
(c) contingent, where there will be an association of condi
tional mood with a-q'a-la-ra 'to happen', or either the masdar 
or the conditional mood will be used in conjunction with 
a-l-ea-ra 'to be able', cf. 2.1.3.4.14. 

Examples of constructions (a)-(c) are set out below:
(a)	 debitive 

(i)	 ya-q'a- s-c'a-r (¢-)z- taxa- w 
it (prev.) I do (condit.) it which (must) (non-fin.) 
a-	 W8S 

the job 
'the job that I must do ... ' 

(for the replacement of the dummy-affix a- of the finite 
(¢-)a-taxa-w+p' by the relative affix z--agreeing with the 
head-noun see the discussion in 1.1.2.3.7) 

(ii)	 s-ca-r ax'- [a]-a+ko'a-w a- kalak' 
I go (condit.) where it be (non-fin.) the town 

'the town where I must go ... ' 
Note that, where the head-noun is an argument of the subordin
ate verb, this construction involving the copula plus condi
tional mood is avoided altogether in favour of the non-finite 
Future II, e.g. 

ya- q'a- s-c'a-ea a- was
 
which (prev.) I do (Fut.II) the job
 

'the job I must do ... I
 

(iii)	 ya-q'a-s-c'a-r (¢-)zo- xOto-w II
 
(condit.) it whose lot (non-fin.)
 

(¢-)za-kOnag6-w	 II (¢-)z-wala-w a-was
 
'the job I mustllam obliged to do
 

(iv)	 s- ca-ra (¢-)ax'- a- xOto-w (etc .. ) a-kalak' 
my go	 (masd.) it where it
 

'the town where I must go ...
 
(b)	 potential
 

s-ca-ra (¢-)ax'- a- l- eO o.-kalak'
 
it where it (prev.) be-possible
 

(non-fin. )
 
'the town where I can go .... I
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(c) continqent 
(i) ar sv (¢-)q'a- z- c'a-r (¢-)q'a- 10 

this	 it (prev.) who do (condit.) it (prev.) happen 
(non-fin.)a- xac'a 

the man
 
'the man who may do this
 

( ii) yo-q'a-s-c'a-r (¢-)zo- l- ~O a-W8S 
it	 I it which (prev.) be-possible 

(non-fin. )
'the job which I may do 

(iii) s-ca-ra. (¢-Jax'- 21- 1- eO a-kalak' 
(masd.)	 it where it (prev.) be-possible 

(non-fin. )
'the town where I may go ... ' 

~~1~1~~~~~_~~221~~~~~_Q~_~Q~=!i~i~~_fQE~§ 

Perhaps an analogy with the formal difference between the 
Past Indefinite (-Root+n) and the past absolutive (-Root+no), 
two other tenses ending-in -n (namely, ,the Imperfect and the 
Plu-perfect) form the basis for other non-finite verbal forms 
in -no. The derivative from the Plu-perfect is used either 
alone-or in association with the postposition eyp~ 'like, as' 
(or with aamta+zo 'at the time' r or with eyp~ ~a+zo to
gether) to give the equivalent of English 'when X had (just) 
happened'r e.g. re y P ? 1 

wort (¢-) ca-x'a.- najeYPe aamta+zor s-aa- yt' 
they they go (Perf.) laamta+zo ,I come (fin.) 

'I came at the moment when they had just gone' 
cf. wort (¢-) ca-x'a-n 

'They had gone' 
The form in -na derived from the Imperfect functions as the 

marker of a direct object subordinate clause, e.g. 
d- aa- wa- na (¢-) yo-toe-yt' 
he come (dyn.) it he say (fin.) 

'He said that he would come' 
cf. d-aa-wa-n 

'He was coming' 
(N.B. that also possible here would be either the Present or 
Imperfect non-finite forms containing the complementiser-prefix 
-~- 'that' - de-e-aa-wallde-§-aa-wa-z respectively.) 

, 
aqo' a- q'a de-co (¢-)z-be- yt'
 
Sukhumi to he go it I see (fin.)
 

+ (dyn.)
 
'I saw that he was going to Sukhumi'
 

(N.B. that also possible here is the non-finite Imperfect con
taining the complementiser-prefix -e- -do-§-co-z.) 
Observe that a variant of this last-example exists where the 
subject of the subordinate verb appears as direct object to the 
main verb, e.g. 

aqO'a-q'a do-co-na II de-e-co-z do- z-be-yt' 
him 

which may be translated 'I saw bim going to Sukhumi'. 
cf. also 

aqO'a~q'a	 do-co-na II de-e-co-z II d-an co-z sa-y+ 
when I him+ 
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kO- sOe- yt'
 
(prev.) meet (fin.)
 

'I met him going (when going) to Sukhumi' 
However, such forms in -nd based on the Imperfect are not al 
ways possible where English employs such gerunds, e.g. 

dd-doa+l- c'-wa- nd II dd-2- dOa+l-c'-wa (-z)
 
he (preverbs) go (dyn.) that
 
(¢-)s-ata- yt'
 
it I hear (fin.)
 

'I heard that he was going out' 
but, if the meaning-is 'I heard him going out', we may only
have -- 

dd-e-doa+l-c'-wa-z (¢-)s-ata-yt' 
The following example is, however, quite ungrammatical: 

*dd-doa+l-c'-wa-nd dd-s-ata-yt' 
Wherever the form in -nd derived from the Imperfect has 

appeared above, it has been possible to substitute for it the 
non-finite Imperfect containing the complementiser-prefix 
-~(d)-. However, there is another context in which this form 
in-=Dd appears where its variants are rather either the finite 
Present plus the particle marking a direct quote, tea, or the 
non-finite Present containing the complementiser-prefix -~(d)-
- that context is the indirect question, e.g. ---- 

aqO'a-q'a dd-co-na (hOa) (¢-)bd- dar- wa- ma 
saying it you know (dyn.) (Qu.) 

'Do you know whether he is going to Sukhumi?' 
(N.B. the optional presence here of the particle tea which 
perhaps arises as the result of a contamination with the first 
of the variants, which are: dd-co-yt' tOa and dd-~-co; where 
this latter form is used, the sentence may mean 'Do you know 
that he is going to Sukhumi?'.) 

~~1~~~£~=~~~g~~~~~~~~~~~~£~=~£~~=~~1~~~1~ 
~~!~~~§~!~_~b§_i~!!~~~~g_i~l_~~~~_iel_~~Y_e§_~~~§~_~~~b~~_tb§ 

verb 

~~!~~~§~~~!~_§~ej§~t 

Subjects must be coded by means of the appropriate pronomin
al affix (cf. 2.1.1.1.1) in all complexes with the exception of 
(a) 2nd. person singular subjects of the (positive) imperative 
of transitive verbs (cf. 2.1.3.4.3.1); (b) all transitive sub
jects of the present and past absolutives (cf. 2.1.1.3) - in 
both these exceptional cases the transitive subjects in ques
tion are not coded within the verbal complex, e.g. 

s-ce-yt'
 
I go (fin.)
 

'I went'
 
ya-z-be- yt'
 
it I see (fin.)
 

'I saw it'
 
ya-q'a- (¢-) c'a
 
it (prev.) do
 

'Do it!' (sc. you sg.) 
cf. Yd-q'a-sO c'a 

you (pl.) 
'Do it!' (i. e. you p L, ) 
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aray (¢-)q'a-c'a-na da-doa+l- c'a-yt' 
this it (absol. he (compound go (fin.) 

past) p r ev , ) 
'Having done this he went out' 

cf. a- gazet d- a- px'a-na da-doa+l-c'a-yt' 
the paper h~ it read (absol.Past) 

'Having read the paper he went out' 
(where a-px/a-ra 'to read' is intransitive) 

a- kalpad (¢-) (¢-)po a- sOqOla d- a- px'o- n 
the sock it knit the book she it read (fin.) 

(absol.present) +(dyn.) 
'(W~ile).kni~ting the sock she w~s reading the book' 

cf. a-gazet d-a-px 0 da-tO'a-n 
(absol.present) he sit (past stat.) 

'He was sitting reading the paper' 
Should the column I subject-affix (cf. 2.1.1.1.1) be y(a)-, 

if it is immediately preceded by its referent, it will dis
appear, e.g. 

ya- ce-yt' dara vs. dara (¢-)ce-yt' 
they go (fin.) they 

'They went' 

~~1~1~§~1~~~_9if§~~_2ej§~~ 

This must be coded within the verbal complex by means of the 
appropriate column I affix (cf. 2.1.1.1.1). Once again, if the 
affix happens to be y(a)- and is immediately preceded by its 
referent, it will disappear, e.g. 

ya-z-be- yt' a- SOqO'8 vs. a-sOqo'a (¢-)z-be-yt' 
it I see (fin.) the book 

'I saw the book' 

~~1~1~§~1~1~_i~9if§~~_2ej§~~ 

This must be coded within the verbal complex by means of the 
appropriate column II affix (cf. 2.1.1.1.1), e.g. 

ya-sa- t 
it to-me give 

'Give it to me!' 

2.1.3.6.1.4. benefactive 

Such phrases are optionally but perhaps preferably marked 
within the complex (cf. 2.1.1.4.1). Under relativisation on 
the benefactive noun, marking within the complex becomes oblig
atory (cf. 1.1.2.3.7). 

~~1~1~§~1~~~_~~§~f~~§~~~1 
This too is optionally but perhaps preferably marked within 

the complex (cf. 2.1.1.4.3). Under relativisation on the inst
rumental noun, verbal marking becomes obligatory (cf. 1.1.2.3.7). 

2.1.3.6.1.6. comitative

This is obligatorily marked within the complex (cf. 
2.1.1.4.4), e.g. 

da-sa+c- aa- yt' 
he met+with come (fin.) 

'He came with me' 
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~~1~~~§~1~1~_g!§~9Y~~~~9§_i~g~~!y~§_!~g2~~29~§~l 

This is obligatorily marked within the verbal complex by 
means of the relational particle -cO(a)- preceded by the appro
priate column II affix, e.g. ----- 

ya-s+ cOa- 1- ge- yt'
 
it me+from she take (fin.)
 

'She took it away from me'
 

~~1~~~§~1~~~_§~£j§g~=~~~~§E 

This is optionally marked within the verbal complex. If 
marking does occur within the complex, it is achieved by means 
of the determiner -x(a)- 'about' preceded by the appropriate 
column II affix, e.~ 

way a- was y- a+ x- cOazOe-yt'
 
that (art.) business they it+about talk (fin.)
 

'They talked about that affair' 
Alternatively, a pseudo-postposition is used which in reality 
is the past absolutive in -na of the verb a-k'-ra 'to seize, 
hold' containing the benefactive relational particle -z- 'for' 
preceded by the column II affix which correlates with the 
entity representing the subject-matter, which affix is in turn 
preceded by a dummy, 3rd. person singular non-human direct ob
ject affix L-' e.g. 

~~ 

way a-was	 y+ a+ z+ k'+ na ya- COazOe-yt' 
it it for hold (absol.) they talk (fin.) 

'They talked about that affair' 
Under relativisation on the subject-matter noun the first alt 
ernative is preferred, although the second is not impossible, 

e.g.	 ya- za+ x- cOazOo- z a-was 
they which+about talk (non-fin. ) 

+(dyn.) 
ya+za+ z+k'+na ya- cOazoo-z a-was 

which they 
'The affair which they were talking about ... '
 

(cL also section 2.1.1.4.15)
 

~~1~~~§~1~~~_12g~~!y§ 

For details of locative expressions see 2.1.1.5. If the 
locative is represented by a preverb rather than by a post
position, then it should be noted that some preverbs must be 
preceded by a column II pronominal affix correlating with the 
noun representing the location concerned, whilst others cannot 
be used in association with such an affix - N.B. the following 
pair of sentences where the use or non-use of this pronominal 
affix with one and the same preverb is apparently determined 
solely-SY-the difference in the noun representing the direct 
object:  I 

a- xaho a- saq'a ya-kOa-y- c'e-yt' 
the stone the pillar it on he put (fin.) 

'He put the stone on the pillar 
vs. 

a- xano~o'aho a- saq ,~- 21.+ k ° a-y- c' e-yt' 
the beam the pillar it it+on he put (fin.) 

'He put the beam on the pillar' 
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The use vs. non-use of column II pronominal affixes with pre
verbs in Abkhaz requires further investigation. 

~~1~~~§~1~1Q~_Q~j~g!_Q~_gQ~2~E!§QQ 

This is not normally marked within the verbal complex, but, 
for the expression 'bigger/taller than X', the comparative 
postposition eyhA 'than' may be used as the root of a stative 
verb as an equivalent all by itself for the whole expression 
'bigger/taller than'; in this case the object of comparison is 
optionally marked in the complex, e.g. 

a- pnoas a- xac'a d- y+ eyha-w+p' 
the woman the man she him than (stat.) 

or a-phoes a-xac'a y- ac'k"as d- eyha-w+p' 
him than she 

'The woman is bigger/taller than the man' 

~~1~~~§~~~_~QE_~~gb_Q!__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_L_bQ~_!§_~g~~~~~~~ 

marked? 

2.1.3.6.2.1. marker on the verb 

The three relevant sets of pronominal affixes are set out in 
section 2.1.1.1.1. Transitive direct objects and intransitive 
subjects correlate with column I affixes, transitive subjects 
with column III affixes, indirect objects plus all other types 
of NP listed under 2.1.3.6.1.4-10 with column II affixes. In 
addition to the relational particles/determiners governing 
these column II affixes in examples 2.1.3.6.4-8 the following 
two cases should be noted: the indirect object affix for the 
verb a-hoa-ra 'to say' is followed by the particle -a- 'to', 

e.g.	 ya-s+ a- 1- hOe-yt' 
it me+to she say (fin.) 

'She said it to me' 
and secondly note the particle -x'a- in the following example:

ya- s+ x'e- m- Pea- yt-'- 
they me+after not follow (fin.) 

'They did not follow me' 

~~1~~~§~~~_J~_QQ!_~11_~~~~~E§_Q~_~~gb_g1~§§_~~1~~~§~1~1 : 1 Q _~ ~ ~ 

~Q~~9_~~_~b~_~~~eL_~b~~_~~~_~b~_~Q~~~~~Q~~~g_!~~~Q~§_~~~~~~~~: 

~~g_~b~§2 

2.1.3.6.3.1. word-order 

For instances of the column I affix y(a)- disappearing if 
immediately preceded by its referent-noun cf. above under 
2.1.3.6.1.1-2. 

~~1~~~§~1~_~b~!_~~~~~~~§_Q!_~b~_QQ~Q:pb~~§~_~~~_gQ9~~_!~_~b~ 

verb? 

An examination of the three sets of pronominal affixes given 
in section 2.1.1.1.1 reveals the extent to which features of 
the NP may be coded in the verb. All three persons, singular 
and plural, are distinguished - the possibility of opposing an 
inclusive to an exclusive form in the personal pronouns of the 
1st. and 2nd. persons plural is not possible within the verbal 
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complex. For the 2nd. person singular, female humans are dis
tinguished from male humans, the form for which latter also 
serves to indicate non-human addressees. For the 3rd. person 
singular, there is a general distinction between human and non
human, and, in the case of transitive subjects and indirect 
objects (and for column II affixes generally), the human class 
is further divided into male and female. In addition to the 
above-features, the plurality of any of the pre-radical affixes 
may be re-inforced by placing after the root the essentially 
non-h~man pluraliser -~-, e.g. , 

a- c'ko'en-coa a- mp'el a- s- ra ye- ca-koe
the boy (pl.) the ball its hit (masd.) they go (pl.) 
yt' 
(fin.) 

'The boys went to play ball' 
wey a- xac v a a- xO@a (¢-)ra- y- ta
that-one the men (art.) butter it to-them he give 
kOe- yt' 
(pl.) (fin.) 

'He gave butter to the men' 
s-ra+ c- ca-koe- yt' 
I them+with go (pl.) (fin.) 

'I went with them' 
This use of the suffix -kOa- is most cornmon with relativised 
verb-forms, where, of course, the relative affix cannot itself 
indicate the plurality (or the person) of the head-noun (cf. 
1.1.2.3.4.2.3) . 

~~1~2~§~§~_!~_~gE~~~~~~_~b~_~~~~_~~E_~11_~~E~:~~E~~£ 

Yes; agreement is always marked by the three sets of pronom
inal affixes set out in section 2.1.1.1.1. For the formal 
changes affecting these affixes under relativisation, see 
section 1.2.3.4.2.3. 

~~1~2~§~~~_~E~_~b~E~_~E~~!~1_E~~1§~!~~_!~E~§_~!_~b~_~~E£ £ 

For reflexive verb-forms (i.e. those containing the reflex
ive particle -~(e)-) see section 1.6. 

~~1~2~§~2~_~E§_~b~E~_~E§g~~1_E~g~PE9~~1_!9E~§_9!_~b~_~~E£ 2 

Reciprocal verb-forms (i.e. those incorporating the recipro
cal affixes ay-, ayba-) are described in section 1.7. 

~~1~~~§~1Q~_!§_~b~E~_~~Y_9~~~~~~~~~~_~~9~_~~~9E9~~g_~~_~b~ 

orientation of the verbal action?

It is usually stated that the distribution of the four 
orientational preverbs -aa- [a:], -na-, -yOa-,-la-, is as 
follows: -- -- --- -

~~1~~~§~1Q~1~_~g~~~~_~~~~E9§_~b~_~p~~~~E -aa
2.1.3.6.10.2. action towards the hearer -na

~~1~~~§~1Q~2~_~~~~9~_~9P~~E9§~-yOa

~~1~~~§~1Q~§~_~g~~~~_~99~~~~E9§~-la-
This is a satisfactory characterisation of the last two pre
verbs, but the function of the first two is more complex than 
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this traditional explanation suggests. Before addressing the 
problem of the precise meaning of -aa- and -na-, a few general 
points may be made which are relevant to all-rour of these 
orientational preverbs. 

Their positioning within the verbal complex varies 
upon the structure of the complex with which they are used. If 
the complex does not contain a locational preverb (or determin
er), then the orientational preverb may occupy the position 
normally taken by these other elements, i.e. the slot immedi
ately in front of the column III, transitive subject affix 
(this is the position they occupy with the root -ga- 'to carry', 
with which the functions of -aa- and -na- will be-rllustrated 
below) - cf. Saduri (1975.115~ If a locational preverb is 
present in the complex, and if the complex also contains one of 
the 'relational particles' (e.g. -z(a)- 'for', -la- 'by', -c(a)
'with', etc. - see Dumezil, 1967.22-23) together-with its --- 
associated column II affix, then the orientational preverb will 
precede the column II affix just mentioned; the orientational 
preverb may also occupy this slot even where no locational pre
verb is present in the ccmplex. All of these three postposi
ticns are now illustrated:
(a)	 ya-b+ z- aa- z-ge- yt'
 

it you+ for hither I bring (fin.)
 
(col. II)
 

'I brought it for/Ito you'
 
(b)	 y- aa- sa+ z- ta- 1- te- yt'
 

it hither me+ for from-in she take (fin.)
 
(col. II)
 

'She brought//took it out for me'
 
(c)	 y- aa- sa+ za- m- k'a- yt'
 

it hither me+ (pot.) not hold (fin.)
 
(col. II)
 

'I couldn't get hold of it'
 
All four orientational preverbs (particularly the first two) 

are often endowed with non-orientational functions. The pre
cise nuance each lends to the overall meaning of the verbal 
complex depends on the root with which the preverb is associa
ted - Arstaa et al. (1966.181ff.) list as the range of possible 
nuances for -aa-:- 'slowly', 'with difficulty', 'from time to 
time', 'slightly', intensive-marker, durativity-marker, sudden
ness-marker. An example of -aa- marking durativity or 'slow
ness' would be - 

d- aa-koa- psacta-yt' 
he (prev.) sigh (fin.) 

'He sighed slowly' 
The second preverb -na- (with -na- being its variant in ablat
ive/elative contexts-= cf. 2.1.~5) may imply instantaneous or 
inchoative actions or may express scorn on the part of the 
speaker. The remaining two preverb~, -yOa- (ablative/elative 
-yOa-) and -la- (ablative/elative -la-)~ay also represent the 
sudden nature-of the action; one example for this nuance of 
'suddenness' expressible by any of these last three preverbs 
would be 
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(18- } 
a- bna d - ly~a- 1- q'e- yt' 

the wood he na- from-in emerge (fin.)
 
'He suddenly emerged from the wood'
 

N.B. the following close parallelism with English - if I nudge 
someone sitting next to me (in the theatre, for example) and 
request them to move down the row of seats, I can say 'Move 
up! " 'Move down!' or 'Move along!'; Abkhaz has exactly the 
same choice of expressions, ~ 

ba- yOa-sk"a // ba-la- sk"a // ba-na- s k ' a 
you up move down along 

Each of the above-preverbs combines with an element +y to 
produce the roots for the following four verbs of motion: 
aa'+y'-ra 'to come', a-ne+y-ra 'to go', a-yOe+y-ra 'to go// 
come up', a-le+y-ra 'to go//come down'. 

Perhaps we should also mention in this section (as does 
Dumezil, 1967.22) the preverb -k'a-, which seems only to be 
used in the orientational sense of 'down', as in 

ya-k'a- sa-~- we- yt'
 
it down I throw (dyn.) (fin.)
 

'I throw it down/II drop it'
 
s-k'a- ta- we- yt'
 
I down fall (dyn.) (fin.)
 

'I am falling' 
And it seems more fitting to include with the orientational 
preverbs the element -x'a- (given above under 2.1.1.5.6b as a 
locational/directional preverb meaning 'behind'), e.g. 
a-x'a-Pe-ra 'to look behind', a-x'a-to-ra 'to turn round'. 

This leaves us with the problem of determining the precise 
orientational values of -aa- and -na-. The crucial parameters 
seem to be (a) the personS-(i.e. 1st., 2nd. or 3rd.) involved 
in the verbal action, and (b) the location of the speaker at 
the time of speaking relative to his position at the time of 
the action. First it may be stated that -aa- always implies 
motion either directly towards the speaker-or to a location in 
his vicinity, e.g. 

(i) ya-ha+z- aa-l- ge- yt' 
it	 us+for she bring (fin.) 

'She brought it to us (e.g. of a waitress bringing 
food)' (sc. to the spot where we now are) 

(ii) ya-sa+z- aa-b- ge-yt' 
me+for you 

'You brought it to me' (sc. to the spot where we now are) 
(iii) ya-b+ z-aa-z-ge-yt' 

you I 
'I brought it to you' (sc. to the spot where we now are) 

(iv) (¢-) ya+ z-aa-b- ge-yt' 
it	 him you 

'You brought it to him' (sc. that he is in my presence) 
(v) (¢-)ya+z-aa-l- ge-yt' 

she 
'She brought it to him' (sc.thatheisinmypresence) 

(vi) (¢-) ya+z-aa-z-ge-yt' 
I 

'I brought it to him' (sc. that he is in my presence) 
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The above-examples are quite clear, but the additional specifi
cation of the location concerned, which is the information en
closed in the brackets, raises the question as to what will 
happen if the above-statements are made when the interlocutors 
are no longer at the same location where the actual events took 
place. In such circumstances, the speaker may choose to ignore 
the actual difference in location and speak as if he were actu
ally present at the scene of action, in which case the forms 
set out above will be used. Alternatively, he may decide to 
make explicit the fact that the action took place elsewhere by 
choosing the preverb -na- in place of -aa- above, e.g. 

(ia) y8-ha+z-na-l-ge-yt' 
(iia) y8-s8+z-na-b-ge-yt' 

(iiia) y8-b+z-na-z-ge-yt' 
(iva) (¢-)y8+z-na-b-ge-yt' 

(va) (¢-) y8+z-na-l-ge-yt' 
(via) (¢-) y8+z-na-z-ge-yt' 

This clearly shows the inappropriateness of interpreting -na
as a marker of motion towards the hearer. Under what circum
stances, then, apart from the above, is -na- employed in an 
orientational sense? It is not essential~hat the speaker or 
hearer have any connection whatsoever wj.th the action - for 
example, if I say to a friend here in England that President 
Carter took a letter to President Brezhnev in Moscow, I can say 
(¢-)y8+z-ne-y-ge-yt' 'He (-y-) took it to him', even though I 
do here have the option of omitting all orienta tiona 1 preverbs 
and saying simply (¢-)y8+za-y-ge-yt'. Note that by omitting 
the preverbs from examples (i) and (ia) above, the resulting 
Y8-ha+za-l-ge-yt' means 'She took it for us'. This suggests 
that, if the interlocutors are mentioned in the verbal complex, 
(i.e. if they are involved in the action), the presence of -na
requires that the orientation is towards a point at which the
speaker is not at the moment of speaking - cf. the two 
imperatives 

y8-ha+z- aa-ga 
it us+for bring 

'Bring it to us!' (sc. where I am at the moment) 
vs. y8-na+z-na-g 

'Bring it to us!' (sc. at some location other than 
where I now am) 

Other contexts deliberately chosen to illustrate the nuances 
of these two preverbs were the following: imagine that, while I 
was out, someone brought my wife a letter; if, on my return, I 
say to her 'He brought you a letter', I must use -aa- since the 
action was to the spot where I now am - hence y8-b+Z-aa-y-ge
yt'. On the other hand, if I say the same sentence (i.e. 
English ·sentence) to my wife in reference to an incident that 
took place when she was at some other location where I was (and 
am) not, I must say y8-b+z-ne-y-ge-yt'. Imagine now that we 
sent a parcel via some third party to someone in Abkhazia; if 
we subsequently visit Abkhazia and I say, in the absence of the 
individual to whom the present was delivered, 'He brought it 
for us', I must use -na- - hence y8-ha+z-ne-y-ge-yt'. On the 
other hand, if I say the same English sentence in the presence 
of the recipient, then the Abkhaz equivalent must contain -aa
- y8-na+z8-1+z-aa-y-ge-yt' 'He brought it to her (-l+z-) on-our 
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behalf (-ha+za-)'. The selection of examples presented above 
demonstrates the subtle interplay between the parameters in
volved in determining the choice of the preverbs -aa- and -na-. 

One further pair of examples may be described since the fac
tors involved affect not merely the choice of preverbs but also 
the syntax of the sentence. Imagine that, during the course of 
a telephone-conversation or in a letter, I say 'I shall bring 
it to you'; in the Abkhaz version -na- must be used 
ya-ba+z-na-z-go-yt'. If subsequently I visit the person who 
was the hearer//addressee above and say 'I said that I would 
bring it to you', Abkhaz allows me to choose either direct or 
indirect modes of speech (cf. 1.1.1.1). If the indirect mode 
is chosen, it should be possible for me to use either the tense 
of direct speech ('semi-'indirect speech) or, because the verb 
of saying is in the past tense, the equivalent past tense form 
(fully indirect speech), e.g. 

ya-§a b+z-aa-z-go (hOa) (¢-)s-hOe-yt' 
that (Pres.non-fin.) saying it I say (fin.) 

or 
ya-§a-b+z-aa-z-go-z (¢-)s-hOe-yt' 

(Imperf.non-fin.) 
We note the presence of -aa-, which is possible because I, the 
speaker, am now in the presence of the hearer; note also that, 
although the particle hOa is optional in the first alternative, 
there is a slight preference to omit it. However, as the ori
ginal sentence spoken contained the preverb -na- obligatorily, 
it might be expected that an alternative with~na- would be 
possible here. If -na- is used, only the 'semi~indirect mode 
is allowed, and the particle hOa appears to be no longer 
omissible, e.g. --

ya-~-ba+z-na-z-go hOa (¢-)s-bOe-yt' 
The problems here are the virtually obligatory use of hOa and 
the inadmissibility of the fully indirect mode. To take the 
latter point first, it may be said that adaptation of both the 
person and the tense of the verb in the quotation to bring 
these features into conformity with the verb introducing the 
quotation renders the quotation fully subordinate to the intro
ductory verb and thus requires that the orientation-system of 
the subordinate verb conform to that which is applicable to the 
introductory verb; as the speaker is present at the location to 
which he has delivered the object in question, this would nec
essitate the use of -aa-, as in the example given earlier. As 
to the requirement that hOa be associated with the 'semi-'in
direct mode, we may perhaps argue thus: what may be termed 
'semi-' indirect may equally well be styled 'semi-'direct. The 
particle hOa is most usually associated with direct speech, and 
its use (normally optional) with 'semi-'indirect speech might 
well result from a contamination between the direct and indir
ect modes. However, its unchallengeable links with the direct 
mode seem to provide just the factor which allows the orienta
tional system required when the words were originally uttered 
to be retained in this particular representation of these 
words - simply, without hOa, the verb containing the complement
iser-particle -§- would be subject to the orientational system 
of its introductory verb, and this would demand the replacement 
of -na- by -aa-. 
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~~!~2~§~!~~!~_~2~~_2r!~~~~!~~e!~~~!2~Y_~~~2~r2~~~~2~_2!_!~~ 

!2!12~~~~_~!~~~~!~_2~~~~2 

~~1~2~§~1~~1~~~_~~!~~~~~!~Y~_~2~~_~~ej~~! 

~~1~2~§~1~~1~2~_~2~~_g~~~~!_2ej~~! 

Both these categories are treated together for, as the col
umn I, 3rd. person pronominal affix y(a)- disappears from the 
verbal complex if immediately preceded by its referent, one 
could argue that this be interpreted as an instance of the ob
ligatory incorporation of the intransitive subject or transit
ive direct object concerned. Abkhaz orthographic practice does 
not, however, permit such elements to be written as part of 
their verbal complexes. 

An interesting case of incorporation is seen in the choice 
of expressions available for representing the notion of 'sing
ing'; Abkhaz employs the periphrasis 'to say the song', as in 

lara a- sea (¢-)l- tOe-yt' 
she the song it she say (fin.) 

'She sang' 
Alternatively, the nominal root -sea may be incorporated into 
the verb, which thus becomes intransitive, e.g. 

lara da- sOa+hoe- yt' 
she she sing (fin.) 

(compound root) 
That we here have a compound root is shown by the placing of 
the negative affix in this Aorist verb - da-m-soa+toe-yt' 'She 
did not sing', for, were the element -soa- anything other than 
part of the root, the negative affix -m- would stand before 
-hoe-. Only one other example of this-type seems to be poss
ible in the modern language, and this too involves the root 
-hoa-, but, as is clear from the placement of the negative in 
the intransitive variant, the incorporated element -cOg'a
'something bad' does not become part of the verbal root 
a-cOg'a (¢-)la-m-nOe-yt' II da-cOg'a-m-hOe-yt' 'She did not 
gossip-in a nasty way'. 

The noun representing the direct object is incorporated into 
the infinitive (masdar) of certain common expressions, e.g. 

a- wasa- w- ra 
(art.) business do (masd.) 

'to work' 
(cf. a-wa-ra 'to do') 

a- nap'a-jOjOa-ra 
(art.) hand wash (masd.) 

'to wash one's hands' 
(cf. a-jOjOa-ra 'to wash') 

?~1~2~§~1?~1~~~_9!h§~_~2~~~~1_§1§~§~!~ 

In section 2.1.1.5, where examples may be found, we met a 
number of nominal elements that function as preverbs - forms 
which Dumezil (1967.21) calls 'determiners'. 

Examples of the incorporation of nominal elements function
ing as subject- and object-complements may be found described 
in sections 2.1.1.2.10 and 2.1.1.2.11 respectively. 
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~~!~~~~~!~~!~~~_~~i~~~~~~§ 
For the incorporation of adjectives (or even of adjectives 

plus accompanying nouns) when copular complements, cf. 
1.2.1.1.4.2.1b-c. 

2.1.3.6.12.1.7. adverbs 

For the incorporation of adverbs as copular complements in 
pseudo-cleft structures, cf. 1.2.1.1.3.1-2. 

~~!~~~~~!~~!~§~_E2§~E2§~~~2~§ 

As illustrated in section 2.1.2.4.1 and 2.1.1.4.3 respect
ively, the benefactive and instrumental postpositions may op
tionally (though perhaps preferably) be incorporated into the 
pre-radical structure of the verbal complex. As the examples 
cited earlier show, if the postposition is incorporated, there 
will also appear preceding it within the complex a column II 
affix correlating with the noun governed by the postposition, 
this noun being left standing in the sentence with neither 
case-marker nor independent postposition to indicate its func
tion, which is thus only marked within the verbal complex. 

~~~~J~l~=J~=g=g1~~~~=~t=~~~~g~=~g=1~~~~=g~~=~~g~~~=~~=~~gg=~t 

g~~=t~g1~~~~=~~~~g~1~=~g~~~~=~~=1~~=~~~~Z 
Should the tense concerned be future, then all verbs other 

than the last one in the sequence will stand in the past abso
lutive, which ends in -na and is equivalent in meaning to the 
English perfect participle. This past absolutiye does not per
mit any column III, transitive subject-affix in its pre-radical 
structure, e.g. 

a- xac'a da-yOna- la na, ya- p'alt'a (¢-)ya+ 
the man he (prev.) enter (absol.) his coat it him+ 
§oa-x- na, ya- ~'a= ya- nap'a (¢-)jOjOa-na 
off take (absol.l his face his hand it wash (absol.) 
ay§Oa da-na- xa- to'a-na, a+k'ra- fa
the-table he (prev.) at sit (absol.) something eat 

(prev. ) 
ra d- a+ la- ga- ~+ t' 
(rna s d , ) he it+into (root) (Fut. II) (fin.) 

"begin" 
'The man will enter the house, take off his coat, wash 
his hands and face, sit down at the table and begin 
to eat' 

On the other hand, if the tense of the final verb is Perfect, 
Plu-perfect, Present, Imperfect (rarely) and, most commonly of 
all, Aorist, one has a choice of using either the past absolut
ive or the Past Indefinite tense, which means 'X did Y and ... ' 
- the-Past Indefinite differs from the past absolutive in two 
ways: it ends in -n (not -na) and permits a column III, trans
itive subject affix in its-pre-radical structure, e.g. 

a-xac'a da-yOna-la-n, ya-p'alt'a (¢-)ya+soa-y- X3-n II 
he 

(¢-)ya+sOa-x-na, ya-~'a=ya-nap'a (¢-)jOjOa-na, 
(past absol.) (past 

aysoa da-na-xa-tO'a-n, a+k'ra-fa-ra d-a+la-ge-yt' absol.) 
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'The man entered the house, took off his coat, washed 
his hands and face, sat down at the table and began 
to eat' 

The first sentential example given in section 2.1.3.2.1.3.2 
shows that the Past Indefinite may be used when there is non
identity of subjects between itself and the following verb. In 
that example one could not use the past absolutive in place of 
the Past Indefinite, for the absence of an overt transitive 
subject-affix in the past absolutive means that it will only be 
used if it shares a subject with the following verb. 

Should the verbal actions be simultaneous rather than se
quential, then the non-final verbs will stand in the present 
absolutive, which, like its past counterpart, does not admit a 
column III, transitive subject-affix (cf. 2.1.1.3), e.g. 

a- SOqO'8	 d- a- px'o (a+)k'ra- y
he it read something he 
(coLI) (coLlI) (pres.abso1.)


fo- yt'
 
eat (fin. )
 
+ (dyn.)
 

'He is reading the book and eating'
 

~~1~J~~~=Q~~~~=1Q~~g;~~~~g1=~1~ID~Q~g 
A number of intra-verbal affixes have not yet been specific

ally described in detail; this gap will now be filled. 

?~!~~~§~!~_:g~~g~~~: 

This suffix, which stands immediately after the verbal root, 
means 'really, indeed', e.g. 

way aqo'a- q'a da-ca-cO'q"o-yt' 
that-one Sukhumi to he go indeed (fin.) 

+ (dyn.)
 
'He is really going to Sukhumi'
 

2.1.3.8.2.	 -cOa-

This suffix, which also stands immediately after the verbal 
root, is formally jdentical with the nominal pluraliser for 
human nouns. Its verbal function is to indicate that the verb
al action is carried out 'to excess', e.g. 

aqo'a- q'a da-ca-coo- n
 
Sukhumi to he go too-much (fin.)
 

+ (dyn.) 
'He used to go too often to Sukhumi'
 

a - x ° a c'8 a +k ' r a - 1- f- cOe- yt'
 
the child something she eat too-much (fin.)
 

'The child	 ate too much 

?~!~~-'-§-'-~-'-_:j~: 
This suffix stands immediately after the verbal root and 

intensifies the meaning of the verb, e.g. 
way a- para- kOa (p-)ya-ga- je- yt' 
tha t-one the money (p1.) it he take (empha tic) (f in. ) 

'He took the money right away' (i.e. and he won't 
return it) 

This suffix is very frequently used in association with the 
negative affix and, although glossed as emphatic, really adds 
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no greater force to the negation than that which is already in
herent in the negative affix itself, e.g. 

wey a-para-koa (¢-)ye-m- ga-je- yt' II 
not (emphatic) 

(¢-)ye-m-ge-yt' 
lEe did not take the money' 

~~!~l~§~~~_:g~~§~: 
Placed immediately after the root this suffix characterises 

the subject of the verb as being wretched or unfortunate to 
have suffered, or to have to suffer, the verbal action, e.g. 

aqo'a- q'a s-ca-gOasa-p' 
Sukhumi to I go (Fut.I, fin.) 

'I'll be off to Sukhumi then, poor me' (sc. because I 
just don't want to go) 

a- cgOa (¢-)s-s- gOase-yt'
 
the cat it I kill (fin.)
 

'Poor old me, I've killed the cat!'
 
(N.B. that this sentence cannot have the meaning *'Poor old 
cat, I've killed it! ') 

2.1.3.8. 5. -x-

This suffix means 'again' and stands immediately after the 
root, e.g. !, \	 \ 

wey yax a aqo'a- q'a de-ca-x (e- y)t'
 
that-one today Sukhumi to he go again (fin.)
 

'He went to Sukhumi again today'
 

~~!~l~§~£~_:~Y!~: 

This prefix stands immediately after the column I pronominal 
prefix within the verbal complex. In meaning it exactly paral
lels the suffix -x(e)- described immediately above; indeed, the 
two elements -ayta- and -x{e)- may appear in the same complex, 

e.g. d- eyta- ce-yt' II d-eyta-ca-x-t' 
he	 again go (fin.)
 

'He went again'
 

~~!~~~§~2~_l~~l~~~l~l: 
A few verbs, which are usually fully transitive, when used 

, intransitively' take this 'dummy-'prefix in place of their 
normal column I pronominal prefix. The two most common and 
straightforward of such verbs appear in the following examples: 

(a+)k're-y- fo- yt'
 
he eat (fin.)
 

+(dyn. )
 
'He's eating'
 

(a+)k're-l- zo- we- yt'
 
she drink (dyn.) (fin.)
 

'She's drinking'
 
Although elsewhere in this work we have glossed this element as 
'something', the sentences given above do not mean 'He is eat
ing something' or 'She is drinking something'; the Abkhaz 
equivalents of these would be 

a+k'e (¢-)y- fo-yt'
 
something it he
 

and
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a+k'a (¢-)l- zO-we-yt' 
she 

respectively. 
(See also section 2.1.3.1.2.2.) 

~~!~~~~~~~_~g~i~l: 
In cases where English has the word 'nothing' functioning as 

intransitive subject or transitive direct object, the prefix 
eg'{a)- 'anything' will occupy the slot normally taken by the 
column I pronominal affix within the Abkhaz verbal complex; the 
complex must also contain the negative particle, e.g. 

eg' aa wa m 
anything come (dyn.) not 

'Nothing is coming' 
ay~Oa y a+ xa-tO'a-z a sas cOa 
the-table who it+at sit (non-fin.) the guest (pl.) 
eg'a r fo ma z+t' 
anything they eat not (Imperf.) 

+ (dyn , ) 
'The guests sitting at the table were eating nothing' 

It may be noted that Abkhaz orthographic practice permits this 
element eg'(a)- either to be written as an independent word or 
as part of the verbal complex, as it is written here. 

2.1.3.8.9. -aa- and -la-

It is convenient to treat these two suffixes together. 
Should either of them co-occur with any of the suffixes desc
ribed in the preceding paragraphs of section 2.1.3.8 as appear
ing immediately after the verbal root, then, since both -aa
and -la- are utterly inseparable from the verbal root, it-
follows that the suffixes examined in the preceding paragraphs 
will stand after the pair of elements about to be discussed. 

Both these suffixes are usually associated only with verbs 
possessing a directional preverb (although they never co-occur 
with the four roots -la- 'to move to', -c' (a)- 'to move from', 
-c'a- 'to put into//onto', -x(a)- 'to take out of//off' 
Lomtatidze, 1952.120), the difference being that, where such an 
opposition exists, -la- is used where the preverb is in its a
grade, -aa - where the preverb has its zero-grade. In other 
words, the-suffix -la- re-inforces the illative/allative force 
inherent in the a-grade of directional preverbs, whilst the 
suffix -aa- re-inforces the ablative//elative force of the 
reduced-//zero-grade of those preverbs. We, therefore, see why 
these suffixes are incompatible with the four roots listed in 
brackets above, for these roots (cf. 2.1.1.5) do themselves re
inforce these very notions (in addition to conveying the lexi
cal meanings of 'motion into/lout of' and 'placing into/lout 
of') . 

A list of verbs containing these two suffixes may be located 
on pp.112-119 of Lomtatidze's detailed study of Abkhaz preverbs 
(1952). Only one of her examples will now be quoted for each 
of the suffixes in question, e.g. 

a- basta (¢-)aa- yOna- 1- ga- la- n 
the maize-porridge it hither (prevo) she carry into (fin.) 

'She brought the maize-porridge into the house and 
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cf. a-basta (¢-)yOna-l-ga-la-n 
'She took the maize-porridge into the house and 

(where the orientational preverb -aa- is absent) 

wabray y- a+ la- r- cOcO[a]-aa- we- yt'
 
that it it+from-in they draw from (dyn.) (fin.)
 
a- c'ayaa-kOa ra- fa+tO'
 
(art.) plant (pl.) their food
 

'From that (sc. soil) plants draw their food' 
cf. b- sa (¢-)aa ba+ 1- sa-cOcO[a]-aa- yt' 

your blood it (hither) you+from-in I draw from (fin.) 
'I draw out your blood' 

This last pair of examples demonstrates that the suffix -aa- is 
functionally independent of its homonymous orienta tiona 1 pre
verb (for which cf. 2.1.3.6.10). 
(N.B. that the root -gala- 'to stand' is diachronically to be 
analysed as consisting of a root -ga plus the suffix -la-, 
although this particular root -ga--rs no longer independently 
attested.) - 

~~1~i~=g~j~~~~~~~ 
As a general rule, adjectives follow their nouns; exceptions 

are (i) those indicating nationality; (ii) pronominal adject
ives (e.g. 'other') - N.B. that racoa 'many', though normally 
placed after its noun, may be pre-posed, in which case it is 
adverbialised to give the form ya+racOa(+yO)+na (cf. 
2.1.4.3.1.1); (iii) adjectives in -to'a (c f , 2.2.3.1) signify
ing source-material (e.g. a-m~'-tO'~made from wood'); (iv) 
ordinals. 

~~1~i~1~=J~=t~~~~=g~~=~~~t~~~t~~~=~~~~~~~=g~~~~~~~~~~=g~~ 

~~~~~~g~~~~=g~j~~~~~~~~ 
The only difference is that the latter become stative verbal 

bases (cL 1.2.1.1.2.2). 

~~1~1~}~1~_gQ_i~1_~ii~~Q~i~y§_iQl_p~§9ig~iiy§_~gj§giiy§§_~g~§§ 

~iib_~Q~~§_i~_i§~~§_Q~_ib§_~Q11Q~i~g_g~i§9Q~i§§2 

2.1.4.3.1.1. number 

(a) Attributive adjectives: 
Where the numeral 'I' is involved (and this is also the in

definite marker), only the last element of the NP carries this 
numeral, e.g. 

la bzaya-k'
 
dog good 1
 

'one/fa good dog'
 
jyab bzaya-k'
 
girl
 

'one/fa good girl'
 
kart+wa jyab-k'
 
Georgian girl 1
 

'one/fa Georgian girl' 
In the plural, the last element of the NP must carry the 

plural-marker, whilst the first may do so. Note that,forhuman 
nouns, the adjective, if following the noun, may take either 
the human or the non-human plural-marker, e.g. ----- 
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a- la (-kOa) bzaya-kOa 
(art.) dog (pl.) (pl.) 

'(the) good dogs' 
a- jyab (-cOa) bzaya-cOa II -koa 
(art.) girl (pl.human) (pl.hum.) (p l.. non-hum.) 

'(the) good girls' 
(N.B. that, if the plural-marker is absent on the human noun, 
then there is a distinct preference for the adjective to be 
endowed with the human pluraliser -coal 

a- kart+wa jyab-cOa
 
(art.) Georgian (pl.)
 

or a-kart-cOa jyab-cOa 
(pI.) (pI.) 

'(the) Georgian girls' 
In expressions like 'such a (Adj + N)' the normally post

posed adjective stands before its noun and, at the same time, 
is turned into an adverb by accommodating the adverbial suffix 
-na and the appropriate column I pronominal affix, e.g. 

aba s ya-bzaya-na la- k' (115-) sa-m- ba- c- t' 
such it good (adv.) dog I it I not see (Perf.) (fin. ) 

'I haven't seen such a good dog' 
, 

abas da- bzaya-na jyab-k' d- sa-m-ba-c-t' 
she girl I her 

'I haven't seen such a good girl' 
As examples of ~ 'many' we may quote:

a- cOarta racoa 
(art.) bed 

'many beds' (N. B. the absence of any plural-marker on the 
r-------------------, noun)

cf. yana ya+ racOa+na a- cOarta-koa 
more (col.I) (adv.) (art.) (pl.) 

'more beds' (N.B. that the noun must now be marked for 
plurality) 

In expressions like 'such a (Adj + N)' the adverbialised 
adjective may itself be pluralised if it is associated with a 
plural noun; where the associated noun is of the human class, 
the pluralised adverbial may nevertheless accon®odate only the 
non-human pluraliser -koa, e.g. 

[ i 

abas ya-bzaya (-kOa)-na a- la-koa (¢-) sa-m-ba-c-t' 
(pl.) (art.) them 

'I haven't seen such good dogs' 
, 

abas ya-bzaya(-kOa)-na a jyab-cOa (¢-)sa-m-ba-c-t' 
(art. ) (pl. ) 

'I haven't seen such good girls' 
The patterns for number-concord are not radically affected 

by the presence of actual numerals, except that a pre-posed 
non-human noun is preferred if it is without its own plural
exponent, and, where the numeral does not stand as an independ
ent word, no pluraliser is possible at all, e.g. 

ps-Ia bzaya-k' 
4 dog good I 

or 
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a la bzaya-kOa ps-ba
 
(art. ) (pl.) 4 (non-hum.)
 

and (7) a-la-koa bzaya-kOa ps-ba 
(pl. ) 

'4 good dogs' 
cf. ps-kart+wa la- k' 

4 Georgian dog 1 
'4 Georgian dogs' (with a pre-posed adjective) 

and for a human noun 
ps-yOa- k' a- jyab (-cOa) bzaya-kOall-coa 
4 (hum.) 1 (art.) girl (pl.) good (pl.) 

or a-jyab(-cOa) bzaya-kOall-coa ps-yOa-k' 
'4 good girls' 

(My informant hesitates in accepting this last phrase if 
plural-markers are absent altogether, e.g. 

(7*) ps-yOa-k' a-jyab bzaya) 
and for a human noun with pre-posed adjective 

ps-kart+wa jyab-k' 
4 Georgian girl 1 

or ps-yOa- k' a- kht(+wa) jyab-cOa 
4 (hum.) 1 (art.) (pl. ) 

and k' ( . , k'va- art +wa) ] yab-cOa ps-yo a
'4 Georgian girls'
 

(b) predicative adjectives: 
(i) Adjectives which are post-posed when used attributively:
If the noun (copular subject) carries its own plural-marker, 

the predicative adjective, now functioning as the base of a 
stative verb, mayor may not take the plural-marker; if, how
ever, the noun is not overtly marked for plurality, the predi
cative adjective must be, e.g. 

art a- la- kOa !¢-) bzayo-w+p' II
 
these (art.) dog (pl.) they good (stat.)
 
(¢-)bzaya-kOo- w+p'
 

(pl. )
or art la (¢-)bzaya-koo-w+p' 

'These dogs are good' 
art a- jyab-cOa (¢-) bzayo-w+p' II 
these (art.) girl (pl.) they good (stat.) 
(¢-)bzaya-kOo- w+P' II (7) (¢-)bzaya-cOo- w+p' 

(pl. ) (hum. pl.)
or art jyab (¢-)bzaya-koo-w+p' 

'These girls are good' 
(where we note a general preference for -koa- in the verb) 

(ii) Adjectives which are pre-posed when-used attributively:
As an example of the predicative use of an adjective which 
precedes its noun when used attributively we have 

art a- jyab-cOa (¢-) kart- kOo- w+P' II 
these (art.) girl (pl.) they Georgian (pl.) (stat.) 
(¢-)kart-cOo- w+p' II (7) (¢-)kart+wo-w+p' 

but not (pl.) 
*art jyab (¢-lkart-kOo-w+p' II (¢-)kart-cOo-w+p' 

'These girls are Georgian' 
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art a- sOqO'-kOa (¢-) kart+wo- w+p' II 
(art.) book (pl.) they Georgian (stat.) 

*(¢-)kart-kOo-w+p' 
but not 

*art sOqO'a (¢-)kart-kOo-w+p' 
'These books are Georgian' 

where we note firstly that the option of leaving the subject 
unmarked for plurality no longer obtains; the pluraliser pref
erably accompanies the predicative adjective if the subject is 
human, even though this subject itself will be marked for plur
ality; the plural-marker will only appear in the verb if the 
subject is human. 

~~1~1~1~1~1~_g§~9§£ig1~~~ 

As we have just seen, when the adjective agrees with its 
noun in respect of plural-marking, there is a general tendency 
for the non-human pluraliser -koa- to be preferred, even when 
the adjective is in agreement with a human noun - in the case 
of a pre-posed adverbialised adjective, -koa- seems obligatory. 
In this connection we should perhaps reca~that, when used 
within the post-radical structure of verbal complexes, the 
human pluraliser has a second, somewhat different function to 
play, namely that of indicating the verbal action to have been 
carried to excess (cf. 2.1.3.8.2), although one might argue 
that this is not the sole determining factor in the preference 
here manifested for -koa-, as -koa- also has another role to 
play when following the root in the verbal complex (cf. 
2.1.3.3.2.1.13) . 

For the different forms taken by cardinals depending on 
whether the noun is human or non-human, see 2.1.6.3. 

Although the adjective racoa 'many' need not agree with 
human nouns, e.g. 

a- jyab racoa 
(art.) girl many 

'many girls 
it may accommodate the human affix _yO_, but, if it does, it 
must take the form of an adverb, e.g. 

ye- racoa+yo+ na a- jyab-cOa 
(coLI) (hum . ) (adv.) (art.) (pl. ) 

or 
a-jyab-cOa 
~ 

(¢-)racoa+yo+na 
'many girls' 

~~1~1~1~1~2~_9§i~~~~§~§~§i~~9§i~~~~§~§~§ 
As a general rule, adjectives do not agree with their nouns 

in respect of definiteness (-genericness) , e.g. 
a- la bzaya 
thelia dog good 

'thelia good dog'
 
a-jyab bzaya
 

'thelia good girl'
 
If the adjective precedes the noun, the adjective will carry
 
the definite (-generic) marker for the whole NP, e.g.
 

a kert+wa jyab
 
(art.) Georgian
 

'thelia Georgian girl'
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As we see, the article, which, it should be stressed, marks 
both definiteness and genericness, attaches to whichever ele
ment (adjective or:noun) comes first in the NP. Absence of 
agreement in respect of definiteness(-genericness) also applies 
to predicative adjectives, e.g. 

aray a- la (p-)bzayo-w+p'
 
(art.) dog it good (stat.
 

'This dog is good'
 
aray a-jyab da- bzayo-w+p'
 

she
 
'This girl is good'
 

arey a-jyab da-kart+wo-w+p'
 
Georgian
 

'This girl is Georgian' 
We should, however, note that, if the adjective ends in the 
suffix -to'a+y (cf. 2.2.3.1), both adjective and following noun 
will have the article, e.g. 

a- yO+ba-tO'a+y a- xOac'a 
(art.) 2 (art.) child 

'The second child' 
The indefinite article -k' attaches to the last word in the 

NP, be this the noun or theadjective - see examples under 
2.1.4.3.1.1. 

~~b~j~]~~~_Q9~§_~gE§~~~~~_9§E~~9_9~ 

~~b~j~2~~~1~_E§b~~~~~_E9§~~~9~_9!_~9~~_~~9_~9j~~~~~~Z 

Number-agreement, as evidenced here, is essential for the 
order N-Adj (unless a cardinal is present and does not stand as 
an independent word, e.g. 

pi'i-la bzaya-k'
 
4 dog good 1
 

'4 good dogs'
 
N.B. that pi'i-la bzaya-kOa-k' = 'some 4 good dogs'; see 2.1.6.6 
for the sufTrx--koa-k' 'some'), optional for the order Adj-N 
(once again, non-independence of a cardinal results in the 
omission of the pluraliser, as in pi'i-kart+wa la-k' '4 Georgian 
dogs', for its presence again gives the meaning 'some 4 Georgian 
dogs' - pi'i-kert+wa la-kOa-k'). 

~~1~~~2~~~~~_~0§~0~~_9~_~9~_~0§_~9~~_~~_9~~~~1Y_§~2~§~~ § 9 Z 

If an adjective is substantivised (i.e. if the noun to which 
it is attribute is not expressed overtly), then, if plural, it 
must be marked for plurality, e.g. 

a- bzaya-kOa (p-) sa- t
 
the good (pl.) them to-me give
 

'Give me the good ones! ' 
Where we have a predicative adjective without an overtly ex
pressed subject-noun, then we have the choice of inserting the 
pluraliser into the stative verbal complex, if the column I 
subject-affix clearly shows the plurality of the subject, e.g. 

na-bzaya-kOo- w+p' II na-bzayo-w+p'
 
we good (pl.) (stat.)
 

'We are good' 
Since the 3rd. person singular non-human column I affix is id
entical to the 3rd. person plural column I affix, ya-, in this 
case the pluraliser will normally be present for plural sub
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jects, unless it is clear from the context that the reference 
is to a plural entity, e.g. 

ya-bzayo-w+p' 
'It is (?they are) good' 

ya-bzaya-koo-w+p' 
'They are good' 

(Note that ya-bzaya-coo-w+p' is only admissible in the meaning 
'It is/They are too good' - for this use of the suffix -cOa
see 2.1.3.8.2). - 

~~!~~~}~}~_~~~_~~_~g~~~~~~~_~~~~~~~S_eY 

~~!~~~}~}~~~_~g~~~~~~~_~~~0_~~:~~S~~~~~S_~~~~~_~~~_e~!~~g~~g_~~ 

the same class? 

In Abkhaz the problem does not arise as the adjective is 
repeated with each. element co-ordinated, e.g. 

a- la bzaya-kOe- y a- jyab-cOa bzaya-kOe
(art.) dog good (pl.) and (art.) girl (pl.) good (pl.) 
y 
and 

'good dogs and (good) girls' 
cf. a-la bzaya-kOe-y a-jyab-cOe-y 

'[good dogs] and girls' 
a- kart+wa la- kOe- y a-kart+wa j yab-cOe - y 
(art.) Georgian dog (pl.) and girl (pl.) and 

'Georgian dogs and (Georgian) girls' 
cf. a-kart+wa la-kOe-y a-jyab-cOe-y 

'[Georgian dogs] and girls' 

~~~~~~~~=~~~=§~~=t~~=~§~~~~g=t~~~g=~~=~~m~g~~g~~=~g~~~gg~gf 

~~!~~~~~!~-~g~~!~~y 
The postpositions, of which either may be chosen, are -eyp~ 

'like, as' and -aq'ara 'to such and such an extent', e.g. 
a- ptoas a- xac'a y- eyp§ II y-aq'ara 
the woman the man him as 

(col. II)
 
da- harak'a-w+p'
 
she tall (stat.)
 

'The woman is as tall as the man' 
N.B. that this particular equative comparison may be made by 
omitting the actual ajdective for 'tall', -harak'a-, and re
placing it with the second of the above-postpositions together 
with its associated column II affix, e.g. 

a-phoas a-xac'a da- y+ aq'aro- w+P' 
she him+as-big-as 

This possibility exists because of the indication of size 
inherent in the meaning of -aq'ara. That this postposition is 
not restricted to this particular equative comparison is shown 
by the sen~ence , 

a-phoas	 a-xac'a y-aq'ara de- p§jo- w+P'
 
she beautiful
 

'The woman is as beautiful as the man'
 

~~!~~~~~~~_~Q~E~~~~~~~ 

There are three comparative postpositions, namely -aasta, 
-eyha, and -ac'k"as 'than'. If the standard of comparison 
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---_._- ----

immediately precedes the parameter of comparison, then the 
comparative element yana (or 'y"eyna) 'more' is normally 
omitted, e.g. --- 

a-pnoas a-xac'a y- aasta II y-ac'k"as II y-eyha da
him than 

narak'a-w+p' 
'The woman is taller than the man' 

Once again, this particular comparison of size may be made by 
omitting the adjective -harak'a- and substituting for it the 
postposition -eyna together with its associated column II pre
fix, e.g. ---- 

a-phoas a-xac'a d- y+ eyha-	 w+p' 
she him+more (sc. tall)-than (stat.) 

Another alternative for this particular comparison is to re
place the adjective -narak'a- with the postposition -eyna 
minus its column II prefix; the sentence must now contain one 
of the postpositions -aasta or-ac'k"as in the normal way, e.g. 

a-phoas a-xac'a y-aastally-ac'k~s d- eyna- w+p' 
she more(sc.tall) 

~~!~~~~~~~_~~E~~!~~~Y~ 

~~1~~~~~~~1~_~~~E~~~~_~~_~~b~~_~~~~~~~~ 

Essentially the same construction is used as that just des
cribed in section 2.1.4.4.2, the difference being that the 
standard of comparison is represented by the word zeg'(~) 'all' 

e.g.	 yara zeg' r- eynallr-aastallr-ac'k"as da-tarak'a-w+p' 
he all them than he 

or yara zeg'ad- r+ eyha-w+p' 
he them 

or 
ya ra zeg' r-aastallr-ac' k ' 'as d- eyFta-w+p' 

he 
'He is the tallest' (lit. 'taller than all') 

~~!~i~i~~~~~_~~~E~~~~_~~_~~§~!!_~~_~!b~~_E~~~~~~~~~~§ 
The same superlative expression as that just described in 

section 2.1.4.4.3.1 is used inside a pseudo-cleft construction 
such as the following 

a- jayas zeg' r- eynallr-aastallr-ac'k"as y- ax'a
the river all them than it where 
tbaa-w ab r o-w--p ' (* *abra-a- w+p') 
wide (non-fin.) here be (stat.) 

'The	 river is widest here' (lit. 'This is where the 
river is widest (wider than all) ') 

Note that the most precise literal English translation here 
suggests that the Abkhaz might rather mean 'Here is where the 
river is wider than all other rivers'; this is not so, for the 
actual Abkhaz equivalent for this would be 

abro-w+p' aray a- jayas eg'art a- jayas-kOa 
this (art.) other (ar-t . ) river (pl.) 

r- aasta II r-eynallr-ac'k"as y- ax'a tbaa-w 
them than it where wide (non-fin.) 

'Here is where this river is wider than other rivers' 

<-«; 
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~~~~~~~~=~~~=g~~=~g~~~~g=g~~~~~g=~!=g=~~g~~~~=~gg~~gg~g~ 

~~!~~~2~!~_~~_!~~~~_~~~§~~~ 

The adverb is daara 'very', e.g.
 
a- phoes daara da- tarak'e-w+p'
 
the woman very she tall (stat.)
 

'The woman is very tall' 
(see also section 2.2.3.3.2.) 
In attributive position (and the same applies to the examples 
given in sections 2.1.4.5.2-4), the relativised form of the 
stative verb found when the adjective is acting as predicate 
must be employed, e.g. 

daara ya- harak'e-w a- phoes
 
very who tall (stat.non-fin.) the woman
 

'the very tall woman'
 

~~!~~~2~~~_~~_~~E~~~e~~~~~~~ 

The suffix -cOa- (cf. 2.1.3.8.2) is attached directly to the 
verbal root (i.e~to the adjective which forms the base of the 
stative verb), from which it follows that a verb-form must be 
present before this affix (and thus this expression) may be 
used, e.g. 

a-pnoes da-harak'-cco-w+p' 
'The woman is too tall' 

When construed with quantifiers, this element may be attached 
to the quantifier-root, the resulting compound then being 
turned into its adverbial form, e.g. 

ya- racoa-coa-ne a- sOqO '-koa (¢-) se
(coLI) many too (adv.) (arL) book (pl.) them to-me 
(non-hum. ) 
y- te- yt' II (¢-)se-y-ta- cOe yt' 
he give (fin.) give (suff.) (fin. ) 

'He gave me too many books' 

cf. a-sOqO'e-racoa II ya-racOa-ne a-sOqO'-kOa 
'many books' 

(Because of the cacophonous sequence -cOa-cOa- in the form 
above, an alternative expression is possible, namely that based 
on the adjective a-mxco 'superfluous' - ya-mcaxo-coa-ne 
a-sOqo'-kOa 'too many books') 

ya-mac'- cOa-na a- SO 
little too (art.) cheese 

'too little cheese' 
cf. mac'-k' a-so 

one 
'a little cheese' 

2.1.4.5.3. in small measure 

The adverb is ak'er 'somewhat', e.g.
 
a-phoes ak'er da-narak'e-w+p'
 

'The woman is rather tall'
 

~~1~1~2~1~_t2_~_~~t~§~~St2~Y_~~9~~~ 

Here we have a choice of two Abkhaz idioms: the first is 
based on the expression 
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xar (¢-)a ma- m 
trouble(?) it it have not 

which is used as the answer 'It's o.k.' in response to the 
question 'How is it?' The typically negative absolutive ending 
-kO'a(-n) is added to give the expression seen in 

a-phoes xar (¢-)a-ma-m-kO'a(-n) da-harak'e-w+p' 
'The woman is tall enough' 

The second,alterna~ive would give , 
a-phoas ya+§+aa+na+ga+ra da-harak'a-w+p' 

where the second constituent may easily be analysed, although 
it is nevertheless not clear from the analysis why this form 
should provide the meaning required of it in this context: the 
analysis is - ya- is the column I, 3rd. person singular non
human affix here representing the direct object of the verb; 
-§- is the manner-adverbial particle 'how'; -aa- is the orient
ational preverb 'hither'; -na- is the column III, 3rd. person 
singular non-human subject-affix used in place of -a- if the 
verb is tri-personal or, as here, contains a preverb; -ga- is 
the root 'to carry'; -ra is the characteristic ending or-the 
non-finite Future I tense. 

~=1=~=g==~~tQ=~~~~~~gt~~~=g~j~~t~~~g==g~~=tQ~=~gt~~~~~~g=t~gt 

~~g~g~t~~~g~=t~~=~~~~g1=~£~E~£1£~~=£~=t~~=1g~~~g~~ 

~~~~±~§~~~_~~P£~~~~9_~~_~b~_~9j~~~t~~:~~~pb~~~gy~ 

As already described (cf. 1.2.1.1.4.2.1 and 2.1.1.2.9), 
predicative adjectives become the root of stative verbs, i.e. 
they have prefixed to them the column I, intransitive subject 
affix correlating with the copular subject, whilst the stative 
verbal exponents (-w+p' for the present, -n for the past) will 
be attached as suffixes, e.g. 

bara ba- p§jo- w+p' 
you you beautiful (stat.) 

(col. I) 
'You are beautiful' 

bara ba-p§ja-n 
(stat.past) 

'You were beautiful' 

~=1=~==~£gtE£g~t~£~g 
~~1~~~1~_~9~~P~~~~~~~~_~~~_~1~~~9Y_~~~~~~~~9_~~_~~1~1 

~~1~~~1~~~_:~g~~~~_~~~_~~~b_~~9_~~~b_~0_~~~~0~~ 

sara s- aq'ara d- awe-w+p' 
I me as-much-as he big (stat.) 

'He is as big as me' 

~~1~~~1~~~_:~YP~_~1t~~L_~~~ 

sara s- eYPe ya-q'e- y- c'e-yt' 
I me like it (prev.) hedo (fin.) 

'He did it like me' 

~~1~~~1~~~_:~~~0_~~~_~b~_~~~~_~~~ 

a+k're- fa- ra aa+n {c *a- aa+n) 
something eat (masd.) its time-at 

'at the time of eating' 

~~ 
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~~1~~~1~~~_~g90j~0g~~Q0~1_E9§~EQ§~~~~~§~ 

A number of elements may be suffixed directly to non-finite 
verbal forms, and, to t.h i s extent, they may be regarded as semi
postpositions, although, since they function as conjunctions in 
a language like English, let us provisionally call them 
'conjunctional postpositions'. 

~~1~~~1~~~1~_=g~E~~~j~_~~Y~EY_~~~~_~b~~~ 
This is only found attached to the non-finite Aorist (i.e. 

it is attached directly to the root of dynamic verbs) and is 
used in all cases regardless of the tense of the following 
verb, e.g. 

da- z-ba- capx'aja a- sOqe'a (¢-)ya- s-ta 10
him I see (art.) book it to-him I give (iter.) 

+ (dyn.) 
yt' II (¢-)ya-s-ta-lo-n II (¢-)y8-s-ta-la
(fin. )	 (fin. ) (iter. ) 
e+ t' 
(Fut.Il)	 (fin.) 

'Every time I see him, I regularly give hi~ a boo~/1 

Every time I saw him, I regUlarly gave him a bookll 
Every time I see him, I'll give him a book' 
(respectively) 

~~1~~~1~1~~~_=Y~~~Y_~§i~g~_i~b~_~~~~_~b~~L~ 
This is found suffixed to the non-finite forms of the 

following tenses:
(a)	 Present, e.g.
 

way (125-)1 hOO- yztey yOa-mcabza (¢-) c'- we

that it she say w week they pass (dyn.)
 

+(dyn. )yt' 
(fin. ) 

'Two weeks have passed since she has been saying that' 
A stative example would be 

way abra da-tO'o-wa- yztey yOM-saat-k' 
that-one here he sit (non-fin.) 2 hour 1 
(¢-) c'-we-yt' 

'Two	 hours have passed since he has been sitting here' 
(b) Aorist, e.g. 

way	 (¢-)l-toe-yztey yOa-mcabza (¢-)c'a-yt'
 
'Two weeks have passed since she said that'
 

(c)	 Perfect, e.g.
 
wart ra- yOna a r- gala- ra y- a+
 
those their house its cause stand (masd.) they it+
 
1- ga- x'e-yztey ak'ar (¢-)c'- we- yt'
 
from (root) (Perf.) some-time it pass (dyn.) (fiL)
 
(=	 finish) 

'Some time has passed since they have already finished 
building their house' 

(d) Imperfect, e.g. 
abra ya- n xo za yztey ak'ar (¢-)c' 
here they (prev.) live (non-fin. ) 

+ (dyn.)we-yt'
 
'Some time has passed since they were living here'
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(e)	 Past Indefinite, e.g.
 
way da- z-ba- za- . yztey a+k'+g'a
 
that-one him I see (non-fin.) one even
 
(¢-)c'-wa-m
 

not
 
'Not long has passed since I saw him'
 

N.B. that here again we have a clear demonstration of the virt 
ual synonymy of the Aorist and Past Indefinite non-finite forms. 

The element -yztey may also be used with non-finite, past 
forms of stative verbs, which are formally identical to the 
Past Indefinite of dynamic verbs (both forms end in -z attached 
to the root). However, in the case of non-finite, past forms 
of stative verbs, one has the option of retaining or omitting 
the final non-finite marker -z, e.g. 

abra da-q'a-za- yztey II da-q'e-yztey a+k'+g'a 
here he be (non-fin.) 
(¢-)c'-wa-m 

'Not long has passed since he was here' 
(f)	 Plu-perfect, e.g.
 

way da- z-ba- x'a- za- yztey yO~-2akosa
 
that-one him I see (Perf.) (non-fin.) 2 year
 
(¢-) c'- x'a- n
 
they pass (PerL) (fin.)
 

'Two years had passed since I had seen him'
 

~~1~~~1~~~2~_=~~g~~_~~b!1~~ 

For dynamic verbs, this is used only with the non-finite 
Present, irrespective of the ~ense of the follow~ng ~~rb, e;g. 

way a- wayo sa-y+ a- cOa~oo-nac'a, a+Jo+g a sara 
that (art.) man I him+to talk one even I 

+(dyn.)
 
s- ax' da-m- ne+y aa+yt'
 
me to he not go-thither (subjunctive)
 

'While I am talking to that man, no-one is to enter 
my, room! ' , 

way a-wayo sa-y+a-coa~oo-nac'a, a+jO+g'a da-yOna m
he (prev.) not

le- yt' 
enter (fin.) 

'While I was talking to that man, no-one came in' 
When -nac'a is used in association with stative verbs, it is 

attached directly to the root - in other words, neither the 
present nor the past non-finite markers (-wand -z respectively) 
are reta~ne?, e.g. ." ~-, 

abra da-q'a-nac'a, a+Jo+g a sara s-ax da-m-ne+y-aa+yt' 
'While he is here, no-one is to enter my room! ' 

abra da-q'a-nac'a, a+jo+g'a da-yOna-m-le-yt' 
'While he was here, no-one came in' 

~~1~~~1~~~~~_=§~~_~~§_!!L_~§_~b29gbL_§9EE2§§91Y' 

This suffix may be used in association with any of the non
finite verbal forms, e.g.
 

zeg'a (¢-)ey+la- y- k'+ aa
everything it (compound prev.) he (root)+(suffix)
 

understand z sOa da-tO'a-n
 
(non-fin. ) he sit (fin.)
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'He was sitting as though he understood everything!' 
zeg'a (¢-)ey+la-y-k'+aa-wa- sea de-tO'o

(non-fin.Pres.)w+p' 
(stat.Pres. ) 

'He is sitting as though he understands everything' 
da-c+ma+za+yOa-z- sea da-q'a-n 

(non-fin.) he be (fin.) 
'It was (lit. he was) as though he was ill' 

Note the use of this suffix in the role of complementiser if 
the clause it governs represents an untruth, e.g. 

a- §k'ol [a-] ax' da-co- z
go (non-fin.) 
+ (dyn.)
 

(¢-)nOa-na a- k'ino [a-lax' da-ce-yt'
 
it say (absol.) the cinema it to he go (fin.)
 

'Having said that he was going to school, he went to 
the cinema' 

This	 suffix may also be attached to nouns, e.g. 
a+k'ra+fa+r+ta-~'a fa+~'8-soa a+k' 
stolovaja in food as/like something 
(¢-) na-fe- yt' 
it we eat (fin.) 

'In the stolovaja we ate something resembling food' 

~~1~~~1~1~~~_:~~~~i~_~~Q~~1L_£§tQE§~ 

This is used only with the non-finite Aorist of dynamic 
verbs, regardless of the tense of the verb in the main clause, 

e.g.	 way da- z-b[a]-aa+nja, a- xOaso+tO'a+r+ta 
that-one him I see the hospital 
da- ta- r- ge- yt' 
him from-in they take (fin.) 

:They took him,out of the hospital be~ore I saw him' 
s-aa+y-aa+nJa ara d- aa- n- xo- yt' 
I come here he (prev.) (prev.) stay (fin. ) 

'He will stay here till I corne' +(dyn.) 

~~1~~~1~1~§~_:~b~_~~~Y_~~E~_~b~~L_1§~_~1~~§~ 
This element may be used with four verb-for~s: the non-fin

ite Present, the conditional ~ood in -r, the conditional mood 
in za+r (i.e. when this conditional suffix is directly preceded 
by the verbal root), and the conditional mood in-x'a-za-r e.g. 

a- mza- [a- a]x' s-ca-r- ana a- os---- sOa~ 
the moon it to I go (condit.) the Abkhaz language 
g'8 (¢-)sa+z- c'o- m 
even it I+(pot.) learn not 

+ (dyn.) 
'I can't learn Abkhaz any more than fly to the moon!' 

a-mza-[a-a]x' s-ca-za+r- ana a-ps-sOa-g'a 
(condi t. ) 

(¢-)sa+za-m c'e-yt' 
not 

'I couldn't learn Abkhaz any more than fly to the moon' 
a-mza-[a-a]x' s-ca-x'a- za+r- ana a-ps-sOa-g'a 

(Perf.) (cond i t v ) 
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(¢-)sa+za-m c'a-c- t' 
not (Perf.) (fin.) 

'I haven't been able to learn Abkhaz any more than fly 
to the moon' 

,------, 

a- psa d- wa+ za- bza- to'a-wa- [a]ha 
the dead him you+(pot.) good make (non-fin.) 
ya- q'a- la- z 
that-which (prev.) happen (non-fin.) 
(¢-)wa+ z- x+na- r- nO- wa- m 
it you+ (pot.) (preverbs) cause turn (dyn. ) not 

'You can't overturn what has taken place any more than 
you can raise the dead' 
(example provided by Miss Inga ~aduri) 

~=1=~=l==~~=g~g~g~g~~~~~g=~~~£~~~=~~~~=~~~=g~~g~~g~=g~~~~~~g 

~~~~=~~~~~~=~~=~~~~=g~~~~g=~~=g~~g~~g1=~~~~g~ 
Regardless of whether they combine with pronouns or nouns, 

the majority of postpositions require as a prefix that column 
II pronominal affix which is appropriate to the word they are 
governing (cf. the examples given in section 2.1.1.5.ff). 
Those postpositions not requiring a pronominal prefix are dir
ectly suffixed to their nouns, pronouns or, in the case of the 
'conjunctional postpositions' just examined, non-finite verb
forms. 

~=1=g==~~~~~g1g~~~g~~~~~~~g 

~=1=£=1==~~~~~g1g=~g~~=~~=~~~~~~~~ 
a+k'a '1' 
yO-ba '2' 
x-pa '3' 
ps-ba '4' 
xO-ba '5' 
f-ba '6' 
baz-ba '7' 
aa-ba '8' 
zO-ba '9' 
zOa-ba '10' 
zOe-y-za '11' (lit. '10-&-1', where -y- is the conjoining 

clitic 'and', and -za is a remnant of the proto-North west 
Caucasian word for 'I' now replaced in Abkhaz by a+k'a) 

zOa-yOa (lit. '10-2') '12' --
zOa-xa '13' 
zoa-ps '14' 
zOa-xo II zOa-xo [')w:>-x W ] '15' 
zOa-f II ~oa-f '16' 
zOa-bz '17' 
zO-aa '18' 
ze-y-zO [sic] '19' (lit. '10-&-9') 
yOa-z o~ '20' (~it. '2-10' ) 
yOa-zOa-ya+k'a'21' (lit. '20-&-1') 
yOa-zOa-y yO-ba '22' 
yOa-zOa-y zOa-ba '30' (lit. '20-&-10') 
yOa-zOa-y ~Oe-y-za '31' 
yOa-n yOa-zOa '40' (lit. '2-times -n 2-10') 
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yOa-n yOa-zOa-y a+k'a '41'
 
yOa-n yOa-zOa-y zOa-ba '50' (the form sOa-b:;;.a-k' '100

half-one' is not now used) 
yOa-n yOa-zOa-y zOe-y-za '51' 
xa-n yOa-zOa '60' 
xa-n yOa-zOa-y zOa-ba '70' 
psa-n yOa-zOa '80' 
psa-n yOa-zOa-y zOa-ba '90' 
sO-k'a '100' (lit. '100-1') 
sOa-y a+k'a '101' (lit. 100-& 1') 
yOa-sO '200' 
xa-so '300' 
baz-soa '700' 
aa-so8 1800 1 

zOa-soa '900'
 
z k ' e '1,000'
 
yO-na zk' '2,000'
 
x-na z k " '3,000'
 
zoa-na zk' '10,000'
 
million-k' '1,000,000'
 

And so, the co-ordinating clitic -y 'and' will be suffixed to 
each unit (millions, thousands, hundreds, multiples of '10') 
save the last in all compound numerals (by which is to be und
erstood compounds from '21' onwards - the appearance of -y- in 
the Abkhaz forms for 'II' and '19' is clearly exceptional-from 
a synchronic, if not from a diachronic, point of view), e.g. 

million-k'a-y xa-sOa-y yOa-n yOa-zOa-y zOa-yOa-na 
million 1 & 3 100 & 2 times 2 10 & 10 2 times 
zk'a-y yOa-sOa-y yOa-zOa-y xO-ba 
1000 & 2 100 & 2 10 & 5 

'1,352,225' 
cf. million-k'a-y xa-sOa-y yOa-n yOa-zOa-y zOa-yOa-na zk'a-y 

yOa-sOa-y yOa-zOa 
'1,352-;220' 

cf. million-k'a-y xa-sOa-y yOa-n yOa-zOa-y zOa-yOa-na zk'a-y
yea_sO 

'1,352,200' 
etc ... 
Fractions: 

a-bz,.a '~'; alternatively the more ~olloquial e~pression 
yOa-Jara ya-§a- na xOata- k' 
2 times (of division) it split (absol.) portion 1 

is used. 
'~' will be either 

(a-) ps-ba r- a+k' 
(art.) 4 their 1 

or the colloquial expression parallel to that given above for 
I ~ I 

psa-Jara ya-ea-na xOata-k' 
Multiples of fractions are uncommon (being mainly confined 

to mathematics' lessons) and modelled on Russian, e.g.
 
x-pa a- zOa-ba-tO'a+y
 
3 (art.) 10 (ordinal)
 

'three-tenths' 
Similarly, combinations of whole numbers and fractions are 
rare, e.g. 
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yO-be-y b~a-k'a-y
 

2 &" 1 &
 
12~1 

ps-be-y x-pa r- a+k'a-y
 
4 & 3 their 1 &
 

'4 and one-third'
 
f-be-y x-pa a- ps-ba-tO'a[+y]-y
 
6 & 3 (art.) 4 (ord.) &
 

'6~' 
baz-be-y baz-ba aa-ba-tO'a[+y]-y
 
7 & 7 8 (ord. ) &
 

'7!a' 

~=1=£=~==~~~=g~g~~Q~~=Q~ID~~g1g=~g~g=~~~=~~~Q~~Qg=g~~~~~~Q~ 

~~Qgg=~~=~£j~~~g£ 
The numerals listed under 2.1.6.1 are used for abstract 

counting or counting of non-human objects; if the objects to be 
counted are human, then from '3' onwards -ba (-pa in the case 
of '3' itself) is replaced by the suffix -yoa(-kT), where _yea 
is clearly related to the agentive derivational affix _yea (cf. 
2.2.1.2.3) and -k' is the numeral '1' - from '11' onwards, 
where no -ba occurs, -yOa(-k') is simply added to the form as 
given in the list in section 2.1.6.1. This leaves the first 
two numerals, which have the following special forms:

a+jOa '1'
 
yOa-Ja(-yOa(-k')) '2'
 

A selection of other examples would be:
x-yOa(-k') '3' 
ps-yOa(-k') '4' 
zOe-y-za-yOa(-k') '11' 
yOa-zOa-y a+jOa '21' 
sO-yOa(-k') '101' 
sOa-y yOa-Ja(-yOa(-k')) '102' 

If cardinals are used as nominal attributes, then the appro
priate forms must be chosen in accordance with the human vs. 
non-human categorisation of the noun. Once the appropriate 
cardinal-form has been selected, the following basic types of 
Adj-N sequences may occur:

(i) non-human nouns 
(a) where the numeral follows its noun, ~he numeral will
 

take the suffix -ba (i.e. for numerals '2'-'10'), and the noun
 
will have both the-article (a-) and the plural-marker, e.g.
 

a- la- kOa ps-ba
(art.) dog (pl.) 4
 

'(the) 4 dogs' 
If the numeral is one which does not accommodate the suffix -ba, 
its noun may drop the article and its plural-marker, e.g. - 
(Arstaa et al., 1966.70) 

wasa sO-k'
 
sheep 100
 

'100 sheep'
 
(b) if the numeral precedes its noun, the suffix -ba dis


appears, and the noun (or NP) will end with the numeral '1'
 
(-k'); should the article (a-) and the plural-marker be absent, 
the-phrase will be an equivalent for the first example above, 
e.g. 
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ps-la- k'
 
4 dog 1
 

'(the) 4 dogs' 
On the other hand, if the plural-marker is used, the phrase 
will assume a greater nuance of indefiniteness, e.g. 

ps-la- kOa-k' 
'some//any 4 dogs' 

With no plural-marker but with the article (a-) preceding the 
entire complex, the NP will become definite,-e.g. 

a-ps-la-k'
 
'the (group of) 4 dogs (sc. that we have been
 
discussing) ,
 

Dumezil (1967.16) observes that, in the case of compound numer
als, two more variants are possible; one of his examples shows 
a pre-posed numeral not requiring the suffix -k' at the end of 
the complex 

~Oe-y-za c;.a
 
11 horse
 

'11 horses I
 
He also notes the following 

c;.a yOa - Z o a 
horse 20 

'20 horses' 
(ii) human nouns 
Human nouns require their plural-markers in all cases (un

less an attributive adjective follows, which itself carries the 
pluraliser for the whole NP). Our first example is of a noun 
prefixed with the article (a-); the numeral may either precede 
or follow the noun, will be-endowed with the human affix -yea, 
and mayor may not end with the numeral '1', e.g. ~-

ps-yOa(-k')	 21- jyab-cOa
 
(art.) girl (pl.)
 

or a-jyab-cOa ps-yOa(-k') 
'(the) 4 girls' 

Where the numeral is pre-posed and lacks the numeral '1', the 
noun may drop its article, e.g. 

ps-yOa jyab-cOa 
'(the) 4 girls' 

By attaching to this last form the compound-suffix -koa-k', the 
expression for 'some//any 4 girls' is produced, e.g. 

ps-yOa jyab-cOa-koa-k' 
To make the NP absolutely definite, the numeral, ending in 

-k', will itself be endowed with the article; it may then 
either precede or follow its noun, which also possesses the 
artic~e, e.g. 

v a- ps-yOa-k' 21
(art.) (art.)
 

or 
a-jyab-cOa a-ps-yOa-k' 

'the (group of) 4 girls (sc. that we have been 
discussing) , 

cf. also 
a-ps-yOa jyab-cOa (where the noun does not, in fact, take 

the article) 
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~=1=g=~==Q~~~~g1g 
These are of rather recent formation in Abkhaz - hence 

Dumezil's statement (1967.16) that ordinals do not exist in 
Turkish Abkhaz. They are produced by attaching the suffix 
-to'a~ to the non-human forms of the cardinals - in other 
words, there is no distinction between human and non-human 
ordinals. There are four variants for '1st.', e.g. 

a+k'-tO'a+y II (r-) apx'a ya- galo
them in-front-of he-who stand 

w- II apx'a-tO'a+y 
(non-fin.stat.) 

'1st. ' 
a- yO-ba-tO'a+y 
(art.) 2 

'2nd. '
 
a-x-pa-tO'a+y '3rd.'
 
a-~Oa-ba-tO'a+y '10th.'
 
a-~Oe-y-za-tOla+y '11th.'
 
a-yOa-20a-y-~Oa-ba-tO'a+y '30th.'
 
a-sO-k'-tO'a+y'lOOth.'
 
a-ba~-sO-k'-tO'a+y '700th.'
 

N.B. that ordinals represent one of the classes of adjectives 
which, when used attributively, precede their nouns (cf.2.1.4) 

~=1=g=~==~Qg~=~~Q~~=g~~~gg~~g~~=~£=ggID~~g1g=~~~g~=gg~=Q~~=g~~ 

~Q~:f=£~~ID~~Z 

~~!~£~~~!~_~~!~~E!~~~~~~~§ 
Apart from the individual formation for 'once', multiplicat

ives are produced by suffixing -n+tO, usually to the appropri
ate numerical base (i.e. to avoid the numeral devoid of human 
or non-human suffixes), e.g. 

z+na (-k') 'once' (where z- is again a remnant of the 
proto-NWC numeral for '1') 

yOa-n+tO' 'twice' 
xa-n to, 'thrice' 
yOa-zOa-y zOa(-ba)-n+tO' 'thirty times' 

N.B. the rare occurrence of old forms in -na only (-na => -na 
=) -n, which latter two forms we have already met, glossed as 
'times', in the list of numerals in section 2.1.6.1), e.g. 

a-yOa-na 'twice' 

~~1~§~2~~~_3~§t~~9~t~Y§§ 

These are produced by reduplicating the appropriate human or 
non-human cardinal, e.g. 

a+k'a=[a+]k'a : a+jOa=[a+]jOa 
'one each' 

yO-ba=yO-ba : yOa-ja=yOa-ja 
'two each' 

x-pa=x-pa : xa-yOa=xa-yOa(-k') 
'three each' 

By adding the instrumental postposition to the above, the 
corresponding adverbials are produced, e.g. 

yO-ba=yO-ba-la : yOa-ja=yOa-ja-la 
'in two's' 
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~~!~§~~~~~_~EE~2~~~~~~Y~§ 

The element -q'a is suffixed to the appropriate human or 
non-human cardinal. This -q'a derives from-aq'ara 'as big as', 
and this full form must be used when the cardinal is '1'; it 
may also be used as just such an independent postposition with 
the other cardinals, e.g. 

a+k' [a-] aq'ara a+jO y- aq'ara//l 
1 it as-big-as his her 

'one or so' aq'ara 
yO-ba-q'a//yO-ba r  aq'ara yOa-ja-q'a//yOa-ja r 

their aq'ara'two or so' 
x-pa-q'a//x-pa r-aq'ara x-yOa-k'-q'a//x-yOa-k' 

'three or so' r-aq'ara 

~~1~§~~~1~_~Q~E1~t!~§§ 

The clitic -g'a 'also, even' is suffixed to the appropriate 
human or non-human cardinal preceded by the article (~-), e.g. 

a-yO-ba-g'a a-yOa-ja-g'a 
'both' 

a-x-pa-g'a a-x-yOa-k'-g'a 
'all three' 

Note that, if the article (a-) is absent, the meaning is 
rather 'even two', 'even three' etc ... , e.g. 

x-pa-g'a x-yOa-k'-g'a 
'even three' 

ps-ba-g'a ps-yOa-k'-g'a 
'even four' 

~=1=g=g==QMg~~~t~~~g 
mac'-k' (non-human) mac'-yOa-k' (human)
 

'little, a few'
 
pat-k' (non-human) (human) 

'several' 
-koa-k' (non-human) (human) 

'some' 
zeg a (or, more rarely, ya-e(a-n)-eyba-k'a-w 'all 

'all' together' ) 
capx'aja//dowsa//es

'each, every' 
a-yO-ba-g'a (non-human) (human) 

'both' 
eg'a(plural = eg'art) // (d)ac,a-k'a (non-human) 

'other' (d)a~a-jOa (human) 
a+k'a-m-za+r-a+k' (-g'a) (non-human) : a+jOa-m-za+r-a+k' 

'no, nothing/no-one' (-g r a) (human) 
a+k'a-r (non-human) : a+jOa-r (human) 

'any, anything/anyone' 

~~!~§~§~!~_Q~~~t~~~~f:~2~E2~~9§ 

See immediately above for 'nothing', 'no-one', 'anyone', 
'anyt~ing' ~, 

Jar-g a (s-co-m)
 
'(I am going) nowhere'
 

(N.B. the obligatory negative -m in the associated verb) 
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jar-a+k'8-r 
'anywhere' 

y-an-a+ko, -z-aa-lak" (-g' 8) / /a-xaan (-g '8) (Sa-q' a-m8- z+t') 
, (I was here) never' (N.B. again the negative -m- in 

the verb) 
z-na-k'8-r//z+na-m-za+r-z+n8 

'ever' (used with both future and past tenses) 
cf. m8e-k'a-z+n8 

'ever' fused only wit~ a f~ture tense) , 
d(etc .. )-arban-z-aa-lak ' (-g 8)//d8(etc .. )-z-w8s-ta-z-aa
lak" (-g'8) 

'whoever' (whichever column I affix is appropriate may 
be used in place of initial d-, hence '(etc .. )') 

y-arban-z-aa-lak" (-g'8) 
'whatever' 

y-an-a+k o'8-z-aa-lak" (-g'8) (N.B. that wherever the 
'whenever' clitic g'8 is added to 

y-ax'-a+k o'8-z-aa-lak" (-g'8) -lak" ,-~k" loses its 
'wherever' palatalisation) 

Y8-e-a+ko'8-z-aa-lak" (-g'8) 
'however' 

Y8-z-a+ko, 8-z-aa-lak" (-g' 8) 
'for whatever reason' 

~=J,=l==M~H!;?§ 

~~1~l~1~=~~~=g£~=~g£~~~g=~~~~~=~£=~~~~g£~g~~=~~~£~g~~~~ 
~~~~2~~~~~_~5~~!~~Y 

For the basic construction see 2.1.4.4.1, e.g. 
a- xac'a y- eYPe//y- aq'ara w8bas d- las
the man him like him as-much-as so she quick 

(col.I)na d8- ce-yt' a- pfioas
 
(adverb) she go (fin.) the woman
 

'The woman went as quickly as the man' 
From this we see that the typical adverbial suffix is -n8; pre
ceding the lexical morpheme the adverb accommodates the-Column 
I pronominal affix correiating with the sentential subject (d-). 
This may be replaced by the neutral, 3rd. person singular, col
umn I non-human affix y8-, giving y8-1as-na; alternatively, 
this same affix may be-Used, but separating it from the adverb's 
lexical morpheme there will be the causative formant -r- -
ya-r-las-n8. 

If a full clausal comparison is required, this will be ex
pressed by the appropriate non-finite verb-form containing the 
manner-particle -e-; in this case, only the postposition -eYPe 
is possible, e.g.- ----

a-xac'a d8-e- co [a-] eYPe wabas d-las-na//
 
he how go it like
 

(non-fin.Pres.)
 
y8-1as-na//ya-r-las-n8 d8-ce-yt' a-ptoas
 

'The woman went as quickly as the man goes'
 

~~~~2~~~~~_~~~E~~~!~~~ 
For the basic construction see 2.1.4.4.2, e.g. 

a-pnoas a-xac'a y- eyta d-las-na//y8-1as-na// 
him more(than) 

ya-r-las-n8 d8-ce-yt' 
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'The woman went more quickly than the man' 
In place of y-eyha one may have any of the following variants: 

y- aasta//y- ac'k"as (yaha//eyha) 
him than him than more 

Should the full clausal comparison be required, once again 
the appropriate non-finite form containing the particle -£
will be used; e.g. 

a-phoas a-xac'a da-§- ca (-z) [a-] aasta
 
he how go (non-fin.) it than
 

(yat1a//eyha) (etc .. ) d-las-ne (etc .. ) da-ce-yt'
 
more
 

'The women went as quickly as the man went'
 

~~1~2~1~1~_§~P§f1~~~Y§ 

For the basic construction see 2.1.4.4.3, e.g.
 
a-pnoas zeg' r- eyna d-las-na//ya-las-na//
 

all them more(than)
 
ye-r-las-na da-ce-yt'
 

'The woman went most quickly (of all) ,
 
The variants for r-eyna are:

r- aasta//r- ac'k"as (yana//enya) 
them than them than more 

~=1=Z=~==~~~=g~~=gg~1~~g=~~g~~~g=~~=g=~~g11!~=~gg~~gg~~f 

~~!~2~~~!~_~~_!~~~§_~~~§~~§ 

Cf. 2.1.4.5.1, e.g.
 
daara ya-r-las-na//ya-las-ne//d-las-ne (etc .. )
 
very quickly
 

'very quickly' 
Whichever column I affix is appropriate to the sentential sub
ject may be used-hence' (etc .. )' is written above. In place 
of daara 'very' one may place the verbal emphatic suffix after 
the-adverb's lexical morpheme, e.g. 

ye-r-las-ja- na//ya-las-ja-na//d-las-ja-na (etc .. ) 
(emphatic) 

'very quickly' 

~~1~2~~~~~_§~E§~~9~~9~~~§ 

Cf. 2.1.4.5.2, e.g. 
ye-r-las-coa-na//ya-las-coa-ne//d-las-coa-na (etc .. ) 

'too quickly' 

~~1~2~~~1~_~~_§~~!1_~§~§~~§ 
Cf. 2.1.4.5.3, e.g.
 

ak'er ya-r-las-na//ya-las-ne//d-las-na (etc .. )
 
'rather quickly'
 

~~!~2~~~~~_~~_~_~~~~§!~~~~~Y_~§~~§§ 
Cf. 2.1.4.5.4, e.g.
 

xar (¢-)a-ma-m-kO'a(-n) ye-r-las-na//ya-las-ne//
 
d-las-na (etc .. )
 

'quickly enough' 
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~=1=~~=~H~;h~g 
~~~~~~~~_~b~!_5~~~_~!_~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~_~~~~~_~~_!b~_~~~2~~2§2 

Affixation (prefixation and suffixation) is clearly such a 
wicespread and integral feature of Abkhaz morphology, particu
larly as regards the structure of the verbal complex, that, by 
treating all such affixes as clitics, one would virtually have 
to recapitulate the entire section on morphology if one were to 
treat them again under the present heading. This we shall re
frain from doing and mention only (a) the c o-eo r c i ria t.Lrq part 
icle -y, which is suffixed to each noun or pronoun being 
co-ordTnated, e.g. 

s- ana- y s- aba- y
 
my mother & my father &
 

'my mother and father'
 
bare-y sare-y
 
you & I &
 

'you and I' 
(b) the connective -g'a 'also, and', which, in addition to 
being attached to nouns and pronouns, may also connect sub
ordinate verb-forms, e.g. 

sar-g'a s-co- yt'
 
I too I go ( fin. )
 

+ (dyn.)
 
'I too am going'
 

da-ca-na a+jD_ g'a da- s na d- an
he go (absol.) someone and him kill (abso1.) he w~en 

aa zeg'a ya-]a- r- se
come(non-fin.) everyone it (prev.) they view-with-surprise 
yt' 
(fin. ) 

or da-ca-na a+jD da-sa-n- g'a d-an-aa zeg'a ya-Ja-r
(abso1.) anose-yt' 

'When he came after having gone and killed someone, 
everyone was surprised' 

2.2. Derivational morphology 

&=&~1=1==Q~~Qg=~~~ID=Q~~Qg 
2.2.1.1.1. -r+ta 

This suffix indicates the place where something is found; it 
is more common with verbal bases (cf. 2.2.1.2.1), e.g. 

a-yD na- (r+)ta
 
house
 
'household'
 

a-JakDrey-r+ta
 
maize
 
'maize-field'
 

a-bamba- r+ta
 
cotton
 
'cotton-field'
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2.2.1.1.2. -ta 

This suffix too indicates location and is very common in 
topographical terms, e.g. 

a-gO- ta
 
heart
 
'middle'
 

a-gOara-ta
 
fence
 
'fenced area, yard'
 

Bzap-ta
 
Bzyp
 

'the area belonging to the Bzyp Abkhazians'
 

2.2.1.1.3. -tra 

This suffix also indicates location; it is particularly 
common as a means of designating the home of animals, e.g. 

a-2°- tra
 
cow
 
'cow-shed'
 

a-c;.- t.r a
 
horse
 
'stable'
 

2.2.1.1.4. -ra 

This is the formant for abstract-nouns and is very common, 
e.g.	 a-c'ko'an-ra 

child 
'childhood, youth' 

a-gazmal-ra 
devil
 
'devilishness'
 

2.2.1.1.5. -r C 

This is used to designate a single entity for objects norm
ally thought of in groups, e.g. 

a-xoa- c
 
hair
 
'a single hair'
 

a-sxa-c
 
bee
 
'a single bee'
 

2.2.1.1. 6. - sa 

This is a rare suffix indicating a characteristic, e.g. 
a-wayOa-~a 

man
 
'humaneness//humanity'
 

a-xac'a-sa
 
man
 
'manliness'
 

~~~~1~1~Z~_:1~LY~ 
This suffix marks the male of certain animals, e.g. 

~-co -ay} 
cow 'bull' 
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a-ta(+v') 
ram 
'ram' 

~~~~1~1~~~_:~~~~ 

This is used to represent the young of certain animals, e.g. 
a-c..- c' as 

horse 
'foal' 

~~~~1~1.:.~.:._:~ 
This suffix appears in the singular of certain nouns (parti

cularly those representing the young of animals) which have a 
collective plural in -ar(a) (cf. 2.1.1.8.4.ii), this pluraliser 
-ar(a) replacing the -s-or-the singular, e.g.
-----a-noa+S -

'calf' (cf. a-no-ar 'herd of calves') 
a-je+s 

'kid' (cf. a-j-ar 'flock of kids') 

~~~~1~~~=g~~gg=~£~~=~~£~g 
2.2.1.2.1. -r+ta 

This suffix indicates the location of an activity (cf. 
2.2.1.1.1), e.g. 

a-jaxe-r+ta 
sew 
'sewing-room' 

a-px/a-r+ta 
read 
'reading-room' 

a-xoarx'e-r+ta 
saw 
'saw-mill' 

This suffix is used extensively. 

~~~.:.l.:.~~~.:._:l~±L~±~~ 

This compound-suffix indicates the spot where an action has 
already occurred, e.g. 

a-jaxa-r+s+ta 
sew 
'seam' 

a-soax-s+ta 
? 
'scar' 

~.:.~~l.:.~.:.l~_:Y:l~L 

This is a very common agent-suffix, e.g. 
a-c'a- yOa 

learn 
'pupil' 

a-r- c'a- yea 
cause learn 
'teacher' 

a-n- xa- yOa 
(prev.) live 
'peasant' 
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2.2.1.2.4. -ra 

This abstract-noun formant (cf. 2.2.1.1.4) is the means 
whereby the masdar (or infinitive) is formed, e.g. 

a-5- ra 
kill 
'killing, to kill' 

a-ba- ra 
see 
'seeing, to see' 

~-,-~-,-J:-,-~-,-~-,-_=g~ 

This is a very common suffix marking the instrument of the 
verbal action, e.g. 

a-c;.a- ga 
hoe 
'hoe' 

a-2i.a- ga 
dig 
'spade' 

2. 2. 1. 2. 6. -mta 

Forms in -mta represent the result of the verbal action, e.g. 
a-yOa- mta 

write 
'written work, writings' 

a-nOa-mta 
say 
'statement' 

Such forms also function as adjectives, in which function they 
are virtual equivalents for relative clauses, e.g. 

1- 5a- mta a- kO't'a (¢-)s-fe- yt' 
her kill the chicken it I eat (fin.) 

'I ate the chicken killed by her' 
cf. ya- 1- sa- Z a-kO't'~ (¢-)s-fe-yt' 

which she kill (non-fin.) 
'I ate the chicken killed by her' 

~-,-~-,-J:-,-~-,-2-,-_=p~~_i_~_~~p~~_~~~~§~L 

This suffix marks the time of a verbal action and is used 
only to indicate momentary actions, e.g. 

1- 5a- mta s~a+ kO- sOe- yt' 
her kill I it+(prev.) attend (fin.) 

'I attended the moment of her killing' 

2.2.1. 2.8. - sa 
This suffix indicates the characteristics of an action (cf. 

2.2.1.1.6), e.g. 
a-flea-sa 

say 
'manner of speaking' 

21-'1: a+z-5a
 
be
 
'character'
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~~~~1~~~2~_:~~~i~L 

This suffix strictly speaking, forms the gerundive (verbal 
adjective) (cf. 2.2.3.2) '(that) which is to be done'. However, 
in the absence of an overtly expressed noun, forms in -to' (a) 
are used substantivally, e.g. -----

a-fa- to' 
eat 
'food' 

a-z o- to, 
drink 
'drink' 

a-yo- tO'a 
write 
'something to write' 

~~~~1~~~~~_!2_~b~~_§~~§~~_~§_~~§_§Y~~~~_2!_9§~§~£~1_~2~~§ 

~~~~1~~_~~_~~~~_2!_~~~~~~~~~~_~~9_~2_~~~~_~~~~~~_1~~~_~~~~_2! 

non-derived nouns? 

With the exception of masdars, the syntax of all deverbal 
nouns is the same as that of non-derived nouns. In the case of 
masdars, what in the finite verb-forms would have been repres
ented by a column I pronominal affix (i.e. intransitive sub
jects and transitive direct objects) will be represented by a 
column II affix functioning as a possessive marker, and so, to 
this extent, masdars behave like non-derived nouns, e.g. 

sara s- aa+y-ra 
I my come (masd.) 

(col.II) 
'my coming' 

cf. s- aa+y-we - yt' 
I come (dyn.) (fin.) 
(coLI) 

'I am coming' 
sara sa-la la- s d. 
I me by her kill (masd. ) 

(col. II) 
'my killing of her' (lit. 'her killing by me') 

cf. da- s-~- we- yt' 
her I kill (dyn.) (fin.) 
(col. I) 

'I am killing her' 
This last pair of examples shows that, also like non-derived 
nouns, masdars do not normally permit the inclusion of any 
column III, transitive subject-affix - there are a few excep
tions where the column III affix has become fossilised, as in 
the expression for 'to think', namely 

a- gO [a-] aa na- ga- ra 
(art.) heart (art.) (prev. ) it bring (masd.) 

(col.III) 
However, the masdars of di-transitive verbs, such as a-ta-ra 
'to give', allow the insertion of a column II, indirect object 
affix after a possessive column II affix, such as those des
cribed above, e.g. 
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bara ba- la Sa- ya- ta ra 
you you by my to-him give (masd. ) 

(col.II) (col.II) 
'your giving of me to him' 

sara sa-la la- ya- ta-ra 
I me by her to-him 

(coLlI) (co l r r ) v 

'my giving of her to him' 

~=~=1=~==Q~~Qg=~~~~=ggj~~~~~~§ 
The abstract-noun formant -ra is freely used with adjectives 

to produce the corresponding abstract-noun, e.g. 
a-Peja-ra 

'beauty' 
cf. a-Peja 

'beautiful' 
a-beya-ra 

'richness' 
cf. a-beya 

'rich' 

~~~~~~1~~~_~9_~b~~_§~~§~~_~§_~b§_~Y~~~~_9!_9§:~9j§~~~~~~_~9~~~ 

~~~~~~~_~~_~b~~_~!_~_~~~~§~~§L_~~~_~~_~b~~_~~~~~~_~~~§_~b~~_~! 

a non-derived noun? 

The syntax of de-adjectival nouns exactly parallels that of 
non-derived nouns. 

~=~=1=~==Q~~Qg=~~~~=gQ~=~~Q~~=~g~~g~~~ 
2.2.1.5.1. -ra 

The abstract-noun formant may be added to a sequence of 
'noun + postposition -da "w i, t.hou t " to produce the correspond
ing abstract-noun, e.g~ 

a-myOa-da- ra 
road without 
'the state of roadlessness' 

a-xeayo-da- ra 
brain without 
'lack of intelligence' 

2.2.1.5.2. -ra 

This same abstract-noun formant -ra, when added to the post
position -eYPe 'like', produces the noun meaning 'similarity', 
namely ayp~. 

~=~=~=1==~~~gg=~~~~=Q~~Qg 
An example of a noun forming the root of a stative verb, 

where the noun is functioning as sUbject-complement, is given 
under section 1.2.1.1.4.2.1. 

For a noun being incorporated into the verbal complex as 
sUbject-complement of the copular root -xa- 'to become' see 
sections 2.1.1.2.9.4i and 2.1.1.2.10. -

For a noun being incorporated into the verbal complex as ob
ject-complement of the root -to' (a)- 'to become' see section 
2.1.1. 2 .llii. 
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~~~~~~~~=~~~~~=~~~~=~~~~~ 
For the formation of artificial dynamic passives by means of 

the copular root -xa- 'to become' see section 2.1.3.11. 
For the formation of stative passives see 2.1.3.1.1.4.2. 
For details of the morphological causative-formation see 

section 2.1.3.1.3.1.1-2. 

~~~~~~J~=g~~gg=~~~~=g@j~~~~g~g 
For adjectives forming the roots of stative verbs see sec

tion 1.2.1.1.4.2.1b. 
Adjectives may also be incorporated into the verbal complex 

as subject-complements of the copular root -xa- 'to become', 

e.g.	 ha-beya-xe- yt' 
we rich become (fin.) 

'We became rich' 
cf. a-beya 

'rich' 
Two expressions are possible for the incorporation into the 

verbal complex of adjectives as object-complements: 
(i)	 the verbal root is -to' (a) 'to turn into//make', e.g. 

ya- beya-sO- to'a-yt'----- 
them	 rich you make (fin.)
 

'You made them rich'
 
(ii)	 the adjective itself becomes the verbal root and is pre

ceded by the causative formant -r-, e.g. 
ya- sOa-r- beye-yt' 
them you cause rich (fin.) 

'You	 made them rich' 

~~~~~~~~=g~~g~=~~~~=g~~~~g~ 
An example of an adverb amalgamating with the copular root 

-a- 'to be' in the pseudo-cleft construction may be found in 
section 1.2.1.1.3.1-2ii. 

~~~~~~~~=g~~gg=~~~~=g~~=~~b~~=~g~~£~~~ 
As is clear from the examples presented in sections 2.1.1.2.3 

and 2.1.1.2.9, both a noun prefixed with a column II possessive 
affix and a sequence of 'noun + adjective' may also stand as 
the root of stative verbs in their role as NP subject
complements. 

~~~~J~1~=g~j~~~~g~g=!~~~=~~~~g 
The suffix -to' (a)//-tO'a+y is freely used to derive denom

inative adjec;ives, ~.g. , 
a- x - to'e macOaz 
(art.) gold ring 

'~?lden ring' 
cf.	 a-x a 

'gold' 
a- xOalba~xa-tO'e+y a- Pea 
(art.) evening (art.) wind 

'evening wind' 
cf.	 a-xoelbe~xa 

'evening' 
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The suffix -to'a+y is used with nouns expressing time and, as 
we have seen (cf. 2.1.6.4), is the formant of ordinal numerals. 
Note that the accompanying noun does not show the article after 
-to' (a), whereas it does after -~'a+y. 

~=~=~=~==ggj~~~~~~g=~~~ID=~~~gg 
As mentioned above (cf. 2.2.1.2.9), gerundives (verbal 

adjectives) are formed by means of the suffix -to'a, e.g. 
a- sOqO'a yO_ to'a (¢-)sa-mo- w+p' 
(art.) letter write it I have (stat.) 

'I have a letter to write' (lit. 'a to-be-written
letter' ) 

~=~=~=~==ggj~~~~~~g=~~~ID_ggj~~~~~~g 
2.2.3.3.1. -cOa-

As will be clear from a perusal of the examples given in 
section 5.1.2, attachment of the prefix -coa- to a colour
adjective indicates possession of the colour in question only 
to a moderate ~egree~ e.g. 

a- cOa-q'aps 
(art.) red 

'reddish' 
cf. a-q'aps 

'red' 

~:.~:.~:.~:.~:._:j~ 

The suffix -ja intensifies the meaning of an adjective (just 
as it is used as-a post-radical verbal suffix with the same 
emphatic nuance - cf. above section 2.1.3.8.3), e.g. 

21- q'aps-ja 
(art.) red 

'very red' 
cf. a-q' ap s 

'red' 
a-harak' a-ja
 

tall
 
'very tall'
 

cf. a-harak'a
 
tall
 

Recall that in section 2.1.4.5.1 we had the example
 
a- phoas daara da- harak'a-w+p'
 
the woman very she tall (stat.)
 

'The woman is very tall'
 
This sentence has an exact parallel in the following
 

a-pnoas da-harak'a-jo-w+p'
 

~:.~:.~:.}:.}:._:g~~g~~E~l:j~l 

This suffix, with the variant -hahara(-ja), is used with 
colour-adjectives to intensify the basic meaning, e.g.
 

ayacO'-q'aq'ara(-ja)
 
green
 

'very green'
 
cf. ayacO'a
 

'green'
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a- q'aps-nahara(-ja) 
(art.) red 

'very red' 
Note yet another variant for this last colour-term, namely 

a-q'aps-ko'akO'ara(-ja) 
'very red' 

~~~~1~1~~~_=~~E~~~1~Y 
This suffix is found with the one colour-term a-q'aps 'red' 

to signify 'brilliantly red', e.g. -----~-

a-q'aps-wark'aley 

~~~~1~~~~~_:g~~~~~1§Y 

This intensifying suffix is found only with the colour-term 
a-yOez 'yellow' e.g. 

a-yOez-q'antaley 

~~~~1~~~§~_:~~~§~1 

This intensifying suffix is found only with the colour-term 
aykOacO'a 'black', e.g. 

aykOacO'a-samsal 
'very black' 

2.2.3.3.7. -coa-

This suffix indicates that the quality expressed by the ad
jective is possessed to an excessive degree (cf. the use of 
this suffix with the same meaning in the post-radical structure 
of verbal complexes - section 2.1.3.8.2), e.g. 

a- narak'-coa 
(art.) tall 

'too tall' 
cf. a-narak'a 

'tall' 
Note that this suffix is most commonly attested when its asso
ciated adjective is incorporated into the verbal complex as 
subject- or object-complement. 

~=~=~=~==ggj~~~~~~g=~~~ID=gg~~~Qg 
The suffix -to'a+y may be attached to adverbs of place to 

produce the corresponding adjectives, e.g. 
wa- to'a+ya- waa 
there (art.) people 

'people from there' 
cf. wa 

'there' 

~=~=~=~==ggj~~~~~~g=~~~ID=g~~=~~~~~=~g~~~~~X 
The suffix -to'a+y may be added to temporal expressions 

(formed by means of a postposition) to give the corresponding 
adjective, e.g. 

baz-saat-k'-ra- z- to'a+ya- warok'-koa 
7 hour 1 them for (art.) lesson 

'7 o'clock lessons' 
cf. baz saat-k' ra-za 

'at 7 o'clock' 
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~~~~i~1~=g~~~~~g=~~~~=~~~~g 
2.2.4.1.1. -la 

This instrumental postposition appears with certain nouns 
(minus the article ~-) to produce adverbs such as 

maja- la 
secret 

'secretly' 
cf. a- maja 

(art. ) 
'secret' 

xe- la 
head 

'head-first' 
cf. a-xe 

'head' 

2.2.4.1.2. -ne 

For a-doe 'field' plus the adverbial formant -ne in the 
sense of'outside' - or 'in the field' -(Le. a-d"=na, or, with 
the addition of the postposition -q'a 'to', a-dO-na-q'a) see 
section 2.1.1.5.1. --

For -n~ used with nouns as a variant for the marker -s of 
the predicative case see 2.1.1. 

2.2.4.1.3. -xa 

The copular root -xa- 'to become' seems to be the element 
that is met as a suffix on some nouns to produce what amounts 
to a derived adverb, as in the following 

gan-xa 
'apart' 

cf. a- gELD 
(art.) side 

'side' 
a- masina (¢-) eydara-xa y- aa- yt' 
the truck it load become it come (fin.) 

(col. I) 
'The truck came loaded' 

cf. aydara 
, (the) load' 

2.2.4.1.4. -hoa 

The particle used to indicate direct speech, tea, is used to 
form a few adverbs, e.g. 

a- c'ek"-hoa de-xase- yt' 
(art.) he shoot (fin.) 

'He shot loudly' 
cf. a-c'ek" 

, (gun's) report' 
a-c'ek"-hoa d- ey+m- se- yt' 

he (compound prev.) sneeze (fin.) 
'He sneezed loudly' 

This hOa is fossilised on certain elements which have no 
independent existence, e.g. 

a- ssa-Fioa 
(art.) 'steadily, calmly' 
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cf. pijaa-la 
'steadily, quietly' 

2.2.4.1.5. -c'as 

The nominal base seen in the noun a-c'as 'manner, character' 
may be suffixed to a noun to produce an adverb meaning 'after 
the manner of', e.g. 

wayo-c'as ya-q'e- y- c'e-yt'
 
man it (prev.) he do (fin.)
 

'He did it well' (lit. 'like a man')
 

~~~~~~1~£~_~~9~21~g~~~2~ 

Note the uncommon reduplication of the nominal base seen in 
a-xoa+c 'single -c hair -xoa' to give the adverb xOa+c=xoa+c 
'in detail'. 

~~~~~~~~=g~¥~~Qg=~~2ID=¥~~Qg 

3~3~~~3~1~_:~~~~ 
This suffix is found with a few intransitive verbal bases in 

the sense of 'in such-and-such a manner', e.g. 
xOmar-§ako 
play 

'in a playful manner' 
cf. a-xomar-ra 

'to play'
 
pag'a-§ako
 
boast
 

'in a boastful manner' 
cf. a-pag'a-ra 

'to boast' 

~~~~~~~~~~_:~.':: 

The past absolutive form (cf. 2.1.1.3) of certain verbs is 
sometimes,found in ~ pur;lY adverbial role, e.g.
 

wabray y-a+x-q 'a-na
 
that
 

'for that reason, thus' 
where the verb a-x-q"a-ra means 'to fall over/Ion'. In this 
regard, it may be emphasised that the past absolutive ends in 
-na, which also happens to be the most common adverbial suffix. 

~~~~~~J~=g~¥~~Qg=~~2ID=g~j~~~~¥~g 
2 . 2 . 4 . 3 . 1. -la 

This instrumental suffix is attested with some adjectives as 
an adverbial formant, e.g. 

baapsa-la 
'extremely' 

cf. a- baapsa 
(art. ) 

'bad, evil' 

2.2.4.3.2. -na 

The most common adverb-forming suffix is -na. Adverbs in 
-na must contain a column I pronominal prefix~ In all cases 
this may be, and usually is, ya-, the 3rd. person singular non
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human affix. However, this may be replaced by the affix appro
priate to the verb's subject, as may here be seen 

r--rr: 
sara y8-las- ne II s las-n8 s-neqo,o- yt' 
I quick (adv.) I I walk (f in. ) 

(col. I) + (dyn.)
'I walk quickly' 

cf. a- las 
(art. ) 

'quick' 
----------------, 

lara Y8-p§ja- ne II d8 p§ja-na a gOa 
she beautiful she (art. ) song 

(col. I) 

(p-)l  11°0 yt' 
it she say (fin. ) 

(col.III) +(dyn.) 
'She sings beautifully' 

cf. a-pg;ja 
'beautiful' 

An alternative formation for adverbs with the suffix -n8 is 
for the causative formant -r- to stand before the adjectival 
base; in this case only the-column I prefix ¥8- is possible, 

e.g.	 ya-r-las-n8 s-neqO'o-yt' 
'I walk quickly' 

ye-r-pg;ja-n8	 a-sea (p-)l-hOo-yt'
 
'She sings beautifully'
 

2.2.4.3.3. zero

An uncommon form for de-adjectival adverbs is for the pure 
adjectival base to be used without any addition of prefixes or 
suffixes. This type of adverb is quite common in expressions 
of an exclamatory nature, such as 

racoa pg;ja a- sea (p-)l- 11°o-yt'
 
how beautifully (art.) song it she say (fin.)
 

'How beautifully she sings!'
 

~~~~~~~~~~_~~g~21~~~~~~~ 
Some adjectives may reduplicate to produce an adverb convey

ing that the action occurs over a period, possibly at intervals, 
e.g. 

x08c'e=x08c'a(-la)
 
'little by little, gradually'
 

2 . 2 . 4 . 3 . 5. -xa 

The copular root -xa- 'to become' is used with some adject
ival	 bases in the following kind of adverbial usage 

a- t08zba CC8So 
the knife sharp 

'the sharp knife'
 
~ a-11°8zba cceso-xa (p-)Y8-xa- yt'
 

it he sharpen (fin.)
 
'He sharpened the knife sharp'
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2.2.4.3.6. distributives 

For the distributives derived from cardinals see section 
2.1.6.5.2. 

~=~=~=~==§~~~~~~=~~~~=§2~~~~~ 
Some adverbs may reduplicate after the fashion of the adjec

tives described in section 2.2.4.3.4, e.g. 
wazoa=wazoe de-coazoo- n 

he talk (fin.) 
+(dyn. ) 

'He was forever talking' 
c f , wazo8 

I no w ' 
na+q'=na+q' 

'in the future' 
cf. na+q' 

'thither' 
which is made up of the orientational preverb -na- 'thither' 
and the postposition -s:~~ 'to'. 

~=~=g=~==~~~g~~~=g~g~g~g~~~~~g 

~~~~§~~~~~-~~~-p~~~p~§~~~~~~ 
See the sub-sections of section 2.1.1.5. passim, particular

ly the allative and ablative postpositions, for examples of 
compounding in postpositions. Complex postpositions (such as 
English 'from behind', as in examples like 'from 10 yards 
behind the car') are not found. 

2.2.6.1.2. nominal formations 

For examples of compound postpcsitions built on a nominal 
base see the various sub-sections of section 2.1.1.5, where 
instances such as apx'a-q'a 'towards the front (of)' from apx'a 
'front' may be found. -----

~=~=g=~==§~IDg~~=~~~~~~~=g~g~g~~~~~~~~ 
2.2.6.2.1. denominal 

For denominal postpositions (such as apx'a 'the front' and 
'in front of'; a-~'a 'the mouth' and 'in~e the various-SUb
sections of section 2.1.1.5. 

~=~=g=~==~~IDg~~~~=ID~~gb~~~£~ 
Compounding is such an integral, all-pervasive feature of 

word-formation for all the N.W. Caucasian languages that an 
analysis of the principles involved would be an undertaking of 
too vast a scope to be attempted here. However, one may follow 
Aristava et al. (1968.45-46) in mentioning the following seven 
types of compound:

(a) compound of two nouns where the first acts as determiner, 
as in a-zo-za 'beef', which is made up of a-zo 'cow' and a-za 
'meat'-;------- ---

(b) compound consisting of noun plus adjective, as a-wayo
aps 'red-head', which is made up of a-wayOa 'person' and -aps 
from a-q'aps 'red'; --

(c) compound of two nouns joined by the co-ordinating 
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particle -y- 'and', as in a-ce-Y-Jak'a 'food prepared for a 
guest', whIch is made up of a-ca 'bread' and a-Jak'a 'salt' 
plus -Y- 'and'; ~~-

(d)-compound of a cardinal numeral and noun, as in a-yOa-maa 
'type of harp', which consists of -yOa- from yO-ba '2' and 
a-maa 'handle'; 
~~-(-e) compound of two nouns and a verb, as in a-ps-xo-ra 'meal 
made for a dead person either 40 days or 1 year after death has 
occurred', which consists of a-psa 'dead person', a-xoa 'por
tion' and the 'root + ra' of the verb a-w-ra 'to makel(t]1e root 
-w- having been lost-Secause of the preceding labialised fric
ative -XO_). Another example would be: a-bz-k'ata-na 'spider's 
web', which consists of a-bz 'tongue', a-k'ata 'net' and the 
root of the verb a-ha-ra 'to weave' - hence 'woven by the 
tongue' ; 

(f) compound of noun and verb, as in a-mra-gala-ra 'east' 
which is made up of a-mra 'sun' and a-gala-ra 'to stand up,
rise'; ~~-

(g) compound consisting of three nominal bases and one verb
al base, as in a-ma-s-xoa-l+c' 'elbow', which is made up of 
-ma- from a-m/nap'~ 'hand', a-s+xoa 'heel', which itself con
sists of ~s- from a-sap'a 'foot' and a-xoa 'are', and the 'pre
verb plus root'of the verb a-l-c'-ra ~ome out of'. 



3. PHONOLOGY 

~.:...~_ Pho~~logical _units_L~_egmenta!) 

~~1~1~==~bg~=g~~=~b~=~~gt~~~~~~~=g~~ID~~~gZ 
Consonants and vowels 

~~1~~~==~b~=~1~ID~~~g=g~~=gg=~~11~~g 

~~1~~~1~=~~~~g~11g~~~g 

~~~~~~~~~~_r~~~i~~~_~~~_~~~~i~~!~~ 
1. Labio-labial voiced pulmonic plosive, b. 
2. Labio-labial voiceless pulmonic plosive, p; phonetically 
aspirated. 
3. Labio-labial voiceless ejective plosive, p'. 
4. Apico-alveolar voiced pulmonic plosive, d. 
5. Apico-alveolar voiceless pulmonic plosive, t; phonetically 
aspirated. 
6. Apico-alveolar voiceless ejective plosive, t'. 
7. Apico-alveolar voiced pulmonic plosive labialised, d w; 
phonetically, labialisation takes the form of complete labio
labial closure (together with definite lip-protrusion), the 
labial and alveolar closures being released simultaneously, 
with the labial release being characterised by a trill. Else
where, this is symbolised as dO. 
8. Apico-alveolar voiceless pulmonic plosive labialised, t w; 
labialisation is as (7) above. Elsewhere symbolised as to. 
9. Apico-alveolar voiceless ejective plosive labialised, t w'; 
labialisation is as (7) above. Elsewhere symbolised as to,. 
10. Lamino-alveolar voiced pulmonic affricate, dz. Elsewhere 
symbolised as j. 
11. Lamino-alveolar voiceless pulmonic affricate, ts; phonetic
ally aspirated. Elsewhere symbolised as c. 
12. Lamino-alveolar voiceless ejective affricate, ts'. Else
where symbolised as c'. 
13. Dorso-post-alveolar voiced pulmonic affricate labialised, 
d~w; the active articulator for this series is the right side 
of the dorsum. Labialisation for this and the following two 
phonemes is phonetically as follows: the upper lip plays no 
active role in the articulation - the sides of the lower lip 
(especially the right side) are drawn up into contact with the 
upper teeth, while the centre of the lower lip protrudes some
what and is slightly rounded, giving this type of labialisation 
rather a labio-dental flavour. Elsewhere symbolised as jO. 
14. Dorso-post-alveolar voiceless pulmonic affricate labialised, 
t~w; phonetically aspirated. Elsewhere symbolised as co. 
15. Dorso-post-alveolar voiceless ejective affricate labialised, 
t~w'. Elsewhere symbolised as co,. 
16. Lamino-post-alveolar voiced pulmonic affricate, d3. Else
where symbolised as 5. 
17. Lamino-post-alveolar voiceless pulmonic affricate, tf; 
phonetically aspirated. Elsewhere symbolised as c. 
18. Lamino-post-alveolar voiceless ejective affricate, ~('. 
Elsewhere symbolised as t,. 
19. Apico-palatal voiced pulmonic affricate, q~; there is 
retroflexion of the tongue-tip and the lips are sufficiently 
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wide apart in this and the following two phonemes for the upper 
and lower teeth to be visible, and there is a pronounced round
ing of the lower lip, which entails a slight rounding of the 
upper lip too. Elsewhere symbolised as j. 
20. Apico-palatal voiceless pulmonic affricate, teo Elsewhere 
symbolised as q , 
21. Apico-palatal voiceless ejective affricate, te'. Elsewhere 
symbolised as c..'. 
22. Dorso-velar voiced pulmonic plosive, 90 Elsewhere symbol
ised as g. 
23. Dorso-velar voiceless pulmonic plosive, k. 
24. Dorso-velar voiceless ejective plosive, k,. 
25. Fronted dorso-velar voiced pulmonic plosive, ~. Elsewhere 
symbolised as g' 0 

26. Fronted dorso-velar voiceless pulmonic plosive,~. Else
where symbolised as k'. 
27. Fronted dorso-velar voiceless ejective plosive, ~'. Else
where symbolised as k". 
28. Dorso-velar voiced pulmonic plosive labialised, gw. Else
where symbolised as gO. Labialisation for this and the follow
ing two phonemes is as follows: the lips adopt the position for 
a slackly articulated labio-labial semi-vowel, w, which is to 
say that they are very close together with no noticeable round
ing. 
29. Dorso-velar voiceless pulmonic plosive labialised, k w. 
Elsewhere symbolised as kO. 
30. Dorso-velar voiceless ejective plosive labialised, k w'. 
Elsewhere symbolised as kO,. 
31. Dorso-uvular voiceless ejective plosive, g', sometimes 
realised as a glottal stop between vowels or word-initially if 
also pre-vocalic. 
32. Dorso-uvular voiceless ejective plosive palatalised q'. 
Elsewhere symbolised as g". Colarusso (1974) introduces the 
feature [advanced tongue-root] to account for the fact that 
palatalised uvulars in Abkhaz and its sister-language Ubykh are 
not realised as simple velars, as Chomsky and Halle (1968) 
would claim. 
33. Dorso-uvular voiceless ejective plosive labialised, gw'. 
Elsewhere symbolised as gO'. This time lip-rounding and pro
trusion is more evident than in the case of the velar series. 

1~1~~~1~~~_!~!~~~!y§§ 

1. Labio-dental voiced pulmonic fricative, v. 
2. Labio-dental voiceless pulmonic fricative, f. 
[3. Labio-dental voiceless ejective fricative, f'. This rare 
phoneme is only found in one word, and even then only in the 
speech of some speakers, a-f'a 'thin', which is pronounced 
a-p'a by the majority of speakers.] 
~amino-alveolar voiced pulmonic fricative, z. 
5. Lamino-alveolar voiceless pulmonic fricative, s. 
6. Lamino-post-alveolar voiced pulmonic fricative, 3. Else
where symbolised as ~. 
7. Lamino-post-alveolar voiceless pulmonic fricative,;. Else
where symbolised as s. 
8. Apico-palatal voiced pulmonic fricative, Z (with retroflex
ion of tongue-tip). 
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9. Apico-palatal voiceless pulmonic fricative, e (with retro
flexion of tongue-tip). 
10. Lamino-post-alveolar voiced pulmonic fricative labialised, 
3w • Elsewhere symbolised as zoo In this and the following 
phoneme the labialisation parallels that described for the 
velar series. 
11. Lamino-post-alveolar voiceless pulmonic fricative labial
ised,f w • Elsewhere symbolised as ~o. 
12. Dorso-velar voiced pulmonic fricative, (. This and the 
following phoneme may be realised phonetically as dorso-velar 
or dorso-uvular depending on the phonetic environment. 
13. Dorso-velar voiceless pulmonic fricative, x. 
14. Fronted dorso-velar voiced pulmonic fricative i. Elsewhere 
symbolised as ~'. 

15. Fronted dorso-velar voiceless pulmonic fricative x. Else
where symbolised as x'. 
16. Backed dorso-velar voiced pulmonic fricative labialised, 
~w. Elsewhere symbolised as to. 
17. Backed dorso-velar voiceless pulmonic fricative labialised, 
x w • Elsewhere symbolised as xc. 
18. Radico-pharyngeal voiceless pulmonic fricative,~. 
19. Radico-pharyngeal voiced pulmonic fricative labialised, 1 w. 

Labialisation in this and the following phoneme is of the 
labio-palatal approximant variety, q. Not all speakers have 
the pharyngeal fricative component; often there is just a 
strong constriction of the pharynx, and Catford's informants 
(1972) produced no pharyngeal component at all. Elsewhere 
symbolised as yo. 
20. Radico-pharyngeal voiceless pulmonic fricative labialised, 
~w. Elsewhere symbolised as ~o. 

3.1.2.1.3. nasals 

1. Labio-labial voiced pulmonic nasal, m. 
2. Apico-alveolar voiced pulmonic nasal, n. 

~~~~~~1~~~_~~9~~9§ 
1. Apico-alveolar lateral approximant, 1, which is devoid of 
vowel-colouring. 

3.1.2.1.5. semi-vowels 

1. Labio-labial voiced frictionless continuant, w. 
N.B. the rule
 
/a/ + /w/ ~ [u:]
 
way da-wayo-u:+p' (<i-jda-wayOa-w+p' /)
 
that he man (stat.)
 

'That is a man'
 
cf. a-wayO~ 'man/person'
 

2. Dorso palatal voiced frictionless continuant, j. Elsewhere 
symbolised as y. 

N.B. the rule 
/a/ + /j/ ~ [i:]
 
s- an- i: a- wayo-l: (~/s-ana-y a-wayOa-y/)
 
my mother and the man and
 

'my mother and the man' 
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3.1.2.1.6. others 

1.	 Apico-alveolar roll, r. 

~~1~~~~~=g~11gg~£g 
3.1.2.2.1. vowels 

1. Close vowel, a. The precise realisation of this and the 
following phoneme depends greatly on their phonetic context. 
We have already seen that the sequence /a/ + /j/ yields [i:]. 
In reverse the result is 

/j/	 + /a/ ~ [Ji] 
e.g.	 [jit~bu:p'] 'thank you' 

Similarly, 
/w/ + /a/ ~ [wu] 
e.g. [wurt] 'those' 

The close vowel is also realised as [u] when preceded by lab
ialised velars and uvulars (after the labialised pharyngeal the 
colouring is rather [a,)), as in a-gOa [-'gwu] 'heart', a-qo'ad 
[-'qw'ud] 'bean', with which we may compare the sequence in 
a-pt,°as 'woman', viz. [-'phOrns]. After palatalised consonants 
the close vowel is frequently realised as a high central vowel 
[i], as in a-x'amjr [-ximdz!:lJ 'shame', with which, however, we 
should compare a-x'a 'gold', where the realisation is that of a 
normal central vowel [-'xa]. Note that the placement of the 
accent is irrelevant, for the [i]-colouring is found also when 
~ is stressed, as in a-x' asa:? [-' xi!a s ] 'white-footed (horse)'. 
This same colouring is also heard sometimes after lamino-post
a Lveo l a r s , as in a-]ak'a [-'d3ik'a] 'salt' and in a-Jdms~ 
[-d 3im ') a] 'onion'. Elsewhere the close vowel will be realised 
as a central vowel [a], which will be rounded [e] in the envir
onment of labial or labialised consonants (sc. other than those 
labialised velars and uvulars specifically mentioned above) and 
slightly backed and raised after plain uvulars, as in a-q'arq'a 
[-q'mr'q'm] 'throat'. The close vowel is never found after ~. 

N.B. that not all scholars agree that a is to be assigned 
phonemic status in Abkhaz: see Allen (1965) and cf. Section 
3.4.4.2. 
2.	 Open vowel, a. 

Unless preceded by another a or~, the following change 
occurs	 , 

/a/ ~ [e:]/ --{~} 

e.g.	 s-ce-yt' (<o-*s-ca-yt' )
 
I go (fin.)
 

'I went'
 
eYPe (~* aYPe) , 1 ike, as'
 
zeg'a (~*zag'a) 'all'
 

BUT	 ayba- ~- ra (~ *a ayba-~-ra) 
each-other kill (abstract) (art. ) 

I wa r ' 
h- ayba- ~- we- yt' (<<;- * -wa-yt ' ) 
Ls t	 p I . each-other kill (dyn.) (fin.)c 

(D.O.) (S.) 
'We are killing each other' 

Similarly, unless preceded by~, the following change occurs: 
/a/~ [o:]/--w 
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e.g. da-y aq'aro w+p' (~*-aq'ara-w+p') 
he him as-big-as (stat.) 

'He is as tall as him' 
BUT d- y- eyha-w+p' 

he him more (stat.) 
'He is taller than him' 

N.B. that the sequence I-a-wa-I, where I-a-I belongs to a ver
bal root and I-wa-I represents the dynamic marker in the 
Present and Imperfect tenses, gives [-0-] 

s-co--'y't' (<i:;-*s-ca-wa 'y-t') 
I go (dyn.) (fin.) 

'I go' 
s-co-n (<<c- *s-ca-wa-n) 

(Imperf. fin. ) 
'I was going' 

When following the semi-vowel w, a may be realised as [~], as 
in wazoa 'now', which has the two-realisations [wa'3 We] and 
[w~' 3we ] , or da-s-s-wa-n 'I was killing him', which may be 
either [-'w~n] or [ 'w~n]. After labialised velars and uvulars 
unstressed a is often realised as [~], as in ba-ko'aea 
[-kw'~lla'§~T 'dance!'. After other labialised affricates and 
fricatives unstressed a may sometimes be heard as nothing more 
than a centralised vowel [a], as in a-sOartley [-Iwar'tlei] 
'rag', a-coama [-t~wall(a)ma] '(stomach-)worm', azoabz 
[-3wallab3] 'story'. Indeed, inclosed syllables generally even 
a stressed a may have this raj-colouring, as in abas [a'ballas] 
'so, like this' (Lomtatidze, 1977.25). ltile should note here the 
word for '15', which apparently may have either the close or 
open vowel phoneme - ZOa-Xo II zOa-xo, the phonetic realisation 
of which two variants will be [3wexw] and [?w~XW] respectively; 
the pronunciation *[3waxw] is impossible, cr. zOa-ba [3w~'b~] 
'10', which contrasts with zO-ba [3wb~] '9'. 
And so we see that, whilst in absolute terms it is not the case 
that every phonetic realisation of a will necessarily be more 
open than some realisation of a, nevertheless in any given con
text the realisation of a will-be characterised by a greater 
degree of aperture than that of a. In other words, cases of 
phonetic overlapping exist but never in the same environment 
at least if this is likely to lead to confusion (N.B. that 
there is no word *abas with which the pronunciation [a'bas] of 
abas could be confused) T 

3.2. Phonotactics 

J=~=~==~~~g=~~~=~g~~~g~~=g~W~~ 

J=~=~=~==~~~~~~~~g~=£~~g~~g~~~Z 
Yes 

2~~~!~!~!~_~§§~~~~~~2~§ 

No examples of word-final to and jO are known, and the follow
ing are very rare word-finally - ~o, 5, £, ~, £0, rOo 

J=~=~=~==~~~~~g~=£~~~~~g~~~Z 
Yes, without restriction. 
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J~~~~~1~=~~~~=~~~=1gg~~g~~=gg~~~ 
3.2.2.1.1. word-initial consonant-clusters? 

Yes. 

1~~~~~1~~~_~QIg=f~~~1_gQ~§Q~~~t=gl~§!§I§2 

Yes. 

1~~~~~1~1~_~QI9=~§g~~1_gQ~§Q~~~t=gl~§t§I§2 

Yes. 

J~~~~~~~=~~~~~~£~=~b~=~~~~~£1~=~1~~~~~~ 
A description of all possible consonant-complexes and their 

assignment to word-initial, word-final and word-medial posi
tions represents an investigation of too vast a scope for in
clusion in this monograph. 

By far the most frequent complexes are those consisting of 
two consonants, for a so-called 'two-consonant' rule exists 
(cf. Allen, 1956.142) whereby, counting from the end of the 
word, or from any vocalic articulation bearing main or second
ary stress, there will appear a vocalic transition (a) between 
the second and third consonantal articulations (wordlng adapted 
from Allen, op.cit.), e.g. 

wa- z-bo - ma- z+ t' 
you I see not (n on-e f i.n , (fin.) 

+(dyn. ) 
'I used not to see you' 

However, this rule is by no means without exception, as the 
following examples indicate: a-ps-ra 'to behold', 
a-~+p+n8+hoa 'reproach', and, from Lomtatidze (1977.239), 
a-psthOa 'rain-cloud', a-x'scba (variant = a-x'sajba - B.G.H.) 
'ha~a-ltO'zOyOa 'collar-bone'. 

J=~=J==Q~~g=~b~=1gg~~gg~=ggID~~ 

J~~=J~1~=~~~g~~~gg1=~~~~1~£ 
Yes, both vowels may stand word-finally. 

J=~~J~~==~~~g~~g~~~g1=~~~~1g£ 
Yes. 

1~~~1~~~1~_I§§!I~g!~2~§ 

Word-initial a- is exceedingly rare. As we know (cf. 
2.1.1.1.1), if the column I verbal affix ya- is immediately 
preceded by its referent, then it disappears. But, if this 
affix carries the word-stress, then only the semi-vowel dis
appears, leaving a word-initial a- (cf. Lomtatidze, 1977.38) 
e.g. 

y ah-fa-e a 8- q'O-W- rna 
which we eat (Fut.II.non-fin.) it be (non-fin.) (Qu. ) 

'Is there anything for us to eat?' 

J~~~J~J~=~~~~~g~~~=~~=~~~11g£~~l=~~~~1~ 
Whether or not one admits such sequences depends on what 

level of analysis one approaches the question. From a purely 
phonetic point of view, the word for 'lake' does indeed contain 
a sequence of syllabic vowels, viz. [~'dzi:a] However, what 
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is phonetically [i:], from a phonological viewpoint, is a se
quence of /ay/. 

If stress falls on -aa-, one sometimes hears a sequence of 
stressed, half-long ['a~ followed by short [a], as in 
[a-'ts'a·a-ra] 'to freeze', rather than long [a:], as in 
[a-'ts'a:ra] 'salted food'. 

~=~=~==~~~g=~~~=g~~~~~~~~=~~=l~~~~gl=ill~~~~~ill~g=~~~~~g~~~~=~~~~ 

~~~=g~gg~g~l~~~~g=~~~=~~~~;g~~~~~g~~b 
Very few nominal roots begin with the vowel a- (none begins 

with a-) e.g. an 'mother' ~ s-an 'my mother'; as 'father' 
~ s-aS 'my father'; azoa 'word' ~b-azoa 'your word'; an 
'prince' ~ l-ah 'her prlnce'; aha 'bottom' ~y-ahO 'his bottom' 
etc. . . -- -- ---

Almost without exception, verbal roots will be either c(a) 
or Ca in structure; in modern Abkhaz the root 'to hear' is, 
however, the vowel-initial -ana-, as may be observed from the 
position of the negative particle in 

y'a- w-noa-z (¢-)s-m- ana- yt' 
which you say (non-fin.) it I not hear (fin.) 

'I did not hear what you said' (Dzanasia, 1954.60) 
Verbal roots may begin with a two-consonant complex (e.g. 

a-t'la-ra 'to corne undone'), but three-consonant complexes are 
rare (e.g. a-pssa-ra 'to sweep'). No example of a non-denomin
ative verbal root ending with a consonant-complex is available. 
Whilst nominal roots are more tolerant of medial and final com
plexes (e.g. a-capxa 'key', a-capx' 'splash/spark'), it must be 
acknowledged that most complexes in the language arise as a re
sult of compounding and affixation. And so, we conclude that 
there is only a partial correspondence between word-structure 
and the structure of lexical morphemes. 

~=~=~=1==~~~=g~~=ill~~~gl=~~~~g=~~=~1gg~~~g=ggg~~~~~=~~ 

~~Hggl~~b 
Whilst the actual rules have yet to be formulated, it seems 

that medial clusters are assigned to syllables partly on the 
basis of morphological structure, partly on the basis of which 
produces more natural sub-clusters, e.g. the root -ps- 'die' 
together closes the first syllable of the infinitive-a-ps//-ra, 
whereas the sequence of preverb and root -v-s- 'pass by' are 
assigned to different syllables in the corresponding infinitive 
a-v//-s-ra, where -s-r- is felt to be a more natural complex 
than -V-S-. In the-case of a-t'//la-ra 'to corne undone', al
though-rhere is no morphological boundary within the radical 
cluster -t'l-, nevertheless -t'- is assigned to the first syl
lable, -l=-to the second, undoubtedly because -t'l- is regarded 
as a marginal cluster. Similarly, in the noun a=m//~'8 '(fire~ 
wood', there is no boundary between the consonants, although 
they belong to different syllables - but notice that in m~'a-k' 

'one piece of wood' there is no alternative to.placing them-:rn
the same syllable. On the other hand, all three consonants of 
the root -pssa- 'to sweep' are assigned to the second syllable 
in the corresponding infinitive - a//-pssa-ra. 
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J=~=~=~==~Qg~=~g=~Q~=~gQ~~~~g~=g~~~g£~~;~~~~£ 
ev, with ve and eve being common too (e.g. sa 'I', ab 

'father', s-aE 'my father' respectively) 

3.3. Suprasegmentals 

J=J=~==~~~=~g~~~=g~g~~Q~~~X~=g~~~~~g=~~=~~Q~~g=~Q 

J=J=1=~==x~~~~g£ 
A distinctive opposition exists only in the case of a : a 

(here written aa, in conformity with the orthographic conven
tions of AbkhaZ). In the majority of cases aa is the reflex of 
*la/al, following the loss of the voiced pharyngeal fricative 
in-Abkhaz - this can be shown by a comparison of Abkhaz and 
Abaza forms, for the fricative is preserved in Abaza. Some 
cases of aa derive from ha/an, e.g. (Lomtatidze, 1977.26). 

a-k'alaara (variant~ a-k'alhara) 'hole' 
a-taa+coa (Bzyp form = a-tah+cOa) 'parents/family' 

Under stress, aa may be heard as a sequence of 2 short a's. 
However, the straightforward collocation of 2 a's never-results 
in compensatory lengthening (e.g. lab] 'the father' ~ */a-ab/). 
However, loss of intervocalic -q'- may result in the lengthen
ing of the resulting adjacent a'S in the spoken language - e.g. 
(ibid.27) wabraa ~ wabraq'a 'just there'. In borrowings parti
cularly, loss of an intervocalic consonant may result in leng
thening of the resulting adjoining a's - e.g. (ibid.) a-maat~ 
manati (Old Georgian) 'rouble'. Although, on occasions, Abkhaz 
has aa where this is not warranted by the structure of the word 
being-borrowed - e.g. (ibid.28) a-qo'araan 'crow' ~ Georgian 
q'orani 'raven'. 

J=J=~=~==~~~g=g~~~gg=E~g~=g~~=~~~~£ 
Stress does have a certain word-distinguishing role in mod

ern Abkhaz - 185 minimal pairs may be found listed in Gulia 
(1939.97-106), whose third example is: 

a-racoa 'plurality' : a-racoa 'coal' a-racoa 'bark from 
a walnut-tree' 

J=J=~=~==~gg~=g~~=~g~=~Q~~~~~~=~~~~~~g~~g=~~=g~~~gg£ 
The nucleus of the stressed syllable is pronounced with 

greater intensity than is the case with unstressed nuclei. The 
main-stressed nucleus of a word is also characterised by falling 
pitch when pronounced in isolation. 

J=~=~=J==Jg=~g~~~=g=g~g~~~~~~~Q=£~~~~~~=g~~~~~~~~=1~x~19=~~ 
g~E~ggZ 

Polysyllabic compounds may have one or more secondarily 
stressed nuclei which differ from the main-stressed nucleus 
both with regard to the degree of intensification of their 
stress and insofar as only the main-stressed nucleus is accom
panied by falling pitch when pronounced in isolation. 

~=J=§=~==Jg=~g~=~~g~~~~Q=~~=g~~~gg=~~~g~gQ~£ 
No. 
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~~~~~~~~=Ig=~Q~=~~g1~1~Q=~~=g~~~gg=~~~~~gg~g£1~=g~1~1~=1Q=~~~illg 

~~=~Q~=~Q~Q~~g~~1~=g~~~~~~~~=~~=~Q~=~~~~Z 
No. 

~~~~~~1~=~gi~~=~~~~g=~~=1Q~~Qg~1~Q~~g~~~~Q=Qg~1Q~=g~Q~g~~1~=~~ 
~§@~Q!!g_i~Dg!iQQ~ 

1. statement: 
Low-falling pitch characterises the last main-stressed syl

lable - this syllable will normally be part of the verb given 
an sov word-order. Subordinate clauses usually precede the 
main clause and are characterised by a rising pitch on their 
last main-stressed syllable. In cases where this ordering of 
the clauses is reversed, or if a vocative element should follow 
the main clause, the main clause will have a high fallon its 
last main-stressed syllable, and any subsequent tone-group 
will have a low fallon its last main-stressed syllable. 
Examples o~ the above ~ould ~e: 

a- xac'a a- phoas yaca a- p'ark' a G..' a da- y
the man the woman yesterday the park it in her he 

be":. yt'
 
see (fin.)
 

'The man saw the woman in the park yesterday'
 
./1 

a- phoas d- an aa- lak", d a-: b+ z- aa
the woman she when come (non-fin.) her you+for hither 

~ z-go- yt'
 
I bring (fin.)
 

+(dyn. )
 
'When the woman comes, I'll bring her to you'
 

1- '	 ,~ '21 ,
a-pnoas da-b+z-aa-z-go-yt', d-an-aa-lak ' 

'Ill bring the woman to you, when she comes' 
which sentence, it must be stated, represents a word-order 
which is unnatural in Abkhaz. 

~ 
waco'a ya-ba-	 yt' , " s-to sa-c'an
 
tomorrow it to-you I give (fin.) my child
 

+ (dyn.) 
'I'll give it to you tomorrow, my child' 

However, two cases were noted where the main verb, preceding 
(a) a clausal remainder from a comparative construction, and 
(b) an indirect question, was given a rising pitch, whilst the 
final main-stressed element of the following tone-groups re
ceived the normal sentence-final fal~ng pitch, e.g. 

Merab	 yafla lassa=lassa da- z-bo- yt' Zaira §aq'a 
more often him I see (fin.) how-much 

'" +(dyn.)
 
da- z-bo aasta
 
her I see (non-fin.)
 

'I see Merab more often than I see Zaira' 
abarzoa ya-b+ a- s-floa-r+c (¢-)s-taxa-w+p' 
now , it yo~+to I say (purp.)it ~I want (stat.) 
a- saat eaq'a r- za da- z-ba- z 
the hour how-many them for him I see (non-fin.) 

'I want to tell you now at what time I saw him' 
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2.	 'Yes-no'- and 'Wh'- questions: 
These are characterised by having a high-fallon the last 

main-stressed syllable (at least in my informant's idiolect), 
e.	 . , ,Ii

g	 b- an ara da- q'o-w- ma
 
your mother here she be (non-fin.) (Qu.)
 

'Is your mother here?\
 
b- an d- a+ ba- q'o-w
 
your mother she where+(Qu.) be (non-fin.)
 

'Where is your mother?' 
3.	 imperative: 

As with simple statements, imperatives have a low-fallon 
their last main-stressed syllable, e.g. 

,);
ba- ca
 
you go
 

'Go! ' 
Should the imperative have suffixed either of the particles of 
politeness, -y II -ys, then the intonation-pattern alters 
slightly so that these particles are characterised by a low
rising pitch following the normal falling intonation on the 
last main-stressed syllable, e.g. 

" J1ba- y- xOa+p@a-y = ['bi'XwAPei']
 
you him look-at
 

'Well, look at him!'
 

~~~~~~~~=J~=~~~mg~=~~~~~g~~~~~=~~~~~=g~~g=~~~=~~~~~§~~~~~~~§~ 

~~m~g, 

In normal (non-contrastive, non-emphatic) intonation, the 
intonation-peak (information-centre) seems to coincide with the 
last main-stressed syllable of the tone-group (i.e. that syl
lable which carries the pitch). 

~~~~~~~~=~2~g=~~~=~§~~~§~~=m§~~=~g~=2£=~m~~§~~~=~~~~~§~~~~ g, 
See section 1.11.1. 

~~~~~~~~=~2~g=~~~=~§~~~g~~=m§~~=~g~=~1=~2~~~§g~~~~=g~~~gg£ 

See section 1.11.1. 

3.4. Morphophonology (segmental) 

~~~~~~~~=~gg~m~~§~~~~=E~~~~gg~g=J~£==~2m~§~~g~~~=~~ZZ~~~~~~~~l 
Isolated examples in individual compounds may be illustrated: 

ba- p+pa-q'o-w ~ *ba-§+ ba- q'a-w 
you how? be (non-fin.) how+(Qu.) 

'How are you?'
 
where we have progressive devoicing of -b-. Regressive voicing
 
occurs in a-phoaz+ba E *a-phoas+ba 'girl'. However, the only
 
general rule of assimilation concerns the voicing of column
 
III, transitive subject-affixes when they appear before a root
 
beginning with a voiced consonant. This process does not apply
 
in the case of column I, intransitive subject-affixes in the
 
same position, e.g.
 

ya-z-jax-we- yt'
 
it I sew (dyn.) (fin.)
 

'I sew it'
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BUT s-jax-we-yt' 
I 

'I sew' 
y-aa-jax-we-yt' (-aa- ~ *a'\ ~ *ah) 

we 
'We sew it' 

BUT ha-jax-we-yt' 
we 

'We sew' 
ya-zO- jax-we-yt' 

you 
'You sew it' 

BUT 5°- jax-we-yt' 
you 

'You sew' 
This voicing-assimilation seems optional if the negative part 
icle intervenes between column III affix and root, e.g. 

ya- z//sa-m- yOa- yt' 
it I not write (fin.) 'I did not write it' 

BUT sa- m-yOa-yt' 
(col.I) 

'I did not write' 
An isolated case of remote assimilation would be a-cOarda-yOa 
'seat built along a wall to be converted into a bed' ~ 

a-cOarta 'bed/linen' (lit. 'sleep+place') + a-yOa 'plank'. 

~~~~1~~~=~~~~~m~1g~g~~=~~~~~gg~~ 
Once again isolated instances may be given of which the 

clearest (from a synchronic point of view) is perhaps ze-y-zO 
'19' ~ *zoa-y-zO '10-+-9' (Lomtatidze, 1977.235). However, the 
only productive case of dissimilation concerns the change of 
the 3rd. pers. pl. column III affix -r- to -d- if it is fol
lowed by the causative morph -r-, e.g~ 

ya-r-da-r-bo-yt' ~ *ya-r-- ra- r- ba- wa- yt' 
it to-them they cause see (dyn . ) (fin.) 

'They show it to them' 
That this is a true morpho-phonemic rule is demonstrated by the 
acceptability of forms like 

ya-ra- r- to- yt' 
it to-them they give (fin. ) 

+ (dyn.) 
'They give it to them' 

The change of -r- to -d- occurs even if the two relevant ex
ponents are separated by the negative particle: 

ya-r-da-ma-	 r-be-yt'
 
not
 

'They did not show it to them'
 

~~~~~~=~~~g~Q~~~~;E~~~~~~~~=J~~~=~gm~g~~~~~~=1~11~~~11 
Only isolated examples exist, e.g. daryOag' or dayOrag' 

'again'; da-jaryOa-yt' or da-jayOra-yt' 'he listened'; a-klapad 
or a-kalpad 'sock'; a-parya (~ Svan yarp) 'red-hot coal'. Cf. 
also the alternation of ha and ah for the 1st. person plural 
pronominal affixes of columns Ir-and III (see 2.1.1.1.1). 
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~~~~~~=~~g1~g~~~~~~g~~~~gg~g 
1. As pointed out above (3.1.2.2.1.2), the final -a of a dyna
mic verbal root (or of any of the suffixes that may stand bet
ween root and dynamic marker) coalesces with the dynamic marker 
-wa- in the two tenses where -wa- appears (Present and Imperf
ect) to give [0], unless the radical vowel -a is preceded by
-b.-, e.g. 

s-co-	 ~"t' ~ *s-ca-wa- 'y 't'
 
I go (dy n , ) (fin. )
 

'I go'
 
d8-x omar-lo
 - ry't' 
he play <iterative+dyn.) (fin.) 

'He will be playing' 
BUT b8- k'a- ha- we- yt' 

you down fall(dyn.) (fin.) 
'You will fall down' 

The sequence -awa- is not otherwise treated in any special way, 
cf. a-wasa 'sheep'. 
2. A sequence of two ya- pronominal affixes within a verbal 
complex coalesces to yield just one, e.g. 

y8-1-to-yt' ~ *y8- y8- 1- ta- wa- yt' 
it to-him she give (dyn.) (fin.) 
(col. I) (col. II) (col. III) 

'She gives it to him' 
cf. what happens to a sequence of three such affixes: 

y8-y-tO-yt' ~ *ya-y8- y- ta-wa-yt' 
it to-him he
 

'He gives it to him'
 
N.B. that, if the first ya- in a sequence of two y2-affixes is 
the relative affix for column I (cf. 1.1.2.3.4.2.3), then there 
is no coalescence, e.g. 

yJ- y- hOa-z
 
that-which he say (non-fin.)
 

'that which he said' 
However, if this relative affix appears in a sequence of three 
ya-affixes, one of these affixes does disappear, e.g. 
- y8-y-ta-z ( 4 ya- ya- y- t.a- z) 

that-which to-him he give (non-fin.) 
'that which he gave to him' 

3. As noted above (3.3.1.1) I a sequence of two (or more) a's is 
coalesced into a single short [a], e.g. an ~ *a-an 'the mother'. 
In speech, such coalescences are common even across word
boundaries, e.g. daranca ~dara (¢-)an-ca 'they (they-) when
came' = 'when they came' (Lomtatidze, 1977.113), as are those 
between other combinations of vowels, e.g. apeyc'ba~ a-pa 
eyc 'ba 'the-boy younger' = 'the younger boy' (ibid.). However, 
coalescence of two a's across a word-boundary is obligatory in 
the case of a singular inanimate noun with a word-final -a pre
ceding a postposition which (2.1.1.1.4) begins with the column 
II, 3rd. pers. sg. pronominal affix a-, e.g. a-la-z8 'for the 
dog' ~ *a-la a-Z8 'the-dog it-for'. 
4. The final ~of those non-finite verbal forms which end in 
-z coalesces wIth the initial z- of the inferential suffix 
-zaa+ra+n e.g. 
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d8-cQ-zaa+r8+n ~	 d8-ca-wa- z- zaa+r8+n
 
he go (dyn.) (non-fin.)
 

'He was apparently going' 
A similar coalescence occurs in the case of this same final -z 
and the initial z- of the non-human question-suffix, if this 
suffix follows rather than precedes the non-finite -z, e.g. 

ya-q'a-z8+y ~ *y8- q'a-z- Z8+Y 
which he (non-fin.) (non-hum.Qu.)
 

'What was it?'
 
N.B.	 that my informant here prefers the form 

ya-q'a-z8-z 
Two adjacent z's do not otherwise coalesce, e.g. 

S8-Z+ za--q'a- b- c'a- da [s8'z:8q'ffibts'~d£] 
me whom+for (prev.) you make (Qu.) 

'For	 whom did you make me?' 

~=~=~=1==Q~1~~~~~~g~~~~gg~g 
1. As mentioned earlier (cf. 2.1.1.1.4), if the referent of the 
column I 3rd. pers. affix y8- (non-human singular or 3rd. pers. 
plural) immediately precedes it in the sentence, then the affix 
is deleted from the verbal complex (if this y8- is stressed, 
only y- deletes, cf.3.2.3.2.1), e.g. - 

a- la (¢-)ce-yt'
 
the dog it go (fin.)
 

'The dog went'
 
a- xacoa (¢-) ce-yt'
 
the men they
 

'The men went'
 
a- sOqO'a (¢-)S8- t
 
the book it to-me give
 

'Give me the book' 
2. Some verbal roots ending in -a lose this -a in the imperat
ive, e.g. 

a-fa-ra 'eat' 9 y8-f 
it eat 

'Eat it!' (ya-fa is rare) 
BUT in the plural we have Y8-so-fa. 

a-ta-ra 'give 7 y8-sa- t 
it to-me give 

'Give it to me' 
(y8-sa-ta is heard but is not used by my informant) 
cf. the plural y8-sa-sO-t(a). 

aa-ga-ra 'bring' ~ y8-S8+Z- aa- g
 
it me+for hither bring
 

'Bring it to me' (if the object is quite close)
 
BUT ya-sa+z-aa-ga, if the object is some distance away. 

b- eymaa-kOa (16-) ba+ sa- c'a 
your shoe (pl.) them your+foot-onto put 

'Put your shoes on!' 
(with which we may compare the typically Bzyp form (¢-)ba+sa-c~. 

3. The final -z of the non-finite past forms of stative verbs 
is obligatorily deleted when the 'semi-'postposition -nac'8 
'while' is suffixed to it (cf. 2.1.5.1.4.3); this deletio:O-is 
optional in the case of the attachment of the 'semi-'postposi
tion -yztey 'since' to these same stative forms (cf. 
2.L5.~.(v)). 
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~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~2~;g~2~~~g~~ 
Although the general question of schwa-insertion represents 

one of the most fundamental problems in Abkhaz, one rule gov
erning the insertion of schwa is as follows: 

¢ => a/C {y} (C) # - w 

e.g.	 [a'ri: da-'s+ an- u:+p'J ~ /da-s+ana-w+p'/ ~ 

this she rry+mother (stat.) 
~/da-s+an-w+p'/ 

'This is my mother' 
(ya- 's+an-u:J ~ /ya-s+ana-w/ ~ */ ya-s+an-w/ 
who (non-fin.) 

'she who is my mother' 
['s-an-i: 's-ab-i:J ~ /s-ana-y s-aba-y/ ~ */s-an-y 
s-ab-y/ 

'my mother and my father' 

~~~~~~=~~gMg1~~g~~2~=J~~~=~~~~gg=~~=g1~=1~gg~~~~~~~~ 
1. The consonant of a verbal root is sometimes doubled to in
tensify the meaning, e.g. 

a-hoa-ra 'to say' ~ a-hohoa-ra 'to cry' 
a-r- cO'-ra 'to sour' =) a-r-co'co'-ra 'to ove r s ou r" 

(causative) 
a-xa-ra 'to pull' ~a-r-xxa-ra 'to pull tight' (N.B. the 

appearance of the causative -r-). 
However, reduplication of the-radical element more often indi
cates that the verbal action either applies to a number of ob
jects or has the effect of reducing a particular object to many 
pieces, e.g. 

a-x- zOa-ra 'to rip off' (e.g. the head of a sweet-corn) 
(prev. ) 

~ a-x2-zozoa-ra 'to rip off' (many such heads) 
a-x-r~ 'to chop' ~ a-xx-ra 'to chop into many pieces' 
a-p- q'a-ra 'to cut' ~ a-pa- q'q'a-ra 'to cut into 

(prev. ) 
many pieces' 

a-p cO'a-ra 'to break' (of sticks, toys etc.) ~? 
(prev. ) 

a-pa-co'co'a-ra 'to break into many pieces' 
a-x- sa-ra 'to cut' (of hair) =;- a-Xo-ssQ-ra "t.o cut' 

(prev. ) 
(of nails) 

Q-P zOa-ra 'to tear' =? a-p2-zozoa-ra 'to tear to 
(prev. ) 

pieces' 
a-sa-ra 'to split' (of wood) ~.> a-SSa-r21 'to split into 

pieces' 
with a verb like a-jOjoQ-ra 'to wash', one cannot point to a 
non-reduplicated source, for the verb a-jOa-ra means 'to vomit'. 
Although there are two homonymous verbs a-r-soa-ra (a) 'to 
frighten', (b) 'to make pay', neither is apparently related to 
the reduplicated form a-r-sosoa-ra 'to beat, shake'. 
2. Reduplication of more than a single consonant is found in a 
=ew cases where the corresponding non-reduplicated form is not 
attested, e.g. 
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a-x'+sOasOa 'cold' (cf. a-x I cold')
 
a- ja (¢-) cahocahoa-w+p'
 
the water it very-hot (stat.)
 

'The water is very hot' (c f , a-j c a 'hot water') 
a-j8 k'ey=k'ey -- 

'shimmering water' 
3. A few words, descriptive of sounds, contain a reduplicated 
consonant, e.g. a-gOgOahOa, which is used of the noise made by 
a large number of people together, or for the noise made by a 
huge volume of water crashing over a waterfall (recall the root 
-hoa- 'to say'). 
4~ few words, descriptive of types of motion, contain a re
duplicated segment, e.g. 

d2-~a+ r+ pa= ~a+r+po d- aa- yt' 
he horse (caus.) jump jump he come (fin.) 

(present 
absolutive) 

'He's coming with a prancing horse' 
(N.B. that, despite the patent etymology given in the gloss, 
the word rather implies the sort of graceful, prancing move
ments a horse may produce in a dressage-exercise.) 

a- c'la (¢-)kOac=koaco- yt'
 
the tree it sway-from-side ko-side (fin.)
 

+(dyn. )
 
'The tree is swaying from side to side'
 

5. A number of examples exist where one consonant is altered in 
the reduplicated portion; such words have a variety of different 
functions, e.g. 

d2- k ' ac..'& =mac;.' -we- yt' 
she waddle(?) (dyn.) (fin.) 

'She's waddling' (used to describe a plump, elderly 
person's gait I. 

ayacO'a-koa (¢-) kO'al@=ko'aJo- yt'
 
star (pl.) they twinkle+(dyn.) (fin.)
 

'The stars are twinkling'
 
d2-xraa=jraa-we- yt'
 
he idle (dyn.) (fin.)
 

'He's idling away his time' 
6. Reduplicated imperatives with a somewhat illogical opposi
tion between 2nd. and 1st. person are met in certain expres
sions',e.g. , 

wa- t2- y= sa-t2-y (¢-) ey- sto- w+p' 
you give and me they each-other's track (stat.) 

(coLlI) 
'''~ive you" ~nd "Give me" follow, each other' (proverb) 

w- a- xa= s-a-xa hOa a- wasa- w- ra 
you it pull I saying (art.) business do (masd.) 
y- a+ la- ge- yt' 
they it+into carry (fin.) 

'begin' 
'They began to work enthusiastically' 

wa- ne+y=s-ne+y (¢-)ra- hOa-n a nap'8-jOjOa-ra 
you go I it they say (fin.) (art.)hand wash (masd) 
y-a+la-ge-yt' 

I They began to wash each telling the other to go first I 
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N.B. that the reduplicated Past Indefinite wa-hoa-n=s-toa-n of 
the verb a-hoa-ra 'to say' with a similar alternation of 2nd. 
and 1st. pers. subjects is used as the simple noun 'rumour, 
gossip' . 
7. If one requires two opposite orientational preverbs in the 
one verbal form ('to look hither and thither' for example), 
then the verbal root will be reduplicated to accommodate the 
extra preverb, e.g. 

a- na- p~= aa- p~-ra
 
(art.) thither look hither (masd.)
 

8. A number of adverbs may be found resulting from the redupli 
cation of adverbial, adjectival or even nominal bases; in some 
cases the instrumental suffix -la is obligatory, in some op
tional, and elsewhere impossibl~ e.g. 

yata=yaha 'more and more' ~ yaha 'more'
 
Jara=Jara 'here and there' 0 1ara 'somewhere'
 
xOac' ==xoac'a 
xOac'a =xoac'a-la }'little by little' ~ a-xoac'a 'small' 
xOa+c=xoa+c 'in detail' ~ a-xoa+c 'single ~c hair -xoa+' 

3.5. Morphophonology (supra-segmental) 

~~~~1~1~=lg=gt~~gg=~~~gtg~t=~~~~~=ID~~gb~1~g1~g1=g~~~~gg~g=g~g 

~~IDg~~~~1gg~ 
No. 

~~~~1~~~=~~~~~gg~g=~b1~b=1~gg1~~=~bg~g~=1g=gt~~gg:ggg1g~ID~~t 
The rules governing stress-assignment in Abkhaz, particular

ly for verbal complexes, have yet to be worked out; see 
Lomtatidze, 1977.99-100. This is not to say that certain gene
ral features cannot be pointed out, such as the following clas
sificatory scheme, which exactly mirrors that established for 
Abaza by Genko (1955.62ff., cf. Allen's review: 1960.217):

Independently stressed words: 
(a) words with fixed stress 
(b) words with movable stress 

Type (a) may be sub-divided into 
(i) nominal bases of one closed syllable, e.g. a-was 'job'
 

: a-was-koa 'jobs' : a-was-kOa-g'a 'jobs also'
 
(ii) nominal bases of more than one syllable with non-final 

stress, e.g. a-nxarta 'place to live' : a-nxarta-koa 'places to 
live' : a-nxarta-koa g'a 'places to live also' 
And type (b) may be sub-divided into 

(i) words with 'progressive' movements of stress, e.g. 
la-k' 'one dog' : a-la 'the dog' : a-la-koa 'the dogs' 
~kOa-g'8 'the dogs too'; the root _yO_ 'to write' ~ 
ya-za-yo-we-yt' 'I write it' - 

(ii) words with 'regressive' stress, e.g. c'la-k' 'one 
tree' : a-c'la 'the tree' : a-c'la-kOa-g'a 'the trees too'; the 
root _yO_ 'to run' ~ sa-yO-we-yt' 'I run'. 
But the-difficulties attending any attempt to establish a comp
rehensive set of rules will become clear from a perusal of-rust 
the following six complexes based on the root -fa- 'to eat' 
(examples from Lomtatidze, 1977.100): 
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ya-l-fe-yt' ya-sD-fa 
'She ate it 'Eat it (sc. you pl.)!' 

a-fa-ra y-a-fe-yt' 
'to eat' 'It ate it' 

ayba-fa-ra 
'to eat each other' 

eyba-fe-yt' 
'They ate each other' 



5. LEXICON 

5.1. Structured semantic fields 

~~1~1~=~i~~~i~:~~~~~~~1~~~ 

~~1~1~1~=~~=~1~~~ 
1. 'mother' an 
2. 'father' ab 
3. 'brother' ayasa 
4. 'sister' ayahOsa 
5. son' a-paI 

6. 'daughter' a-pha 
7. 'aunt'
 
7a. 'father's sister' abya'h°sa
 
7b. 'mother's sister' an Lah ° sa
 
S. 'uncle'
 
Sa. 'father's brother' abyasa
 
Sb. 'mother's brother' ansa
 
9. 'grandchild' a-mota (borrowing from MingrelianJ 

Native Abkhaz terms are:
 
9a. 'sons's son' a-peypa
 
9b. 'daughter's son' a-phalpa
 
9c. 'son's daughter' a-peypna
 
9d. 'daughter's daughter' a-phalpha
 

10. 'nephew' 
lOa. 'brother's son' ayaseypa 
lOb. 'sister's son' ayaI1°sa(l)pa 
11. 'niece' 
lla. 'brother's daughter' ayaseyp'ha 
llb. 'sister's daughter' ayahOsa(l)p'ha 
12. 'grandfather' abdew 
13. 'grandmother' andew 
14. 'great-grandfather' 
14a. 'grandfather's father' abdew yab 
14b. 'grandmother's father' andew lab 
15. 'great-grandmother' 
15a. 'grandfather's mother' abdew yan 
15b. 'grandmother's mother' andew lan 
16. 'cousin' 
16a. 'father's brother's son' abyaseypa 
16b. 'sister's brother's son' anseypa 
16c. 'father's brother's daughter' abyaseypha 
16d. 'sister's brother's daughter' anseypna 
16e. 'father's sister's son' abya'h°sapa 
16f. 'father's sister's daughter' abyanOsapna 
16g. 'mother's sister's son' anlahosapa 
16h. 'mother's sister's daughter' anlahosapha 

~~1~1~~~=~~=~g~t~g1=~1~~g 
1. 'half-brother' ayasapsa 
2. 'half-sister' ayahDsapsa 

~~1~1~~~=~~=IDg~~ig~~ 
1. 'husband' a-xac'a II a-psoma (= 'host') 
2. 'wife' a-p'h°3s 
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3. 'mother-in-law' anxoa 
4. 'father-in-law' abxoa 
5. 'uncle'
 
Sa. 'father's sister's husband' abyanOsa Lxa c t a
 
5b. 'mother's sister's husband' anlanosa lxac'a
 
6. 'aunt'
 
6a. 'father's brother's wife' abyaseyphoas
 
6b. 'mother's brother's wife' anseypnOas
 
7. 'sister-in-law'
 
7a. 'spouse's sister' anxoapna
 
7b. 'husband's brother's wife' acala
 
7c. 'brother's wife' a-taca
 
8. 'daughter-in-law' a-taca 
9. 'brother-in-law'
 
9a. 'spouse's brother' abxoanda
 
9b. 'wife's sister's husband' a-rnahv e La
 
9c. 'sister's husband' a-mane
 

10. 'son-in-law' a-man°
 
11. 'in-laws'
 
lla. 'spouses' mothers for each other' a-xla (cf. Dzanasia,
 
1954.416)
 
llb. (from husband's viewpoint only) abxoaraa (There is no
 
comparable term for wife's in-laws)
 

~=~=~=~==~~=g~~~~~~~ 
1. 'adopted son' yaraajaz a-pa (= 'the son whom they reared') 
2. 'adopted daughter' yaraajaz a-pha 
3. 'adoptive father' a-pa II a-pna dazaajaz ab (= 'the father 

who raised the son II daughter') 
4. 'adoptive mother' a-pa II a-pna dazaajaz an 

~=~=1=~==~~=£~g~~~~~~ 
1. 'foster-mother' anajjey 
2. 'foster-father' abaj jey 
3. 'fester-child' aajamta 

~=1=1=£==g~=g££~1~g~~2~ 
1. 'step-mother' anpsa 
2. 'step-father' abapsa 
3. 'step-son' a-papsa 
4. 'step-daughter' a-pnapsa 
5. 'step-brother' ayasapsa 
6. 'step-sister' ayahv s ap s a 

N.B. that the element ay- which appears word-initially in a 
number of the preceding-kinship-terms is the reciprocal-marker. 
This element is an essential component of the citation-form of 
all those terms where it appears above. However, should the 
relevant terms be construed with a possessive prefix, the reci
procal element disappears, e.g. ayasa 'brother' BUT s-asa 'my
brother' . -- 

~=1=~==~212g~;~~~m~~~12~~ 
1. 'red' a-q' ap s 
2. "o r a nqe ' a-p'at'arkal-p~tO'ala (= 'orange-colour') 
3. 'yellow' a-yOez 
4. 'green' ayacO'a II a-nask'~n-p§tO'~la (= 'grass-colour') 
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5. 'blue' (navy) ayac ' av 

6. 'indigo' (7) ayacO'a-eykOara (= 'dark-blue'), which seems 
to be the nearest equivalent. 

7. 'violet' a-doak'ran-P?tO'ela (= 'violet-colour') 
8. 'light-blue' zOyOan-p§tO'ala (= 'sky-colour') 
9. 'white' a-eko'ako'a 

10. 'black' aykOacO' a 
11. 'grey' a-xoa-PetO'ala (= 'ash-colour') 
12. 'brown' a-k'alloa-PetO'a (= 'coffee-colour') 
13. 'pink' a-g'al-p§tO'ala (= 'rose-colour') 
14. 'purple' a-q'aps-hallara (= 'strong-red') II 
a-q'aps-eykOara (= 'dark-red') 
15. 'reddish' a-cOa-q'aps 
16. 'yellowish' a--cO-yOez 
17. 'whitish' a-coa-?ko'ako'a 
18. 'greenish I bluish' a-cOe-yacO'a 
19. 'blackish' a-cOa-ykOacO'a 

~~1~~~=££g~~~g~t~ 
1. 'hair' a-xcoa 
2. 'head' a-xe 
3. 'ear' a-lemna 
4. 'eye' a-la 
5. 'nose' a-pane' a 
6. 'mouth' a-c;' a 
7. 'eyelash' a-lapaJ 
8. 'eyebrow' a-Jams 
9. 'eyelid' a-lacoa 

10. 'forehead' a-lax' 
11. 'cheek' a-jamyOa 
12. 'chin' a-s c l amh v a 
13. 'jaw' 
14. 'lip' a-k'eso 
15. 'tongue' a-bz 
16. 'tooth' a-exa p s c 
17. 'moustache' a-pac'a 
18. 'beard' a-~ak"a 
19. 'neck' a-xoda 
20. 'throat' a-q'arq'a 
21. 'body' a-cOeyza 
22. 'chest' a-gOaepa 
23. 'breast' a-k'ek'a 
24. 'nipple' a-k' ak "mac " 
25. 'arm' a-maxoar 
26. 'armpit' a-yOac'ra 
27. 'elbow' a-masxoalc' 
28. 'shoulder' a-zOyOa 
29. 'forearm' 
30. 'wrist' a-nap'axoda 
31. 'hand' a-nap'a 
32. 'palm' a-nap'sargOac'a 
33. 'finger' a-nacoa 
34. 'thumb' a-nacoadew 
35. 'nail' a-nap'xac 
36. 'rib' a-vacq"ara 
37. 'heart' a-gOe 
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38. 'lung' a-rpha 
39. 'kidney' a-c'ac'a 
40. 'liver' a-gOacOa 
41. 'stomach' a-mgOa
 
42 'navel' a-c'ac'an
 
43: 'penis' a-Va C 

44. 'pudenda' a-g' 
45. 'uterus' a-mgOarta 
46. 'testicle' a-qO'altas 
47. 'leg' a-sap'a 
48. 'hip' a-gOacamaxa 
49. 'thigh' a-watOa 
50. 'knee' a-samxa 
51. 'shin' a-sargOacO-bayOdaw 
52. 'calf' a-sargOacO 
53. 'ankle' a-sap'axoda 
54. 'foot' a-sap'a 
55. 'toe' a-sacca 
56. 'big-toe' a-sacoadaw 
57. 'bottom' a-waho // aha 
58. 'back' a-bya 
59. 'spine' a-byabayO 
60. 'shoulder-blade' a-zOayOsO~q"a 
61. 'skin' a-coa 
62. 'heel' a-sxoa 
63. 'brain' a-x(iayObayO(a) // a-xbayOlai?a 
64. 'skull' a-x(iayObayO(a) 
65. 'bone' a-bayo 
66. 'collar-bone' a-ltO'zOyOa 

~=~=~==~~~~~Qg;~~~ID~Q~~~g~ 
1. 'cook' a-k'ra-w-ra (transitive - for the dummy-object affix 

-k'ra- cf. 2.1.3.8.7) 
~fry' a-j-ra (transitive or intransitive by omission of 

subject) 
3 . 'boil' (of water) a-e-ra (intransitive) 
4. 'begin to boil' ay+la-e-ra (intransitive) 
5. 'boil' (of potatoes etc.) a-~o-ra (transitive or intransit 

ive) 
6. 'simmer' a-xOata=xOatahOa a-i?-ra (intransitive) 
7. 'boil' (strongly of water) a-gOarahOa a-e-ra (intransitive) 
8. 'bake/roast/toast/grill' a-j-ra (transitive or intransitive) 
9. 'fillet/bone' a-bayo a-l-x-ra 

10. 'cut meat into portions' a-koac aY+~'a-x-ra 

II. 'beat an egg' a-kO't'ay' a-yo-ra 
12. 'stir' a-c'-s-ra // ay+la-r-x-ra (transitive) 

~=h~==~~~~gg~g 
1. 'Sunday' a-m~ai?a 
2. 'Monday' a-soax'a 
3. 'Tuesday' a-yOai?a 
4. 'Wednesday' a-xai?a 
5. 'Thursday' a-psaea 
6. 'Friday' a-xoai?a 
7. 'Saturday' a-sabea 
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~~1~g~=~~~~b~=~~=~b~=~~g~ 
Bzyp dialect (Abzui dialect) 

1. 'January' x'acxoamamz8 (yan a r ) 
2. . 'February' yasOargalamz (pe rwa l ) 
3. 'March' xoazok'aramz (mart' ) 
4. 'April' mi?apamz (arp'il) 
5. 'May' k'fat (mes) 
6. 'June' kO'arko' (a)xO",c'a (y ewanoba <2 Mingrelian) 
7. 'July' k " ' arko, (a) d ow (kO'arkO'a) 
8. 'August' n~mho (a)mz (nanhOa 
9. 'September' raparbaagamza (cOabbr~ I cOabban) 
10. 'October' xOk'arcaramz (a-be' a r a ) 
11. 'November' pxanxoac'a (g'argOaba) 
12. 'December' mzayOr a (k'ersa) 

~~1~l~=~~~~g~~~~~~~~~ 
1. 'north' a-yOada 
2. 'south' a-lada 
3. 'east' a-mra-galara (= 'sun-rising') 
4. 'west' a-mra-e t a s v a r a (= 'sun-setting') 

5.2. Basic vocabulary 

1. 'all' zeg'a 
2. 'and' -y ... -y II-g' a (= 'also') 
3. 'animal' a-pstO'a 
4. 'ashes' a-ccaso 
5. 'at' a-~'e II a-q'na 
6. 'back' (of body) a-bya 
7. 'bad' a-cOg'a 
8. 'bark' a-e-ra 
9. 'because' y oz b an z a r II y o z ban ako'zar 
10. 'belly' a-mgOa 
11. 'big' a-daw 
12. 'bird' a-c'as 
13. 'bite' a-cna-ra 
14. 'black' aykOacO'a 
15. 'blood' a-sa 
16. 'blow' a-s-ra (sc. of the wind) 
17. 'bone' a-bayo (a-bayO) 
18. 'breast' a-k'a~'a; of women,only = a-gOahOpa/la-gOaphOa 
19. 'breathe' a-psap a-la-ga=yOa-ga-ra 
20. 'burn' a-bal-ra (transitive or intransitive) 
21. 'child' a-xoac'e 
22. 'claw' a-sap'xac 
23. 'cloud' a-pta 
24. 'cold' a-x'scaso a 
25. 'come' aa+y-ra 
26. 'count' a-px'aja-ra 
27. 'cut' a-p-q'a-ra (transitive or intransitive) 
28. 'day' a-me 
29. 'die' a-ip s-cra 
30. 'dig' a-z,.-ra 
31. 'dirty' a-q" as 
32. 'dog' a-la 
33. 'drink' a-zo-ra 
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34. 'dry' a-yOa 
35. 'dull' a-sosa 
36. 'dust' a-saba 
37. 'ear' a-lamI1a 

o38. 'earth' a-nas 
39. 'eat' a-fa-ra 
4 O. 'egg' a - k ° , t' a y r 

41. 'eye' a-la 
42. 'fall' a-k' a-ha-ra 
43. 'far' a-xara 
44. 'fat/grease' a-eea 
45. 'father' ab 
46. 'fear' a-soa-ra (verb); a-soara (noun) 
47. 'feather' a-xoa 
48. 'few' p o t.k ' 
49. 'fight' ay-s-ra (literally ~ 'to hit one another') 
50. 'fire' a-mea 
51. 'fish' a-psaj 
52. 'f i ve' x °ba 
53. 'float' a-j a a-xa-zaa-ra 
54. 'flow' a-le+y-ra 
55. 'flower' a-sOt 
56. 'fly' a-me' 
57. 'fog' a-naqo, 
58. 'foot' a-sap'a 
59. 'four' p s ba 
60. 'freeze' a-e'aa-ra (intransitive) 
61. 'fruit' a-sOar 
62. 'full' a-tOra 
63. 'give' a-ta-ra 
64. 'good' a-b~~ya , , 
65. 'grass' a-sac II a-task 'en 
66. 'green' ayac v at 

67. 'guts' a-rhoarax 
68. 'hair' a-xeoa II a-xaxoa 
69. 'hand' a-nap';', 
70. 'he' ya r a 
71. 'head' a-xa 
72. 'hear' aha-ra 
73. 'heart' a-gOa 
74. 'heavy' a-x'anta 
75. 'here' a t b r r a 
76. 'hit' a-s-ra 
77. 'hold/take' a-k'-ra 
78. 'horn' a-tO'ayOa 
79. 'how' y~et'a 
80. 'hung' a-soaraea-ra 
81. 'husband' a-xae'a II a-psoma (~ 'host') 
82. 'I' sara 
83. 'ice' a-e'aa 
84. 'if' -r II -za+r 
85. 'in' a-yOnae'q'a 
86. 'kill' a-s-ra 
87. 'knee' a-samxa 
88. 'know' a-dar-ra 
89. 'lake' a-j aya 
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90. 'laugh' a-cc-ra 
9l. 'leaf' a-by'e(c) 
92. 'leftside' armarax' II aremarax 
93. 'leg' a-sap'e 
94. 'lie' a-sta-la-ra II a-r y a-r r a (i.e. 'lie down') 
95. 'live' a-n-xa-ra 
96. 'liver' a-gOaco,a. 
97. 'long' aw 
98. 'louse' a-c'a 
99. 'man/male' a-xac'a 
100. 'many' a-racoa 
10l. 'meat' a-koac 
102. 'moon' a-mza 
103. 'mother' an 
104. 'mountain' a-sxa 
105. 'mouth' a-~'e (cf. 5) 
106. 'name' a-x'j 
107. 'narrow' a-tsOa 
108. 'near' aaygOa 
109. 'neck' a-xoda 
110. 'new' a-c;,.'ac 
11l. 'night' a-c'x 
112. 'nose' a-panc'a 
113. 'not' -rn(-) 
114. 'old' az ° 
115. 'one' a-k'e 
116. 'other' dac.ak'a 
117. 'person' a-wayOe 
U8. 'play' a-xomar-ra 
119. 'pull' a-xa-ra 
120. 'push' a-na-xa-ra 
12l. 'rain' a-koa 
122. 'red' a-q'aps 
123. 'right' aya~a 
124. 'rightsidc' ary'arax' II arey'arax 
125. 'river' a-jayas 
126. 'road' a-myOa 
127. 'root' a-sata 
128. 'rope' a-eaxa 
129. 'rotten' a-baa 
130. 'round' a-g'az II a-g'ez 
13l. 'rub' ay-x'-s-ra 
132. 'salt' a-Jak'a(-xae) 
133. 'sand' a-pslamj 
134. 'say' a-hoa-ra 
135. 'scratch; a-by-ra 
136. 'sea' a-mean 
137. 
138. 

'see' a-ba-ra 
'seed' a-zola 

139. 'sew' a-jax-ra (transitive or intransitive) 
140. 
HI. 

'sharp' 
'short' 

a-c'ar 
a-k" ac;.' 

142. 'sing' a-sea a-hoa-ra (literally 'to say a 
143. 'sit' a-tO'a-ra 
144. 'skin' a-coa 
145. 'sky' a-zayDan 

song') 
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146. 
147. 
148. 
149. 
150. 
15l. 
152. 
153. 
154. 
155. 
156. 
157. 
158. 
159. 
160. 
16l. 
162. 
163. 
164. 
165. 
166. 
167. 
168. 
169. 
170. 
17l. 
172. 
173. 
174. 
175. 
176. 
177 . 
178. 
179. 
180. 
18l. 
182. 
183. 
184. 
185. 
186. 
187. 
188. 
189. 
190. 
19l. 
192. 
193. 
194. 
195. 
196. 
197. 
198. 
199. 
200. 
20l. 
ment) 

'sleep' a-cO(-ra) 
'small' a-xoac'8 
'smell' a-fyOe (noun) 
'smoke' a-lyOa 
'smooth' a-marmalt'as 
'snake' a-mat 
"snow ' a-58 
'some' -(cOa)kOak' 
'spit' a-k'a-zcoa-ra 
'split' ay-qO'a-r-pa-ra (transitive) 
'squeeze' ay+ma-r-yOyOa-ra 
'stab' a-la-c'a-ra 
'stand' a-gela-ra 
'star' ayacO'a 
'stick' a-laba 
'stone' a-xaho 
'straight' ayai?a 
'suck' a-coa-ra 
'sun' a-mra 
'swell' a-c-ra 
'swim' a-jsa-ra 
'tail' a-c'exoa 
'that' a(b)ney II waY/wabrey 
'there' a(b)na II wa/wabra 
'they' dara 
'thick' a-sopa 
'thin' a-p'a (rarely = a-f'a) 
'think' a-gO aa-na-ga-ra 
'this' a(b)ray 
'thou' wara(masculine) II bara(feminine) 
'three' xpa 
'throw' a-r-so-ra 
'tie' a-~'a-hoa-ra 
'tongue' a-bz 
'tooth' a-xapec 
'tree' a-c'la 
'turn' a-x'a-ho-ra 
'two' yOba 
'vomit' a-jOa-ra 
'walk' a-neqo'a-ra 
'warm' a-pxa 
'wash' a-jOjOa-ra 
'water' a-je 
'we' hara 

(intransitive) 

(intransitive) 

(transitive) 

'wet' a-coaak' II a-baaja 
'what' zakO'ey II zakO'ezey 
'when' yanba 
'where' yaba 
'white' a-eko'ako'a 
'who' darban 
'wide' a-tbaa 
'wife' a-phoes 
'wind' a-Pi?a 
'wing' a-mcO'ezOyOa 
'wipe' a-re-ck"a-ra 
'with' -la(by means of) II -c- (verbal affix of accompani
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202. 
203. 
204. 
205. 
206. 
207. 

'woman' a-phoas 
'woods' a-bnakoa 
'worm' a-xOa(c) 
'ye'sOara 
'year' a-eakos 
'yellow' a-yOez 
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